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Chapter XXIII.

Washington. Here are assembled from every State in the Union what ought to be the collected talent, intelligence,
and high principle of a free and enlightened nation. Of talent and intelligence there is a very fair supply, but
principle is not so much in demand; and in everything, and everywhere, by the demand the supply is always
regulated.

Everybody knows that Washington has a Capitol; but the misfortune is that the Capitol wants a city. There it
stands, reminding you of a general without an army, only surrounded and followed by a parcel of ragged little
dirty boys, for such is the appearance of the dirty, straggling, ill−built houses which lie at the foot of it.

Washington, notwithstanding, is an agreeable city, full of pleasant clever people, who come there to amuse and be
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amused; and you observe in the company (although you occasionally meet some very queer importations from the
Western settlements) much more usage du monde and continental ease than in any other parts of the State. A large
portion of those who come up for the meeting of Congress, as well as of the residents, having travelled, and
thereby gained more respect for other nations, are consequently not so conceited about their own country as are
the majority of other Americans.

If anything were required to make Washington a more agreeable place than it is at all times, the arrival and
subsequent conduct of Mr. Fox as British Ambassador would be sufficient. His marked attention to all Americans
of respectability: his empressement in returning the calls of English gentlemen who may happen to arrive, his
open house; his munificent allowance dedicated wholly to the giving of fetes and dinner parties as his Sovereign's
representative; and, above all, his excessive urbanity, can never be forgotten by those who have ever visited the
Capitol.

The Chamber of the House of Representatives is a fine room, and taking the average of the orations delivered
there, it possesses this one great merit �you cannot hear in it. Were I to make a comparison between the members
of our House of Commons and those of the House of Representatives, I should say that the latter had certainly real
advantages. In the first place; the members of the American Senate and House of Representatives are paid, not
only their travelling expenses to and fro, but eight dollars a day during the sitting of Congress. Out of these
allowances many save money, and those who do not, are at all events enabled to bring their families up to
Washington for a little amusement. In the next place, they are so comfortably accommodated in the house, every
man having his own well−stuffed arm−chair, and before him his desk, with his papers and notes! Then they are
supplied with everything, even to pen−knives with their names engraved on them �each knife having two
pen−blades, one whittling blade, and a fourth to clean their nails with, showing on the part of the government, a
paternal regard for their cleanliness as well as convenience. Moreover, they never work at night, and do very little
during the day.

It is astonishing how little work they get through in a session at Washington: this is owing to every member
thinking himself obliged to make two or three speeches, not for the good of the nation, but for the benefit of his
constituents. These speeches are printed and sent to them, to prove that their member makes some noise in the
house. The subject upon which he speaks is of little consequence, compared to the sentiments expressed. It must
be full of eagles, star−spangled banners, sovereign people, clap−trap, flattery, and humbug. I have said that very
little business is done in these houses; but this is caused not only by their long−winded speeches about nothing,
but by the fact that both parties (in this respect laudably following the example of the old country) are chiefly
occupied, the one with the paramount and vital consideration of keeping in, and the other with that of getting in,
�thus allowing the business of the nation, (which after all is not very important, unless such a trump as the
Treasury Bill turns up,) to become a very secondary consideration.

And yet there are principle and patriotism among the members of the legislature, and the more to be appreciated
from their rarity. Like the seeds of beautiful flowers, which, when cast upon a manure−heap, spring up in greater
luxuriance and beauty, and yield a sweeter perfume from the rankness which surrounds them, so do these virtues
show with more grace and attractiveness from the hot−bed of corruption in which they have been engendered. But
there has been a sad falling−off in America since the last war, which brought in the democratic party with General
Jackson. America, if she would wish her present institutions to continue, must avoid war; the best security for her
present form of government existing another half century, is a state of tranquillity and peace; but of that hereafter.
As for the party at present in power, all I can say in its favour is, that there are three clever gentlemen in it �Mr.
Van Buren, Mr. Poinsett, and Mr. Forsyth. There may be more, but I know so little of them, that I must be
excused if I do not name them, which otherwise I should have had great pleasure in doing.

Mr. Van Buren is a very gentleman−like, intelligent man; very proud of talking over his visit to England, and the
English with whom he was acquainted. It is remarkable that, although at the head of the democratic party, Mr.
Van Buren has taken a step striking at the very roots of their boasted equality, and one on which General Jackson
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did not venture �i.e. he has prevented the mobocracy from intruding themselves at his levees. The police are now
stationed at the door, to prevent the intrusion of any improper person. A few years ago, a fellow would drive his
cart, or hackney coach, up to the door; walk into the saloon in all his dirt, and force his way to the president, that
he might shake him by the one hand; whilst he flourished his whip in the other. The revolting scenes which took
place when refreshments were handed round, the injury done to the furniture, and the disgust of the ladies, may be
well imagined. Mr. Van Buren deserves great credit for this step, for it was a bold one; but I must not praise him
too much, or he may lose his next election.

The best lounge at Washington is the library of the Capitol, but the books are certainly not very well treated. I saw
a copy of Audubon's Ornithology, and many other valuable works, in a very dilapidated state, but this must be the
case when the library is open to all, and there are so many juvenile visitors. Still it is much better than locking it
up, for only the bindings to be looked at. It is not a library for show, but for use, and is a great comfort and
amusement.

There are three things in great request amongst Americans of all classes, �male, I mean, �to wit, oysters, spirits,
and tobacco. The first and third are not prohibited by Act of Congress and may be sold in the Capitol, but
spirituous liquors may not. I wondered how the members could get on without them, but upon this point I was
soon enlightened. Below the basement of the building is an oyster shop and refectory. The refectory has been
permitted by Congress upon the express stipulation that no spirituous liquors should be sold there, but
law−makers are too often law−breakers all over the world. You go there and ask for pale sherry, and they hand
you gin; brown sherry, and it is brandy; madeira, whisky; and thus do these potent, grave, and reverend signors
evade their own laws, beneath the very hall wherein they were passed in solemn conclave.

It appears that tobacco is considered very properly as an article of fashion. At a store close to the hotel, the board
outside informs you that among fashionable requisites to be found there, are gentlemen's shirts, collars, gloves,
silk handkerchiefs, and the best chewing tobacco. But not only at Washington but at other large towns I have seen
at silk−mercers and hosiers this notice stuck up in the window �"Dulcissimus chewing tobacco." So prevalent is
the habit of chewing, and so little, from long custom, do the ladies care about it, that I have been told that many
young ladies in the South carry, in their work−boxes, &c., pigtail, nicely ornamented with gold and coloured
papers; and when their swains are at fault administer to their wants, thus meriting their affections by such
endearing solicitude.

I was rather amused in the Senate at hearing the claims of parties who had suffered during the last war, and had
hitherto not received any redress, discussed for adjudication. One man's claim, for instance, was for a cow, value
thirty dollars, eaten up, of course, by the Britishers. It would naturally be supposed that such claims were
unworthy of the attention of such a body as the Senate, or, when brought forward, would have been allowed
without comment: but it was not so. The member who saves the public money always finds favour in the eyes of
the people, and therefore every member tries to save as much as he can, except when he is himself a party
concerned. And there was as much arguing and objecting, and discussion of the merits of this man's claim, as
there would be in the English House of Commons at passing the Navy Estimates. Eventually he lost it. The claims
of the Fulton family were also brought forward, when I was present, in the House of Representatives. Fulton was
certainly the father of steam−navigation in America, and to his exertions and intelligence America may consider
herself in a great degree indebted for her present prosperity. It once required six or seven months to ascend the
Mississippi, a passage which is now performed in fifteen days. Had it not been for Fulton's genius, the West
would still have remained a wild desert, and the now flourishing cotton−growing States would not yet have
yielded the crops which are the staple of the Union. The claim of his surviving relatives was a mere nothing, in
comparison with the debt of gratitude owing to that great man: yet member after member rose to oppose it with all
the ingenuity of argument. One asserted that the merit of the invention did not belong to Fulton; another, that even
if it did, his relatives certainly could found no claim upon it; a third rose and declared that he would prove that, so
far from the government owing money to Fulton, Fulton was in debt to the government. And thus did they go on,
showing to their constituents how great was their consideration for the public money, and to the world (if another
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proof were required) how little gratitude is to be found in a democracy. The bill was thrown out, and the race of
Fultons left to the chance of starving, for anything that the American nation seemed to care to the contrary.
Whitney, the inventor of the gin for clearing the cotton of its seeds (perhaps the next greatest boon ever given to
America), was treated in the same way. And yet, on talking over the question, there were few of the members who
did not individually acknowledge the justice of their claims, and the duty of the State to attend to them: but the
majority would not have permitted it, and when they went back to their constituents to be re−elected, it would
have been urged against them that they had voted away the public money, and they would have had the difficult
task of proving that the interests of the majority, and of the majority alone, had regulated their conduct in
Congress.

There was one event of exciting interest which occurred during my short stay at Washington, and which
engrossed the minds of every individual: the fatal duel between Mr. Graves and Mr. Cilley. Not only the duel
itself, but what took place after it, was to me, as a stranger, a subject for grave reflection.

Notice of Mr. Cilley's decease having been formally given to the House, it adjourned for a day or two, as a mark
of respect, and a day was appointed for the funeral.

The coffin containing the body was brought into the House of Representatives, and there lay in state, as it were.
The members of Senate and the Supreme Court were summoned to attend, whilst an eulogium was passed on the
merits and virtues of the deceased by the surviving representative of the State of Maine: the funeral sermon was
delivered by one clergyman, and an exhortation by another, after which the coffin was carried out to be placed in
the hearse. The following printed order of the procession was distributed, that it might be rigidly attended to by
the members of the two Houses and the Supreme Court:�

Order of Arrangements for the Funeral of The Hon. Jonathan Cilley, Late a Representative in Congress, from the
State of Maine.

The Committee of Arrangement, Pall−bearers, and Mourners, will attend at the late residence of the deceased, at
Mr. Birth's, in third−street, at 11 o'clock A.M, Tuesday, February 27th; at which time the remains will be
removed, in charge of the Committee of Arrangements, attended by the Serjeant−at−arms of the House of
Representatives, to the hall of the House.

At 12 o'clock, meridian, funeral service will be performed in the hall of the House of Representatives, and
immediately after the procession will move to the place of interment, in the following order,�

The Chaplains of both Houses.

Committee of Arrangement, viz

Mr. Evans, of Maine.

Mr. Atherton, of N.H. Mr. Coles, of Va.

Mr. Conner, of N.C. Mr. Johnson, of La.

Mr. Whittlesey, of Ohio, Mr. Fillmore, of N.V.

Pall−bearers, viz.:

Mr. Thomas, of Maryland. Mr. Campbell, of S.C.
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Mr. Williams, of N.H. Mr. White, of Indiana.

Mr. Ogle, of Pennsylvania. Mr. Martin, of Ala.

The Family and Friends of the deceased.

The Members of the House of Representatives, and Senators from Maine, as Mourners.

The Serjeant−at−Arms of the House of Representatives.

The House of Representatives, preceded by their Speaker and Clerk.

The Serjeant−at−Arms of the Senate.

The Senate of the United States, preceded by the Vice President and their Secretary.

The President of the United States.

The Heads of Departments.

Judges of the Supreme Court, and its Officers.

Foreign Ministers.

Citizens and Strangers.

February, 26th, 1838.

The burial−ground being at some distance, carriages were provided for the whole of the company, and the
procession even then was more than half a mile long. I walked there to witness the whole proceeding; but when
the body had been deposited in the vault, I found, on my return, a vacant seat in one of the carriages, in which
were two Americans, who went under the head of "Citizens." They were very much inclined to be
communicative. One of them observed of the clergyman, who, in his exhortation, had expressed himself very
forcibly against the practice of duelling:�

"Well, I reckon that chaplain won't be 'lected next year, and sarve him right too; he did pitch it in rather too strong
for the members; that last flourish of his was enough to raise all their danders."

To the other, who was a more staid sort of personage, I put the question, how long did he think this tragical event,
and the severe observations on duelling, would stop the practice.

"Well, I reckon three days, or thereabouts," replied the man.

I am afraid that the man is not far out in his calculation. Virginia. Mississippi, Louisiana, and now Congress, as
respects the district of Columbia, in which Washington is built, have all passed severe laws against the practice of
duelling, which is universal; but they are no more than dead letters. The spirit of their institutions is adverse to
such laws; and duelling always has been, and always will be, one of the evils of democracy. I have, I believe,
before observed, that in many points a young nation is, in all its faults, very like to a young individual; and this is
one in which the comparison holds good. But there are other causes for, and other incentives to this practice,
besides the false idea that it is a proof of courage. Slander and detraction are the inseparable evils of a democracy;
and as neither public nor private characters are spared, and the law is impotent to protect them, men have no other
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resource than to defend their reputations with their lives, or to deter the defamer by the risk which he must incur.

And where political animosities are carried to such a length as they are in this exciting climate, there is no time
given for coolness and reflection. Indeed, for one American who would attempt to prevent a duel, there are ten
who would urge the parties on to the conflict. I recollect a gentleman introducing me to the son of another
gentleman who was present. The lad, who was about fourteen, I should think, shortly after left the room; and then
the gentleman told me, before the boy's father, that the lad was one of the right sort, having already fought, and
wounded his man; and the father smiled complacently at this tribute to the character of his son. The majority of
the editors of the newspapers in America are constantly practising with the pistol, that they may be ready when
called upon, and are most of them very good shots. In fact, they could not well refuse to fight, being all of them
colonels, majors, or generals �"tam Marte quam Mercurio." But the worst feature in the American system of
duelling is, that they do not go out, as we do in this country, to satisfy honour, but with the determination to kill.
Independently of general practice, immediately after a challenge has been given and received, each party practises
as much as he can.

And now let us examine into the particulars of this duel between Mr. Graves and Mr. Cilley. It was well known
that Mr. Graves had hardly ever fired a rifle in his life. Mr. Cilley, on the contrary, was an excellent rifle−shot,
constantly in practice: it was well known, also, that he intended to fix a quarrel upon one of the southern
members, as he had publicly said he would. He brought his rifle down to Washington with him; he practised with
it almost every day, and more regularly so after he had sent the challenge, and it had been accepted. It so
happened that, contrary to the expectations of all parties, Mr. Cilley, instead of Mr. Graves, was the party who
fell; but surely, if ever there was a man who premeditated murder, it was Mr. Cilley. I state this, not with the wish
to assail Mr. Cilley's character, as I believe that almost any other American would have done the same thing; for
whatever license society will give, that will every man take, and moreover, from habit, will not consider it as
wrong.

But my reason for pointing out all this is to show that society must be in a very loose state, and the standard of
morality must be indeed low in a nation, when a man who has fallen in such a manner, a man who, had he killed
Mr. Graves, would, according to the laws of our country, have been condemned and executed for murder,
(inasmuch as from his practising after the challenge was given, it would have proved malice prepense, on his part)
should now, because he falls in the attempt, have honours paid to his remains, much greater than we paid to those
of Nelson, when he fell so nobly in his country's cause. The chief magistrate of England, which is the king, did not
follow Nelson to the grave; while the chief magistrate of the United States (attended by the Supreme Court and
judges, the Senate, the Representatives) does honour to the remains of one who, if Providence had not checked
him in his career, would have been considered as a cold−blooded murderer.

And yet the Americans are continually dinning into my ears �Captain Marryat, we are a very moral people!
Again, I repeat, the Americans are the happiest people in the world in their own delusions. If they wish to be a
moral people, the government must show them some better example than that of paying those honours to vice and
immorality which are only due to honour and to virtue.

Legislation on Duelling. �The legislature of Mississippi has prohibited duelling, and the parties implicated, in any
instance, are declared to be ineligible to office. The act also imposes a fine of not less than three hundred dollars,
and not more than one thousand, and an imprisonment of not less than six months: and in case of the death of one
of the parties, the survivor is to be held chargeable with the payment of the debts of his antagonist. The estate of
the party who falls in the combat is to be exonerated from such debts until the surviving party be first prosecuted
to insolvency. The seconds are made subject to incapacity to hold office, fine, and imprisonment.

Anti−Duelling Bill.

The bill, as it passed the senate, is in the following words:�
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A BILL to prohibit the giving or accepting, within the District of Columbia, of a Challenge to fight a Duel, and
for the punishment thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America, in Congress
assembled, That if any person shall, in the district of Columbia, challenge another to fight a duel, or shall send or
deliver any written or verbal message purporting or intending to be such challenge, or shall accept any such
challenge or message, or shall knowingly carry or deliver any such challenge or message, or shall knowingly
carry or deliver an acceptance of such challenge or message to fight a duel in or out of said district, and such duel
shall be fought in or out of said district; and if either of the parties thereto shall be slain or mortally wounded in
such duel, the surviving party to such duel, and every person carrying or delivering such challenge or message, or
acceptance of such challenge or message as aforesaid, and all others aiding and abetting therein, shall be deemed
guilty of felony, and upon conviction thereof; in any court competent to the trial thereof, in the said district, shall
be punished by imprisonment and confinement to hard labour in the penitentiary for a term not exceeding ten
years, nor less than five years, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, that if any person shall give or send, or cause to be given or sent, to any person
in the district of Columbia, any challenge to fight a duel, or to engage in single combat with any deadly or
dangerous instrument or weapon whatever, or shall be the bearer of any such challenge, every person so giving or
sending, or causing to be given or sent, or accepting such challenge, or being the bearer thereof, and every person
aiding or abetting in the giving, sending, or accepting such challenge, shall be deemed guilty of a high crime and
misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof in any court competent to try the same, in the said district, shall be
punished by imprisonment and confinement to hard labour in the penitentiary, for a term not exceeding ten years,
nor less than five years, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, that if any person shall assault, strike, beat, or wound, or cause to be assaulted,
stricken, beaten, or wounded, any person in the district of Columbia for declining or refusing to accept any
challenge to fight a duel, or to engage in single combat with any deadly or dangerous instrument or weapon
whatever, or shall, post or publish, or cause to be posted or published, any writing charging any such person so
declining or refusing to accept any such challenge to be a coward, or using any other opprobrious or injurious
language therein, tending to deride and disgrace such person, for so offending, on conviction thereof in any court
competent to trial thereof in said district, shall be punished by confinement to hard labour in the penitentiary for a
term not exceeding seven years, nor less than three years, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, that in addition to the oath now to be prescribed by law to be administered to the
grand jury in the district of Columbia, they shall be sworn faithfully and impartially to inquire into, and true
presentment make of, all offences against this act.

Chapter XXIV.

I have been for some time journeying through the province of Upper Canada, and, on the whole, I consider it the
finest portion of all North America. In America every degree of longitude which you proceed west, is equal to a
degree of latitude to the southward in increasing the mildness of the temperature. Upper Canada, which is not so
far west as to sever you from the civilised world, has every possible advantage of navigation, and is at the same
time, from being nearly surrounded by water, much milder than the American States to the southward of it. Every
thing grows well and flourishes in Upper Canada; even tobacco, which requires a very warm atmosphere. The
land of this province is excellent, but it is a hard land to clear, the timber being very close and of a very large size.
A certain proof of the value of the land of Upper Canada is, that there are already so many Americans who have
settled there. Most of them had originally emigrated to establish themselves in the neighbouring state of
Michigan; but the greater part of that state is at present so unhealthy from swamps, and the people suffer so much
from fever and agues, that the emigrants have fallen back upon Upper Canada, which (a very small portion of it
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excepted) is the most healthy portion of North America. I have before observed, that the Rideau and Welland
canals, splendid works as they are, are too much in advance of the country: and had the Government spent
one−half the money in opening communications and making good roads, the province would have been much
more benefited. In the United States you have a singular proof of the advantages of communication; in the old
continent, towns and villages rise up first, and the communications, are made afterwards; in the United States, the
roads are made first, and when made, towns and villages make their appearance on each side of them, just as the
birds drop down for their aliment upon the fresh furrows made across the fallow by the plough.

From Hamilton, on Lake Ontario, to Bradford, the country is very beautifully broken and undulating, occasionally
precipitate and hilly. You pass through forests of splendid timber, chiefly fir, but of a size which is surprising.
Here are masts for "tall admirals," so lofty that you could not well perceive a squirrel, or even a large animal, if
upon one of the topmast boughs. The pine forests are diversified by the oak; you sometimes pass through six or
seven miles of the first description of timber, which gradually changes, until you have six or seven miles of forest
composed entirely of oak. The road is repairing and levelling, preparatory to its being macadamised �certainly not
before it was required, for it is at present execrable throughout the whole province. Every mile or so you descend
into a hollow, at the bottom of which is what they term a mud hole, that is, a certain quantity of water and mud,
which is of a depth unknown, but which you must fathom by passing through it. To give an Englishman an idea of
the roads is not easy; I can only say that it is very possible for a horse to be drowned in one of the ruts, and for a
pair of them to disappear, waggon and all, in a mud hole.

At Bradford, on Grand River, are located some remnants of the Mohawk tribe of Indians; they are more than
demi−civilised; they till their farms, and have plenty of horses and cattle. A smart looking Indian drove into town,
when I was there, in a waggon with a pair of good horses; in the waggon were some daughters of one of their
chiefs; they were very richly dressed after their own fashion, their petticoats and leggings being worked with
beads to the height of two feet from the bottom, and in very good taste; and they wore beaver hats and feathers of
a pattern which used formerly to be much in vogue with the ladies of the seamen at Plymouth and Portsmouth.

From Bradford to London the roads are comparatively good; the country rises, and the plain is nearly one hundred
feet above the level of the river Thames, a beautifully wide stream, whose two branches join at the site of this
town. The land here is considered to be the finest in the whole province, and the country the most healthy.

From London to Chatham the roads are really awful. I had the pleasure of tumbling over head and ears into a mud
hole, at about twelve o'clock at night; the horses were with difficulty saved, and the waggon remained fixed for
upwards of three hours, during which we laboured hard, and were refreshed with plentiful showers of rain.

Chatham, on the river Thames, is at present a sad dirty hole; but, as the country rises, will be a place of great
importance. From Chatham I embarked in the steam−boat, and went down the Thames into Lake St. Clair, and
from thence to Sandwich, having passed through the finest country, the most beautiful land, and about the most
infamous roads that are to be met with in all America.

Within these last seven or eight years the lakes have risen; many hypotheses have been offered to account for this
change. I do not coincide with any of the opinions which I have heard, yet, at the same time, it is but fair to
acknowledge that I can offer none of my own. It is quite a mystery. The consequence of this rising of the waters
is, that some of the finest farms at the month of the river Thames and on Lake St. Clair, occupied by the old
Canadian settlers, are, and have been for two or three years under water. These Canadians have not removed; they
are waiting for the water to subside; their houses stand in the lake, the basements being under water, and they
occupy the first floors with their families, communicating by boats. As they cannot cultivate their land, they shoot
and fish. Several miles on each side of the mouth of the river Thames the water is studded with these houses,
which have, as may be supposed, a very forlorn appearance, especially as the top rail of the fences is generally
above water, marking out the fields which are now tenanted by fish instead of cattle.
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Went out with a party into the bush, as it is termed, to see some land which had been purchased. Part of the road
was up to the saddle−flaps under water, from the rise of the lakes. We soon entered the woods, not so thickly
growing but that our horses could pass through them, had it not been for the obstacles below our feet. At every
third step a tree lay across the path, forming, by its obstruction to the drainage, a pool of water; but the Canadian
horses are so accustomed to this that they very coolly walked over them, although some were two feet in
diameter. They never attempted to jump, but deliberately put one foot over and the other �with equal dexterity
avoiding the stumps and sunken logs concealed under water. An English horse would have been foundered before
he had proceeded fifty yards. Sometimes we would be for miles wading through swamps; at others the land rose,
and then it was clear and dry, and we could gallop under the oak trees.

We continued till noon before we could arrive at the land in question, forcing our way through the woods, and
guided by the blazing of the trees. Blazing is cutting off a portion of the bark of the trees on both sides of the road
with an axe, and these marks, which will remain for many years, serve as a guide. If lost in the woods you have
but to look out for a blaze, and by following it you are certain to arrive at some inhabited place. We found the
land at last, which was high, dry, and covered with large oak trees. A herd of deer bounded past us as we
approached the river, which ran through it; and we could perceive the flocks of wild turkeys at a distance, running
almost as fast as the deer. The river was choked by trees which had fallen across its bed, damming up its stream,
and spreading it over the land; but the scene was very beautiful and wild, and I could not help fancying what a
pretty spot it would one day be, when it should be cleared, and farm−houses built on the banks of the river.

On our way we called upon a man who had been in the hush but a year or so; he had a wife and six children. He
was young and healthy, and although he had been used to a life of literary idleness, he had made up his mind to
the change, and taken up the axe �a thing very few people can do. I never saw a person apparently more cheerful
and contented. He had already cleared away about fifteen acres, and had procured a summer crop from off a
portion of it the year before! having no other assistance than his two boys, one thirteen and the other fourteen
years old, healthy, but not powerfully built lads. When we called upon him, he was busied in burning the felled
timber, and planting Indian corn. One of his boys was fencing−in the ground. I went with the man into his
log−hut, which was large and convenient, and found his wife working at her needle, and three little girls all as
busy as bees; the eldest of these girls was not twelve years old, yet she cooked, baked, washed, and, with the
assistance of her two little sisters, did all that was required for the household. After a short repose, we went out
again into the clearing, when one of my friends asked him how he got on with his axe? "Pretty well," replied he,
laughing; "I'll show you." He led us to where a button−wood tree was lying; the trunk was at least ninety feet
long, and the diameter where it had been cut through between five and six feet; it was an enormous tree. "And did
you cut that down yourself?" enquired my companion, who was an old settler. "Not quite; but I cut through the
north half while my two boys cut through the south; we did it between us." This was really astonishing, for if
these two lads could cut through half the tree, it is evident that they could have cut it down altogether. We had
here a proof of how useful children can be made at an early age.

We promised to call upon him on our return; which we did. We found him sitting with his wife in his log−house;
it was five o'clock in the afternoon; he told us "work was over now, and that the children had gone into the bush to
play." They had all worked from five o'clock in the morning, and had since learnt their lessons. We heard their
laughter ringing in the woods at a distance.

Now this is rather a remarkable instance among settlers, as I shall hereafter explain. Had this man been a
bachelor, he would have been, in all probability, a drunkard; but, with his family, he was a happy, contented, and
thriving man. We parted with him, and arrived at Windsor, opposite Detroit, very tired, having been, with little
exception, fourteen hours in the saddle.

I took cold, and was laid up with a fever. I mention this, not as any thing interesting to the reader, but merely to
show what you may expect when you travel in these countries. I had been in bed three days, when my landlady
came into the room. "Well, captain, how do you find yourself by this time?" "Oh, I am a little better, thank you,"
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replied I. "Well, I am glad of it, because I want to whitewash your room; for if the coloured man stops to do it
to−morrow, he'll be for charging us another quarter of a dollar." "But I am not able to leave my room." "Well,
then, I'll speak to him; I dare say he won't mind your being in bed while he whitewashes."

I have often remarked the strange effects of intoxication, and the different manner in which persons are affected
with liquor. When I was on the road from London to Chatham, a man who was very much intoxicated got into the
waggon, and sat beside me. As people in that state generally are, he was excessively familiar; and although jerked
off with no small degree of violence, would continue, until we arrived at the inn where we were to sup, to attempt
to lay his head upon my shoulder.

As soon as we arrived, supper was announced. At first he refused to take any, but on the artful landlady bawling
in his ear, that all gentlemen supped when they arrived, he hesitated to consider (which certainly was not at all
necessary) whether he was not bound to take some. Another very important remark of the hostess, which was, that
he would have nothing to eat until the next morning, it being then eleven o'clock at night, decided him, and he
staggered in, observing, "Nothing to eat till next morning! well, I never thought of that." He sat down opposite to
me, at the same table. It appeared as if his vision was inverted by the quantity of liquor which he had taken;
everything close to him on the table he considered to be out of his reach, whilst everything at a distance he
attempted to lay hold of. He sat up as erect as he could, balancing himself so as not to appear canned, and fixing
his eyes upon me, said, "Sir, I'll trouble you �for some fried ham." Now the ham was in the dish next to him, and
altogether out of my reach; I told him so. "Sir," said he again, "as a gentleman, I ask you to give me some of that
fried ham." Amused with the curious demand, I rose from my chair, went round to him and helped him. "Shall I
give you a potato," said I, the potatoes being at my end of the table, and I not wishing to rise again. "No, Sir,"
replied he, "I can help myself to them." He made a dash at them, but did not reach them; then made another, and
another, till he lost his balance, and lay down upon his plate; this time he gained the potatoes, helped himself, and
commenced eating. After a few minutes he again fixed his eyes upon me. "Sir, I'll trouble you �for the pickles."
They were actually under his nose, and I pointed them out to him. "I believe, Sir, I asked you for the pickles,"
repeated he, after a time. "Well, there they are," replied I, wishing to see what he would do. "Sir, are you a
gentleman �as a gentleman �I ask you as a gentleman, for them 'ere pickles." It was impossible to resist this
appeal, so I rose and helped him. I was now convinced that his vision was somehow or another inverted, and to
prove it, when he asked me for the salt, which was within his reach, I removed it farther off. "Thank ye, Sir," said
he, sprawling over the table after it. The circumstance, absurd as it was, was really a subject for the investigation
of Dr. Brewster.

At Windsor, which is directly opposite to Detroit, where the river is about half a mile across, are stores of English
goods, sent there entirely for the supply of the Americans, by smugglers. There is also a row of tailor shops, for
cloth is a very dear article in America, and costs nearly double the price it does in the English provinces. The
Americans go over there, and are measured for a suit of clothes which, when ready, they put on, and cross back to
Detroit with their old clothes in a bundle. The smuggling is already very extensive, and will, of course, increase as
the Western country becomes more populous.

Near Windsor and Sandwich are several villages of free blacks, probably the major portion of them having been
assisted in their escape by the Abolitionists. They are not very good neighbours from their propensity to thieving,
which either is innate, or, as Miss Martineau would have it, is the effect of slavery. I shall not dispute that point;
but it is certain that they are most inveterately hostile to the Americans, and will fight to the last, from the dread
of being again subjected to their former masters. They are an excellent frontier population; and in the last troubles
they proved how valuable they would become, in case their services were more seriously required.

Chapter XXV.

Once more on board of the Michigan, one of the best vessels on Lake Erie; as usual, full of emigrants, chiefly
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Irish. It is impossible not to feel compassion for these poor people, wearied as they are with confinement and
suffering, and yet they do compose occasionally about as laughable a group as can well be conceived. In the first
place, they bring out with them from Ireland, articles which no other people would consider worth the carriage. I
saw one Irish woman who had old tin tea pots; there was but one spout among the whole, and I believe not one
bottom really sound and good. And then their costumes, more particularly the fitting out of the children, who are
not troubled with any extra supply of clothes at any time! I have witnessed the seat of an old pair of corduroy
trowsers transformed into a sort of bonnet for a laughing fair−haired girl. But what amused me more was the very
reverse of this arrangement; a boy's father had just put a patch upon the hinder part of his son's trousers; and cloth
not being at hand, he had, as an expedient for stopping the gap, inserted a piece of an old straw bonnet; in so
doing he had not taken the precaution to put the smooth side of the plait inwards, and, in consequence, young
Teddy when he first sat down felt rather uncomfortable. "What's the matter wid ye, Teddy; what makes ye wriggle
about in that way? Sit aisy, man; sure enough, havn't ye a strait−bottomed chair to sit down upon all the rest of
your journey, which is more than your father ever had before you?" And then their turning in for the night! A
single bed will contain one adult and four little ones at one end, and another adult and two half−grown at the
other. But they are all packed away so snug and close, and not one venturing to move, there appears to be room
for all.

We stopped half an hour at Mackinaw to take in wood, and then started for Green Bay, in the Wisconsin territory.
Green Bay is a military station; it is a pretty little place, with soil as rich as garden mould. The Fox river
debouches here, but the navigation is checked a few miles above the town by the rapids, which have been
dammed up into a water power; yet there is no doubt that as soon as the whole of the Wisconsin lands are offered
for sale by the American Government, the river will be made navigable up to its meeting with the Wisconsin,
which falls into the Mississippi. There is only a portage of a mile and a half between the two, through which a
canal will be cut, and then there will be another junction between the lakes and the Far West. It was my original
intention to have taken the usual route by Chicago and Galena to St. Louis, but I fell in with Major F�, with
whom I had been previously acquainted, who informed me that he was about to send a detachment of troops from
Green Bay to Fort Winnebago, across Wisconsin territory. As this afforded me an opportunity of seeing the
country, which seldom occurs, I availed myself of an offer to join the party. The detachment consisted of about
one hundred recruits, nearly the whole of them Canada patriots, as they are usually called, who, having failed in
taking the provinces from John Bull, were fain to accept the shilling from uncle Sam.

Major F� accompanied us to pay the troops at the fort, and we therefore had five waggons with us, loaded with a
considerable quantity of bread and pork, and not quite so large a proportion of specie, the latter not having as yet
become plentiful again in the United States. We set off, and marched fifteen miles in about half a day, passing
through the settlement Des Peres, which is situated at the rapids of the Fox river. Formerly they were called the
Rapids des Peres, from a Jesuit college which had been established there by the French. Our course lay along the
banks of the Fox river, a beautiful swift stream pouring down between high ridges, covered with fine oak timber.

The American Government have disposed of all the land on the banks of this river and the Lake Winnebago, and
consequently it is well settled; but the Winnebago territory in Wisconsin, lately purchased of the Winnebago
Indians, and comprising all the prairie land and rich mineral country from Galena to Mineral Point, is not yet
offered for sale: when it is, it will be eagerly purchased; and the American Government, as it only paid the Indians
at the rate of one cent and a fraction per acre, will make an enormous profit by the speculation. Well may the
Indians be said, like Esau, to part with their birthright for a mess of pottage; but, in truth, they are compelled to
sell �the purchase−money being a mere subterfuge, by which it may appear as if their lands were not wrested
from them, although, in fact, it is.

On the second day we continued our march along the banks of the Fox river, which, as we advanced, continued to
be well settled, and would have been more so, if some of the best land had not fallen, as usual, into the hands of
speculators, who, aware of its value, hold out that they may obtain a high price for it. The country through which
we passed was undulating, consisting of a succession of ridges, covered with oaks of a large size, but not growing
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close as in a forest; you could gallop your horse through any part of it. The tracks of deer were frequent, but we
saw but one herd of fifteen, and that was at a distance. We now left the banks of the river, and cut across the
country to Fond du Lac, at the bottom of Lake Winnebago, of which we had had already an occasional glimpse
through the openings of the forest. The deer were too wild to allow of our getting near them; so I was obliged to
content myself with shooting wood pigeons, which were very plentiful.

On the night of the third day we encamped upon a very high ridge; as usual studded with oak trees. The term used
here to distinguish this variety of timber land from the impervious woods is oak openings . I never saw a more
beautiful view than that which was afforded us from our encampment. From the high ground upon which our tents
were pitched, we looked down to the left, upon a prairie flat and level as a billiard−table, extending, as far as the
eye could scan, one rich surface of unrivalled green. To the right the prairie gradually changed to oak openings,
and then to a thick forest, the topmost boughs and heads of which were level with our tents. Beyond them was the
whole broad expanse of the Winnebago lake, smooth and reflecting like a mirror the brilliant tints of the setting
sun, which disappeared, leaving a portion of his glory behind him; while the moon in her ascent, with the dark
portion of her disk as clearly defined as that which was lighted, gradually increased in brilliancy, and the stars
twinkled in the clear sky. We watched the features of the landscape gradually fading from our sight, until nothing
was left but broad masses partially lighted up by the young moon.

Nor was the foreground less picturesque: the spreading oaks, the tents of the soldiers, the waggons drawn up with
the horses tethered, all lighted up by the blaze of our large fires. Now, when I say our large fires, I mean the large
fires of America, consisting of three or four oak trees, containing a load of wood each, besides many large boughs
and branches, altogether forming a fire some twenty or thirty feet long, with flames flickering up twice as high as
one's head. At a certain distance from this blazing pile you may perceive what in another situation would be
considered as a large coffee−pot (before this huge fire it makes a very diminutive appearance). It is placed over
some embers drawn out from the mass, which would have soon burnt up coffee−pot and coffee all together; and at
a still more respectful distance you may perceive small rods, not above four or five feet long, bifurcated at the
smaller end, and fixed by the larger in the ground, so as to hang towards the huge fire, at an angle of forty
degrees, like so many tiny fishing−rods. These rods have at their bifurcated ends a piece of pork or ham, or of
bread, or perhaps of venison, for we bought some, not having shot any: they are all private property, as each party
cooks for himself. Seeing these rods at some distance, you might almost imagine that they were the fishing−rods
of little imps bobbing for salamanders in the fiery furnace.

In the mean time, while the meat is cooking and the coffee is boiling, the brandy and whisky are severely taxed,
as we lie upon our cloaks and buffalo skins at the front of our tents. There certainly is a charm in this wild sort of
life, which wins upon people the more they practise it; nor can it be wondered at: our wants are in reality so few
and so easily satisfied, without the restraint of form and ceremony. How often, in my wanderings, have I felt the
truth of Shakespeare's lines in "As You Like It."

"Now, my co−mates and partners in exile,
Hath not old custom made this life more sweet
Than that of painted pomp? Are not these woods
More free from peril than the envious court?
Here feel we but the penalty of Adam�
The seasons' difference."

On the fourth day we descended, crossed the wide prairie, and arrived at the Fond du Lac, where we again fell in
with the Fox river, which runs through the Winnebago lake. The roads through the forests had been very bad, and
the men and horses showed signs of fatigue; but we had now passed through all the thickly wooded country, and
had entered into the prairie country, extending to Fort Winnebago, and which was beautiful beyond concoction.
Its features alone can be described; but its effects can only be felt by being seen. The prairies here are not very
large, seldom being above six or seven miles in length or breadth; generally speaking, they lie in gentle
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undulating flats, and the ridges and hills between them are composed of oak openings. To form an idea of these
oak openings, imagine an inland country covered with splendid trees, about as thickly planted as in our English
parks; in fact, it is English park scenery, Nature having here spontaneously produced what it has been the care and
labour of centuries in our own country to effect. Sometimes the prairie will rise and extend along the hills, and
assume an undulating appearance, like the long swell of the ocean; it is then called rolling prairie.

Often, when I looked down upon some fifteen or twenty thousand acres of these prairies, full of rich grass,
without one animal, tame or wild, to be seen, I would fancy what thousands of cattle will, in a few years, be
luxuriating in those pastures, which, since the herds of buffalo have retreated from them, are now useless, and
throwing up each year a fresh crop, to seed and to die unheeded.

On our way we had fallen in with a young Frenchman, who had purchased some land at Fond du Lac, and was
proceeding there in company with an American, whom he had hired to settle on it. I now parted company with
him; he had gone out with me in my shooting excursions, and talked of nothing but his purchase: it had water; it
had a waterfall; it had, in fact, everything that he could desire; but he thought that, after two years, he would go
home and get a wife: a Paradise without an Eve would be no Paradise at all.

The price of labour is, as may be supposed, very high in this part of the country. Hiring by the year, you find a
man in food, board, and washing, and pay him three hundred dollars per annum (about £70 English.)

The last night that we bivouacked out was the only unfortunate one. We had been all comfortably settled for the
night, and fast asleep, when a sudden storm came on, accompanied with such torrents of rain as would have
washed us out of our tents, if they had not been already blown down by the violence of the gale. Had we had any
warning, we should have provided against it; as it was, we made up huge fires, which defied the rain; and thus we
remained till day−light, the rain pouring on us, while the heat of the fire drying us almost as fast as we got wet,
each man threw up a column of steam from his still saturating and still heated garments. Every night we
encamped where there was a run of water, and plenty of dead timber for our fires; and thus did we go on,
emptying our waggons daily of the bread and pork, and filling up the vacancies left by the removal of the empty
casks with the sick and lame, until at last we arrived at Fort Winnebago.

Chapter XXVI.

We had not to arrive at the fort to receive a welcome, for when we were still distant about seven miles, the
officers of the garrison, who had notice of our coming, made their appearance on horseback, bringing a britchska
and grey horses for our accommodation. Those who were not on duty (and I was one) accepted the invitation, and
we drove in upon a road which, indeed, for the last thirty miles, had been as level as the best in England. The
carriage was followed by pointers, hounds, and a variety of dogs, who were off duty like ourselves, and who
appeared quite as much delighted with their run as we were tired with ours. The medical officer attached to the
fort, an old friend and correspondent of Mr. Lee of Philadelphia, received me with all kindness, and immediately
installed me into one of the rooms in the hospital.

Fort Winnebago is situated between the Fox and Wisconsin rivers at the portage, the two rivers being about a mile
and a−half apart; the Fox river running east, and giving its waters to Lake Michigan at Green Bay, while the
Wisconsin turns to the west, and runs into the Mississippi at Prairie du Chien. The fort is merely a square of
barracks, connected together with palisades, to protect it from the Indians; and it is hardly sufficiently strong for
even that purpose. It is beautifully situated, and when the country fills up will become a place of importance.
Most of the officers are unmarried, and live a very quiet, and secluded, but not unpleasant life. I stayed there two
days, much pleased with the society and the kindness shown to me; but an opportunity of descending the
Wisconsin to Prairie du Chien, in a keel−boat, having presented itself, I availed myself of an invitation to join the
party, instead of proceeding by land to Galena, as had been my original intention.
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The boat had been towed up the Wisconsin with a cargo of flour for the garrison; and a portion of the officers
having been ordered down to Prairie du Chien, they had obtained this large boat to transport themselves, families,
furniture, and horses, all at once, down to their destination. The boat was about one hundred and twenty feet long,
covered in to the height of six feet above the gunnel, and very much in appearance like the Noah's Ark given to
children, excepting that the roof was flat. It was an unwieldy craft, and, to manage it, it required at least
twenty−five men with poles and long sweeps; but the army gentlemen had decided that, as we were to go down
with the stream, six men with short oars would be sufficient �a very great mistake. In every other respect she was
badly found, as we term it at sea, having but one old piece of rope to hang on with, and one axe. Our freight
consisted of furniture stowed forward and aft, with a horse and cow. In a cabin in the centre we had a lady and
five children, one maid and two officers. Our crew was composed of six soldiers, a servant, and a French half
bred to pilot us down the river. All Winnebago came out to see us start; and as soon as the rope was cast off, away
we went down with the strong current at the rate of five miles an hour. The river passed through forests of oak,
the large limbs of which hung from fifteen to twenty feet over the banks on each side; sometimes whole trees lay
prostrate in the stream, held by their roots still partially remaining in the ground, while their trunks and branches
offering resistance to the swift current, created a succession of small masses of froth, which floated away on the
dark green water.

We had not proceeded far, before we found that it was impossible to manage such a large and cumbrous vessel
with our few hands; we were almost at the mercy of the current, which appeared to increase in rapidity every
minute; however, by exertion and good management, we contrived to keep in the middle of the stream until the
wind sprung up and drove us on to the southern bank of the river, and then all was cracking and tearing away of
the wood−work, breaking of limbs from the projecting trees, the snapping, cracking, screaming, hallooing, and
confusion. As fast as we cleared ourselves of one tree, the current bore us down upon another; as soon as we were
clear above water, we were foul and entangled below. It was a pretty general average; but, what was worse than
all a snag had intercepted and unshipped our rudder, and we were floating away from it, as it still remained fixed
upon the sunken tree. We had no boat with us, not oven a dug−out �(a canoe made out of the trunk of a tree) �so
one of the men climbed on shore by the limbs of an oak, and went back to disengage it. He did so, but not being
able to resist the force of the stream, down he and the rudder came together �his only chance of salvation being
that of our catching him as he came past us. This we fortunately succeeded in effecting; and then hanging on by
our old piece of rope to the banks of the river, after an hour's delay we contrived to re−ship our rudder, and
proceeded on our voyage, which was a continuation of the same eventful history. Every half hour we found
ourselves wedged in between the spreading limbs of the oaks, and were obliged to have recourse to the axe to
clear ourselves: and on every occasion we lost a further portion of the frame−work of our boat, either from the
roof, the sides, or by the tearing away of the stancheons themselves.

A little before sunset, we were again swept on to the bank with such force as to draw the pintles of our rudder.
This finished us for the day: before it could be replaced, it was time to make fast for the night; so there we lay,
holding by our rotten piece of rope, which cracked and strained to such a degree, as inclined us to speculate upon
where we might find ourselves in the morning. However, we could not help ourselves, so we landed, made a large
fire, and cooked our victuals; not, however, venturing to wander away far, on account of the rattle−snakes, which
here abounded. Perhaps there is no portion of America in which the rattle−snakes are so large and so numerous as
in Wisconsin. There are two varieties: the black rattle−snake, that frequents marshy spots, and renders it rather
dangerous to shoot snipes and ducks; and the yellow, which takes up its abode in the rocks and dry places. Dr. F�
told me that he had killed, inside of the fort Winnebago, one of the latter species, between seven and eight feet
long. The rattle−snake, although its poison is so fatal, is in fact not a very dangerous animal, and people are
seldom bitten by it. This arises from two causes: first, that it invariably gives you notice of its presence by its
rattle; and secondly, that it always coils itself up like a watch−spring before it strikes, and then darts forward only
about its own length. Where they are common, the people generally carry with them a vial of ammonia, which, if
instantly applied to the bite, will at least prevent death. The copper−head is a snake of a much more dangerous
nature, from its giving no warning, and its poison being equally active.
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This river has been very appropriately named by the Indians the 'Stream of the Thousand Isles,' as it is studded
with them; indeed, every quarter of a mile you find one or two in its channel. The scenery is fine, as the river runs
through high ridges, covered with oak to their summits; sometimes these ridges are backed by higher cliffs and
mountains, which halfway up are of a verdant green, and above that present horizontal strata of calcareous rock of
rich grey tints, having, at a distance, very much the appearance of the dilapidated castles on the Rhine.

The scenery, though not so grand as the highlands of the Hudson, is more diversified and beautiful. The river was
very full, and the current occasionally so rapid, as to leave a foam as it swept by any projecting point. We had,
now that the river widened, sand banks to contend with, which required all the exertions of our insufficient crew.

On the second morning, I was very much annoyed at our having left without providing ourselves with a boat, for
at the grey of dawn, we discovered that some deer had taken the river close to us, and were in midstream. Had we
had a boat, we might have procured a good supply of venison. We cast off again and resumed our voyage; and
without any serious accident we arrived at the shot−tower, where we remained for the night. Finding a shot−tower
in such a lone wilderness as this, gives you some idea of the enterprise of the Americans; but the Galena, or lead
district, commences here, on the south bank of the Wisconsin. The smelting is carried on about twelve miles
inland, and the lead is brought here, made into shot, and then sent down the river to the Mississippi, by which, and
its tributary streams, it is supplied to all America, west of the Alleghanies. The people were all at work when we
arrived. The general distress had even affected the demand for shot, which was now considerably reduced.

On the third day we had the good fortune to have no wind, and consequently made rapid progress, without much
further damage. We passed a small settlement called the English prairie �for the prairies were now occasionally
mixed up with the mountain scenery. Here there was a smelting−house and a steam saw−mill.

The diggings, as they term the places where the lead is found (for they do not mine, but dig down from the
surface,) were about sixteen miles distant. We continued our course for about twenty miles lower down, when we
wound up our day's work by getting into a more serious fix among the trees, and eventually losing our only axe,
which fell overboard into deep water. All Noah's Ark was in dismay, for we did not know what might happen, or
what the next day might bring forth. Fortunately, it was not necessary to cut wood for firing. During the whole of
this trip I was much amused with our pilot, who, fully aware of the dangers of the river, was also equally
conscious that there were not sufficient means on board to avoid them; when, therefore, we were set upon a
sand−bank, or pressed by the wind on the sunken trees, he always whistled; that was all he could do, and in
proportion as the danger became more imminent, so did he whistle the louder, until the affair was decided by a
bump or a crash, and then he was silent.

On the ensuing day we had nothing but misfortunes. We were continually twisted and twirled about, sometimes
with our bows, sometimes with our stern foremost, and as often with our broadside to the stream. We were
whirled against one bank, and, as soon as we were clear of that we were thrown upon the other. Having no axe to
cut away, we were obliged to use our hands. Again our rudder was unshipped, and with great difficulty replaced.
By this time we had lost nearly the half of the upper works of the boat, one portion after another having been torn
off by the limbs of the trees as the impetuous current drove us along. To add to our difficulties, a strong wind rose
against the current, and the boat became quite unmanageable. About noon, when we had gained only seven miles,
the wind abated, and two Menonnomie Indians, in a dug−out, came alongside of us; and as it was doubtful
whether we should arrive at the mouth of the river on that night, or be left upon a sand−bank, I got into the canoe
with them, to go down to the landing−place, and from thence to cross over to Prairie du Chien, to inform the
officers of the garrison of our condition, and obtain assistance. The canoe would exactly hold three, and no more;
but we paddled swiftly down the stream, and we soon lost sight of the Noah's Ark. Independently of the canoe
being so small, she had lost a large portion of her stem, so that at the least ripple of the water she took it in, and
threatened us with a swim; and she was so very narrow, that the least motion would have destroyed her
equilibrium and upset her. One Indian sat in the bow, the other in the stern, whilst I was doubled up in the middle.
We had given the Indians some bread and pork, and after paddling about half an hour, they stopped to eat. Now,
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the Indian at the bow had the pork, while the one at the stern had the bread; any attempt to move, so as to hand the
eatables to each other, must have upset us; so this was their plan of communication:� The one in the bow cut off a
slice of pork, and putting it into the lid of a saucepan which he had with him, and floating it alongside of the
canoe, gave it a sufficient momentum to make it swim to the stern, when the other took possession of it. He in the
stern then cut off a piece of bread, and sent it back in return by the same conveyance. I had a flask of whisky, but
they would not trust that by the same perilous little conveyance; so I had to lean forward very steadily, and hand it
to the foremost, and, when he returned it to me, to lean backwards to give it the other, with whom it remained till
we landed, for I could not regain it. After about an hour's more paddling, we arrived safely at the landing−place. I
had some trouble to get a horse, and was obliged to go out to the fields where the men were ploughing. In doing
so, I passed two or three very large snakes. At last I was mounted somehow, but without stirrups, and set off for
Prairie du Chien. After riding about four miles, I had passed the mountain, and I suddenly came upon the prairie
(on which were feeding several herd of cattle and horses), with the fort in the distance, and the wide waters of the
Upper Mississippi flowing beyond it. I crossed the prairie, found my way into the fort, stated the situation of our
party, and requested assistance. This was immediately dispatched, but on their arrival at the landing−place, they
found that the keel−boat had arrived at the ferry without further difficulty. Before sunset the carriages returned
with the whole party, who were comfortably accommodated in the barracks �a sufficient number of men being
left with the boat to bring it round to the Mississippi, a distance of about twelve miles.

Chapter XXVII.

Prairie du Chiens is a beautiful meadow, about eight miles long by two broad, situated at the confluence of the
Wisconsin and the Mississippi; it is backed with high bluffs, such as I have before described, verdant two−thirds
of the way up, and crowned with rocky summits. The bluffs, as I must call them, for I know not what other name
to give them, rise very abruptly, often in a sugar−loaf form, from the flat lands, and have a very striking
appearance; as you look up to them, their peculiar formation and vivid green sides, contrasting with their blue and
grey summits, give them the appearance of a succession of ramparts investing the prairie. The fort at the prairie,
which is named Fort Crawford, is, like most other American outposts, a mere inclosure, intended to repel the
attacks of Indians; but it is large and commodious, and the quarters of the officers are excellent; it is, moreover,
built of stone, which is not the case with Fort Winnebago, or Fort Howard at Green Bay. The Upper Mississippi is
here a beautiful clear blue stream, intersected with verdant islands, and very different in appearance from the
Lower Mississippi, after it has been joined by the Missouri. The opposite shore is composed of high cliffs,
covered with timber, which, not only in form, but in tint and colour, remind you very much of Glover's landscapes
of the mountainous parts of Scotland and Wales.

I made one or two excursions to examine the ancient mounds which are scattered all over this district, and which
have excited much speculation as to their origin; some supposing them to have been fortifications, others the
burial−places of the Indians. That they have lately been used by the Indians as burial−places there is no doubt; but
I suspect they were not originally raised for that purpose. A Mr. Taylor has written an article in one of the
periodicals, stating his opinion that they were the burial−places of chiefs; and to prove it, he asserts that some of
them are thrown up in imitation of the figure of the animal which was the heraldic distinction of the chief whose
remains they contain, such as the beaver, elk, &c. He has given drawings of some of them. That the Indians have
their heraldic distinctions, their totems, as they call them, I know to be a fact; as I have seen the fur trader's books,
containing the receipts of the chiefs, with their crests drawn by themselves, and very correctly too; but it required
more imagination than I possess to make out the form of any animal in the mounds. I should rather suppose the
mounds to be the remains of tenements, sometimes fortified, sometimes not, which were formerly built of mud or
earth, as is still the custom in the northern portion of the Sioux country. Desertion and time have crumbled them
into these mounds, which are generally to be found in a commanding situation, or in a string, as if constructed for
mutual defence. On Rock River there is a long line of wall, now below the surface, which extends for a
considerable distance, and is supposed to be the remains of a city built by a former race, probably the Mexican,
who long since retreated before the northern race of Indians. I cannot recollect the name which has been given to
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it. I had not time to visit this spot; but an officer showed me some pieces of what they called the brick which
composes the wall. Brick it is not �no right angles have been discovered, so far as I could learn; it appears rather
as if a wall had been raised of clay, and then exposed to the action of fire, as portions of it are strongly vitrified,
and others are merely hard clay. But admitting my surmises to be correct, still there is evident proof that this
country was formerly peopled by a nation whose habits were very different, and in all appearance more civilised,
than those of the races which were found here: and this is all that can be satisfactorily sustained. As, however, it is
well substantiated that a race similar to the Mexican formerly existed on these prairie lands, the whole question
may perhaps be solved by the following extract from Irving's Conquest of Florida:�

"The village of Onachili resembles most of the Indian villages of Florida. The natives always endeavoured to
build upon high ground, not least to erect the house of their cacique, or chief, upon an eminence. As the country
was very level and high places seldom to be found, they constructed artificial mounds of earth, capable of
containing from ten to twenty houses; there resided the chief, his family, and attendants. At the foot of the hill was
a square, according to the size of the village, round which were the houses of the leaders and most distinguished
inhabitants."

I consider the Wisconsin territory as the finest portion of North America, not only from its soil, but its climate.
The air is pure, and the winters, although severe, are dry and bracing; very different from, and more healthy than,
those of the Eastern States. At Prairie du Chien every one dwelt upon the beauty of the winter, indeed they
appeared to prefer it to the other seasons. The country is, as I have described it in my route from Green Bay,
alternate prairie, oak openings, and forest; and the same may be said of the other side of the Mississippi, now
distinguished as the district of Ioway. Limestone quarries abound; indeed, the whole of this beautiful and fertile
region appears as if nature had so arranged it that man should have all difficulties cleared from before him, and
have but little to do but to take possession and enjoy. There is no clearing of timber requisite; on the contrary, you
have just as much as you can desire, whether for use or ornament. Prairies of fine rich grass, upon which cattle
fatten in three or four months, lay spread in every direction. The soil is so fertile that you have but to turn it up to
make it yield grain to any extent; and the climate is healthy, at the same time that there is more than sufficient sun
in the summer and autumn to bring every crop to perfection. Land carriage is hardly required from the numerous
rivers and streams which pour their waters from every direction into the Upper Mississippi. Add to all this, that
the Western lands possess an inexhaustible supply of minerals, only a few feet under the surface of their rich soil
�a singular and wonderful provision, as, in general, where minerals are found below, the soil above is usually arid
and ungrateful. The mineral country is to the south of the Wisconsin river �at least nothing has at present been
discovered north of it; but the northern part is still in the possession of the Winnebago Indians, who are waiting
for the fulfilment of the treaty before they surrender it, and at present will permit no white settler to enter it. It is
said that the other portions of the Wisconsin territory will come into the market this year; at present, with the
exception of the Fox river and Winnebago Lake settlements, and that of Prairie du Chien, at the confluence of the
two rivers Wisconsin and Mississippi, there is hardly a log−house in the whole district. The greatest annoyance at
present in this western country is the quantity and variety of snakes; it is hardly safe to land upon some parts of
the Wisconsin river banks, and they certainly offer a great impediment to the excursions of geologist and botanist;
you are obliged to look right and left as you walk, and as for putting your hand into a hole, you would be almost
certain to receive a very unwished−for and unpleasant shake to welcome you.

I ought here to explain an American law relative to what is termed squatting, that is, taking possession of land
belonging to government and cultivating it: such was the custom of the back−woodsmen, and, for want of this
law, it often happened that after they had cultivated a farm, the land would be applied for and purchased by some
speculator, who would forcibly eject the occupant, and take possession of the improved property. A
back−woodsman was not to be trifled with, and the consequences very commonly were that the new proprietor
was found some fine morning with a rifle−bullet through his head. To prevent this unjust spoliation on the one
part, and summary revenge on the other, a law has been passed, by which any person having taken possession of
land belonging to the States Government shall, as soon as the lands have been surveyed and come into the market,
have the right of purchasing the quarter section, or one hundred and sixty acres round him. Many thousands are
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settled in this way all over the new Western States, and this pre−emption right is one of the few laws in Western
America strictly adhered to. A singular proof of this occurred the other day at Galena. The government had made
regulations with the diggers and smelters on the government lands for a percentage on the lead raised, as a
government tax; and they erected a large stone building to warehouse their portion, which was paid in lead. As
soon as the government had finished it, a man stepped forward and proved his right of pre−emption on the land
upon which the building was erected, and it was decided against the government, although the land was actually
government land!

Chapter XXVIII.

(This chapter incomplete at end) I remained a week at Prairie du Chien, and left my kind entertainers with regret;
but an opportunity offering of going up to St. Peters in a steam−boat, with General Atkinson, who was on a tour
of inspection, I could not neglect so favourable a chance. St. Peters is situated at the confluence of the St. Peters
River with the Upper Mississippi, about seven miles below the Falls of St. Anthony, where the River Mississippi
becomes no longer navigable; and here, removed many hundred miles from civilisation, the Americans have an
outpost called fort Snelling, and the American Fur Company an establishment. The country to the north is
occupied by the Chippeway tribe of Indians; that to the east by the Winnebagos, and that to the west by the
powerful tribe of Sioux or Dacotahs, who range over the whole prairie territory between the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers.

The river here is so constantly divided by numerous islands, that its great width is not discernible: it seldom has
less than two or three channels, often more: it courses through a succession of bold bluffs, rising sometimes
perpendicularly, and always abruptly from the banks or flat land, occasionally diversified by the prairies, which
descend to the edge of the stream. These bluffs are similar to those I have described in the Wisconsin river and
Prairie do Chien, but are on a grander scale, and are surmounted by horizontal layers of limestone rock. The
islands are all covered with small timber and brushwood, and in the spring, before the leaves have burst out, and
the freshets come down, the river rises so as to cover the whole of them, and then you behold the width and
magnificence of this vast stream. On the second day we arrived at Lake Pepin, which is little more than an
expansion of the river, or rather a portion of it, without islands. On the third, we made fast to the wharf, abreast of
the American Fur Company's Factory, a short distance below the mouth of the River St. Peters. Fort Snelling is
about a mile from the factory, and is situated on a steep promontory, in a commanding position; it is built of
stone, and may be considered as impregnable to any attempt which the Indians might make, provided that it has a
sufficient garrison. Behind it is a splendid prairie, running back for many miles.

The Falls of St. Anthony are not very imposing, although not devoid of beauty. You cannot see the whole of the
falls at one view, as they are divided, like those of Niagara, by a large island, about one third of the distance from
the eastern shore. The river which, as we ascended, poured through a bed below the strata of calcareous rock, now
rises above the limestone formation; and the large masses of this rock, which at the falls have been thrown down
in wild confusion over a width of from two hundred to two hundred and fifty yards, have a very picturesque
effect. The falls themselves, I do not think, are more than from thirty to thirty−five feet high; but, with rapids
above and below them, the descent of the river is said to be more than one hundred feet. Like those of Niagara,
these falls have constantly receded, and are still receding.

Here for the first time, I consider that I have seen the Indians in their primitive state; for till now all that I had
fallen in with have been debased by intercourse with the whites, and the use of spirituous liquors. The
Winnebagos at Prairie du Chien were almost always in a state of intoxication, as were the other tribes at
Mackinaw, and on the Lakes. The Winnebagos are considered the dirtiest race of Indians, and with the worst
qualities: they were formerly designated by the French, Puans, a term sufficiently explanatory. When I was at
Prairie du Chien, a circumstance which had occurred there in the previous winter was narrated to me. In many
points of manners and customs the red men have a strong analogy with the Jewish tribes: among others, an eye for
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an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, is most strictly adhered to. If an Indian of one tribe is killed by an Indian of
another, the murderer is demanded, and must either be given up, or his life must be taken by his own tribe: if not,
a feud between the two nations would be the inevitable result. It appeared that a young Menonnomie, in a drunken
fray, had killed a Winnebago, and the culprit was demanded by the head men of the Winnebago tribe. A council
was held; and instead of the Menonnomie, the chiefs of the tribe offered them whisky. The Winnebagos could not
resist the temptation; and it was agreed that ten gallons of whisky should be produced by the Menonnomies, to be
drunk by all parties over the grave of the deceased. The squaws of the Menonnomie tribe had to dig the grave, as
is the custom, �a task of no little labour, as the ground was frozen hard several feet below the surface.

The body was laid in the grave; the mother of the deceased, with the rest of the Winnebago squaws, howling over
it, and denouncing vengeance against the murderer; but in a short time the whisky made its appearance, and they
all set to, to drink. In an hour they were all the best friends in the world, and all very drunk. The old squaw mother
was hugging the murderer of her son; and it was a scene of intoxication which, in the end, left the majority of the
parties assembled, for a time, quite as dead as the man in the grave. Such are the effects of whisky upon these
people, who have been destroyed much more rapidly by spirituous liquors than by all the wars which they have
engaged in against the whites.

The Sioux are a large band, and are divided into six or seven different tribes; they are said to amount to from
27,000 to 30,000. They are, or have been, constantly at war with the Chippeways to the north of them, and with
Saucs and Foxes, a small but very warlike band, residing to the south of them, abreast of Des Moines River. The
Sioux have fixed habitations as well as tents; their tents are large and commodious, made of buffalo skins dressed
without the hair, and very often handsomely painted on the outside. I went out about nine miles to visit a Sioux
village on the borders of a small lake. Their lodges were built cottage−fashion, of small fir−poles, erected
stockade−wise, and covered inside and out with bark; the roof also of bark with a hole in the centre for the smoke
to escape through. I entered one of these lodges: the interior was surrounded by a continued bed−place round
three of the sides, about three feet from the floor, and on the platform was a quantity of buffalo skins and pillows;
the fire was in the centre, and their luggage was stowed away under the bed−places. It was very neat and clean;
the Sioux generally are, indeed, particularly so, compared with the other tribes of Indians. A missionary resides at
this village and has paid great attention to the small band under his care. Their patches of Indian corn were clean
and well tilled; and although, from demi−civilisation, the people have lost much of their native grandeur, still they
are a fine race, and well disposed. But the majority of the Sioux tribe remain in their native state: they are Horse
Indians, as those who live on the prairies are termed; and although many of them have rifles, the majority still
adhere to the use of the bow and arrows, both in their war parties and in the chase of the buffalo.

During the time that I passed here, there were several games of ball played between different bands, and for
considerable stakes; one was played, on the prairie close to the house of the Indian agent. The Indian game of ball
is somewhat similar to the game of golf in Scotland, with this difference, that the sticks used by the Indians have a
small network racket at the end, in which they catch the ball and run away with it, as far as they are permitted,
towards the goal, before they throw it in that direction. It is one of the most exciting games in the world, and
requires the greatest activity and address. It is, moreover, rendered celebrated in American History from the
circumstance that it was used as a stratagem by the renowned leader of the northern tribes, Pontiac, to surprise in
one day all the English forts on and near to the lakes, a short time after the Canadas had been surrendered to the
British. At Mackinaw they succeeded, and put the whole garrison to the sword, as they did at one or two smaller
posts; but at Detroit they were foiled by the plan having been revealed by one of the squaws.

Pontiac's plan was as follows. Pretending the greatest good−will and friendship, a game of ball was proposed to
be played, on the same day, at all the different outposts, for the amusement of the garrisons. The interest taken in
the game would, of course, call out a proportion of the officers and men to witness it. The squaws were stationed
close to the gates of the fort, with the rifles of the Indians cut short, concealed under their blankets. The ball was,
as if by accident, thrown into the fort; the Indians, as usual, were to rush in crowds after it; by this means they
were to enter the fort, receiving their rifles from their squaws as they hurried in, and then slaughter the weakened
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and unprepared garrisons. Fortunately, Detroit, the most important post, and against which Pontiac headed the
stratagem in person, was saved by the previous information given by the squaw; not that she had any intention to
betray him, but the commanding officer having employed her to make him several pairs of moccasins out of an
elk skin, desiring her to take the remainder of the skin for the same purpose; this she refused, saying it was of no
use, as he would never see it again. This remark excited his suspicions, and led to the discovery.

The game played before the fort when I was present lasted nearly two hours, during which I had a good
opportunity of estimating the agility of the Indians, who displayed a great deal of mirth and humour at the same
time. But the most curious effect produced was by the circumstance, that having divested themselves of all their
garments except their middle clothing, they had all of them fastened behind them a horse's tail; and as they swept
by, in their chase of the ball, with their tails streaming to the wind, I really almost made up my mind that such an
appendage was rather an improvement to a man's figure than otherwise.

While I was there a band of Sioux from the Lac qui parle, (so named from a remarkable echo there,) distant about
two hundred and thirty miles from Port Snelling, headed by Monsieur Rainville, came down on a visit to the
American Fur Company's factory. Monsieur Rainville, (or de Rainville, as he told me was his real name,) is, he
asserts, descended from one of the best families is France, which formerly settled in Canada. He is a half−breed,
his father being a Frenchman, and his mother a Sioux; his wife is also a Sioux, so that his family are
three−quarters red. He had been residing many years with the Sioux tribes, trafficking with them for peltry, and
has been very judicious in his treatment of them, not interfering with their pursuits of hunting; he has, moreover,
to a certain degree civilised them, and ob

(This chapter is 2 or 3 pages incomplete.)

Chapter XXIX.

(This chapter is 2 or 3 pages incomplete) my wrist that he might not escape during the night, and tried to go to
sleep. I rose before daylight on Monday morning, and found that my father had discovered that I had employed
the Sabbath in looking for a dog; and in consequence, as he was a very strict man, I received a severe caning. On
these memorable occasions, he always used to hold me by the wrist with one hand, while he chastised me with the
other. I found the best plan was to run round him as fast as I could, which obliged my father to turn round after
me with the stick, and then in a short time he left off; not because he thought I had enough, but because he
became so giddy that he could not stand. A greater punishment, however, was threatened �that of not being
permitted to go to the bear−hunt, which was to take place on that day; but I pleaded hard, and asked my father
how he would have liked it, if he had been prevented from going to the battle of B� (where he had very much
distinguished himself). This was taking the old man on his weak side, and I was, at last, permitted to be present.
Then there arose another difficulty. I was thought too little to carry a gun, which I had provided; but a neighbour,
who had witnessed my anxiety, took my part, said that he would be answerable for me, and that I should not quit
his side; so at last all was settled to my satisfaction. As for the caning, I thought nothing at all of that.

"We set off and before we reached the mill, we passed a hollow; the dog barked furiously, and I let him go. After
a time I heard a noise in a bush. 'Did you not hear?' said I to my neighbour. �'Yes,' replied he; 'but I also heard a
rustling on the bank this way. Do you look out sharp in that direction, whilst I look out in this.' He had hardly said
so, and I had not turned my head, when out came the old she−bear, in the direction where my neighbour had been
watching, and sat upon her hind legs in a clear place. My friend levelled his gun; to my delight he had forgotten to
cock it. While he was cocking it, the bear dropped down on her fore legs, and I fired; the ball passed through her
chest into her shoulder. She was at that time on the brink of a shelving quarry of sharp stone, down which she
retreated. I halloo'd for the dog, and followed, slipping and tumbling after her, for I was mad at the idea of her
escaping me. Down we went together, the dog following; when we arrived at the bottom, the dog seized her. She
was so weak that she supported herself against a rock; at last she rolled on her back, hogging the dog in her fore
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paws. This was a terrible source of alarm to me. I caught the dog by the tail, pulling at it as hard as I could to
release him, crying out, although no one was near me, 'Save the dog �save the dog �or I'll have to pay ten dollars.'
But, fortunately, the bear, although she held the dog fast, had not sufficient strength left to kill it. Other people
now came up; my own musket was down the bear's throat, where, in my anxiety, I had thrust it; one of them
handed me his, and I shot the bear through the head. Even then, so fearful was I of losing my prey, that I seized a
large stone and beat the animal on the head till I was exhausted. Then I had my triumph. The Pratts had only
killed bear−cubs; I had killed a full−grown bear. I was, as you may suppose, also carried home upon the animal's
back; and from that day, was pointed out as a bear−hunter."

Secondly. "I was once buffalo hunting in Arkansas. I was on a strong well−trained horse, pursuing a bull, when
we arrived at a rent or crack in the prairie, so wide, that it was necessary for the animals to leap it. The bull went
over first, and I, on the horse, following it close, rose on my stirrups, craning a little, that I might perceive the
width of the rent. At that moment the bull turned round to charge; the horse, perceiving it, and knowing his work,
immediately wheeled also. This sudden change of motion threw me off my saddle, and I remained hanging by the
side of the horse, with my leg over his neck: there I was, hanging on only by my leg, with my head downwards
below the horse's belly. The bull rushed on to the charge, ranging up to the flank of the horse on the side where I
was dangling, and the horse was so encumbered by my weight in that awkward position, that each moment the
bull gained upon him. At last my strength failed me; I felt that I could hold on but a few seconds longer; the head
of the bull was close to me, and the steam from his nostrils blew into my face. I gave myself up for lost; all the
prayer I could possibly call to mind at the time was, the first two lines of a hymn I used to repeat as a child:�
'Lord now I lay me down to sleep,' and that I repeated two or three times, when, fortunately, the horse wheeled
short round, evaded the bull, and leaped the gap. The bull was at fault; the jolt of the leap, after nearly dropping
me into the gap, threw me up so high, that I gained the neck of my horse, and eventually my saddle. I then thought
of my rifle, and found that I had held it grasped in my hand during the whole time. I wheeled my horse and
resumed the chase, and in a minute the bull was dead at my horse's feet."

Thirdly. "I was riding out one day in Arkansas, and it so happened I had not my rifle with me, nor indeed a
weapon of any description, not even my jack−knife. As I came upon the skirts of a prairie, near a small copse, a
buck started out, and dashed away as if much alarmed. I thought it was my sudden appearance which had alarmed
him; I stopped my horse to look after him, and turning my eyes afterwards in the direction from whence it had
started, I perceived, as I thought, on a small mound of earth raised by an animal called a gopher, just the head of
the doe, her body concealed by the high grass. I had no arms, but it occurred to me, that if I could contrive to
crawl up very softly, the high grass might conceal my approach, and I should be able to spring upon her and
secure her by main strength. 'If I can manage this,' said I to myself, 'it will be something to talk about.' I tied my
horse to a tree, and commenced crawling very softly on my hands and knees towards the gopher hill; I arrived
close to it, and the doe had not started; I rose gently with both hands ready for a grab, and prepared to spring,
slowly raising my head that I might get a sight of the animal. It appeared that the animal was equally inquisitive,
and wished to gain a sight of me, and it slowly raised its head from the grass as I did mine. Imagine what was my
surprise and consternation, to find that, instead of a doe, I was face to face with a large male panther. It was this
brute which had so scared the buck, and now equally scared me. There I was, at hardly one yard's distance from
him, without arms of any description, and almost in the paws of the panther. I knew that my only chance was
keeping my eyes fixed steadfastly on his, and not moving hand or foot; the least motion to retreat would have
been his signal to spring: so there I was, as white as a sheet, with my eyes fixed on him. Luckily he did not know
what was passing within me. For some seconds the animal met my gaze, and I began to give myself up for lost.
'Tis time for you to go, thought I, or I am gone: will you never go? At last, the animal blinked, and then his eyes
opened like balls of fire; I remained fascinated as it were; he blinked again, turned his head a very little, then
turned round and went away at a light canter. Imagine the relief. I hastened back to my horse, and away also went
I at a light canter, and with a lighter heart, grateful to Heaven for having preserved me."
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Chapter XXX.

The band of warriors attached to Monsieur Rainville have set up their war−tent close to the factory, and have
entertained us with a variety of dances. Their dresses are very beautiful, and the people, who have been
accustomed to witness these exhibitions for years, say that they have never seen any thing equal to them before, I
was very anxious to obtain one of them, and applied to Mr. Rainville to effect my purpose; but it required all his
influence to induce them to part with it, and they had many arguments and debates among themselves before they
could make up their minds to consent to do so. I was the more anxious about it, as I had seen Mr. Catlin's splendid
exhibition, and I knew that he had not one in his possession. The dress in question consisted of a sort of kilt of
fine skins, ornamented with beautiful porcupine quill−work, and eagle's feathers; garters of animals' tails, worn at
their ankles, head−dress of eagle's feathers and ermine's tails, &c. They made little objection to part with any
portions of the dress except the kilt; at last they had a meeting of the whole band, as the dress was not the property
of any one individual; and I was informed that the warriors would come and have a talk with me.

I received them at the factory's new house, in my room, which was large, and held them all. One came and
presented me with a pair of garters; another with a portion of the head−dress; another with moccasins; at last, the
kilt or girdle was handed to me. M. Rainville sat by as interpreter. He who had presented me with the kilt or girdle
spoke for half a minute, and then stopped while what he said was being interpreted.

"You are an Englishman, and a warrior in your own country. You cross the great waters as fast as we can our
prairies. We recollect the English, and we like them; they used us well. The rifles and blankets which they gave
us, according to promise, were of good quality: not like the American goods; their rifles are bad, and their
blankets are thin. The English keep their word, and they live in our memory."

"Ho!" replied I; which is as much as to say, I understand what you have said, and you may proceed.

"You have asked for the dress which we wear when we dance; we have never parted with one as yet; they belong
to the band of warriors; when one who has worn a dress goes to the land of spirits, we hold a council, to see who
is most worthy to put it on in his place. We value them highly; and we tell you so not to enhance their value, but
to prove what we will do for an English warrior."

"Ho!" says I.

"An American, in the fort, has tried hard to obtain this dress from us; he offered us two barrels of flour, and other
things. You know that we have no game, and we are hungry; but if he had offered twelve barrels of flour, we
would not have parted with them. (This was true.) But our father, Rainville, has spoken; and we have pleasure in
giving them to an English warrior. I have spoken."

"Ho!" says I; upon which the Indian took his seat with the other; and it was my turn to speak. I was very near
beginning, "Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking;" but I knew that such an acknowledgment would in their
estimation, have very much lessened my value as a warrior; for, like the Duke of Wellington, one must be as
valuable in the council as in the field, to come up to their notions of excellence. So I rose, and said�

"I receive with great pleasure the dress which you have given me. �I know that you do not like to part with it, and
that you have refused the American at the fort, and I therefore value it the more. I shall never look upon it, when I
am on the other side of the great waters, without thinking of my friends the Sioux; and I will tell my nation that
you gave them to me because I was an English warrior, and because you liked the English."

"Ho!" grunted the whole conclave, after this was interpreted.
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"I am very glad that you do not forget the English, and that you say they kept their word, and that their rifles and
blankets were good. I know that the blankets of the Americans are thin and cold. (I did not think it worth while to
say that they were all made in England.) We have buried the hatchet now; but should the tomahawk be raised
again between the Americans and the English, you must not take part with the Americans."

"Ho!" said they.

"In the Fur Company's store you will find many things acceptable to you. I leave Mr. Rainville to select for you
what you wish; and beg you will receive them in return for the present which you have made me."

"Ho!" said they; and thus ended my first Indian council.

It is remarkable that the Sioux have no expression to signify, "I thank you," although other Indians have. When
they receive a present, they always say, Wash tay: it is good.

Of all the tribes I believe the Sioux to be the most inimical to the Americans. They have no hesitation in openly
declaring so; and it must be acknowledged that it is not without just grounds. During the time that I was at St.
Peters, a council was held at the Indian agent's. It appears that the American Government, in its paternal care for
the Indians, had decided that at any strike taking place between tribes of Indians near to the confines, no war
should take place in consequence: that is to say, that should any Indians of one tribe attack or kill any Indians
belonging to another, that instead of the tribes going to war, they should apply for and receive redress from the
American Government. Some time back, a party of Chippeways came down to a trader's house, about half a mile
from Port Snelling. Being almost hereditary enemies of the Sioux, they were fired at, at night, by some of the
young men of the Sioux village close by, and two of the Chippeways were wounded. In conformity with the
intimation received, and the law laid down by the American Government, and promulgated by the Indian agent,
the Chippeways applied for redress. It was granted �four Sioux were taken and shot. This summary justice was
expected to produce the best effects, and, had it been followed up, it might have prevented bloodshed: but, since
the above occurrence, some Chippeways came down, and meeting a party of Sioux, were received kindly into
their lodges; they returned this hospitality by treacherously murdering eleven of the Sioux, while they were
asleep. This time the Sioux brought forward their complaint. "You tell us not to go to war; we will not; you shot
four of our people for wounding two Chippeways; now do us justice against the Chippeways, who have murdered
eleven of our Sioux." As yet no justice has been done to the Sioux. The fact is, that the Chippeways live a long
way off; and there are not sufficient men to garrison the fort, still less to send a party out to capture the
Chippeways; and the Sioux are, as may well be supposed, indignant at this partial proceeding.

I was at the council, and heard all the speeches made by the Sioux chiefs on the occasion. They were some of
them very eloquent, and occasionally very severe; and the reply of the Indian agent must have rendered the
American Government very contemptible in the eyes of the Indians �not that the agent was so much in fault as
was the American Government, which, by not taking proper measures to put their promises and agreements into
force, had left their officer in such a position. First, the Indian agent said, that the wounding of the two
Chippeways took place close to the fort, and that it was on account of the insult offered to the American flag that
it was so promptly punished �a very different explanation, and quite at variance with the principle laid down by
the American Government. The Indians replied; and the agent then said, that they had not sufficient troops to
defend the fort, and, therefore, could not send out a party; an admission very unwise to make, although strictly
true. The Indians again replied; and then the agent said wait a little till we hear from Washington, and then, if you
have no redress, you are brave men, you have arms in your hands, and your enemies are before you. This was
worse than all, for it implied the inability or the indifference of the American Government to do them justice, and
told them, after that government had distinctly declared that they should fight no longer, but receive redress from
it, that they now might do what the government had forbidden them to do, and that they had no other chance of
redress. The result of this council was very unsatisfactory. The Indian chiefs declared that they were ashamed to
look their people in the lace, and walked solemnly away.
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To make this matter still worse, after I left St. Peters, I read in the St. Louis Gazette a report of some Chippeways
having come down, and that, in consequence of the advice given by the Indian agent, the Sioux had taken the law
into their own hands and murdered some of the Chippeways; and that although they had never received redress
for the murder of their own people, some of the Sioux were again taken and executed.

The arms of the Sioux are the rifle, tomahawk, and bow; they carry spears more for parade than use. Their bows
are not more than three feet long, but their execution with them is surprising. A Sioux, when on horseback
chasing the buffalo, will drive his arrow which is about eighteen inches long, with such force that the barb shall
appear on the opposite side of the animal. And one of their greatest chiefs, Wanataw, has been known to kill two
buffaloes with one arrow, it having passed through the first of the animals, and mortally wounded the second on
the other side of it. I was about two hundred yards from the fort, and asked a Sioux if he could send his arrow into
one of the apertures for air, which were near the foundation, and about three inches wide. It appeared more like a
thread from where we stood. He took his bow, and apparently with a most careless aim he threw the arrow right
into it.

The men are tall and straight, and very finely made, with the exception of their arms, which are too small. The
arms of the squaws, who do all the labour, are much more muscular. One day, as I was on the prairie, I witnessed
the effect of custom upon these people. A Sioux was coming up without perceiving me; his squaw followed very
heavily laden, and to assist her he had himself a large package on his shoulder. As soon as they perceived me, he
dropped his burden, and it was taken up by the squaw and added to what she had already. If a woman wishes to
upbraid another, the severest thing she can say is, "You let your husband carry burthens."

Chapter XXXI.

Left St. Peters. Taking the two varieties in the mass, the Indians must be acknowledged the most perfect
gentlemen in America, particularly in their deportment. It was with regret that I parted with my friends in the fort,
my kind host, Mr. Sibley, and my noble−minded warrior Sioux. I could have remained at St. Peters for a year with
pleasure, and could only regret that life was so short, and the Mississippi so long.

There is, however, one serious drawback in all America to life in the woods, or life in cities, or every other kind
of life; which is the manner, go where you will, in which you are pestered by the mosquitoes. Strangers are not
the only sufferers; those who are born and die in the country are equally tormented, and it is slap, slap, slap, all
day and all night long, for these animals bite through everything less thick than a buffalo's skin. As we ascended
the river they attacked us on the crown of the head �a very unusual thing, �and raised swellings as large as
pigeons' eggs. I must have immolated at least five hundred of them upon my bump of benevolence. Whatever
people may think, I feel that no one can be very imaginative where these animals are so eternally tormenting
them. You meditate under the shady boughs of some forest−king (slap knee, slap cheek), and farewell to anything
like concentration of thought; you ponder on the sailing moon (clap again, right and left, above, below), always
unpleasantly interrupted. It won't do at all: you are teased and phlebotomised out of all poetry and patience.

It is midnight, the darkness is intense, not even a star in the heavens above, and the steamboat appears as if it were
gliding through a current of ink, with black masses rising just perceptible on either side of it; no sound except the
reiterated note of the "Whip poor Will," answered by the loud coughing of the high−pressure engine. Who, of
those in existence fifty years ago, would have contemplated that these vast and still untenanted solitudes would
have had their silence invaded by such an unearthly sound? a sound which ever gives you the idea of vitality. It is
this appearance of breathing which makes the high−pressure engine the nearest approach to creation which was
ever attained by the ingenuity of man. It appears to have respiration, and that short, quick respiration occasioned
by exertion; its internal operations are performed as correctly and as mechanically as are our own; it is as easily
put out of order and rendered useless as we are; and like us, it can only continue its powers of motion by being
well supplied with aliment.
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Ran up Fever River to Galena, the present emporium of the Mineral Country. There is an unpleasant feeling
connected with the name of this river; it is, in fact, one of the American translations. It was originally called Fève,
or Bean River, by the French, and this they have construed into Fever. The Mineral district comprehends a tract of
country running about one hundred miles North and South, and fifty miles East and West, from the River
Wisconsin to about twenty miles south of Galena. It was purchased by the American Government about fifteen
years ago, the northern portion from the Winnebagos, and the southern from the Sioux and Fox Indians. The
Indians used to work the diggings to a small extent, bringing the lead which they obtained to exchange with the
traders. As may be supposed, they raised but little, the whole work of digging and smelting being carried on by
the squaws. After the land was surveyed a portion of it was sold, but when the minerals made their appearance the
fact was notified by the surveyors to the government, and the remaining portions were withdrawn from the
market. A licence was granted to speculators to dig the ore and smelt it, upon condition of their paying to the
government a percentage on the mineral obtained. Those who found a good vein had permission to work it for
forty yards square on condition that they carried the ore to a licensed smelter. This occasioned a new class of
people to spring up in this speculative country, namely, finders, who would search all over the country for what
they called a good prospect , that is, every appearance on the surface of a good vein of metal. This when found
they would sell to others, who would turn diggers ; and as soon as these finders had spent their money, they
would range over the whole country to find another prospect which they might dispose of. But although it was at
first supposed that the government had retained all the mineral portion of the district in its own hands, it was soon
discovered that nearly the whole country was one continued lead mine, and that there was an equal supply of
mineral to be obtained from those portions which had been disposed of. Lead was found not only in the mountains
and ravines, but under the surface of the wide prairies. As the lands sold by government had not to pay a
percentage for the lead raised from them, those who worked upon the government lands refused to pay any
longer, asserting that it was not legal . The superintendent of government soon found that his office was a
sinecure, as all attempt at coercion in that half−civilised country would have been not only useless but dangerous.
The government have gone to law with their tenants, but that is of no avail, for a verdict against the latter would
not induce them to pay. The cause was not attempted to be tried at Galena, for the government knew what the
decision of the jury would have been, but it is contested at Vandalia. It is three years since the mines have paid
any percentage, and the government are now advised to sell all their reserved lands, and thus get rid of the
business. How weak must that government be when it is compelled to submit to such a gross violation of all
justice. The quantity of mineral found does not appear to affect the quality of the soil, which is as fine here, if not
finer, than in those portions of Wisconsin where the mineral is not so plentiful. The quantity of lead annually
smelted is said to amount to from 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 lbs. Galena is a small town, picturesquely situated on
the banks of the river, but very dirty.

Ioway, the new district opposite to Wisconsin, on the western banks of the Mississippi, has, in all probability, a
large proportion of metal under its surface. When it was in the possession of the Sioux Indians, they used to
obtain from it a considerable portion of lead, which they brought down to barter; and I am inclined to think, that
to the north of the Wisconsin river, they will find no want of minerals, even as high up as Lake Superior, where
they have already discovered masses of native copper weighing many tons: and on the west side of the river, as
you proceed south, you arrive at the iron mines, or rather mountains of iron, in the Missouri.

After you proceed south of Prairie du Chien, the features of the Mississippi river gradually change; the bluffs
decrease in number and in height, until you descend to Rock Island, below which point they are rarely to be met
with. The country on each side now is chiefly composed of variegated rolling prairies, with a less proportion of
timber. To describe these prairies would be difficult; that is, to describe the effect of them upon a stranger: I have
found myself lost, as it were; and indeed sometimes, although on horseback, have lost myself, having only the sun
for my guide. Look round in every quarter of the compass, and there you are as if on the ocean �not a landmark,
not a vestige of any thing human but yourself. Instead of sky and water, it is one vast field, bounded only by the
horizon, its surface gently undulating like the waves of the ocean; and as the wind (which always blows fresh on
the prairies) bows down the heads of the high grass, it gives you the idea of a running swell. Every three or four
weeks there is a succession of beautiful flowers, giving a variety of tints to the whole map, which die away and
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are succeeded by others equally beautiful; and in the spring, the strawberries are in such profusion, that you have
but to sit down wherever you may happen to be, and eat as long as you please.

We stopped at Alton, in the State of Missouri, to put on shore three thousand pigs of lead. This town has been
rendered notorious by the murder �for murder it was, although it was brought on by his own intemperate conduct
�of Mr. Lovejoy, who is now raised to the dignity of a martyr by the abolitionists. Alton is a well−built town, of
stone, and, from its locality, must increase; it is, however, spoilt by the erection of a penitentiary with huge walls,
on a most central and commanding situation. I read a sign put out by a small eating−house, and which was very
characteristic of the country�

"Stranger, here's your chicken fixings."

Four miles below Alton, the Missouri joins its waters with the Mississippi; and the change which takes place at
the mingling of the two streams is very remarkable �the clear pellucid current of the upper Mississippi being
completely extinguished by the foul mud of the other turbid and impetuous river. It was a great mistake of the first
explorers, when they called the western branch, at the meeting of the two rivers, the Missouri, and the eastern the
Mississippi: the western branch, or the Missouri, is really the Mississippi, and should have been so designated: it
is the longest and farthest navigable of the two branches, and therefore is the main river.

The Falls of St. Anthony put an end to the navigation of the eastern branch, or present upper Missouri, about nine
hundred miles above St. Louis; while the western branch, or present Missouri, is navigable above St. Louis for
more than one thousand two hundred miles.

The waters of the present upper Mississippi are clear and beautiful; it is a swift, but not an angry stream, full of
beauty and freshness, and fertilising as it sweeps along; while the Missouri is the same impetuous, discoloured,
devastating current as the Mississippi continues to be after its junction �like it, constantly sweeping down forests
of trees in its wild course, overflowing, inundating, and destroying, and exciting awe and fear.

As soon as you arrive at St. Louis, you feel that you are on the great waters of Mississippi. St. Louis is a
well−built town, now containing about twenty thousand inhabitants, and situated on a hill shelving down to the
river. The population increases daily; the river a−breast of the town is crowded with steamboats, lying in two or
three tiers, and ready to start up or down, or to the many tributary navigable rivers which pour their waters into
the Mississippi.

In point of heat, St. Louis certainly approaches the nearest to the Black Hole of Calcutta of any city that I have
sojourned in. The lower part of the town is badly drained, and very filthy. The flies, on a moderate calculation, are
in many parts fifty to the square inch. I wonder that they have not a contagious disease here during the whole
summer; it is, however, indebted to heavy rains for its occasional purification. They have not the yellow−fever
here; but during the autumn they have one which, under another name, is almost as fatal �the bilious congestive
fever. I found sleep almost impossible from the sultriness of the air, and used to remain at the open window for
the greater part of the night. I did not expect that the muddy Mississippi would be able to reflect the silver light of
the moon; yet it did, and the effect was very beautiful. Truly it may be said of this river, as it is of many ladies,
that it is a candle−light beauty. There is another serious evil to which strangers who sojourn here are subject �the
violent effects of the waters of the Mississippi upon those who are not used to them. The suburbs of the town are
very pretty; and a few miles behind it you are again in a charming prairie country, full of game, large and small.
Large and small are only so by comparison. An American was asked what game they had in his district? and his
reply was, "Why, we've plenty of baar (bear) and deer, but no large game to count on."

There is one great luxury in America, which is the quantity of clear pure ice which is to be obtained wherever you
are, even in the hottest seasons, and ice−creams are universal and very cheap. I went into an establishment where
they vended this and other articles of refreshment, when about a dozen black swarthy fellows, employed at the
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iron−foundry close at hand, with their dirty shirt−sleeves tucked up, and without their coats and waistcoats, came
in, and sitting down, called for ice−creams. Miss Martineau says in her work, "Happy is the country where
factory−girls can carry parasols, and pig−drivers wear spectacles." She might have added, and the sons of Vulcan
eat ice−creams. I thought at the time what the ladies, who stop in their carriages at Gunter's, would have said, had
they behold these Cyclops with their bare sinewy arms, blackened with heat and smoke, refreshing themselves
with such luxuries; but it must be remembered that porter is much the dearer article. Still the working classes all
over America can command not only all necessary comforts, but many luxuries; for labour is dear and they are
very well paid. The Americans will point this out and say, behold the effects of our institutions; and they fully
believe that such is the case. Government has, however, nothing to do with it; it is the result of circumstances.
When two years' exertion will procure a clever mechanic an independence, the effects will be the same, whether
they labour under a democratic or a monarchical form of government.

Bear cubs (I mean the black bear) are caught and brought down to the cities on this side of the river, to be fattened
for the table. I saw one at Alton about a year old, which the owner told me was to be killed the next day, having
been bespoken for the feast of the 4th of July. I have eaten old bear, which I dislike; but they say that the cub is
very good. I also saw here a very fine specimen of the grizzly bear (Ursus Horridus of Linnaeus). It was about two
years old, and although not so tall, it must have weighed quite as much as a good−sized bullock. Its width of
shoulder and apparent strength were enormous, and they have never yet been tamed: Mr. Van Amburgh would be
puzzled to handle one of them. The Indians reckon the slaying of one of these animals as a much greater feat than
killing a man, and the proudest ornament they can wear is a necklace of the grizzly bear's claws.

I for myself, must confess, that I had rather be attacked by, and take my chance with, three men than by one of
these animals, as they are seldom killed by the first or even the second bullet. It requires numbers to overcome
them. The largest lion, or Bengal tiger, would stand but a poor chance, if opposed to one of these animals full
grown. One of the gentlemen employed by the Fur Company told me, that he once saw a grizzly bear attack a bull
buffalo, and that, at the first seizure, he tore one of the ribs of the buffalo out of his side, and eventually carried
away the whole carcass, without much apparent effort. They are only to be found in the rocky mountains, and
valleys between them, when the game is plentiful.

Visited the museum. There were once five large alligators to be seen alive in this museum; but they are now all
dead. One demands our sympathy, as there was something Roman in his fate. Unable to support such a life of
confinement, and preferring death to the loss of liberty, he committed suicide by throwing himself out of a
three−storey−high window. He was taken up from the pavement the next morning; the vital spark had fled, as the
papers say, and, I believe, his remains were decently interred.

The other four, never having been taught in their youth the hymn, "Birds in their little nests agree," fought so
desperately, that one by one they all died of their wounds. They were very large, being from seventeen to
twenty−one feet long. One, as a memorial, remains preserved in the museum, and to make him look more
poetical, he has a stuffed negro in his mouth.

Chapter XXXII.

Thank Heaven I have escaped from St. Louis; during the time that I remained in that city, I was, day and night, so
melting away, that I expected, like some of the immortal half−breeds of Jupiter, to become a tributary stream to
the Mississippi.

As you descend the river the land through which it flows becomes more level and flat, while the size of the forest
trees increases; the log houses of the squatters, erected on the banks under their trunks, appear, in contrast with
their size, more like dog−kennels than the habitations of men. The lianes, or creeping plants, now become
plentiful, and embrace almost every tree, rising often to the height of fifty or sixty feet, and encircling them with
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the apparent force of the boa−constrictor. Most of them are poisonous; indeed, it is from these creeping parasites
that the Indians, both in North and South America, obtain the most deadly venom. Strange that these plants, in
their appearances and their habits so similar to the serpent tribe, should be endowed with the same peculiar
attributes, and thus become their parallels in the vegetable kingdom �each carrying sudden death in their
respective juices. I hate the Mississippi, and as I look down upon its wild and filthy waters, boiling and eddying,
and reflect how uncertain is travelling in this region of high−pressure, and disregard of social rights, I cannot help
feeling a disgust at the idea of perishing in such a vile sewer, to be buried in mud, and perhaps to be rooted out
again by some pig−nosed alligator.

Right glad was I when we turned into the stream of the Ohio, and I found myself on its purer waters. The Ohio is
a splendid river, running westward from the chain of Alleghany mountains into the Mississippi, dividing the
States of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio on its northern bank from Kentucky, and Virginia on its south; the northern
being free, and the southern slave States. We stopped at the month of the Cumberland river, where we took in
passengers. Among others were a slave−dealer and a runaway negro whom he had captured. He was secured by a
heavy chain, and followed his master, who, as soon as he arrived on the upper deck, made him fast with a large
padlock to one of the stancheons.

Here he remained looking wistfully at the northern shore, where every one was free, but occasionally glancing his
eye on the southern, which had condemned him to toil for others, I had never seen a slave−dealer, and scrutinised
this one severely. His most remarkable feature was his eye; it was large but not projecting, clear as crystal, and
eternally in motion. I could not help imagining, as he turned it right and left from one to the other of the
passengers, that he was calculating what price he could obtain for them in the market. The negro had run away
about seven months before, and not having a pass, he had been secured in goal until the return of his master, who
had been on a journey with a string of slaves, to the State of Arkansas: he was about to be sold to pay expenses,
when his master saw the advertisement and claimed him. As may be supposed, a strong feeling exists on the
opposite shores of the river as to slavery and freedom. The Abolitionists used to assist the slaves to escape, and
send them off to Canada; even now many do escape; but this has been rendered more difficult by a system which
has latterly been put in practice by a set of miscreants living on the free side of the river. These would go to the
slave states opposite, and persuade the negroes to run away, promising to conceal them until they could send them
off to Canada; for a free state is bound to give up a slave when claimed. Instead of sending them away, they
would wait until the reward was offered by the masters for the apprehension of the slaves, and then return them,
receiving their infamous guerdon. The slaves, aware of this practice, now seldom attempt to escape.

Louisville is the largest city in Kentucky; the country about is very rich, and every thing vegetable springs up with
a luxuriance which is surprising. It is situated at the falls of the Ohio, which are only navigable during the
freshets; there is no river in America which has such a rise and fall as the Ohio, sometimes rising to sixty feet in
the spring; but this is very rare, the general average being about forty feet. The French named it La Belle Riviere:
it is a very grand stream, running through hills covered with fine timber and underwood; but a very small portion
is as yet cleared by the settlers. At the time that I was at Louisville the water was lower than it had been
remembered for years, and you could walk for miles over the bed of the river, a calcareous deposite full of
interesting fossils; but the mineralogist and geologist have as much to perform in America as the agriculturist.

Arrived at Cincinnati. How rapid has been the advance of this western country. In 1803, deer−skin at the value of
forty cents per pound, were a legal tender; and if offered instead of money could not be refused �even by a
lawyer. Not fifty years ago, the woods which towered where Cincinnati is now built, resounded only to the cry of
the wild animals of the forest, or the rifle of the Shawnee Indian; now Cincinnati contains a population of 40,000
inhabitants. It is a beautiful, well built, clean town, reminding you more of Philadelphia than any other city in the
Union. Situated on a hill on the banks of the Ohio, it is surrounded by a circular phalanx of other hills; so that
look up and down the streets, whichever way you will, your eye reposes upon verdure and forest trees in the
distance. The streets have a row of trees on each side, near the curb−stone; and most of the houses have a small
frontage, filled with luxuriant flowering shrubs, of which the Althea Frutex is the most abundant. It is, properly
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speaking, a Yankee city, the majority of its inhabitants coming from the East; but they have intermarried, and
blended with the Kentuckians of the opposite shore, a circumstance which is advantageous to the character of
both.

There are, however, a large number of Dutch and German settlers here; they say 10,000. They are not much liked
by the Americans but have great influence, as may be conceived when it is stated that, when a motion was
brought forward, in the Municipal Court, for the city regulations to be printed in German as well as English, it
was lost by one vote only.

I was told a singular fact, which will prove how rapidly the value of land rises in this country as it becomes
peopled. Fifty−six years ago, the major part of the land upon which the city of Cincinnati stands, and which is
now worth many millions of dollars, was swapped away by the owner of it for a pony!! The man who made this
unfortunate bargain is now alive, and living in or near Cincinnati.

Cincinnati is the pork−shop of the Union; and in the autumnal, and early winter months, the way they kill pigs
here is, to use a Yankee phrase, quite a caution. Almost all the hogs fed in the oak forests of Ohio, Kentucky, and
Western Virginia, are driven into this city, and some establishments kill as many as fifteen hundred a day; at least
so I am told. They are despatched in a way quite surprising; and a pig is killed upon the same principle as a pin is
made, �by division, or, more properly speaking, by combination of labour. The hogs confined in a large pen are
driven into a smaller one; one man knocks them on the head with a sledge hammer, and then cuts their throats;
two more pull away the carcase, when it is raised by two others, who tumble it into a tub of scalding water. His
bristles are removed in about a minute and a half by another party; when the next duty is to fix a stretcher between
his legs. It is then hoisted up by two other people, cut open, and disembowelled; and in three minutes and a half
from the time that the hog was grunting in his obesity, he has only to get cold before he is again packed up, and
reunited in a barrel to travel all over the world. By the by, we laugh at the notion of pork and molasses. In the first
place, the American pork is far superior to any that we ever have salted down; and, in the next, it eats
uncommonly well with molasses. I have tasted it, and "it is a fact." After all, why should we eat currant jelly with
venison, and not allow the Americans the humble imitation of pork and molasses?

Mrs. Trollope's bazaar raises its head in a very imposing manner: it is composed of many varieties of architecture;
but I think the order under which it must be classed is the preposterous. They call it Trollope's folly; and it is
remarkable how a shrewd woman like Mrs. Trollope should have committed such an error. A bazaar like an
English bazaar is only to be supported in a city which has arrived at the acme of luxury; where there are hundreds
of people willing to be employed for a trifle; hundreds who will work at trifles, for want of better employment;
and thousands who will spend money on trifles, merely to pass away their time. Now, in America, in the first
place, there is no one who makes trifles; no one who will devote their time, as sellers of the articles unless well
compensated; and no one who will be induced, either by fashion or idleness, to give a halfpenny more for a thing
than it is worth. In consequence, nothing was sent to Mrs. Trollope's bazaar. She had to furnish it from the shops,
and had to pay very high salaries to the young women who attended; and the people of Cincinnati, aware that the
same articles were to be purchased at the stores for less money, preferred going to the stores. No wonder then that
it was a failure. It is now used as a dancing academy, and occasionally as an assembly−room.

Whatever the society of Cincinnati may have been at the time that Mrs. Trollope resided there, I cannot pretend to
say; probably some change may have taken place in it; but at present it is as good as any in the Union, and
infinitely more agreeable than in some other cities, as in it there is a mixture of the southern frankness of
character. A lady, who had long resided at Cincinnati, told me that they were not angry with Mrs. Trollope for
having described the society which she saw, but for having asserted that that was the best society; and she further
remarked, �"It is fair to us that it should be understood that when Mrs. Trollope came here, she was quite
unknown, except inasmuch as that she was a married woman, travelling without her husband. In a small society,
as ours was, it was not surprising, therefore, that we should be cautious about receiving a lady who, in our opinion
was offending against les bienseances. Observe, we do not accuse Mrs. Trollope of any impropriety; but you must
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be aware how necessary it is, in this country, to be regardful of appearances, and how afraid every one is of their
neighbour. Mrs. Trollope then took a cottage on the hill, and used to come down to the city to market, and attend
to the erection of her bazaar. I have now told you all that we know about her, and the reason why she did not
receive those attentions, the omission of which caused her indignation." I think it but fair that the lady's
explanation should be given, as Mrs. Trollope is considered to have been very severe and very unjust by the
inhabitants of Cincinnati.

The fact is, that Mrs. Trollope's representation of the manners and custom of Cincinnati, at the period when she
wrote, was probably more correct than the present inhabitants of the city will allow: that it would be a libel upon
the Cincinnatians of the present day is certain; whether it was one at the time she wrote, and the city was,
comparatively speaking, in its infancy, is quite another affair. However, one thing is certain, which is, that the
Americans have quite forgiven Mrs. Trollope, and if she were again to cross the water, I think she would be well
received. Her book made them laugh, though at their own expense; and the Americans, although appearances are
certainly very much against it, are really, at the bottom, a very good tempered people.

The heat has been this year very remarkable all over the Western country, and the drought equally uncommon, the
thermometer standing from 100º to 106º, in the shade, every where from St. Peters to New Orleans. It is very
dangerous to drink iced water, and many have died from yielding to the temptation. One young man came into the
bar of the hotel where I resided, drank a glass of water, and fell down dead at the porch. This reminds me of an
ingenious plan put in practice by a fellow who had drunk every cent out of his pocket, and was as thirsty as ever.
The best remedy, in case of a person being taken ill from drinking cold water, is to pour brandy down his throat
immediately. Aware of this, the fellow used to go to one of the pumps, pump away, and pretend to drink water in
large quantities; he would then fall down by the pump, as if he had been taken suddenly ill; out would run people
from every house, with brandy, and pour it down his throat till even he had had enough; he would then pretend
gradually to recover, thank them for their kindness, and walk away. When he required another dose, he would
perform the same farce at another pump; and this he continued to do for some time, before his trick was
discovered.

I had two good specimens of democracy during my stay in this city. I sent for a tailor to take my measure for a
coat, and he returned for answer, that such a proceeding was not republican, and that I must go to him.

A young lady, with whom I was acquainted, was married during the time I was there, and the marriage−party
went a short tour. On their return, when but a few miles from the city, they ordered the driver of the carriage to
put his horses to, that they might proceed; he replied that he would take them no further. On inquiring the cause of
his refusal, he said that he had not been treated as a gentleman; that they had had private meals every day, and had
not asked him to the table; that they had used him very ill, and that he would drive no more. Things appear to be
fast verging to the year 1920, or thereabouts, as described by Theodore Hook. A duchess wishing for a drive, the
old mare sends an answer from the stable, that "She'll be d�d if she'll go out today."

Left Cincinnati, in a very small steam−boat, for Guyandotte, on my way to the Virginia Springs. I have often
heard the expression of "Hell afloat" applied to very uncomfortable ships in the service, but this metaphor ought
to have been reserved for a small high−pressure steamboat in the summer months in America; the sun darting his
fierce rays down upon the roof above you, which is only half−inch plank, and rendering it so hot that you quickly
remove your hand if, by chance, you put it there; the deck beneath your feet so heated by the furnaces below that
you cannot walk with slippers; you are panting and exhausted between these two fires, without a breath of air to
cool your forehead. Go forward, and the chimneys radiate a heat which is even more intolerable. Go �but there is
no where to go, except overboard, and then you lose your passage. It is, really, a fiery furnace, and, day or night,
it is in vain to seek a cool retreat. As we proceeded up the river, things became worse. We had not proceeded
more than twenty miles, when a larger steamboat, which had started an hour before us, was discovered aground
on a bar, which, from the low state of the river, she could not pass. After a parley between the captains, we went
alongside and took out all her passengers, amounting to upward of a hundred, being more than we were on board
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of our own vessel. But they behaved like pirates, and treated us just as if we had been a captured vessel. Dinner
was just ready; they sat down and took possession of it, leaving us to wait till the table was replenished. A young
Englishman had just taken his seat by me, when a very queer−looking man came up to him and begged that he
would give up his place to a lady. Aware of the custom of the country, he immediately resigned his seat, and went
to look for another. When the lady took her seat by me I involuntarily drew my chair to a more respectful
distance, there being something so particularly uninviting in her ladyship's appearance. On our arrival at
Maysville, this lady, with her gentleman, told the captain that they were sorry they had not a cent wherewith to
defray the expenses of their passage. Their luggage had been landed before this declaration was made, but it was
immediately ordered on board again by the captain; and as, of course, they would not part with their goods and
chattels, they remained on board of the boat. The captain took them to the river about twenty miles further, and
then landed them on the bank, with their luggage, to find their way back to Maysville how they could. This is the
usual punishment for such trial−practices; but, after all, it is only the punishment of delay, as they would hail the
first boat which came down the river, make out a piteous tale of ill−treatment, be received on board, and landed at
their destination.

This reminds me of a clever trick played by a Yankee pedlar upon one of the captains of the steamboats running
from New York to Albany on the Hudson river. The Yankee was fully aware of this custom of putting people on
shore who attempted to gain a passage for nothing, and his destination was to a place called Poughkeepsie, about
halfway between New York and Albany. He, therefore, waited very quietly until he was within a mile or two of
Poughkeepsie, and then went up to the captain. �"Well, now, Captain, I like to do things on the square, that's a
fact; �I might have said nothing to you, and run up all the way to Albany �and to Albany I must go on most
particular business �that's a fact; but I thought it more honourable−like to tell you at once �I hav'nt got a cent in
my pocket; I've been unfortunate; but, by the 'tarnal I'll pay you my passage−money as soon as I get it. You see I
tell you now, that you may'nt say that I cheat you; for pay you I will as soon as I can, that's a fact." The captain,
indignant, as usual, at being tricked, called him certain names, swore a small quantity, and as soon as he arrived at
Poughkeepsie, as a punishment put him ashore at the very place the keen Yankee wished to be landed at.

The Ohio river becomes much more rapid as you ascend. Abreast of Guyandotte, where we landed, the current
was so strong that it was very difficult for men to wade across it, and the steamboats running against the stream
could not gain more than a mile in the course of half an hour.

On board of this steamboat was a negro woman, very neatly dressed, with a very good−looking negro child, about
nine months old, in her arms. It was of the darkest ebony in colour, and its dress rather surprised me. It was a chali
frock, of a neat fawn coloured pattern, with fine muslin trousers edged with Valenciennes lace at the bottom; and
very pretty did its little tiny black feet look, relieved by these expensive unnecessaries. I did not inquire who the
young gentleman was; but I thought what pleasure the sight of him would have given Miss Martineau, who, as I
have before observed, exclaims, "Happy is the country where factory−girls carry parasols, and pig−drivers wear
spectacles." How much more happy must be that country where a little black boy, of nine months old, wears
Valenciennes lace at the bottom of his trousers! It is, however a question of figures, and may be solved, not by the
rule of three, but by the rule of five, which follows it in the arithmetic−book.

If a pig−driver produces so much a little black boy

with spectacles happiness, Valenciennes lace.

I leave Miss Martineau to make the calculation.
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Chapter XXXIII.

There is extreme beauty in the Ohio river. As may be supposed, where the rise and fall are so great the banks are
very steep; and, now that the water is low, it appears deeply embedded in the wild forest scenery through which it
flows. The whole stream is alive with small fresh−water turtle, who play on the surface of its clear water; while
the more beautiful varieties of the butterfly tribe cross over from one side to the other, from the slave States to the
free �their liberty, at all events, not being interfered with as, on the free side, it would be thought absurd to catch
what would not produce a cent; while, on the slaves', their idleness and their indifference to them are their
security.

Set off, one of nine, in a stage−coach, for the Blue Sulphur springs. The country, which is very picturesque, has
been already described. It is one continuation of rising ground, through mountains covered with trees and verdure.
Nature is excessively fond of drapery in America. I have never yet fallen in with a naked rock. She clothes every
thing; and although you may occasionally meet with a slight nudity, it is no more than the exposure of the neck or
the bare feet of the mountain−nymph. This ridge of the Alleghanies is very steep; but you have no distinct view as
you climb up, not even at the Hawk's Nest, where you merely peep down into the ravine below. You are jammed
up in the forests through which you pass nearly the whole of the way; and it was delightful to arrive at any level,
and fall in with the houses and well−tilled fields of the Virginian farmers, exhibiting every proof of prosperity and
ease. The heat was dreadful; two horses fell dead, and I thought that many others would have died, for two of the
wheels were defective, and the labour of the poor animals, in dragging us constantly up hill, was most severe.

The indifference of the proprietors of public conveyances in America as to the safety of their passengers, can only
be accounted for by the extreme indifference of the passengers themselves, and the independent feeling shewn by
every class, who, whatever may be their profession, will never acknowledge themselves to be what we term the
servants of the public. Here was an instance. The coach we were put into was defective in two of its wheels, and
could only be repaired at Louisburg, about a hundred miles distant. Instead of sending it on to that town empty, as
would have been done by our coach proprietors, and providing another (as they had plenty), for the passengers;
instead of this, in order to save the extra trouble and expense, they risked the lives of the passengers on a road
with a precipice on one side of it for at least four−fifths of the way. One of the wheels would not hold the grease,
and creaked most ominously during the whole journey; and we were obliged to stop and pour water on it
continually. The box and irons of the other were loose, and before we were half way it came off, and we were
obliged to stop and get out. But the Americans are never at a loss when they are in a fix. The passengers borrowed
an axe; in a short time wedges were cut from one of the trees at the road−side, and the wheel was so well repaired
that it lasted us the remainder of our journey.

Our road for some time lay through the valley of Kenawha, through which runs the river of that name �a strong,
clear stream. It is hemmed in by mountains on each side of it; and here, perhaps, is presented the most curious
varieties of mineral produce that ever were combined in one locality. The river runs over a bed of horizontal
calcareous strata, and by perforating this strata about forty or fifty feet below the level of the river, you arrive at
salt−springs, the waters of which are pumped up by small steam−engines, and boiled down into salt in buildings
erected on the river's banks. The mountains which hem in the river are one mass of coal; a gallery is opened at
that part of the foot of the mountain most convenient to the buildings, and the coal is thrown down by shoots or
small railways. Here you have coal for your fuel; salt water under fresh; and as soon as the salt is put into the
barrels (which are also made from the mountain timber), the river is all ready to transplant them down to Ohio.
But there is another great curiosity in this valley: these beds of coal have produced springs, as they are termed, of
carburetted hydrogen gas, which run along the banks of the river close to the water's−edge. The negroes take
advantage of these springs when they come down at night to wash clothes; they set fire to the springs, which yield
them sufficient light for their work. The one which I examined was dry, and the gas bubbled up through the sand.
By kicking the sand about, so as to make communications after I had lighted the gas, I obtained a very large
flame, which I left burning.
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The heat, as we ascended, was excessive, and the passengers availed themselves of every spring, with the
exception of those just described, that they fell in with on the route. We drank of every variety of water excepting
pure water �sometimes iron, sometimes sulphur; and, indeed, every kind of chalybeate, for every rill was
impregnated in some way or another. At last, it occurred to me that there were such things as chemical affinities,
and that there was no saying what changes might take place by the admixture of such a variety of metals and
gases, so drank no more. I did not like, however, to interfere with the happiness of others, so I did not
communicate my ideas to my fellow−passengers, who continued drinking during the whole day; and as I
afterwards found out, did not sleep very well that night; they were, moreover, very sparing in the use of them the
next day.

There are a great variety of springs already discovered on these mountains, and probably there will be a great
many more. Already they have the blue, the white, and the red sulphur springs; the sweet and the salt; the warm
and the hot, all of which have their several virtues; but the greatest virtue of all these mineral springs is, as in
England and every where else, that they occasion people to live regularly, to be moderate in the use of wine, and
to dwell in a pure and wholesome air. They always remind me of the eastern story of the Dervish, who, being sent
for by a king who had injured his health by continual indulgence, gave him a racket−ball, which he informed the
king possessed wonderful medicinal virtues; with this ball his majesty was to play at racket two or three hours
every day with his courtiers. The exercise it induced, which was the only medicinal virtue the ball possessed,
restored the king to health. So it is with all watering places; it is not so much the use of the water, as the
abstinence from what is pernicious, together with exercise and early hours, which effect the majority of cures.

We arrived first at the blue sulphur springs, and I remained there for one day to get rid of the dust of travelling.
They have a very excellent hotel there, with a ball room, which is open till eleven o'clock every night; the scenery
is very pretty, and the company was good �as indeed is the company at all these springs, for they are too distant,
and the travelling too expensive for every body to get there. But the blue sulphur are not fashionable, and the
consequence was, we were not crowded, and were very comfortable. People who cannot get accommodated at the
white sulphur, remain here until they can, the distance between those being only twenty−two miles.

The only springs which are fashionable are the white sulphur, and as these springs are a feature in American
society, I shall describe them more particularly.

They are situated in a small valley, many hundred feet above the level of the sea, and are of about fifteen or
twenty acres in area, surrounded by small hills, covered with foliage to their summits: at one end of the Valley is
the hotel, with the large dining−room for all the visitors. Close to the hotel, but in another building, in the
ballroom, and a little below the hotel on the other side, is the spring itself; but beautiful as is the whole scenery,
the great charm of this watering place is, the way in which those live who visit it. The rises of the hills which
surround the valley are covered with little cottages, log−houses, and other picturesque buildings, sometimes in
rows, and ornamented with verandahs, without a second storey above; or kitchen below. Some are very elegant
and more commodious than the rest, having been built by gentlemen who have the right given to them by the
company to whom the springs belong, of occupying themselves when there, but not of preventing others from
taking possession of them in their absence. The dinners and other meals are, generally speaking, bad; not that
there is not a plentiful supply, but that it is so difficult to supply seven hundred people sitting down in one room.
In the morning, they all turn out from their little burrows, meet in the public walks, and go down to the spring
before breakfast; during the forenoon, when it is too warm, they remain at home; after dinner, they ride out or pay
visits, and then end the day, either at the ball−room or in little societies among one another. There is no want of
handsome equipages, many four in hand (Virginny long tails) and every accommodation for these equipages. The
crowd is very great, and it is astonishing what inconvenience people will submit to, rather than not be
accommodated somehow or another. Every cabin is like a rabbit burrow. In the one next to where I was lodged, in
a room about fourteen feet square, and partitioned off as well as it could be, there slept a gentleman and his wife,
his sister and brother, and a female servant. I am not sure that the nigger was not under the bed �at all events, the
young sister told me that it was not at all pleasant.
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There is a sort of major−domo here who regulates every department: his word is law, and his fiat immoveable,
and he presumes not a little upon his power; a circumstance not to be surprised at, as he is as much courted and is
as despotic as all the lady patronesses of Almacks rolled into one. He is called the Metternich of the mountains.
No one is allowed accommodation at these springs who is not known, and generally speaking, only those
favourites who travel in their private carriages. It is at this place that you feel how excessively aristocratical and
exclusive the Americans would be, and indeed will be, in spite of their institutions. Spa, in its palmiest days, when
princes had to sleep in their carriages at the doors of the hotels, was not more in vogue than are these white
sulphur springs with the elite of the United States. And it is here, and here only, in the States, that you do meet
with what may be fairly considered as select society, for at Washington there is a great mixture. Of course, all the
celebrated belles of the different States are to be met with here, as well as all the large fortunes, nor is there a
scarcity of pretty and wealthy widows. The president, Mrs. Caton, the mother of Lady Wellesley, Lady Strafford,
and Lady Caermarthen, the daughter of Carrol, of Carroltown, one of the real aristocracy of America, and a signer
of the Declaration of Independence, and all the first old Virginian and Carolina families, many of them
descendants of the old cavaliers, were at the springs when I arrived there; and I certainly must say that I never was
at any watering−place in England where the company was so good and so select as at the Virginia springs in
America.

I passed many pleasant days at this beautiful spot, and was almost as unwilling to leave it as I was to part with the
Sioux Indians at St. Peters. Refinement and simplicity are equally charming. I was introduced to a very beautiful
girl here, whom I should not have mentioned so particularly, had it not been that she was the first and only lady in
America that I observed to whittle. She was sitting one fine morning on a wooden bench, surrounded by admirers,
and as she carved away her seat with her pen−knife, so did she cut deep into the hearts of those who listened to
her lively conversation.

There are, as may be supposed, a large number of negro servants here attending their masters and mistresses. I
have often been amused, not only here, but during my residence in Kentucky, at the high−sounding Christian
names which have been given to them. "Byron, tell Ada to come here directly." "Now, Telemachus, if you don't
leave Calypso alone, you'll get a taste of the cow−hide."

Among others, attracted to the springs professionally, was a very clever German painter, who, like all Germans,
had a very correct ear for music. He had painted a kitchen−dance in Old Virginia, and in the picture he had
introduced all the well−known coloured people in the place; among the rest were the band of musicians, but I
observed that one man was missing. "Why did you not put him in?" inquired I. "Why, Sir, I could not put him in;
it was impossible; he never plays in tune. Why, if I put him in, Sir, he would spoil the harmony of my whole
picture!"

I asked this artist how he got on in America. He replied, "But so−so: the Americans in general do not estimate
genius. They come to me and ask what I want for my pictures, and I tell them. Then they say, 'How long did it
take you to paint it?' I answer, 'So many days.' Well, then they calculate and say, 'If it took you only so many
days, you ask so many dollars a day for your work; you ask a great deal too much; you ought to be content with so
much per day, and I will give you that.' So that, thought I, invention and years of study go for nothing with these
people. There is only one way to dispose of a picture in America, and that is, to raffle it; the Americans will then
run the chance of getting it. If you do not like to part with your pictures in that way, you must paint portraits;
people will purchase their own faces all over the world: the worst of it is, that in this country, they will purchase
nothing else."

During my stay here, I was told of one of the most remarkable instances that perhaps ever occurred, of the
discovery of a fact by the party from whom it was of the utmost importance to conceal it �a very pretty interesting
young widow. She had married a promising young man, to whom she was tenderly attached, and who, a few
months after the marriage, unfortunately fell in a duel. Aware that the knowledge of the cause of her husband's
death would render the blow still more severe to her, (the ball having passed through the eye into his brain, and
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there being no evident gun−shot wound,) her relations informed her that he had been thrown from his horse, and
killed by the fall. She believed them. She was living in the country, when, about nine months after her
widowhood, her brother rode down to see her, and as soon as he arrived went into his room to shave and dress.
The window of his room, which was on the ground−floor, looked out upon the garden, and it being summer time,
it was open. He tore off a portion of an old newspaper to wipe his razor. The breeze caught it, and carried it away
into the garden until it stopped at the feet of his sister, who happened to be walking. Mechanically she took up the
fragment, and perceiving her husband's name upon it, she read it. It contained a full account of the duel in which
he lost his life! The shock she received was so great that it unsettled her mind for nearly two years. She had but
just recovered, and for the first time re−appeared in public, when she was pointed out to me.

Returning to Guyandotte, one of the travellers wished to see the view from the Hawk's Nest, or rather wished to
be able to say that he had seen it. We passed the spot when it was quite dark, but he persisted in going there, and,
to help his vision, borrowed one of the coach−lamps from the driver. He returned, and declared that with the
assistance of the lamp he had had a very excellent view, down a precipice of several hundred feet. His bird's−eye
view by candle−light must have been very extensive. After all, it is but to be able to say that they had been, to
such a place, or have seen such a thing, that, more than any real taste for it, induces the majority of the world to
incur the trouble and fatigue of travelling.

Chapter XXXIV.

I was informed that a camp−meeting was to be held about seven miles from Cincinnati, and, anxious to verify the
accounts I had heard of them, I availed myself of this opportunity of deciding for myself. We proceeded about
five miles on the high road, and then diverged by a cross−road until we arrived at a steep conical hill, crowned
with splendid forest trees without underwood; the trees being sufficiently apart to admit of wagons and other
vehicles to pass in every direction. The camp was raised upon the summit of this hill, a piece of table−land
comprising many acres. About an acre and a half was surrounded on the four sides by cabins built up of rough
boards; the whole area in the centre was fitted up with planks, laid about a foot from the ground, as seats. At one
end, but not close to the cabins, was a raised stand, which served as a pulpit for the preachers, one of them
praying, while five or six others sat down behind him on benches. There was ingress to the area by the four
corners; the whole of it was shaded by vast forest trees, which ran up to the height of fifty or sixty feet without
throwing out a branch; and to the trunks of these trees were fixed lamps in every direction, for the continuance of
service by night. Outside the area, which may be designated as the church, were hundreds of tents pitched in
every quarter, their snowy whiteness contrasting beautifully with the deep verdure and gloom of the forest. These
were the temporary habitations of those who had come many miles to attend the meeting, and who remained there
from the commencement until it concluded �usually, a period of from ten to twelve days, but often much longer.
The tents were furnished with every article necessary for cooking; mattresses to sleep upon, &c.; some of them
even had bedsteads and chests of drawers, which had been brought in the wagons in which the people in this
country usually travel. At a farther distance were all the wagons and other vehicles which had conveyed the
people to the meeting, whilst hundreds of horses were tethered under the trees, and plentifully provided with
forage. Such were the general outlines of a most interesting and beautiful scene.

Where, indeed, could so magnificent a temple to the Lord be raised as on this lofty hill, crowned as it was with
such majestic verdure. Compared with these giants of the forest, the cabins and tents of the multitude appeared as
insignificant and contemptible as almost would man himself in the presence of the Deity. Many generations of
men must have been mowed down before the arrival of these enormous trees to their present state of maturity; and
at the time they sent forth their first shoots, probably were not on the whole of this continent, now teeming with
millions, as many white men as are now assembled on this field. I walked about for some time surveying the
panorama, when I returned to the area, and took my seat upon a bench. In one quarter the coloured population had
collected themselves; their tents appeared to be better furnished and better supplied with comforts than most of
those belonging to the whites. I put my head into one of the tents, and discovered a sable damsel lying on a bed
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and singing hymns in a loud voice.

The major portion of those not in the area were cooking the dinners. Fires were burning in every direction, pots
boiling, chickens roasting, hams seething; indeed there appeared to be no want of creature comforts.

But the trumpet sounded, as in days of yore, as a signal that the service was about to recommence and I went into
the area and took my seat. One of the preachers rose and gave out a hymn, which was sung by the congregation,
amounting to about seven or eight hundred. After the singing of the hymn was concluded he commenced an
extempore sermon: it was good, sound doctrine, and, although Methodism of the mildest tone, and divested of its
bitterness of denunciation, as indeed is generally the case with Methodism in America. I heard nothing which
could be offensive to any other sect, or which could be considered objectionable by the most orthodox, and I
began to doubt whether such scenes as had been described to me did really take place at these meetings. A prayer
followed, and after about two hours the congregation were dismissed to their dinners, being first informed that the
service would recommence at two o'clock at the sound of the trumpet. In front of the pulpit there was a space
railed off; and strewed with straw, which I was told was the Anxious seat, and on which sat those who were
touched by their consciences or the discourse of the preacher; but, although there were several sitting on it, I did
not perceive any emotion on the part of the occupants: they were attentive, but nothing more.

When I first examined the area, I saw a very large tent at one corner of it, probably fifty feet long, by twenty wide.
It was open at the end, and, being full of straw, I concluded it was used as a sleeping−place for those who had not
provided themselves with separate accommodation. About an hour after the service was over, perceiving many
people directing their steps toward it, I followed them. On one side of the tent were about twenty females, mostly
young, squatted down on the straw; on the other a few men; in the centre was a long form, against which were
some other men kneeling, with their faces covered with their hands, as if occupied in prayer. Gradually the
numbers increased, girl after girl dropped down upon the straw on the one side, and men on the other. At last an
elderly man gave out a hymn, which was sung with peculiar energy; then another knelt down in the centre, and
commenced a prayer, shutting his eyes (as I observed most clergymen in the United States do when they pray)
and raising his hands above his head; then another burst out into a prayer, and another followed him; then their
voices became all confused together; and then were heard the more silvery tones of woman's supplication. As the
din increased so did their enthusiasm; handkerchiefs were raised to bright eyes, and sobs were intermingled with
prayers and ejaculations. It became a scene of Babel; more than twenty men and women were crying out at the
highest pitch of their voices, and trying apparently to be heard above the others. Every minute the excitement
increased; some wrung their hands and called for mercy; some tore their hair; boys laid down crying bitterly, with
their heads buried in the straw; there was sobbing almost to suffocation, and hysterics and deep agony. One young
man clung to the form, crying, "Satan tears at me, but I would hold fast. Help �help, he drags me down!" It was a
scene of horrible agony and despair; and, when it was at its height, one of the preachers came in, and raising his
voice high above the tumult, intreated the Lord to receive into his fold those who now repented and would fain
return. Another of the ministers knelt down by some young men, whose faces were covered up, and who appeared
to be almost in a state of frenzy; and putting his hands upon them, poured forth an energetic prayer, well
calculated to work upon their over excited feelings. Groans, ejaculations, broken sobs, frantic motions, and
convulsions succeeded; some fell on their backs with their eyes closed, waving their hands with a slow motion,
and crying out �"Glory, glory, glory!" I quitted the spot, and hastened away into the forest, for the sight was too
painful, too melancholy. Its sincerity could not be doubted, but it was the effect of over−excitement, not of sober
reasoning. Could such violence of feeling have been produced had each party retired to commune alone? most
surely not. It was a fever created by collision and contact, of the same nature as that which stimulates a mob to
deeds of blood and horror.

Gregarious animals are by nature inoffensive. The cruel and the savage live apart, and in solitude; but the
gregarious, upheld and stimulated by each other, become formidable. So it is with man.
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I was told that the scene would be much more interesting and exciting after the lamps were lighted; but I had seen
quite enough of it. It was too serious to laugh at, and I felt that it was not for me to condemn. "Cry aloud, and
spare not," was the exhortation of the preacher and certainly, if heaven was only to be taken by storm, he was a
proper leader for his congregation.

Whatever may be the opinion of the reader as to the meeting which I have described, it is certain that nothing
could be more laudable than the intention by which these meetings were originated. At the first settling of the
country the people were widely scattered, and the truths of the Gospel, owing to the scarcity of preachers, but
seldom heard. It was to remedy this unavoidable evil that they agreed, like the Christians in earlier times, to
collect together from all quarters, and pass many days in meditation and prayer, "exhorting one another
�comforting one another." Even now it is not uncommon for the settlers in Indians and Illinois to travel one
hundred miles in their wagons to attend one of these meetings, �meetings which are now too often sullied by
fanaticism on the one hand, and on the other by the levity and infidelity of those who go not to pray, but to scoff;
or to indulge in the licentiousness which, it is said, but too often follows, when night has thrown her veil over the
scene.

Chapter XXXV.

Lexington, the capital of the State, is embosomed in the very heart of the vale of Kentucky. This vale was the
favourite hunting−ground of the Indians; and a fairer country for the chase could not well be imagined than this
rolling, well−wooded, luxuriant valley, extending from hill to hill, from dale to dale, for so many long miles. No
wonder that the Indians fought so hard to retain, or the Virginians to acquire it; nor was it until much blood had
saturated the ground, many reeking scalps had been torn from the head, and many a mother and her children
murdered at their hearths, that the contest was relinquished. So severe were the struggles, that the ground obtained
the name of the "Bloody Ground." But the strife is over; the red man has been exterminated, and peace and plenty
now reign over this smiling country. It is indeed a beautiful and bounteous land; on the whole, the most eligible in
the Union. The valley is seven hundred and fifty feet above the level of the sea, and, therefore, not so subject to
fevers as the States of Indiana and Illinois, and indeed that portion of its own state which borders on the
Mississippi. But all the rest of the Kentucky land is by no means equal in richness of soil to that of this valley.
There are about ninety counties in the State, of which about thirty are of rich land; but four of them, namely,
Fayette, Bourbon, Scotts, and Woodford, are the finest. The whole of these four counties are held by large
proprietors, who graze and breed stock to a very great extent, supplying the whole of the Western States with the
best description of every kind of cattle. Cattle−shows are held every year, and high prizes awarded to the owners
of the finest beasts which are there produced. The State of Kentucky, as well as Virginia, is in fact an agricultural
and grazing State; the pasture is very rich, and studded with oak and other timber, as in the manner I have
described in Ioway and Wisconsin. The staples of Kentucky are hemp and mules; the latter are in such demand for
the south that they can hardly produce them fast enough for the market. The minimum price of a three−year old
mule is about eighty dollars; the maximum usually one hundred and sixty dollars, or thirty−five pounds, but they
often fetch much higher prices. I saw a pair in harness, well matched, and about seventeen hands high, for which
they refused one thousand dollars �upwards of two hundred pounds.

The cattle−show took place when I was at Lexington. That of horned beasts I was too late for; but the second day
I went to the exhibition of thorough−bred horses. The premiums were for the best two−year old, yearlings, and
colts, and many of them were very fine animals. The third day was for the exhibition of mules; which, on account
of size there being a great desideratum, are bred only from mares; the full−grown averaged from fifteen to sixteen
hands high, but they have often been known to be seventeen hands high. I had seen them quite as large in a
nobleman's carriage in the south of Spain; but then they were considered rare, and of great value. After all the
other varieties of age had made their appearance, and the judges had given their decision, the mules foaled down
this year were to be examined. As they were still sucking, it was necessary that the brood mares should be led into
the enclosed paddock, where the animals were inspected, that the foals might be induced to follow; as soon as
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they were all in the enclosure the mares were sent out, leaving all the foals by themselves. At first they
commenced a concert of wailing after their mothers, and then turned their lamentations into indignation and
revenge upon each other. Such a ridiculous scene of kicking took place as I never before witnessed, about thirty of
them being most sedulously engaged in the occupation, all at the same time. I never saw such ill−behaved mules;
it was quite impossible for the judges to decide upon the prize, for you could see nothing but heels in the air; it
was rap, rap, rap, incessantly against one another's sides, until they were all turned out, and the show was over. I
rather think the prize must, in this instance, have been awarded to the one that kicked highest.

The fourth day was for the exhibition of jackasses, of two−year and one−year, and for foals, and jennies also; this
sight was to me one of peculiar interest. Accustomed as we are in England to value a jackass at thirty shillings, we
look down upon them with contempt; but here the case is reversed: you look up at them with surprise and
admiration. Several were shown standing fifteen hands high, with head and ears in proportion; the breed has been
obtained from the Maltese jackass, crossed by those of Spain and the south of France. Those imported seldom
average more than fourteen hands high; but the Kentuckians, by great attention and care, have raised them up to
fifteen hands, and sometimes even to sixteen.

But the price paid for these splendid animals, for such they really were, will prove how much they are in request.
Warrior, a jackass of great celebrity, sold for 5,000 dollars, upwards of £1,000 sterling. Half of another jackass,
Benjamin by name, was sold for 2,500 dollars. At the show I asked a gentleman what he wanted for a very
beautiful female ass, only one year old; he said that he could have 1,000 dollars, £250 for her, but that he had
refused that sum. For a two−year old jack, shown during the exhibition, they asked 3000 dollars, more than £600.
I never felt such respect for donkeys before; but the fact is, that mule−breeding is so lucrative, that there is no
price which a very large donkey will not command.

I afterwards went to a cattle sale a few miles out of the town. Don Juan, a two−year old bull, Durham breed,
fetched 1,075 dollars; an imported Durham cow, with her calf, 985 dollars. Before I arrived, a bull and cow
fetched 1,300 dollars each of them, about £280. The cause of this is, that the demand for good stock, now that the
Western States are filling up, becomes so great that they cannot be produced fast enough. Mr. Clay, who resides
near Lexington, is one of the best breeders in the State, which is much indebted to him for the fine stock which he
has imported from England.

Another sale took place, which I attended, and I quote the prices:� Yearling bull, 1,000 dollars; ditto heifer,
1,500. Cows, of full Durham blood, but bred in Kentucky, 1,245 dollars; ditto, 1,235 dollars. Imported cow and
calf, 2,100 dollars.

It must be considered, that although a good Durham cow will not cost more than twenty guineas perhaps, in
England, the expenses of transport are very great, and they generally stand it to the importers, about 600 dollars,
before they arrive at the State of Kentucky.

But to prove that the Kentuckians are fully justified in giving the prices they do, I will shew what was the profit
made upon an old cow before she was sold for 400 dollars. I had a statement from her proprietor, who had her in
his possession for nine years. She was a full−bred cow, and during the time that he had held her in his possession,
she had cleared him 15,000 dollars by the sale of her progeny: As follows:�

~f;

Years. Calves Second Third Fourth
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Generation Generation Generation

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1 1

5 1 1 1

6 1 1 1

7 1 1 1 1

8 1 1 1 1

9 1 1 1 1

9 7 5 3

Total, 24

averaging 625 dollars a head, which is by no means a large price, as the two cows, which sold at the sale for
1,245, and 1,235 dollars, were a part of her issue.

Lexington is a very pretty town, with very pleasant society, and afforded me great relief after the unpleasant
sojourn I had had at Louisville. Conversing one day with Mr. Clay, I had another instance given me of the
mischief which the conduct of Miss Martineau has entailed upon all those English who may happen to visit
America. Mr. Clay observed that Miss Martineau had remained with him for some time, and that during her stay,
she had professed very different, or at least more modified opinions on the subject of slavery, than those she has
expressed in her book: so much so, that one day, having read a letter from Boston cautioning her against being
cajoled by the hospitality and pleasant society of the Western States, she handed it to him, saying, "They want to
make a regular abolitionist of me." "When her work came out," continued Mr. Clay, "although I read but very
little of it, I turned to this subject so important with us, and I must say I was a little surprised to find that she had
so changed her opinions." The fact is, Miss Martineau appears to have been what the Kentuckians call, "playing
'possum." I have met with some of the Southern ladies whose conversations on slavery are said, or supposed, to
have been those printed by Miss Martineau, and they deny that they are correct. That the Southern ladies are very
apt to express great horror at living too long a time at the plantations, is very certain; not, however, because they
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expect to be murdered in their beds by the slaves, as they tell their husbands, but because they are anxious to
spend more of their time at the cities, where they can enjoy more luxury and amusement than can be procured at
the plantations.

Every body rides in Virginia and Kentucky, master, man, woman, and slave, and they all ride well: it is quite as
common to meet a woman on horseback as a man, and it is a pretty sight in their States to walk by the Church
doors and see them all arrive. The Churches have stables, or rather sheds, built close to them, for the
accommodation of the cattle.

Elopements in these States are all made on horseback. The goal to be obtained is to cross to the other side of the
Ohio. The consequence is that it is a regular steeple−chase; the young couple clearing everything, father and
brothers following. Whether it is that, having the choice, the young people are the best mounted, I know not, but
the runaways are seldom overtaken. One couple crossed the Ohio when I was at Cincinnati, and had just time to
tie the noose before their pursuers arrived.

At Lexington, on Sunday, there is not a carriage or horse to be obtained by a white man for any consideration,
they having all been regularly engaged for that day by the negro slaves, who go out in every direction. Where they
get the money I do not know; but certain it is, that it is always produced when required. I was waiting at the
counter of a sort of pastry−cook's, when three negro lads, about twelve or fourteen years old, came in, and, in a
most authoritative tone, ordered three glasses of soda−water.

Returned to Louisville.

Chapter XXXVI.

There is one great inconvenience in American travelling, arising from the uncertainty of river navigation.
Excepting the Lower Mississippi and the Hudson, and not always the latter, the communication by water is
obstructed during a considerable portion of the year, by ice in the winter, or a deficiency of water in the dry
season. This has been a remarkable season for heat and drought; and thousands of people remain in the States of
Ohio, Virginia, and Kentucky, who are most anxious to return home. It must be understood, that during the
unhealthy season in the southern States on the Mississippi, the planters, cotton−growers, slave holders,
store−keepers, and indeed almost every class, excepting the slaves and overseers, migrate to the northward, to
escape the yellow fever, and spend a portion of their gains in amusement.

They go to Cincinnati and the towns of Ohio, to the Lakes occasionally, but principally to the cities and watering
places of Virginia and Kentucky, more especially Louisville, where I now am; and Louisville, being also the sort
of general rendezvous for departure south, is now crammed with southern people. The steam boats cannot run, for
the river is almost dry; and I (as well as others) have been detained much longer on the banks of the Ohio than
was my intention. There is land−carriage certainly, but the heat of the weather is so overpowering that even the
Southerns dread it; and in consequence of this extreme heat the sickness in these western States has been much
greater than usual. Even Kentucky, especially that part which borders on the Mississippi, which, generally
speaking, is healthy, is now suffering under malignant fevers. I may here remark, that the two States, Illinois and
Indiana, and the western portions of Kentucky and Tennessee, are very unhealthy; not a year passes without a
great mortality from the bilious congestive fever, a variety of the yellow fever, and the ague; more especially
Illinois and Indiana, with the western portion of Ohio, which is equally flat with the other two States. The two
States of Indiana and Illinois lie, as it were, at the bottom of the western basin; the soil is wonderfully rich, but the
drainage is insufficient, as may be seen from the sluggishness with which these rivers flow. Many and many
thousands of poor Irish emigrants, and settlers also, have been struck down by disease, never to rise again, in
these rich but unhealthy States; to which, stimulated by the works published by land−speculators, thousands and
thousands every year repair, and, notwithstanding the annual expenditure of life, rapidly increase the population. I
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had made up my mind to travel by land−carriage to St. Louis, Missouri, through the States of Indiana and Illinois,
but two American gentlemen, who had just arrived by that route, succeeded in dissuading me. They had come
over on horseback. They described the disease and mortality as dreadful. That sometimes, when they wished to
put up their horses at seven or eight o'clock in the evening, they were compelled to travel on till twelve or one
o'clock before they could gain admittance, some portion in every house suffering under the bilious fever, tertian
ague, or flux. They described the scene as quite appalling. At some houses there was not one person able to rise
and attend upon the others; all were dying or dead and to increase the misery of their situations, the springs had
dried up, and in many places they could not procure water except by sending many miles. A friend of mine, who
had been on a mission through the portion of Kentucky and Tennessee bordering on them Mississippi, made a
very similar statement. He was not refused to remain where he stopped, but he could procure no assistance, and
everywhere ran the risk of contagion. He said that some of the people were obliged to send their negroes with a
waggon upwards of fifteen miles to wash their clothes.

That this has been a very unhealthy season is certain, but still, from all the information I could obtain, there is a
great mortality every year in the districts I have pointed out; and such indeed must be the case, from the miasma
created every fall of the year in these rich alluvial soils, some portions of which have been worked for fifty years
without the assistance of manure, and still yield abundant crops. It will be a long while before the drainage
necessary to render them healthy can be accomplished. The sickly appearance of the inhabitants establishes but
too well the facts related to me; and yet, strange to say, it would appear to be a provision of Providence, that a
remarkable fecundity on the part of the women in the more healthy portions of their Western States, should meet
the annual expenditure of life. Three children at a birth are more common here than twins are in England; and
they, generally speaking, are all reared up. There have been many instances of even four.

The western valley of America, of which the Mississippi may be considered as the common drain, must, from the
surprising depth of the alluvial soil, have been (ages back) wholly under water, and, perhaps, by some convulsion
raised up. What insects are we in our own estimation when we meditate upon such stupendous changes.

Since I have been in these States, I have been surprised at the stream of emigration which appears to flow from
North Carolina to Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. Every hour you meet with a caravan of emigrants from that
sterile but healthy state. Every night the banks of the Ohio are lighted up with their fires, where they have
bivouacked previously to crossing the river; but they are not like the poor German or Irish settlers: they are well
prepared, and have nothing to do, apparently, but to sit down upon their land. These caravans consist of two or
three covered wagons, full of women and children, furniture, and other necessaries, each drawn by a team of
horses; brood mares, with foals by their sides, following; half a dozen or more cows, flanked on each side by the
men, with their long rifles on their shoulders; sometimes a boy or two, or a half−grown girl on horseback.
Occasionally they wear an appearance of more refinement and cultivation, as well as wealth, the principals
travelling in a sort of worn−out old carriage, the remains of the competence of former days.

I often surmised, as they travelled cheerfully along, saluting me as they passed by, whether they would not repent
their decision, and sigh for their pine barrens and heath, after they had discovered that with fertility they had to
encounter such disease and mortality.

I have often heard it asserted by Englishmen, that America has no coal. There never was a greater mistake: she
has an abundance, and of the very finest that ever was seen. At Wheeling and Pittsburg, and on all the borders of
the Ohio river above Guyandotte, they have an inexhaustible supply, equal to the very best offered to the London
market. All the spurs of the Alleghany range appear to be one mass of coal. In the Eastern States the coal is of a
different quality, although there is some very tolerable. The anthracite is bad, throwing out a strong sulphureous
gas. The fact is that wood is at present cheaper than coal, and therefore the latter is not in demand. An American
told me one day, that a company had been working a coal mine in an Eastern State, which proved to be of a very
bad quality; they had sent some to an influential person as a present, requesting him to give his opinion of it, as
that would be important to them. After a certain time he forwarded to them a certificate couched in such terms as
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these:� "I do hereby certify that I have tried the coal sent me by the company at �, and it is my decided opinion,
that when the general conflagration of the world shall take place, any man who will take his position on that
coal−mine will certainly be the last man who will be burnt."

I had to travel by coach for six days and nights, to arrive at Baltimore. As it may be supposed, I was not a little
tired before my journey was half over; I therefore was glad when the coach stopped for a few hours, to throw off
my coat, and lie down on a bed. At one town, where I had stopped, I had been reposing more than two hours when
my door was opened �but this was too common a circumstance for me to think any thing of it; the people would
come into my room whether I was in bed or out of bed, dressed or not dressed, and if I expostulated, they would
reply, "Never mind, we don't care, Captain." On this occasion I called out, "Well, what do you want?"

"Are you Captain M!" said the person walking up to the bed where I was lying.

"Yes, I am," replied I.

"Well, I reckon I wouldn't allow you to go through our town without seeing you any how. Of all the humans,
you're the one I most wish to see."

I told him I was highly flattered.

"Well now," said he, giving a jump, and coming down right upon the bed in his great coat, "I'll just tell you; I said
to the chap at the bar, 'Ain't the Captain in your house?' 'Yes,' says he. 'Then where is he?' says I. 'Oh,' says he,
'he's gone into his own room, and locked himself up; he's a d�d aristocrat, and won't drink at the bar with other
gentlemen.' So, thought I, I've read M�'s works, and I'll be swamped if he is an aristocrat, and by the 'tarnal I'll go
up and see; so here I am, and you're no aristocrat."

"I should think not," replied I, moving my feet away, which he was half sitting on.

"Oh, don't move; never mind me, Captain, I'm quite comfortable. And how do you find yourself by this time?"

"Very tired indeed," replied I.

"I suspicion as much. Now, d'ye see, I left four or five good fellows down below who wish to see you; I said I'd
go up first, and come down to them. The fact is, Captain, we don't like you should pass through our town without
showing you a little American hospitality."

So saying, he slid off the bed, and went out of the room. In a minute he returned, bringing with him four or five
others, all of whom he introduced by name, and reseated himself on my bed, while the others took chairs.

"Now, gentlemen," said he, "as I was telling the Captain, we wish to show him a little American hospitality; what
shall it be, gentlemen; what d'ye say �a bottle of Madeira?"

An immediate answer not being returned, he continued:

"Yes, gentlemen, a bottle of Madeira; at my expense, gentlemen, recollect that; now ring the bell."

"I shall be most happy to take a glass of wine with you," observed I, "but in my own room the wine must be at my
expense."

"At your expense, Captain; well, if it must be, I don't care; at your expense then, Captain, if you say so; only, you
see, we must show you a little American hospitality, as I said to them all down below; didn't I, gentlemen?"
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The wine was ordered, and it ended in my hospitable friends drinking three bottles, and then they all shook hands
with me, declaring how happy they should be if I came to the town again, allowed them to show me a little more
American hospitality.

There was something so very ridiculous in this event, that I cannot help narrating it; but let it not be supposed, for
a moment, that I intend it as a sarcasm upon American hospitality in general. There certainly are conditions
usually attached to their hospitality, if you wish to profit by it to any extent; and one is, that you do not venture to
find fault with themselves, their manners, or their institutions.

Note �That a guest, partaking of their hospitality, should give his opinions unasked, and find fault, would be in
very bad taste, to say the least of it. But the fault in America is, that you are compelled to give an opinion, and
you cannot escape by a doubtful reply: as the American said to me in Philadelphia, "I wish a categorical answer."
Thus, should you not agree with them, you are placed upon the horns of a dilemma: either you must affront the
company, or sacrifice truth.

End of Diary.

Chapter XXXVII.

Remarks �Language.

The Americans boldly assert that they speak better English than we do, and I was rather surprised not to find a
statistical table to that effect in Mr. Carey's publication. What I believe the Americans would imply by the above
assertion is that you may travel through all the United States and find less difficulty in understanding or being
understood, than in some of the counties of England, such as Cornwall, Devonshire, Lancashire and Suffolk. So
far they are correct; but it is remarkable how very debased the language has become in a short period in America.
There are few provincial dialects in England much less intelligible than the following. A Yankee girl, who wished
to hire herself out, was asked if the had any followers or sweethearts? After a little hesitation, she replied, "Well,
now, can't exactly say; I bees a sorter courted and a sorter not; reckon more a sorter yes than a sorter no." In many
points the Americans have to a certain degree obtained that equality which they profess; and, as respects their
language, it certainly is the case. If their lower classes are more intelligible than ours, it is equally true that the
higher classes do not speak the language so purely or so classically as it is spoken among the well educated
English. The peculiar dialect of the English counties is kept up because we are a settled country; the people who
are born in a county live in it, and die in it, transmitting their sites of labour or of amusement to their descendants,
generation after generation, without change: consequently, the provincialisms of the language become equally
hereditary. Now, in America, they have a dictionary containing many thousands of words, which, with us, are
either obsolete or are provincialisms, or are words necessarily invented by the Americans. When the people of
England emigrated to the states, they came from every county in England, and each county brought its
provincialisms with it. These were admitted into the general stock; and were since all collected and bound up by
one Mr. Webster. With the exception of a few words coined for local uses (such as snags and sawyers, on the
Mississippi,) I do not recollect a word which I have not traced to be either a provincialism of some English
county, or else to be obsolete English. There are a few from the Dutch, such as stoup, for the porch of a door, &c.
I was once talking with an American about Webster's dictionary, and he observed, "Well now, sir, I understand it's
the only one used in the Court of St. James, by the king, queen, and princesses, and that by royal order."

The upper class of the Americans do not, however, speak or pronounce English according to our standard; they
appear to have no exact rule to guide them, probably from the want of any intimate knowledge of Greek or Latin.
You seldom hear a derivation from the Greek pronounced correctly, the accent being generally laid upon the
wrong syllable. In fact, every one appears to be independent, and pronounces just as he pleases.
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But it is not for me to decide the very momentous question, as to which nation speaks the best English. The
Americans generally improve upon the inventions of others; probably they may have improved upon our
language.

I recollect some one observing how very superior the German language was to the English, from their possessing
so many compound substantives and adjectives; whereupon his friend replied, that it was just as easy for us to
possess them in England if we pleased, and gave us as an example an observation made by his old dame at Eaton,
who declared that young Paulet was, without any exception, the most good−for−nothing−est, the most
provoking−people−est, and the most poke−about−every−corner−est boy she had ever had charge of in her life.

Assuming this principle of improvement to be correct, it must be acknowledged that the Americans have added
considerably to our dictionary; but, as I have before observed, this being a point of too much delicacy for me to
decide upon, I shall just submit to the reader the occasional variations, or improvements, as they may be, which
met my ears during my residence in America, as also the idiomatic peculiarities, and having so done, I must leave
him to decide for himself.

I recollect once talking with one of the first men in America, who was narrating to me the advantages which
might have accrued to him if he had followed up a certain speculation, when he said, "Sir, if I had done so, I
should not only have doubled and trebled, but I should have fourbled and fivebled my money."

One of the members of congress once said, "What the honourable gentleman has just asserted I consider as
catamount to a denial;" �(catamount is the term given to a panther or lynx.)

"I presume," replied his opponent, "that the honourable gentleman means tantamount."

"No, sir, I do not mean tantamount; I am not so ignorant of our language, not to be aware that catamount and
tantamount are anonymous."

The Americans dwell upon their words when they speak �a custom arising, I presume, from their cautious,
calculating habits; and they have always more or less of a nasal twang. I once said to a lady, "Why do you drawl
out your words in that way?"

"Well," replied she, "I'd drawl all the way from Maine to Georgia, rather than clip my words as you English
people do."

Many English words are used in a very different sense from that which we attach to them; for instance: a clever
person in America means an amiable, good−tempered person, and the Americans make the distinction by saying, I
mean English clever.

Our clever is represented by the word smart.

The verb to admire is also used in the East, instead of the verb to like.

"Have you ever been at Paris?"

"No; but I should admire to go."

A Yankee description of a clever woman:�

"Well, now, she'll walk right into you, and talk to you like a book;" or, as I have heard them say, "she'll talk you
out of sight."
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The word ugly is used for cross, ill−tempered. "I did feel so ugly when he said that."

Bad is used in an odd sense: it is employed for awkward, uncomfortable: sorry:�

"I did feel so bad when I read that" �awkward.

"I have felt quite bad about it ever since" �uncomfortable.

"She was so bad, I thought she would cry" �sorry.

And as bad is tantamount to not good, I have heard a lady say, "I don't feel at all good this morning."

Mean is occasionally used for ashamed.

"I never felt so mean in my life."

The word handsome is oddly used.

"We reckon this very handsome scenery, sir," said an American to me, pointing to the landscape.

"I consider him very truthful," is another expression.

"He stimulates too much."

"He dissipates awfully."

And they are very fond of using the noun as a verb, as� "I suspicion that's a fact."

"I opinion quite the contrary."

The word considerable is in considerable demand in the United States. In a work in which the letters of the party
had been given to the public as specimens of good style and polite literature, it is used as follows:�

"My dear sister, I have taken up the pen early this morning, as I intend to write considerable." (Life and Remains
of Charles Pont.)

The word great is oddly used for fine, splendid.

"She's the greatest gal in the whole Union."

But there is one word which we must surrender up to the Americans as their very own, as the children say. I will
quote a passage from one of their papers:�

"The editor of the Philadelphia Gazette is wrong in calling absquatiated a Kentucky phrase (he may well say
phrase instead of word.) It may prevail there, but its origin was in South Carolina, where it was a few years since
regularly derived from the Latin, as we can prove from undoubted authority. By the way, there is a little
corruption is the word as the Gazette uses it, absquatalized is the true reading."

Certainly a word worth quarrelling about!

"Are you cold, miss?" said I to a young lady, who pulled the shawl closer over her shoulders.
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"Some," was the reply.

The English what? implying that you did not hear what was said to you, is changed in America to the word how?

"I reckon," "I calculate," "I guess," are all used as the common English phrase, "I suppose." Each term is said to
be peculiar to different states, but I found them used everywhere, one as often as the other. I opine, is not so
common.

A specimen of Yankee dialect and conversation:�

"Well now, I'll tell you �you know Marble Head?"

"Guess I do."

"Well, then, you know Sally Hackett."

"No, indeed."

"Not know Sally Hackett? Why she lives at Marble Head."

"Guess I don't."

"You don't mean to say that?"

"Yes, indeed."

"And you really don't know Sally Hackett?"

"No, indeed."

"I guess you've heard talk of her?"

"No, indeed."

"Well, that's considerable odd. Now, I'll tell you �Ephraim Bagg, he that has the farm three miles from Marble
Head �just as �but now, are you sure you don't know Sally Hackett?"

"No, indeed."

"Well, he's a pretty substantial man, and no mistake. He has got a heart as big as an ox, and everything else in
proportion, I've a notion. He loves Sal, the worst kind; and if she gets up there, she'll think she has got to Palestine
(Paradise); ain't she a screamer? I were thinking of Sal myself, for I feel lonesome, and when I am thrown into my
store promiscuous alone, I can tell you I have the blues, the worst kind, no mistake �I can tell you that. I always
feel a kind o' queer when I sees Sal, but when I meet any of the other gals I am as calm and cool as the milky
way," &c. &c.

The verb "to fix" is universal. It means to do anything.

"Shall I fix your coat or your breakfast first?" That is �"Shall I brush your coat, or get ready your breakfast first!"

Right away, for immediately or at once, is very general.
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"Shall I fix it right away?" �i.e. "Shall I do it immediately?"

In the West, when you stop at an inn, they say�

"What will you have? Brown meal and common doings, or white wheat and chicken fixings;" �that is, "Will you
have pork and brown bread, or white bread and fried chicken?"

Also, "Will you have a feed or a check?" �A dinner, or a luncheon?

In full blast �something in the extreme.

"When she came to meeting, with her yellow hat and feathers, wasn't she in fall blast?"

But for more specimens of genuine Yankee, I must refer the reader to Sam Slick and Major Downing, and shall
now proceed to some farther peculiarities.

There are two syllables �um, hu �which are very generally used by the Americans as a sort of reply, intimating
that they are attentive, and that the party may proceed with his narrative; but, by inflection and intonation, these
two syllables are made to express dissent or assent, surprise, disdain, and (like Lord Burleigh's nod in the play) a
great deal more. The reason why these two syllables have been selected is, that they can be pronounced without
the trouble of opening your mouth, and you may be in a state of listlessness and repose while others talk. I myself
found them very convenient at times, and gradually got into the habit of using them.

The Americans are very local in their phrases, and borrow their similes very much from the nature of their
occupations and pursuits. If you ask a Virginian or Kentuckian where he was born, he will invariably tell you that
he was raised in such a county �the term applied to horses, and, in breeding states, to men also.

When a man is tipsy (spirits being made from grain), they generally say he is corned.

In the West, where steam−navigation is so abundant, when they ask you to drink they say, "Stranger, will you
take in wood?" �the vessels taking in wood as fuel to keep the steam up, and the person taking in spirits to keep
his steam up.

The roads in the country being cut through woods, and the stumps of the trees left standing, the carriages are often
brought up by them. Hence the expression of, "Well, I am stumped this time."

I heard a young man, a farmer in Vermont, say, when talking about another having gained the heart of a pretty
girl, "Well, how he contrived to fork into her young affections, I can't tell; but I've a mind to put my whole team
on, and see if I can't run him off the road."

The old phrase of "straining at a gnat, and swallowing a camel," is, in the Eastern states, rendered "straining at a
gate, and swallowing a saw−mill."

To strike means to attack. "The Indians have struck on the frontier," �"A rattle−snake struck at me."

To make tracks �to walk away. "Well, now, I shall make tracks;" �from foot−tracks in the snow.

Clear out, quit, and put �all mean "be off." "Captain, now, you hush or put" �that is, "Either hold your tongue, or
be off." Also, "Will you shut, mister?" �i.e. will you shut your mouth? i.e. hold your tongue?
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"Curl up" �to be angry �from the panther and other animals when angry raising their hair. "Rise my dandee up,"
from the human hair; and a nasty idea. "Wrathy" is another common expression. Also, "Savage as a meat−axe."

Here are two real American words:�

"Sloping" �for slinking away.

"Splunging," like a porpoise.

The word "enthusiasm," in the south, is changed to "entuzzy−muzzy."

In the Western states, where the racoon is plentiful, they use the abbreviation 'coon when speaking of people.
When at New York, I went into a hair−dresser's shop to have my hair cut; there were two young men front the
west �one under the barber's hands, the other standing by him.

"I say," said the one who was having his hair cut, "I hear Captain is in the country."

"Yes;" replied the other, "so they say; I should like to see the 'coon."

"I'm a gone 'coon" implies "I am distressed �or ruined �or lost." I once asked the origin of this expression, and
was very gravely told as follows:�

"There is a Captain Martin Scott (already mentioned in the Diary) in the United States Army who is a remarkable
shot with a rifle. He was raised, I believe, in Vermont. His fame was so considerable through the state, that even
the animals were aware of it. He went out one morning with his rifle, and spying a racoon upon the upper
branches of a high tree, brought his gun up to his shoulder; when the racoon perceiving it, raised his paw for a
parley. 'I beg your pardon, mister,' said the racoon, very politely; 'but may I ask you if your name is Scott?' �'Yes,'
replied the captain. �'Martin Scott?' continued the racoon �'Yes,' replied the captain �'Captain Martin Scott?' still
continued the animal. �'Yes,' replied the captain, 'Captain Martin Scott?' �'Oh! then,' says the animal, 'I may just
as well come down, for I'm a gone 'coon.'"

But one of the strangest perversions of the meaning of a word which I ever heard of is in Kentucky, where
sometimes the word nasty is used for nice. For instance: at a rustic dance in that state a Kentuckian said to an
acquaintance of mine, in reply to his asking the name of a very fine girl, "That's my sister, stranger; and I flatter
myself that she shows the nastiest ankle in all Kentuck" �Unde derivatur, from the constant rifle−practice in that
state, a good shot or a pretty shot is termed also a nasty shot, because it would make a nasty wound: ergo, a nice
or pretty ankle becomes a nasty one.

The term for all baggage, especially in the south or west, is "plunder." This has been derived from the buccaneers,
who for so long a time infested the bayores and creeks near the mouth of the Mississippi, and whose luggage was
probably very correctly so designated.

I must not omit a specimen of American criticism.

"Well, Abel, what d'ye think of our native genus, Mister Forrest?"

"Well, I don't go much to theatricals, that's a fact; but I do think he piled the agony up a little too high in that last
scene."

The gamblers on the Mississippi use a very refined phrase for "cheating" �"playing the advantages over him."
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But, as may be supposed, the principal terms used are those which are borrowed from trade and commerce.

The rest, or remainder, is usually termed the balance.

"Put some of those apples into a dish, and the balance into the storeroom."

When a person has made a mistake, or is out in his calculation, they say, "You missed a figure that time."

In a skirmish last war, the fire from the British was very severe, and the men in the American ranks were falling
fast, when one of the soldiers stepped up to the commanding officer and said, "Colonel, don't you think that we
might compromise this affair?" "Well, I reckon I should have no objection to submit it to arbitration myself,"
replied the colonel.

Even the thieves must be commercial in their ideas. One rogue meeting another, asked him what he had done that
morning; "Not much," was the reply, "I've only realised this umbrella."

This reminds me of a conversation between a man and his wife, which was overheard by the party who repeated it
to me. It appears that the lady was economically inclined, and in cutting out some shirts for her husband, resolved
that they should not descend much lower than his hip; as thereby so much linen would be saved. The husband
expostulated, but in vain. She pointed out to him that it would improve his figure, and make his nether garments
set much better; in a word, that long shirt−tails were quite unnecessary; and she wound up her arguments by
observing that linen was a very expensive article, and that she could not see what on earth was the reason that
people should stuff so much capital into their pantaloons.

There is sometimes in the American metaphors, an energy which is very remarkable.

"Well, I reckon, that from his teeth to his toe−nail, there's not a human of a more conquering nature than General
Jackson."

One gentleman said to me, "I wish I had all hell boiled down to a pint, just to pour down your throat."

It is a great pity that the Americans have not adhered more to the Indian names, which are euphonous, and very
often musical; but, so far from it, they appear to have had a pleasure in dismissing them altogether. There is a
river running into Lake Champlain, near Burlington, formerly called by the Indians the Winooski; but this name
has been superseded by the settlers, who, by way of improvement, have designated it the Onion river. The
Americans have ransacked scripture, and ancient and modern history, to supply themselves with names, yet,
notwithstanding, there appears to be a strange lack of taste in their selection. On the route to Lake Ontario you
pass towns with such names as Manlius, Sempronius, Titus, Cato, and then you come to Butternuts . Looking over
the catalogue of cities, towns, villages, rivers, and creeks in the different states in the Union, I find the following
repetitions:�

Of towns, &c., named after distinguished individuals, there are:�

Washingtons 43 Carrolls 16

Jacksons 41 Adamses 18
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Jeffersons 32 Bolivars 8

Franklins 41 Clintons 19

Madisons 26 Waynes 14

Monroes 25 Casses 6

Perrys 22 Clays 4

Fayettes 14 Fultons 17

Hamiltons 13

Of other towns, &c, there are:�

Columbus 27 Libertys 14

Centre Villes 14 Salems 24

Fairfields 17 Onions 28

Athenses 10 Muds 8

Romes 4 Little Muds 1

Crookeds 22 Muddies 11

Littles 20 Sandys 39

Longs 18

In colours they have:�
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Clears 13 Greens 16

Blacks 33 Whites 15

Blues 8 Yellows 10

Vermilions 14

Named after trees:�

Cedars 25 Laurels 14

Cypresses 12 Pines 18

After animals:�

Beavers 23 Foxes 12

Buffaloes 21 Otters 13

Bulls 9 Racoons 11

Deers 13 Wolfs 16

Dogs 9 Bears 12

Elks 11 Bear's Rump 1

After birds, &c.:�

Gooses 10 Fishes 7

Ducks 8 Turkeys 12
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Eagles 8 Swans 15

Pigeons 10 Pikes 20

The consequence of these repetitions is, that if you do not put the name of the state, and often of the county in the
state in which the town you refer to may be, your letter may journey all over the Union, and perhaps, after all,
never arrive at its place of destination.

The states have already accommodated each other with nicknames, as per example:�

Illinois people are termed Suckers

Missouri Pukes

Michigan Wolverines

Indiana Hoosiers

Kentucky
Corn
Crackers

Ohio
Buckeyes,
&c.

The names of persons are also very strange; and some of them are, at all events, obsolete in England, even if they
ever existed there. Many of them are said to be French or Dutch names Americanised. But they appear still more
odd to us from the high sounding Christian names prefixed to them; as, for instance: Philo Doolittle, Populorum
Hightower, Preserved Fish, Asa Peabody, Alonzo Lilly, Alceus Wolf, &c. I was told by a gentleman that Doolittle
was originally from the French Do l'hotel; Peabody from Pibaudiere; Bunker from Bon Coeur; that Mr. Ezekial
Bumpus is a descendant of Monsieur Bon Pas, &c., all which is very possible.

Every one who is acquainted with Washington Irving must know that, being very sensitive himself, he is one of
the last men in the world to do anything to annoy another. In his selection of names for his writings, he was
cautious in avoiding such as might be known; so that, when he called his old schoolmaster Ichabod Crane, he
thought himself safe from the risk of giving offence. Shortly afterward a friend of his called upon him,
accompanied by a stranger whom he introduced as Major Crane; Irving started at the name; "Major Ichabod
Crane," continued his friend, much to the horror of Washington Irving.

I was told that a merchant went down to New Orleans with one Christian name, and came back, after a lapse of
years, with another. His name was John Flint. The French at New Orleans translated his surname, and called him
Pierre Fusee �on his return the Pierre stuck to him, and rendered into English as Peter, and he was called Peter
Flint ever afterward.
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People may change their names in the United States by application to Congress. They have a story hardly worth
relating, although considered a good one in America, having been told me by a member of congress. A Mr.
Whitepimple, having risen in the world, was persuaded by his wife to change his name, and applied for
permission accordingly. The clerk of the office inquired of him what other name he would have, and he being
very indifferent about it himself, replied carelessly, as he walked away, "Oh, anything;" whereupon the clerk
enrolled him as Mr. Thing. Time passed on, and he had a numerous family, who found the new name not much
more agreeable than the old one, for there was Miss Sally Thing, Miss Dolly Thing, the old Things, and all the
little Things; and worst of all, the eldest son being christened Robert, went by the name of Thingum Bob.

There were, and I believe still are, two lawyers in partnership in New York, with the peculiarly happy names of
Catchem and Chetum. People laughed at seeing these two names in juxtaposition over the door; so the lawyers
thought it advisable to separate them by the insertion of their Christian names. Mr. Catchem's Christian name was
Isaac, Mr. Chetum's Uriah. A new board was ordered, but when sent to the painter, it was found to be too short to
admit the Christian names at full length. The painter, therefore, put in only the initials before the surnames, which
made the matter still worse than before, for there now appeared�

"I. Catchem and U. Chetum."

I cannot conclude this chapter without adverting to one or two points peculiar to the Americans. They wish, in
everything, to improve upon the Old Country, as they call us, and affect to be excessively refined in their
language and ideas: but they forget that very often in the covering, and the covering only, consists the indecency;
and that, to use the old aphorism �"Very nice people are people with very nasty ideas."

They object to everything nude in statuary. When I was at the house of Governor Everett, at Boston, I observed a
fine cast of the Apollo Belvidere; but in compliance with general opinion, it was hung with drapery, although
Governor Everett himself is a gentleman of refined mind and high classical attainments, and quite above such
ridiculous sensitiveness. In language it is the same thing. There are certain words which are never used in
America, but an absurd substitute is employed. I cannot particularise them after this preface, lest I should be
accused of indelicacy myself. I may, however, state one little circumstance which will fully prove the correctness
of what I say.

When at Niagara Falls I was escorting a young lady with whom I was on friendly terms. She had been standing on
a piece of rock, the better to view the scene, when she slipped down, and was evidently hurt by the fall: she had,
in fact, grazed her shin. As she limped a little in walking home, I said, "Did you hurt your leg much?" She turned
from me, evidently much shocked, or much offended, �and not being aware that I had committed any very
heinous offence, I begged to know what was the reason of her displeasure. After some hesitation, she said that as
she knew me well, she would tell me that the word leg was never mentioned before ladies. I apologised for my
want of refinement, which was attributable to having been accustomed only to English society; and added, that as
such articles must occasionally be referred to, even in the most polite circles in America, perhaps she would
inform me by what name I might mention them without shocking the company. Her reply was, that the word limb
was used; "nay," continued she, "I am not so particular as some people are, for I know those who always say limb
of a table, or limb of a piano−forte."

There the conversation dropped; but a few months afterwards I was obliged to acknowledge that the young lady
was correct when she asserted that some people were more particular than even she was.

I was requested by a lady to escort her to a seminary for young ladies, and on being ushered into the
reception−room, conceive my astonishment at beholding a square piano−forte with four limbs. However, that the
ladies who visited their daughters might feel in its full force the extreme delicacy [see note at end of chapter] of
the mistress of the establishment, and her care to preserve in their utmost purity the ideas of the young ladies
under her charge, she had dressed all these four limbs in modest little trousers, with frills at the bottom of them!
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"An English lady, who had long kept a fashionable boarding−school in one of the Atlantic cities, told me that one
of her earliest cares with every new−comer, was to endeavour to substitute real delicacy for that affected precision
of manner. Among many anecdotes, she told me of a young lady about fourteen, who, on entering the
receiving−room, where she only expected to see a lady who had inquired for her, and finding a young man with
her, put her hands before her eyes and ran out of the room again, screaming 'A man, a man, a man!' On another
occasion, one of the young ladies in going up stairs to the drawing−room, unfortunately met a boy of fourteen
coming down, and her feelings were so violently agitated, that she stopped, panting and sobbing, nor would she
pass on till the boy had swung himself up on the upper bannisters, to leave the passage free." �Mrs. Trollope's
Domestic Manners of the Americans.

Chapter XXXVIII.

Remarks �Credit.

In the state of New York they have abolished imprisonment for debt; this abolition however, only holds good
between the citizens of that state, as no one state in the Union can interfere with the rights of another. A stranger,
therefore, can imprison a New Yorker, and a New Yorker can imprison a stranger, but the citizens of New York
cannot incarcerate one another. Now although the unprincipled may, and do occasionally take advantage of this
enactment, yet the effects of it are generally good, as character becomes more valuable. Without character, there
will be no credit �and without credit no commercial man can rise in this city. I was once in a store where the
widow who kept it complained to me that a person who owed her a considerable sum of money would not pay
her, and aware that she had no redress, I asked her how she would obtain her money. Her reply was� "Oh, I shall
eventually get my money, for I will shame him out of it by exposure."

The Americans, probably from being such great speculators, and aware of the uncertainty attending their
commerce, are very lenient towards debtors. If a man proves that he cannot pay, he is seldom interfered with, but
allowed to recommence business. This is not only Christians like, but wise. A man thrown into prison is not likely
to find the means of paying his debts; but if allowed his liberty and the means of earning a subsistence, he may
eventually be more fortunate, and the creditors have a chance of being ultimately paid. This, to my knowledge,
has often been the case after the release had been signed, and the creditors had no farther legal claim upon the
bankrupt. England has not yet made up her mind to the abolition of imprisonment for debt, but from what I have
learnt in this city, I have no hesitation in saying, that it would work well for the morals of the community, and that
more debts would eventually be paid, than are paid under the present system. Another circumstance which
requires to be pointed out when we would examine into the character of the New York commercial community,
is, the difference between their bankrupt−laws and those of England. Here there is no law to compel a bankrupt to
produce his books; every man may be his own assignee, and has the power of giving preference to one creditor
over another; that is to say, he may repay those who have lent him money in the hope of preventing his becoming
a bankrupt, and all other debts of a like description. He may also turn over his affairs to an assignee of his own
selection, who then pays the debts as he pleases. A bankrupt is also permitted to collect his own debts.

The English bankrupt laws were introduced, but after one year's trial they were discontinued, as it was found they
were attended with so much difficulty, and, what is of more importance to Americans, with so much loss of time.
Again, in America, if a person wishes to become a special partner (a sleeping partner) in any concern, he may do
so to any extent he pleases, upon advertising the same, and is responsible for no more than the sum he invests,
although the house should fail for ten times the amount.

Here is an advertisement of special partnership.

"Co−partnership. Notice is hereby given, that a limited partnership hath been entered into by Lambert Morange,
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D.N. Morange, and Samah Solomon, of the city of New York, merchants, in pursuance of the provisions of the
revised statutes of the city of New York. The general nature of the business of said co−partnership is the
manufacturing and selling of fur and silk hats. The said Lambert Morange is the special partner, and as such, hath
contributed the sum of ten thousand dollars in cash to the common stock: the said D.N. Morange and Samah
Solomon are the general partners; and the said business is to be conducted under the name and firm of D.N.
Morange and Solomon; said co−partnership is to commence on the 14th day of March, 1837, and to expire on the
14th March, 1840.

"March 14th, 1837.
L. Morange.
D.N. Morange.
Samah Solomon."

That this loose state of the bankrupt law may be, and has been a cause of much dishonesty, is true, but at the same
it is the cause of the flourishing state of the community. The bee can always work; indeed the bankrupt−laws
themselves provide for a man's not starving. In the city the bankrupt's household furniture is sacred, that his
family may not be beggars; and in case of the bankruptcy of a farmer, he is permitted, not only to retain the
furniture of his cottage, but even his plough, with a proportion of his team, his kine and sheep, are reserved for
him, that he may still be able to support his family. Surely this is much preferable to the English system under
which the furniture is dragged away, the hearth made desolate, and the children left to starve, because their father
has been unfortunate. Is it not better that a little villainy should escape punishment, than that such cruelty should
be in daily practice? I say a little villainy, for if a man becomes bankrupt in New York, it is pretty well known
whether he has dealt fairly with his creditors, or has made a fraudulent bankruptcy: and if so, his character is
gone, and with it his credit, and without credit he never can rise again in that city, but must remove to some other
place.

In England, character will procure to a bankrupt a certificate, but in New York it will leave him the means of
re−commencing business. In England, it is a disgrace to be a bankrupt; in America, it is only a misfortune; but this
distinction arises from the boldness of the speculations carried on by the Americans in their commercial
transactions, and owing to which the highest and most influential, as well as the smaller capitalists, are constantly
in a state of jeopardy. I do not believe that there is anywhere a class of merchants more honourable than those of
New York. The notorious Colonel Chartres said that he would give £20,000 for a character, because he would
have made £100,000 by it. I shall not here enter into the question, whether it is by a similar conviction, or by
moral rectitude of feeling, that the merchants of New York are actuated; it is sufficient that it is their interest to be
honest, and that they are so. I state the case in this way, because I do not intend to admit that the honesty of the
merchants is any proof of the morality of a nation; and I think I am borne out in my opinion by their conduct in
the late state of difficulty, and the strenuous exertions made by them to pay to the uttermost farthing, sacrificing at
times twenty per cent �in order to be enabled to remit money to their London and Liverpool correspondents, and
fulfil their engagements with them.

That there is a great deal of roguery going on in this city is undeniable, much more, perhaps, than (taking into
consideration the difference between the populations) in the good city of London. But it should be borne in mind
that New York has become, as it were, the Alsatia of the whole continent of Europe. Every scoundrel who has
swindled, forged, or robbed in England, or elsewhere, makes his escape to New York. Every pickpocket, who is
too well known to the English police, takes refuge here. In this city they all concentrate; and it is a hard thing for
the New York merchants, that the stream of society, which otherwise might gradually become more pure, should
be thus poisoned by the continual inpourings of the continental dregs, and that they should be made to share in the
obloquy of those who are outcasts from the society of the old world.

America exists at present upon credit. If the credit of her merchants were destroyed she would be checked in her
rapid advance. But this system of credit, which is necessarily reciprocal, is nevertheless acted upon with all
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possible caution. Many are the plans which the large New York importers have been compelled to resort to, to
ascertain whether their customers from the interior could be trusted or not. Agents have been despatched to learn
the characters, standing, and means of the country dealers who are their correspondents, and who purchase their
goods; for the whole of the transactions are upon credit, and a book of reference as to people's responsibility is to
be found in many of the mercantile houses of New York.

Willing as I am to do justice to the New York merchants, I cannot, however, permit Mr. Carey's remarks upon
credit to pass unnoticed. Had he said nothing I should have said no more; but, as he asserts that the security of
property and credit in America is greater than in England, I must, in defence of my country, make a few
observations.

At the commencement of his article Mr. Carey says,�

"In England confidence is almost universal. The banker credits the manufacturer and the farmer. They are willing
to give credit to the merchant, because they have confidence that he will pay them. He gives credit to the
shopkeeper, who, in his turn, gives credit to the labourer.

"Immense masses of property change owners without examination; confidence thus producing a great saving of
labour. Orders to a vast extent are given, with a certainty that they will be executed with perfect good faith; and
this system is continued year after year, proving that the confidence was deserved."

Now, after this admission what more can be required? Confidence proves security of property, and should any
change take place so as to render the security doubtful, confidence would immediately cease. It is, therefore,
rather bold of Mr. Carey, after such an admission, to attempt to prove that the security of property is greater in
America than in England; yet, nevertheless, such is his assertion.

Mr. Carey bases his calculation, first upon the losses sustained by the banks of England, in comparison with those
sustained by the banks of Massachusetts. Here, as in almost every other argument, Mr. Carey selects one state �a
state, par excellence, superior to all the others of the Union; a pattern state, in fact �as representing all America
against all England. He admits that, as you go south or west, the complexion of things is altered; but
notwithstanding this admission, he still argues upon this one state only, and consequently upon false premises.
But allowing that he proved that the losses of all the banks in America were less than the losses of all the banks in
England, he would still prove nothing, or if he did prove anything, it would be against himself. Why are the losses
of the American banks less? Simply because they trust less. There is not that confidence in America that there is
in England, and the want of confidence proves the want of security of property.

The next comparison which Mr. Carey makes is between the failures of the banks of the two countries; and in this
argument he takes most of the states in the Union into his calculation, and he winds up by observing (in italics)
that� "From the first institution of banks in America to the year 1837, the failures have been less by about
one−fourth, than those of England in the three years of 1814, 15, and 16; and the amount of loss sustained by the
public bears, probably, a still smaller proportion to the amount of business transactions."

Now, all this proves nothing, except that the banks of America are more careful in discounting than our own, and
that by running less risk they lose less money. But from it Mr. Carey draws this strange conclusion:�

"Individuals in Great Britain enjoy as high a degree of credit as can possibly exist, but confidence is more
universal in the United States."

Credit is the result of confidence; and if, as appears to be the case, the American confidence in each other will not
procure credit, it is a very useless compliment passed between them. It is simply this� "I am certain that you are a
very honest man, but notwithstanding I will not lend you a shilling." Indeed. Mr. Carey contradicts himself, for,
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two pages farther on, he says:� "The existence of the credit system is evidence of mutual confidence."

I should like Mr. Carey to answer one question.

What would have been the amount of the failures of the banks of America in 1836, if they had not suspended cash
payments? It is very easy to carry on the banking business when, in defiance of their charters, the banks will give
you nothing but their paper, and refuse you specie. Banks which will not pay bullion for their own notes are not
very likely to fail, except in their covenant with the public. But it is of little use for Mr. Carey to assert on the one
hand, or for me to deny on the other. Every nation makes its own character with the rest of the world, and it is by
other nations that the question between us must be decided. The question is then, "Is the credit of America better
than that of England, in the intercourse of the two countries with each other, and with foreign nations?" Let the
commercial world decide.

Chapter XXXIX.

Remarks �Penitentiaries, &c.

Although, during my residence in the cities of the United States, I visited most of the public institutions, I have
not referred to them at the time in my Diary, as they have been so often described by preceding travellers? I shall
now, however, make a few remarks upon the penitentiary system.

I think it was Wilkes who said, that the very worst use to which you could put a man was to hang him; and such
appears to be the opinion in America. That hanging does not prevent crime, where people are driven into it by
misery and want, I believe; but it does prevent crime where people commit it merely from an unrestrained
indulgence of their passions. This has been satisfactorily proved in the United States. At one time the murders in
the city of New Orleans were just as frequent as in all the states contiguous to the Mississippi; but the population
of the city determined to put an end to such scenes of outrage. The population of New Orleans is very different
from that of the southern states in general, being composed of Americans from the eastern states, English
merchants, and French creoles. Vigorous laws and an efficient police were established; and one of the southern
planters, of good family and connexions, having committed a murder, was tried and condemned. To avoid the
gallows, he committed suicide in prison. This system having been rigorously followed up, New Orleans has
become perhaps the safest city in the Union; and now, not even a brawl is heard in those streets where, a few
years back, murders occurred every hour of the day.

In another chapter I shall enter more fully into this question: at present I shall only say that there is a great
unwillingness to take away life in America, and it is this aversion to capital punishment which has directed the
attention of the American community to the penitentiary system. Several varieties of this species of punishment
have been resorted to, more or less severe. The most rigid �that of solitary confinement in dark cells, and without
labour �was found too great an infliction, as, in many cases, it unsettled the reason, and ended in confirmed
lunacy. Confinement, with the boon of light, but without employment, was productive of no good effect; the
culprit sank into a state of apathy and indifference. After a certain time, day and night passed away unheeded,
from the want of a healthy tone to the mind. The prisoners were no longer lunatics, but they were little better than
brute animals.

Neither do I consider the present system, as practised at Sing Sing, the state prison of New York, as tending to
reform the offenders; it punishes them severely, but that is all. Where corporal punishment is resorted to, there
always will be feelings of vindictiveness; and all the bad passions must be allowed to repose before the better can
gain the ascendant.

The best system that is acted upon in the Penitentiary at Philadelphia, where there is solitary confinement, but
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with labour and exercise. Mr. Samuel Wood, who superintends this establishment, is a person admirably
calculated for his task, and I do not think that any arrangements could be better, or the establishment in more
excellent hands. But my object was, not so much to view the prison and witness the economy of it, as to examine
the prisoners themselves, and hear what their opinions were. The surgeon may explain the operation, but the
patient who has undergone it is the proper person to apply to, if you wish to know the degree and nature of the
pain inflicted. I requested, therefore, and obtained permission, to visit a portion of the prisoners without a third
party being present to prevent their being communicative; selecting some who had been in but a short time, others
who had been there for years, and referring also to the books, as to the nature and degree of their offence. I ought
to state that I re−examined almost the whole of the parties about six months afterward, and the results of the two
examinations are now given. I did not take their names, but registered them in my notes as No. 1, 2, 3, &c.

No. 1 �a man who had been sentenced to twelve years' imprisonment for the murder of his wife. He had been
bred up as a butcher. (I have observed that when the use of the knife is habitual, the flinching which men naturally
feel at the idea of driving it into a fellow−creature, is overcome; and a man who is accustomed to dissect the still
palpitating carcasses of animals, has very little compunction in resorting to the knife in the event of collision with
his own race.) This fellow looked a butcher; his face and head were all animal; he was by no means intelligent. He
was working at a loom, and had already been confined for seven years and a half. He said that, after the first six
months of his confinement, he had lost all reckoning of time, and had not cared to think about it until lately, when
he inquired, and was told how long he had been locked up. Now that he had discovered that more than half his
time had passed away, it occupied his whole thoughts, and sometimes he felt very impatient.

Mr. Wood told me afterwards that this feeling, when the expiration of the sentence was very near at hand,
sometimes amounted to agony.

This man had denied the murder of his wife, and still persisted in the denial, although there was no doubt of his
having committed the crime. Of course, in this instance there was no repentance; and the Penitentiary was thrown
away upon him, farther than that, for twelve years, he could not contaminate society.

No. 2 �sentenced to four years' imprisonment for forgery; his time was nearly expired. This was a very intelligent
man; by profession he had been a schoolmaster. He had been in prison before for the same offence.

His opinion as to the Penitentiary was, that it could do no harm, and might do much good. The fault of the system
was one which could not well be remedied, which was, that there was degradation attached to it. Could
punishment undergone for crime be viewed in the same way as repentance was by the Almighty, and a man, after
suffering for his fault, re−appear in the world with clean hands, and be admitted into society as before, it would be
attended with the very best effects; but there was no working out the degradation. When he was released from his
former imprisonment, he had been obliged to fly from the place where he was known. He was pursued by the
harshness of the world, not only in himself, but in his children. No one would allow that his punishment had
wiped away his crime, and this was the reason why people, inclined to be honest, were driven again into guilt. Not
only would the world not encourage them, but it would not permit them to become honest; the finger of scorn was
pointed wherever they were known, or found out, and the punishment after release was infinitely greater than that
of the prison itself.

Miss Martineau observes, "I was favoured with the confidence of a great number of the prisoners in the
Philadelphia Penitentiary, where absolute seclusion is the principle of punishment. Every one of these prisoners
(none of them being aware of the existence of any other) told me that he was under obligations to those who had
charge of him for treating him 'with respect.'"

No 3 �a very intelligent, but not educated man: imprisoned three years for stealing. He had only been a few
months in the penitentiary, but had been confined for ten years in Sing Sing prison for picking pockets. I asked
him his opinion as to the difference of treatment in the two establishments. He replied, "In Sing Sing the
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punishment is corporal �here it is more mental. In Sing Sing there was little chance of a person's reformation, as
the treatment was harsh and brutal, and the feelings of the prisoners were those of indignation and resentment."

Their whole time was occupied in trying how they could deceive their keepers, and communicate with each other
by every variety of stratagem. Here a man was left to his own reflections, and at the same time he was treated like
a man. Here he was his own tormentor; at Sing Sing he was tormented by others. A man was sent to Sing Sing for
doing wrong to others; when there, he was quite as much wronged himself. Two wrongs never made a right.
Again, at Sing Sing they all worked in company, and knew each other; when they met again, after they were
discharged, they enticed one another to do wrong again. He was convinced that no man left Sing Sing a better
man than he went in. He here felt very often that he could become better �perhaps he might. At all events his
mind was calm, and he had no feelings of resentment for his treatment. He had now leisure and quiet for
self−examination, if he chose to avail himself of it. At Sing Sing there was great injustice and no redress. The
infirm man was put to equal labour with the robust, and punished if he did not perform as much. The flogging was
very severe at Sing Sing. He once ventured to express his opinion that such was the case, and (to prove the
contrary he supposed) they awarded him eighty−seven lashes for the information.

That many of this man's observations, in the parallel drawn between the two establishments, are correct, must be
conceded; but still some of his assertions must be taken with due reservation, as it is evident that he had no very
pleasant reminiscences of his ten years' geological studies in Sing Sing.

No. 4 �an Irishman; very acute. He had been imprisoned seven years for burglary, and his time would expire in a
month. He had been confined also in Walnut−street prison, Philadelphia, for two years previous to his coming
here. He said that it was almost impossible for any man to reform in that prison, although some few did. He had
served many years in the United States navy. He declared that his propensity to theft was only strong upon him
when under the influence of liquor, or tobacco, which latter had the same effect upon him as spirits. He thought
that he was reformed now; the reason why he thought so was, that he now liked work, and had learnt a profession
in the prison, which he never had before. He considered himself a good workman, as he could make a pair of
shoes in a day. He cannot now bear the smell of liquor or tobacco. (This observation must have been from
imagination, as he had no opportunity in the Penitentiary of testing his dislike.) He ascribed all his crimes to
ardent spirits. He was fearful of only one thing: his time was just out, and where was he to go? If known to have
been in the prison, he would never find work. He knew a fact which had occurred, which would prove that he had
just grounds for his fear. A tailor, who had been confined in Walnut−street prison with him, had been released as
soon as his time was up. He was an excellent workman, and resolved for the future to be honest. He obtained
employment from a master tailor in Philadelphia, and in three months was made foreman. One of the inspectors of
Walnut−street prison came in for clothes, and his friend was called down to take the measures. The inspector
recognised him, and as soon as he left the shop told his master that he had been in the Walnut−street prison. The
man was in consequence immediately discharged. He could obtain no more work, and in a few months afterwards
found his way back again to Walnut−street prison for a fresh offence.

No. 5 �a fine intelligent Yankee, very bold in bearing. He was in the penitentiary under a false name, being well
connected had been brought up as an architect and surveyor, and was imprisoned for having counterfeit bank
notes in his possession. This fellow was a regular lawyer, and very amusing; it appeared as if nothing could
subdue his elasticity of spirit. He said that he did not think that he should be better for his incarceration; on the
contrary, that it would produce very bad effects. "I am punished," said he, "not for having passed counterfeit
notes, but for having them in my possession. The facts are, I had lost all my money by gambling; and then the
gamblers, to make me amends, gave me some of their counterfeit notes, which they always have by them. I do not
say that I should not have uttered them; I believe that in my distress I should have done so; but I had not exactly
made up my mind. At all events, I had not passed them when, from information given, I was taken up. This is
certain, that not having passed them, it is very possible for a man to have forged notes in his possession without
being aware of it; but this was not considered by my judges, although it ought to have been, as I had never been
brought up before; and I have now been sentenced to exactly the same term of imprisonment as those who were
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convicted of passing them. Now, this I consider as unfair; my punishment is too severe for my offence, and that
always does harm �it creates a vindictive feeling, and a desire to revenge yourself for the injustice done to you.

"Now, sir," continued he, "I should have no objection to compromise; if they would reduce my punishment
one−half, I would acknowledge the justice of it, and turn honest when I go out again; but, if I am confined here
for three years, why, it is my opinion, that I shall revenge myself upon society as soon as I am turned loose
again." This was said in a very cheerful, playful manner, as he stood up before his loom. A more energetic
expression, a keener grey eye, I never met with. There was evidently great daring of soul in this man.

No 6 �had only been confined six weeks; his offence was stealing pigs, and his companion in the crime had been
sent here with him. He declared that he was innocent, and that he had been committed by false swearing. There is
no country in the world where there is so much perjury as in the United States, if I am to believe the Americans
themselves; but Mr. Wood told me that he was present at the trial, and that there was no doubt of their guilt. This
man was cheerful and contented; he was working at the loom, and had already become skilful. All whom I had
seen up to the present had employment of some sort or other, and should have passed over this man, as I had done
some others, if it had not been for the contrast between him and his companion.

No. 7 �His companion or accomplice. In consequence of the little demand for the penitentiary manufactures this
man had no employment. The first thing he told me was that he had nothing to do, and was very miserable. He
earnestly requested me to ask for employment for him. He cried bitterly while he spoke, was quite unmanned and
depressed, and complained that he had not been permitted to hear from his wife and children. The want of
employment appeared to have completely prostrated this man; although confined but six weeks, he had already
lost the time, and inquired of me the day of the week and the month.

No. 8 �was at large. He had been appointed apothecary to the prison; of course he was not strictly confined, and
was in a comfortable room. He was a shrewd man, and evidently well educated; he had been reduced to beggary
by his excesses, and being too proud to work, he had not been too proud to commit forgery. I had a long
conversation with him, and he made some sensible remarks upon the treatment of prisoners, and the importance of
delegating the charge of prisoners to competent persons. His remarks also upon American juries were very severe,
and, as I subsequently ascertained, but too true.

No. 9 �a young woman about nineteen, confined for larceny; in other respects a good character. She was very
quiet and subdued, and said that she infinitely preferred the solitude of the penitentiary to the company with
which she must have associated had she been confined in a common gaol. She did not appear at all anxious for the
expiration of her term. Her cell was very neat, and ornamented with her own hands in a variety of ways. I
observed that she had a lock of hair on her forehead which, from the care taken of it, appeared to be a favourite,
and, as I left the cell, I said� "You appear to have taken great pains with that lock of hair, considering that you
have no one to look at you?" �"Yes, sir," replied she; "and if you think that vanity will desert a woman, even in
the solitude of a penitentiary, you are mistaken."

When I visited this girl a second time, her term was nearly expired; she told me that she had not the least wish to
leave her cell, and that, if they confined her for two years more, she was content to stay. "I am quite peaceful and
happy here," she said, and I believe she really spoke the truth.

No. 10 �a free mulatto girl, about eighteen years of age, one of the most forbidding of her race, and with a
physiognomy perfectly brutal; but she evidently had no mean opinion of her own charms: her woolly hair was
twisted into at least fifty short plaits, and she grinned from ear to ear as she advanced to meet me. "Pray, may I
inquire what you are imprisoned for?" said I. �"Why, sir," replied she, smirking, smiling, and coquetting, as she
tossed her head right and left, �"If you please, sir, I was put in here for poisoning a whole family." She really
appeared to think that she had done a very praiseworthy act. I inquired of her if she was aware of the heinousness
of her offence. "Yes, she knew it was wrong, but if her mistress beat her again as she had done, she thought she
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would do it again. She had been in prison three years, and had four more to remain." I asked her if the fear of
punishment �if another incarceration for seven years would not prevent her from committing such a crime a
second time. "She didn't know; she didn't like being shut up �found it very tedious, but still she thought �was not
quite sure �but she thought that, if ill−treated, she should certainly do it again."

I paid a second visit to this amiable young lady, and asked her what her opinion was then. �"Why, she had been
thinking, but had not exactly made up her mind �but she still thought �indeed, she was convinced �that she
should do it again."

I entered many other cells, and had conversations with the prisoners but I did not elicit from them any thing worth
narrating. There is, however, a great deal to be gained from the conversation which I have recorded. It must be
remembered, that observations made by one prisoner, which struck me as important, if not made by others, were
put as questions by me; and I found that the opinions of the most intelligent, although differently expressed, led to
the same result �that the present system of the Philadelphia penitentiary was the best that had been invented. As
the schoolmaster said, if it did no good, it could do no harm. There is one decided advantage in this system, which
is, that they all learn a trade, if they had not one before; and, when they leave the prison, have the means of
obtaining an honest livelihood, if they wish so to do themselves, and are permitted so to do by others. Here is the
stumbling−block which neutralises almost all the good effects which might be produced by the penitentiary
system. The severity and harshness of the world; the unchristianlike feeling pervading society, which denies to the
penitent what individually they will have to plead for themselves at the great tribunal, and which will not permit
that punishment, awarded and suffered, can expiate the crime; on this point, there is no hope of a better feeling
being engendered. Mankind have been, and will be, the same; and it is only to be hoped that we may receive more
mercy in the next world than we are inclined to extend toward our fellow−creatures in this.

As I have before observed, I care little for the observations or assertions of directors or of officers entrusted with
the charge of the penitentiaries and houses of correction; they are unintentionally biased, and things that appear to
them to be mere trifles are very often extreme hardships to the prisoners. It is not only what the body suffers, but
what the mind suffers, which must be considered; and it is from the want of this consideration that arise most of
the defects in those establishments, not only in America, but everywhere else.

During my residence in the United States, a little work made its appearance, which I immediately procured; it was
the production of an American, a scholar, once in the best society, but who, by intemperance, had forfeited his
claim to it. He wrote the very best satirical poem I ever read by an American, full of force, and remarkable for
energetic versification; but intemperance, the prevalent vice of America, had induced him to beggary and
wretchedness, he was (by his own request I understand) shut up in the house of correction at South Boston, that he
might, if possible, be reclaimed from intemperance; and, on his leaving it, he published a small work, called "The
Rat−Trap, or Cogitations of a Convict in the House of Correction." This work bears the mark of a reflective,
although buoyant mind; and as he speaks in the highest terms of Mr. Robbins, the master, and bestows praise
generally when deserved, his remarks, although occasionally jocose, are well worthy of attention and I shall,
therefore, introduce a few of them to the reader.

His introduction commences thus:�

"I take it for granted that one of every two individuals in this most moral community in the world has been, will
be, or deserves or fears to be, in the house of correction. Give every man his deserts, and who shall escape
whipping? This book must, therefore, be interesting, and will have a good circulation �not, perhaps, in this state
alone. The state spends its money for the above institution, and, therefore, has a right to know what it is; a
knowledge which can never be obtained from the reports of the authorities, the cursory observations of visitors, or
the statements of ignorant and exasperated convicts.
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"'What thief e'er felt the halter draw,
With good opinion of the law.'

"It has been my aim to furnish such knowledge, and it cannot be denied that I have had the best opportunities to
obtain it."

To show the prevalence of intemperance in this country among the better classes, read the following:�

"On entering the wool−shop, a man nodded to me, whom I immediately recognised as a lawyer of no mean talent,
who had, at no very distant period, been an ornament of society, and a man well esteemed for many excellent
qualities, all of which are now forgotten, while his only fault, intemperance, remains engraven on steel. This was
not his first term, or his second, or his third. At this time of writing he is discharged, a sober man, anxious for
employment, which he cannot get. His having been in the house of correction shuts every door against him, and
he must have more than ordinary firmness if he does not relapse again. From my inmost soul I pity him. Another
aged man I recognised as a doctor of medicine: his grey hairs would have been venerable in any other place."

The labour in this house of correction which he describes is chiefly confined to wool−picking, stone−cutting, and
blacksmiths' work. The fare he states to be plentiful, but not of the very best quality. Speaking of ill−treatment, he
says:�

"The convicts all have the privilege of complaint against officers; but while I was there no one used it but myself.
I believe they dared not. The officer would probably deny or gloss over the cause of complaint, and his word
would be believed rather than that of the convict; and his power of retaliation is so tremendous, that few would
care to brave it. The chance is ten to one that a complaint to the directors would be falsified and proved fruitless;
and the visit of the governor, council, and magistrates, for the purpose of inquiry, is mere matter of form. When
they asked me if I had reason to complain of my treatment, I answered in the negative, because I really had none;
but had they asked me if there was any defect in the institution, I would have pointed out a good many."

The monotony of their existence is well described:�

"Few incidents chequered the monotony of our existence. 'Who has got a piece of steel in his eye?' �'Who has
gone to the hospital?' �'How many came to−day in the carry−all?' were almost the only questions we could ask. A
man falling from the new prison, and breaking his bones in a fashion not to be approved, was a conversational
godsend. One day the retiring tide left a small box on the sands at the bottom of the house of correction wharf,
which was picked up by a convict, and found to contain the bequest of some woman who had 'loved not wisely,
but too well,' namely, a pair of new−born infants. In my mind, their fate was happy. If they never knew woman's
tenderness, neither did they ever know woman's falsehood. There is less pleasure than pain in this bad world, and
the earlier we take leave of it the better."

He complains of due regard not being paid to the cleanliness of the prisoners:�

"A great defect in the police of the house was the want of baths. We were shaved, or rather scraped, but once a
week. Washing one's face and hands in ice−cold water of a winter morning, is little better than no ablution at all.
The harbour water is interdicted, lest the convicts should swim away, and in the stone−shop there are no
conveniences for bathing whatever: they would cost something! In the wool−shop, forty men have one tubful of
warm water once a−week. When I say that shirts are worn a week in summer, and (as well as drawers) two or
three weeks in winter, it will at once be conceded that some farther provision for personal cleanliness is
imperatively demanded. I hope neither this nor any other remark I may think fit to make will be taken as
emanating from a fault−finding spirit, since, while I pronounce upon the disease, I suggest the remedy."

Speaking of his companions, he says:�
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"I had expected to find myself linked with a band of most outrageous ruffians, but such did not prove to be the
case. Few of them were decidedly of a vicious temperament. The great fault with them seemed to be a want of
moral knowledge and principle. Were I to commit a theft I should think myself unworthy to live an instant; but
some of them spoke of the felonies for which they were adjudged to suffer with as much nonchalance as if they
were the every−day business of life, without scruple and without shame. Few of them denied the justice of their
sentences; and if they expressed any regret, it was not that they had sinned, but that they had been detected. The
duration of the sentence, the time or money lost, the physical suffering, was what filled their estimate of their
condition. Many had groans and oaths for a lost dinner, a night in the cells, or a tough piece of work, but none had
a tear for the branding infamy of their conviction. Yet some, even of the most hardened, faltered, and spoke with
quivering lip and glistening eye, when they thought of their parents, wives, and children. The flinty Horeb of their
souls sometimes yielded gushing streams to the force of that appeal. But there were very few who felt any shame
on their own account. Their apathy on the point of honour was amazing. A young man, not twenty−five years old,
in particular, made his felonies his glory, and boasted that he had been a tenant of half the prisons in the United
States. He was sentenced to four years' imprisonment for stealing a great number of pieces of broadcloth, which
he unblushingly told me he had lodged in the hands of a receiver of stolen goods, and expected to receive the
value at the expiration of his sentence. He relied on the proverbial 'honour among thieves.' That fellow ought to be
kept in safe custody the remainder of his natural life."

Certainly those remarks do not argue much for the reformation of the culprit.

By his account, a parsimony in every point appears to be the great desideratum aimed at. Speaking of the chaplain
to the institution, he says:�

"Small blame to him; I honour and respect the man, though I laugh at the preacher. And I say, that seven hundred
and thirty sermons per annum, for three hundred dollars and a weekly dinner, are quite pork enough for a shilling.
No man goeth a warfare on his own charges, and the labourer is worthy of his hire. I do not see how he can justify
such wear and tear of his pulmonary leather, for so small a sum, to his conscience. What is a sixpenny razor or a
nine−shilling sermon? Neither can be expected to cut �not but his sermons would be very good for the use of
glorified saints �but, alas! there are none such in the House of Correction. What is the inspiration of a
penny−a−liner? I will suppose that one of the hearers is a sailor, who would relish and appreciate a sausage or a
lobscouse. Mr. � sets blanc mange before him. �Messrs. of the city government give your chaplain two thousand
dollars a−year, so that he may reside in the house of correction, without leaving his family to starvation; let him
visit each individual, learn his circumstances and character, and sympathise with him in all his sorrows, and, my
word for it, Mr. � will have the love and confidence of all. He will be an instrument of great good by his counsel
and exhortations. But as for his public preaching, this truly good, pious, and learned man might as well sing
psalms to a mad horse. Fishes will not throng to St. Anthony, or swine listen to the exorcism of an apostle, in
these godless days. If you think he will be overpaid for his services, you may braze the duty of a schoolmaster,
who is very much needed, to that of a ghostly adviser.

"Mr. � never fails to pray strenuously that the master and officers may be supported and sustained, which has
given rise to the following tin−pot epigram:�

"Support the master and the overseers,
O Lord! so runs our chaplain's weekly ditty;
Unreasonable prayers God never hears,
He knows that they're supported by the city."

He complains bitterly of the convicts not being permitted the use of any books but the Bible and temperance
Almanac. It is rather strange, but he says that he supposes that a full half of the inmates of the house of correction
can neither read nor write.
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"Is it pleasant to look back on follies, vices, crimes; presently on blasted hopes, iron bars, and unrequited labour;
and forward upon misery, starvation, and a world's scorn? In some degree the malice of this regulation, which
ought only to be inscribed on the statute−book of hell, is impotent. The small glimpse of earth, sea, and sky a
convict can command, a spider crawling upon the wall, the very corners of his cell, will serve, by a strong effort,
for occupation for his thoughts. Read the following tea−pot−graven monologue, written by some
mentally−suffering convict, and reflect upon it:�

"Stone walls and iron bars my frame confine,
But the full liberty of thought is mine,
Sad privilege! the mental glance to cast
O'er crimes, o'er follies, and misconduct past.
Oh wretched tenant of a guarded cell,
Thy very freedom makes thy mind a hell.
Come, blessed death; thy grinded dart to me,
Shall the bless'd signal of deliverance be;
With thy worst agonies were cheaply bought,
A last release, a final rest from thought."

"If the pains of a prison be not enough for you, I will teach you a lesson in the art of torture which I learned from
our chaplain, or one of his substitutes. �'Make your cells round and smooth; let there be no prominent point for
the eye to rest upon, so that it must necessarily turn inward, and I will warrant that you will soon have the
pleasure of seeing your victim frantic.' Look well to the temperance trash you physic us with, and you will find, in
the Almanac for 1837, a serious attempt to make Napoleon Bonaparte out a drunkard, and to prove that a
rum−bottle lost him the battle of Waterloo. The author must himself have been drunk when he wrote it. Are you
not ashamed to set such pitiful cant, I will not say such wilful falsehood and slander, before any rational creature?
Did you not know that an overcharged gun would knock the musketeer over by its recoil? I do not tell you to give
the convicts all and any books they may desire; but pray what harm would an arithmetic do, unless it taught them
to refute the statistics of your lying almanac, which gravely advises farmers to feed their hogs with apples, to
prevent folks from getting drunk on cider? Why not tell them to feed their cattle with barley and wheat for the
same reason? What mind was ever corrupted by Murray's Grammar, or Washington Irving's Columbus? When
was ever falsehood the successful pioneer of truth!"

His remarks upon visitors being permitted to see the convicts are good.

"Among the annoyances, which others as well as myself felt most galling, was the frequent intrusion of visitors,
who had no object but the gratification of a morbid curiosity. Know all persons, that the most debased convict has
human feelings, and does not like to be seen in a parti−coloured jacket. If you want to see any convict for any
good reason, ask the master to let you meet him in his office; and even there, you may rely upon it, your visit will
be painful enough; to be stared at by the ignorant and the mean with feelings of pity, as if one were some monster
of Ind, was intolerable. I hope a certain connexion of mine, who came to see me unasked and unwelcome, and
brought a stranger with him to witness my disgrace, may never feel the pain he inflicted on me. To a kind−hearted
'Mac,' who came in a proper and delicate way to comfort when I thought all the world had forsaken me, I tender
my most grateful thanks. His kindness shall be remembered by me while memory holds her seat. Let the throng of
uninvited fools who swarmed about us, accept the following sally of the house of correction muse, from the pen,
or rather the fork, of a fellow convict. It may operate to edification.

"To Our Visitors.
"By gazing at us, sirs, pray what do you mean?
Are we the first rascals that ever were seen?
Look into your mirrors �perhaps you may find
All villains are not in South Boston confined.
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"I'm not a wild beast, to be seen for a penny;
But a man, as well made and as proper as any;
And what we most differ in is, well I wot,
That I have my merits, and you have them not.
"I own I'm a drunkard, but much I incline
To think that your elbow crooks as often as mine;
Ay, breathe in my face, sir, as much as you will�
One blast of your breath is as good as a gill.
"How kind was our country to find us a home
Where duns cannot plague us, or enemies come!
And you from the cup of her kindness may drain
A drop so sufficing, you'll not drink again.
"And now that by staring with mouth and eyes open,
We have bruised the reeds that already were broken;
Go home and, by dint of strict mental inspection,
Let each make his own house a house of correction.

"This morceau was signed 'Indignans.'"

The following muster−roll of crime, as he terms it, which he obtained from the master of the prison, is curious, as
it exemplifies the excess of intemperance in the United States �bearing in mind that this is the moral state of
Massachusetts.

"The whole number of males committed to the house of correction from the time it was opened �July 1st, 1833, to
September 1st, 1837, �was 1477. Of this number there were common drunkards 783, or more than one−half.

"The whole amount of females committed to this institution from the time it was opened to Sept 1837, was 869.
Of this number there were common drunkards 430, very nearly one−half.

"And of the whole number committed there were�

Natives of Massachusetts 720 England 104

New Hampshire 175 Scotland 38

Maine 130 Ireland 839

Vermont 17 Provinces 69

Rhode Island 35 France 10

Connecticut 28 Spain 2
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New York 50 Germany 2

New Jersey 3 Holland 2

Pennsylvania 28 Poland 2

Delaware 6 Denmark 2

Maryland 10 Prussia 1

Virginia 20 Sweden 8

North Carolina 10 West Indies 12

South Carolina 1 Cape de Verde 1

Georgia 5 Island of Malta 1

District of Columbia 3 At Sea 7

Foreigners 1100

United States 1241 Unknown 5

Moral States 1905

Other States 236 Total 2346

He sums up as follows:�

"I have nearly finished, but I should not do justice to my subject did I omit to advert to the beggarly catch−penny
system on which the whole concern is conducted. The convicts raise pork and vegetables in plenty, but they must
not eat thereof; these things must be sent to market to balance the debit side of the prison ledger. The prisoners
must catch cold and suffer in the hospital, and the wool and stone shops, because it would cost something to erect
comfortable buildings. They must not learn to read and write, lest a cent's worth of their precious time should be
lost to the city. They may die and go to hell, and be damned, for a resident physician and chaplain are expensive
articles. They may be dirty; baths would cost money, and so would books. I believe the very Bibles and
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almanacks are the donation of the Bible and Temperance societies. Every thing is managed with an eye to
money−making �the comfort or reformation, or salvation, of the prisoners are minor considerations. Whose fault
is this?

"The fault, most frugal public, is your own. You like justice, but you do not like to pay for it. You like to see a
clean, orderly, well conducted prison, and, as far as your parsimony will permit, such is the house of correction.
With all its faults, it is still a valuable institution. It holds all, it harms few, and reforms some. It looks well, for
the most has been made of matters. If you would have it perfect you must untie your purse−strings, and you will
lose nothing by it in the end."

Chapter XL.

Remarks �Army.

Isolated as the officers are from the world, (for these forts are far removed from towns or cities,) they contrived to
form a society within themselves, having most of them recourse to matrimony, which always gives a man
something to do, and acts as a fillip upon his faculties, which might stagnate from such quiet monotony. The
society, therefore, at these outposts is small, but very pleasant. All the officers being now educated at West Point,
they are mostly very intelligent and well informed, and soldiers' wives are always agreeable women all over the
world. The barracks turned out also a very fair show of children upon the green sward. The accommodations are,
generally speaking, very good, and when supplies can be received, the living is equally so; when they cannot, it
can't be helped, and there is so much money saved. A suttler's store is attached to each outpost, and the prices of
the articles are regulated by a committee of officers, and a tax is also levied upon the suttler in proportion to the
number of men in the garrison, the proceeds of which are appropriated to the education of the children of the
soldiers and the provision of a library and news−room. If the government were to permit officers to remain at any
one station for a certain period, much more would be done; but the government is continually shifting them from
post to post, and no one will take the trouble to sow when he has no chance of reaping the harvest. Indeed, many
of the officers complained that they hardly had time to furnish their apartments in one fort when they were
ordered off to another �not only a great inconvenience to them, but a great expense also.

The American army is not a favourite service, and this is not to be wondered at. It is ill−treated in every way; the
people have a great dislike to them, which is natural enough in a Democracy; but what is worse, to curry favour
with the people, the government very often do not support the officers in the execution of their duty. Their
furloughs are very limited, and they have their choice of the outposts, where they live out of the world, or the
Florida war, when they go out of it. But the greatest injustice is, that they have no half−pay: if not wishing to be
employed they must resign their commissions and live as they can. In this point there is a great partiality shown to
the navy, who have such excellent half−pay, although to prevent remarks at such glaring injustice to the other
service, another term is given to the naval half−pay, and the naval officers are supposed to be always on service.

The officers of the army are paid a certain sum, and allowed a certain number of rations per month; for instance, a
major−general has two hundred dollars per month, and fifteen rations: According to the estimated value of the
rations, as given to me by one of the officers, the annual pay of the different grades will be, in our money, nearly
as follows:�

Army.

Army £ Navy £
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Major−General 850

Brigadier−General 570 Same rank 960

Colonel 340 Do. 830

Lieutenant−Colonel 280

Major 225 Do. 525

Captain 200 Do. 380

First Lieutenant 150

Second Lieutenant 140

Cadet 90 Do. 156

The cavalry officers have a slight increase of pay.

The privates of the American regular army are not the most creditable soldiers in the world; they are chiefly
composed of Irish emigrants, Germans, and deserters from the English regiments in Canada. Americans are very
rare; only those who can find nothing else to do, and have to choose between enlistment and starvation, will enter
into the American army. They do not, however, enlist for longer than three years. There is not much discipline,
and occasionally a great deal of insolence, as might be expected from such a collection. Corporal punishment has
been abolished in the American army except for desertion; and if ever there was a proof of the necessity of
punishment to enforce discipline, it is the many substitutes in lieu of it, to which the officers are compelled to
resort �all of them more severe than flogging. The most common is that of loading a man with thirty−six pounds
of shot in his knapsack, and making him walk three hours out of four, day and night without intermission, with
this weight on his shoulders, for six days and six nights; that is, he is compelled to walk three hours with the
weight, and then is suffered to sit down one. Towards the close this punishment becomes very severe; the feet of
the men are so sore and swelled, that they cannot move for some days afterwards. I inquired what would be the
consequence if a man were to throw down his knapsack and refuse to walk. The commanding−officer of one of
the forts replied, that he would be hung up by the thumbs till he fainted �a variety of piquetting. Surely these
punishments savour quite as much of severity, and are quite as degrading as flogging.

The pay of an American private is good �fourteen dollars a month, out of which his rations and regimentals take
eight dollars, leaving him six dollars a month for pleasure. Deserters are punished by being made to drag a heavy
ball and chain after them, which is never removed day or night. If discharged, they are flogged, their heads
shaved, and they are drummed out at the point of the bayonet.
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From the conversations I have had with many deserters from our army, who were residing in the United States or
were in the American service, I am convinced that it would be a very well−judged measure to offer a free pardon
to all those who would return to Canada and re−enter the English service. I think that a good effective regiment
would soon be collected, and one that you might trust on the frontiers without any fear of their deserting again;
and it would have another good effect, that is, that their statements would prevent the desertion of others.

America, and its supposed freedom, is, to the British soldiers, an Utopia in every sense of the word. They revel in
the idea; they seek it and it is not to be found. The greatest desertion from the English regiments is among the
musicians composing the bands. There are so many theatres in America, and so few musicians, except coloured
people, that instrumental performers of all kinds are in great demand. People are sent over to Canada, and the
other British provinces to persuade these poor fellows to desert, promising them very large salaries, and pointing
out to them the difference between being a gentleman in America and a slave in the English service. The
temptation is too strong; they desert; and when they strive, they soon learn the value of the promises made to
them, and find how cruelly they have been deceived.

The Florida war has been a source of dreadful vexation and expense to the United States, having already cost
them between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 of dollars, without any apparent prospect of its coming to a satisfactory
conclusion. The American government has also very much injured its character, by the treachery and disregard of
honour shown by it to the Indians, who have been, most of them, captured under a flag of truce. I have heard so
much indignation expressed by the Americans themselves at this conduct that I shall not comment farther upon it.
It is the Federal government, and not the officers employed, who must bear the onus. But this war has been
mortifying, and even dangerous to the Americans in another point. It has now lasted three years and more.
General after general has been superseded, because they have not been able to bring it to a conclusion; and the
Indians have proved, to themselves and to the Americans, that they can defy them when they once get them
among the swamps and morasses. There has not been one hundred Indians killed, although many of them have
been treacherously kidnapped, by a violation of honour; and it is supposed that the United States have already lost
one thousand men, if not more, in this protracted conflict.

The aggregate force under General Jessup, in Florida, in November, 1837, was stated to be as follows:�

Regulars 4,637

Volunteers 4,078

Seamen 100

Indians 178

8,893

It is supposed that the number of Indians remaining in Florida do not amount, men, women, and children, to more
than 1,500 and General Jessup has declared to the government that the war is impracticable.

Militia. �The return of the militia of the United States, for the year 1837, is as follows:�
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The number of Militia in the several states and territories, according to the statement of George Bomford, Colonel
of Ordnance, dated 20th November, 1837.

States and Territories Date of Return
Number of
Militia

Maine 1836 42,468

New Hampshire 1836 27,473

Massachusetts 1836 44,911

Louisiana 1830 14,808

Mississippi 1830 13,724

Tennessee 1830 60,982

Vermont 1824 25,581

Rhode Island 1832 1,377

Connecticut 1836 23,826

New York 1836 184,728

New Jersey 1829 39,171

Pennsylvania 1834 202,281

Delaware 1827 9,229

Maryland 1836 46,854

Virginia 1836 101,838
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North Carolina 1835 64,415

South Carolina 1833 51,112

Georgia 1834 48,461

Alabama 1829 14,892

Kentucky 1836 71,483

Ohio 1836 146,428

Indiana 1833 53,913

Illinois 1831 27,386

Missouri 1835 6,170

Arkansas 1825 2,028

Michigan 1831 5,478

Florida Territory 1831 827

Wisconsin Territory � �

District of Columbia 1832 1,249

1,333,091

This is an enormous force, but at the commencement of a war not a very effective one. In fact, there is no country
in the world so defenceless as the United States, but, once roused up, no country more formidable if any (attempt)
is made to invade its territories. At the outbreak of a war, the states have almost everything to provide; and
although the Americans are well adapted as materials for soldiers, still they have to be levied and disciplined. At
the commencement of hostilities, it is not improbable that a well−organised force of 30,000 men might walk
through the whole of the Union, from Maine to Georgia; but it is almost certain that not one man would ever get
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back again, as by that time the people would have been roused and excited, armed and sufficiently disciplined;
and their numbers, independent of their bravery, would overwhelm three or four times the number I have
mentioned.

Another point must not pass unnoticed, which is, that in America, the major part of which is still an uncleared
country, the system of warfare naturally partakes much of the Indian practices of surprise and ambuscade; and the
invaders will always have to labour under the great disadvantage of the Americans having that perfect knowledge
of the country which the former have not.

Most of the defeats of the British troops have been occasioned by this advantage on the part of the Americans,
added to the impracticability of the country rendering the superior discipline of the British of no avail. Indeed the
great advantages of knowing the country were proved by the American attempts to invade Canada during the last
war, and which ended in the capitulation of General Hull. In an uncleared country, even where large forces meet,
each man, to a certain degree, acts independently, taking his position, perhaps, behind a tree (treeing it, as they
term it in America), or any other defence which may offer. Now, it is evident that, skilled as all the Americans are
in fire−arms, and generally using rifles, a disciplined English soldier, with his clumsy musket, fights at a
disadvantage; and, therefore, with due submission to his Grace, the Duke of Wellington was very wrong when he
stated, the other day in the House of Lords, that the militia of Canada should be disbanded, and their place
supplied by regular troops from England. The militia of Upper Canada are quite as good men as the Americans,
and can meet them after their own fashion. A certain proportion of regulars are advantageous, as they are more
steady, and in case of a check can be more depended upon; but it is not once in five times that they will, either in
America or Canada, be able to bring their concentrated discipline into play. But if the Americans have not the
discipline of our troops, their courage is undoubted, and even upon a clear plain the palm of victory will always
be severely disputed. A Vermonter, surprised for a moment at finding himself in a charge of bayonets, with the
English troops, eyed his opponents, and said, "Well I calculate my piece of iron is as good as yourn, anyhow," and
then rushed to the attack. People who "calculate" in that way are not to be trifled with, as the annals of history
fully demonstrate.

A war between America and England is always to be deprecated. Notwithstanding that the countries are severed,
still the Americans are our descendants; they speak the same language, and (although they do not readily admit it)
still look up to us as their mother country. It is true that this feeling is fast wearing away, but still it is not yet
effaced. It is true also that, in their ambition and their covetousness, they would destroy the mutual advantages
derived by both countries from our commercial relations, that they might, by manufacturing as well as producing,
secure the whole profits to themselves. But they are wrong; for great as America is becoming, the time is not yet
arrived when she can compete with English capital, or work for herself without it. But there is another reason why
a war between the two countries is so much to be deprecated, which is, that is must ever be a cruel and an
irritating war. To attack the Americans by invasion will always be hazardous, and must ultimately prove
disastrous. In what manner, then, is England to avenge any aggression that may be committed by the Americans?
All she can do is to ravage, burn, and destroy; to carry the horrors of war along their whole extended line of coast,
distressing the non−combatants, and wreaking vengeance upon the defenceless.

Dreadful to contemplate as this is, and, even more dreadful the system of stimulating the Indian tribes to join us,
adding scalping, and the murdering of women and children, to other horrors, still it is the only method to which
England could resort, and, indeed, a method to which she would be warranted to resort, in her own behoof.
Moreover, in case of a future war, England must not allow it to be of such short duration as was the last; the
Americans must be made to feel it, by its being protracted until their commerce is totally annihilated, and their
expenses are increased in proportion with the decrease of their means.

Let it not be supposed that England would harass the coasts of America, or raise the Indian tribes against her,
from any feeling of malevolence, or any pleasure in the sufferings which must ensue. It would be from the
knowledge of the fact that money is the sinews of war; and consequently that, by obliging the Americans to call
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out so large a force as she must do to defend her coast and to repel the Indians, she would be put to such an
enormous expense, as would be severely felt throughout the Union, and soon incline all parties to a cessation of
hostilities. It is to touch their pockets that this plan must and will be resorted to; and a war carried on upon that
plan alone, would prove a salutary lesson to a young and too ambitious a people. Let the Americans recollect the
madness of joy with which the hats and caps were thrown up in the air at New York, when, even after so short a
war with England, they heard that the treaty of peace had been concluded; and that too at a time when England
was so occupied in a contest, it may be said, with the whole world, that she could hardly divert a portion of her
strength to act against America: then let them reflect how sanguinary, how injurious, a protracted war with
England would be, when she could direct her whole force against them. It is, however, useless to ask a people to
reflect who are governed and ruled by the portion who will not reflect. The forbearance must be on our part; and,
for the sake of humanity, it is to be hoped that we shall be magnanimous enough to forbear, for so long as may be
consistent with the maintenance of our national honour.

Chapter XLI.

Remarks �American Marine.

It may be inferred that I naturally directed my attention to everything connected with the American marine, and
circumstances eventually induced me to search much more minutely into particulars than at first! had intended to
do.

The present force of the American navy is rated as follows:�

Ships of the Line

of 120 guns 1

80 guns 7

74 guns 3

Total 11

Frigates, 1st Class.

Of 54 guns 1

44 guns 14

Total 15

Frigates, 2nd Class
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Of 30 guns 2

Sloops

Of 20 guns 12

18 guns 3

Total 15

Schooners

Of 10 guns 6

Others 7

Total 13

Grand Total 56

Navy List.

Vessels of War of the United States Navy, September 1837.

Ships of the Line

Name Rate Where built When Where employed

Franklin 74 Philadelphia 1815 In ordinary at New York

Washington 74 Portsmouth, N.H. 1816 Do. do.

Columbus 74 Washington 1819 At Boston (repaired)

Ohio 80 New York 1820 Do. do.
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North Carolina 80 Philadelphia 1820 In commission (Pacific)

Delaware 80 Gosport 1820 At Norfolk (repaired)

Alabama 80 On stocks at Portsmouth, N.H.

Vermont 80 Do. at Boston

Virginia 80 Do. do.

New York 80 On stocks, at Norfolk

Pennsylvania 120 Philadelphia 1837 At Philadelphia

Frigates, 1st Class

Name Rate Where built When Where employed

Independence 54 Boston 1814 On the coast of Brazil

United States 44 Philadelphia 1797 In commission (Mediterranean)

Constitution 44 Boston 1787 Do. do.

Guerriere 44 Philadelphia 1814 In ordinary at Norfolk

Java 44 Baltimore 1814 Receiving ship, do.

Potomac 44 Washington 1821 In ordinary at do.

Brandy Wine 44 Washington 1825 Do. do.

Hudson 44 Purchased 1826 Receiving vessel at New York
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Columbia 44 Washington 1836 In ordinary at Norfolk

Santee 44 On stocks, at Portsmouth, N.H.

Cumberland 44 Do. at Boston

Sabine 44 Do. at New York

Savannah 44 Do. do.

Raritan 44 Do. at Philadelphia

St. Lawrence 44 Do. at Norfolk

Frigates, 2nd Class

Name Rate Where built When Where employed

Constellation 36 Baltimore 1797 In commission (West Indies)

Macedonian 36 Norfolk (rebuilt) 1836 Ready for sea at Norfolk

Sloops of War

Name Rate Where built When Where employed

John Adams 20 Norfolk (rebuilt) 1820 Ready for sea at New York

Cyane 20 Boston (rebuilding)

Boston 20 Boston 1825 At sea

Lexington 20 New York 1825 At sea
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Vincennes 20 New York 1826 In ordinary at Norfolk

Warren 20 Boston 1826 Do. do.

Natches 20 Norfolk 1827 In commission (West Indies)

Falmouth 20 Boston 1827 At sea

Fairfield 20 New York 1828 On the coast of Brazil

Vandalia 20 Philadelphia 1828 In commission (West Indies)

St. Louis 20 Washington 1828 Do. do.

Concord 20 Portsmouth 1828 In commission (West Indies)

Erie 18 New York (rebuilt) 1820 At Boston

Ontario 18 Baltimore 1813 At sea

Peacock 18 New York 1813 In ordinary at Norfolk

Schooners

Dolphin 10 Philadelphia 1821 On the Coast of Brazil

Grampus 10 Washington 1821 In commission (West Indies)

Shark 10 Washington 1821 In the Mediterranean

Enterprise 10 New York 1831 In commission (East Indies)

Boxer 10 Boston 1731 In the Pacific
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Porpoise 10 Boston 1836 Atlantic coast

Experiment 4 Washington 1831 Employed near New York

Fox (hulk) 3 Purchased 1823 At Baltimore (condemned)

Sea Gull (galliot) Purchased 1823 Receiving vessel at Philadelphia

Exploring Vessels

Relief Philadelphia 1836

Barque Pioneer Boston 1836 New York (nearly ready for sea)

Barque Consort Boston 1836

Schooner Active Purchased 1837

The ratings of these vessels will, however, very much mislead people as to the real strength of the armament. The
74's and 80's are in weight of broadside equal to most three−decked ships; the first−class frigates are
double−banked of the scantling, and carrying the complement of men of our 74's. The sloops are equally powerful
in proportion to their ratings, most of them carrying long guns. Although flush vessels, they are little inferior to a
36−gun frigate in scantling, and are much too powerful far any that we have in our service, under the same
denomination of rating. All the line−of−battle ships are named after the several states, the frigates after the
principal rivers, and the sloops of war after the towns, or cities , and the names are decided by lot.

It is impossible not to be struck with the beautiful architecture in most of these vessels. The Pennsylvania, rated
120 guns, on four decks, carrying 140, is not by any means so perfect as some of the line−of−battle ships.

Note. The following are the dimensions given me of the ship of the line Pennsylvania:�

feet inches

In extreme length over all 237

Between the perpendiculars on the lower gun−deck 220
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Length of keel for tonnage 190

Moulded breadth of beam 56 9

do. do. from tonnage 57 6

Extreme breadth of beam outside the wales 59

Depth of lower hold 23

Extreme depth amidships 51

Burthen 3366 tons, and has ports for 140 guns, all long thirty−two pounders, throwing 2240 pounds of ball at each
broadside, or 4480 pounds from the whole.

The Ohio is, as far as I am a judge, the perfection of a ship of the line. But in every class you cannot but admire
the superiority of the models and workmanship. The dock−yards in America are small, and not equal at present to
what may eventually be required, but they have land to add to them if necessary. There certainly is no necessity
for such establishments or such store−houses as we have, as their timber and hemp are at hand when required; but
they ate very deficient both in dry and wet docks. Properly speaking, they have no great naval depot. This arises
from the jealous feeling existing between the several states. A bill brought into Congress to expend so many
thousand dollars upon the dock−yard at Boston, in Massachusetts, would be immediately opposed by the state of
New York, and an amendment proposed to transfer the works intended to their dock−yard at Brooklyn. The other
states which possess dock−yards would also assert their right, and thus they will all fight for their respective
establishments until the bill is lost, and the bone of contention falls to the ground.

Her mainmast from the step to the truck 278

Main yard 110

Main−topsail yard 82

Main−top−gallant yard 52

Main−royal yard 36

Size of lower shrouds 0 11
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Do. of mainstay 0 19

Do. of sheet−cable 0 25

The sheet−anchor, made at Washington, weighs 11,660 pounds

Main−topsail contains 1,531 yards.

The number of yards of canvass for one suit of sails is 18,341, and for bags, hammocks, boat−sails, awnings, &c.,
14,624; total 32,965 yards.

The Americans considered that in the Pennsylvania they possessed the largest vessel in the world, but this is a
great mistake; one of the Sultan's three−deckers is larger. Below are the dimensions of the Queen, lately launched
at Portsmouth

feet inches

Length on the gun−deck 204 0

Do. of keel for tonnage 166 5¼

Breadth extreme 60 0

Do. for tonnage 59 2

Depth in hold 23 8

Burden in tons (No. 3,099)

Extreme length aloft 247 6

Extreme height forward 56 4

Do. midships 50 8

Do. abaft 62 6
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Launching draught of water, forward 14 1

Do. abaft 19 0

Height from deck to deck, gun−deck 7 3

Do. middle−deck 7 0

Do. main−deck 7 0

Note. There are seven navy yards belonging to, and occupied for the use of the United States, viz. �The navy yard
at Portsmouth, N.H., is situated on an island, contains fifty−eight acres, cost 5,500 dollars.

The navy yard at Charlestown, near Boston, is situated on the north side of Charles river, contains thirty−four
acres, and cost 32,214 dollars.

The navy yard at New York is situated on Long Island, opposite New York, contains forty acres, and cost 40,000
dollars.

The navy yard at Philadelphia is situated on the Delaware river, in the district of Southwark, contains eleven acres
to low water mark, and cost 27,000 dollars.

It is remarkable that along the whole of the eastern coast of America, from Halifax in Nova Scotia down to
Pensacola in the Gulf of Mexico, there is not one good open harbour. The majority of the American harbours are
barred at the entrance, so as to preclude a fleet running out and in to manoeuvre at pleasure; indeed, if the tide
does not serve, there are few of them in which a line−of−battle ship, hard pressed, could take refuge. A good
spacious harbour, easy of access, like that of Halifax in Nova Scotia, is one of the few advantages, perhaps the
only natural advantage, wanting in the United States.

The American navy list is as follows:�

Captains or Commodores 50 Passed Midshipmen 181

Masters Commandant 50 Midshipmen 227

Lieutenants 279 Sailing−Masters 27

Surgeons 50 Sail−makers 25

Passed Assistant Surgeons 24 Boatswains 22
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Assistant Surgeons 33 Gunners 27

Pursers 45 Carpenters 26

Chaplains 9

The pay of these officers is on the following scale. It must be observed, that they do not use the term "half pay;"
but when unemployed the officers are either attached to the various dockyards or on leave. I have reduced the
sums paid into English money, that they may be better understood by the reader:

Senior captain, on service £960

On leave i.e. half−pay 730

Captains, squadron service 830

Navy Yard and other duty, half pay 730

Off duty, ditto 525

Commanders on service 525

Navy−yard and other duty, half pay 440

On leave, ditto 380

Lieutenants commanding 380

Navy−yard and other duty, half pay 315

Waiting orders, ditto 250

Surgeons, according to their length of servitude, from 210
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To 500

And half pay in proportion

Assistant Surgeons, from 200

To 250

Chaplains; sea service 250

On leave, half pay 170

Passed midshipmen, duty 156

Waiting orders, half pay 125

Midshipmen; sea service 33

Navy−yard and other duty, half pay!!! 72

Leave, ditto!! 63

Sailing−masters; ships of the line 228

Other duty, half pay 200

Leave, ditto 156

Boatswains, carpenters, sailmakers, and gunners

Ships of the line 156

Frigate 125
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Other duty, half pay 105

On leave, ditto 75

The navy yard at Washington, in the district of Columbia, is situated on the eastern branch of the Potomac,
contains thirty−seven acres, and cost 4,000 dollars. In this yard are made all the anchors, cables, blocks, and
almost all things requisite for the use of the navy of the United States.

The navy−yard at Portsmouth, near Norfolk in Virginia, is situated on the south branch of Elizabeth river contains
sixteen acres, and cost 13,000 dollars.

There is also a navy−yard at Pensacola in Florida, which is merely used for repairing ships on the West India
station.

It will be perceived by the above list how very much better all classes in the American service are paid in
comparison with those in our service. But let it not be supposed that this liberality is a matter of choice on the part
of the American government; on the contrary, it is one of necessity. There never was, nor never will be, anything
like liberality under a democratic form of government. The navy is a favourite service, it is true, but the officers of
the American navy have not one cent more than they are entitled to, or than they absolutely require. In a country
like America, where any one may by industry, in a few years, become an independent, if not a wealthy man, it
would be impossible for the government to procure officers if they were not tolerably paid; no parents would
permit their children to enter the service unless they were enabled by their allowances to keep up a respectable
appearance; and in America everything, to the annuitant or person not making money, but living upon his income,
is much dearer than with us. The government, therefore, are obliged to pay them, or young men would not embark
in the profession; for it is not in America as it is with us, where every department is filled up, and no room is left
for those who would crowd in; so that in the eagerness to obtain respectable employment, emolument becomes a
secondary consideration. It may, however, be worth while to put in juxtaposition the half−pay paid to officers of
corresponding ranks in the two navies of England and America:

Officers America England

Half−pay post−captains, senior, on leave

corresponding to commodore or rear−admiral in England 730 456

Post captains off duty �that is duty on shore 730

On leave 525 191

commanders off sea duty 440
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In yards and on leave 380 155

Lieutenants, shore duty 315

Waiting orders or on leave 250 90

Passed midshipmen, full pay 156 25

Half−pay 125 0

Midshipmen, full pay 83 25

Half−pay 63 0

My object in making the comparison between the two services is not to gratify an invidious feeling. More
expensive as living in America certainly is, still the disproportion is such as must create surprise; and if it requires
such a sum for an American officer to support himself in a creditable and gentlemanlike manner, what can be
expected from the English officer with his miserable pittance, which is totally inadequate to his rank and station!
Notwithstanding which, our officers do keep up their appearance as gentlemen, and those who have no half pay
are obliged to support themselves. And I point this out, that when Mr. Hume and other gentlemen clamour against
the expense of our naval force, they may not be ignorant of one fact, which is, that not only on half−pay, but when
on active service, a moiety at least of the expenses necessarily incurred by our officers to support themselves
according to their rank, to entertain, and to keep their ships in proper order, is, three times out of four, paid out of
their own pockets, or those of their relatives; and that is always done without complaint, as long as they are not
checked in their legitimate claims to promotion.

In the course of this employment in the Mediterranean, one of our captains was at Palermo. The American
commodore was there at the time, and the latter gave most sumptuous balls and entertainments. Being very
intimate with each other, our English captain said to him one day, "I cannot imagine how you can afford to give
such parties; I only know that I cannot; my year's pay would be all exhausted in a fortnight." "My dear fellow,"
replied the American commodore, "do you suppose, that I am so foolish as to go to such an expense, or to spend
my pay in this manner; I have nothing to do with them except to give them. My purser provides everything, and
keeps a regular account, which I sign as correct, and send home to government, which defrays the whole
expenses, under the head of conciliation money." I do not mean to say that this is requisite in our service: but still
it is not fair to refuse to provide us with paint and other articles, such as leather, &c., necessary to fit out our
ships; thus, either compelling us to pay for them out of our own pockets, or allowing the vessels under our
command to look like anything but men−of−war, and to be styled, very truly, a disgrace to the service. Yet such is
the well−known fact. And I am informed that the reason why our admiralty will not permit these necessary stores
to be supplied is that, as one of the lords of the admiralty was known to say, "if we do not provide them, the
captains most assuredly will, therefore let us save the government the expense."

During my sojourn in the United States I became acquainted with a large portion of the senior officers of the
American navy, and I found them gifted, gentleman−like, and liberal. With them I could converse freely upon all
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points relative to the last war, and always found them ready to admit all that could be expected. The American
naval officers certainly form a strong contrast to the majority of their countrymen, and prove, by their enlightened
and liberal ideas, how much the Americans, in general, would be improved if they enjoyed the same means of
comparison with other countries which the naval officers, by their profession, have obtained. Their partial
successes during the late war were often the theme of discourse, which was conducted with candour and frankness
on both sides. No unpleasant feeling was ever excited by any argument with them on the subject, whilst the
question, raised amongst their "free and enlightened" brother citizens, who knew nothing of the matter, was
certain to bring down upon me such a torrent of bombast, falsehood, and ignorance, as required all my philosophy
to submit to with apparent indifference. But I must now take my leave of the American navy, and notice their
merchant marine.

Before I went to the United States I was aware that a large proportion of our seamen were in their employ. I knew
that the whole line of packets, which is very extensive, was manned by British seamen; but it was not until I
arrived in the states that I discovered the real state of the case.

During my occasional residence at New York, I was surprised to find myself so constantly called upon by English
seamen, who had served under me in the different ships I had commanded since the peace. Every day seven or
eight would come, touch their hats, and remind me in what ships, and in what capacity, they had done their duty. I
had frequent conversations with them, and soon discovered that their own expression I "We are all here, sir," was
strictly true. To the why and the wherefore, the answer was invariably the same. "Eighteen dollars a−month, sir."
Some of them, I recollect, told me that they were going down to New Orleans, because the sickly season was
coming on; and that during the time the yellow fever raged they always had a great advance of wages, receiving
sometimes as much as thirty dollars per month. I did not attempt to dissuade them from their purpose; they were
just as right to risk their lives from contagion at thirty dollars a−month, as to stand and be fired at a shilling a day.
The circumstance of so many of my own men being in American ships, and their assertion that there were no
other sailors than English at New York, induced me to enter very minutely into my investigation, of which the
following are the results:�

The United States, correctly speaking, have no common seamen, or seamen bred up as apprentices before the
mast. Indeed a little reflection will show how unlikely it is that they ever should have; for who would submit to
such a dog's life (as at the best it is), or what parent would consent that his children should wear out an existence
of hardship and dependence at sea, when he could so easily render them independent on shore? The same period
of time requisite for a man to learn his duty ay an able seaman, and be qualified for the pittance of eighteen
dollars per month, would be sufficient to establish a young man as an independent, or even wealthy, land−owner,
factor, or merchant. That there are classes in America who do go to sea is certain, and who and what these are I
shall hereafter point out; but it may be positively asserted that, unless by escaping from their parents at an early
age, and before their education is complete, they become, as it were, lost, there is in the United States of America
hardly an instance of a white boy being sent to sea, to be brought up as a foremast man.

It may be here observed that there is a wide difference in the appearance of an English seaman and a portion of
those styling themselves American seamen, who are to be seen at Liverpool and other seaports; tall, weedy,
narrow−shouldered, slovenly, yet still athletic men, with their knives worn in a sheath outside of their clothes, and
not with a lanyard round them, as is the usual custom of English seamen. There is, I grant, a great difference in
their appearance, and it arises from the circumstance of those men having been continually in the trade to New
Orleans and the South, where they have picked up the buccaneer airs and customs which are still in existence
there; but the fact is, that, though altered also by climate, the majority of them were Englishmen born, who served
their first apprenticeship in the coasting trade, but left it at an early age for America. They may be considered as a
portion of the emigrants to America, having become in feeling, as well as in other respects, bona fide Americans.

The whole amount of tonnage of the American mercantile manner may be taken, in round numbers, at 2,000,000
tons, which may be subdivided as follows:
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Registered

Tons

Foreign trade 700,000

Whale fishery 130,000

Enrolled

Coasting trade 920,000

Steam 150,000

Coast Fisheries 100,000

Total 2,000,000

The American merchant vessels are generally sailed with fewer men than the British calculate five men to one
hundred tons, which I believe to be about the just proportion. Mr. Carey, in his work, estimates the proportion of
seamen in American vessels to be 44 to every one hundred tons, and I shall assume his calculation as correct. The
number of men employed in the American mercantile navy will be as follows:�

Men

Foreign trade 30,333

Whale fishery 5,000

Coasting trade 39,000

Steam 6,500

Coast fisheries 4,333
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Total 85,790

And now I will submit, from the examinations I have made, the proportions of American and British seamen
which are contained in this aggregate of 85,799 men.

In the foreign trade we have to deduct the masters of the ships, the mates, and the boys who are apprenticed to
learn their duty, and rise to mates and masters (not to serve before the mast). These I estimate at:�

Masters 1,500

Mates 3,000

Apprentices 1,500

Ditto, co'ld men, as cooks, stewards, &c. 2,000

Total 8,000

which, deducted from 30,333, will leave 22,333 seamen in the foreign trade; who, with a slight intermixture of
Swedes, Danes, and, more rarely, Americans, may be asserted to be all British seamen.

The next item is that of the men employed in the whale fishery; and, as near as I can ascertain the fact, the
proportions are two−thirds Americans to one−third British. The total is 5,633; out of which 3,756 art Americans,
and 1,877 British seamen.

The coasting trade employs 39,000 men; but only a small proportion of them can be considered as seamen, as it
embraces all the internal river navigation.

The steam navigation employs 6,500 men, of whom of course not one in ten is a seaman.

The fisheries for cod and herring employ about 4,333 men; they are a mixture of Americans, Nova Scotians, and
British, but the proportions cannot be ascertained; it is supposed that about one−half are British subjects, i.e.
2,166.

When, therefore, I estimate that the Americans employ at least thirty thousand of our seamen in their service, I do
not think, as my subsequent remarks will prove, that I am at all overrating the case.

The questions which are now to be considered are, the nature of the various branches in which the seamen
employed in the American marine are engaged, and how far they will be available to America in case of a war.

The coasting trade is chiefly composed of sloops, manned by two or three men and boys. The captain is invariably
part, if not whole, owner of the vessel, and those employed are generally his sons, who work for their father, or
some emigrant Irishmen, who, after a few months practice, are fully equal to this sort of fresh−water sailing. From
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the coasting trade, therefore, America would gain no assistance. Indeed, the majority of the coasting trade is so
confined to the interior, that it would not receive much check from a war with a foreign country.

The coast fisheries might afford a few seamen, but very few; certainly not the number of men required to man her
ships of war. As in the coasting trade, they are mostly owners or partners. In the whale fishery much the same
system prevails; it is a common speculation; and the men embarking stipulate for such a proportion of the fish
caught as their share of the profits. They are generally well to do, are connected together, and are the least likely
of all men to volunteer on board of the American navy. They would speculate in privateers, if they did anything.

From steam navigation, of course, no seamen could be obtained.

Now, as all service is voluntary, it is evident that the only chance America has of manning her navy is from the
thirty thousand British seamen in her employ, the other branches of navigation either not producing seamen, or
those employed in them being too independent in situation to serve as foremast men. When I was at the different
seaports, I made repeated inquiries as to the fact, if ever a lad was sent to sea as foremast−man, and I never could
ascertain that it ever was the case. Those who are sent as apprentices, are learning their duty to receive the rating
of mates, and ultimately fulfil the office of captains; and it may here be remarked, that many Americans, after
serving as captains for a few years, return on shore and become opulent merchants; the knowledge which they
have gained during their maritime career proving of the greatest advantage to them. There are a number of free
black and coloured lads who are sent to sea, and who, eventually, serve as stewards and cooks; but it must be
observed, that the masters and mates are not people who will enter before the mast and submit to the rigorous
discipline of a government vessel, and the cooks and stewards are not seamen; so that the whale dependence of
the American navy, in case of war, is upon the British seamen who are in her foreign trade and whale fisheries,
and in her men−of−war in commission during the peace.

If America brings up none of her people to a seafaring life before the mast, now that her population is upwards of
13,000,000, still less likely was she to have done it when her population was less, and the openings to wealth by
other channels were greater: from whence it may be fairly inferred, that, during our continued struggle with
France, when America had the carrying trade in her hands, her vessels were chiefly manned by british seamen;
and that when the war broke out between the two countries, the same British seamen who were in her employ
manned her ships of war and privateers. It may be surmised that British seamen would refuse to be employed
against their country. Some might; but there is no character so devoid of principle as the British sailor and soldier.
In Dibdin's songs, we certainly have another version, "True to his country and king," &c., but I am afraid they do
not deserve it: soldiers and sailors are mercenaries; they risk their lives for money; if is their trade to do so; and if
they can get higher wages they never consider the justice of the cause, or whom they fight for. Now, America is a
country peculiarly favourable for those who have little conscience or reflection; the same language is spoken
there; the wages are much higher, spirits are much cheaper, and the fear of dejection or punishment is trifling:
nay, there is none; for in five minutes a British seaman may be made a bona fide American citizen, and of course
an American seaman. It is not surprising, therefore, that after sailing for years out of the American ports, in
American vessels, the men, in case of war, should take the oath and serve. It is necessary for any one wanting to
become an American citizen, that he should give notice of his intention; this notice gives him, as soon as he has
signed his declaration, all the rights of an American citizen, excepting that of voting at elections, which requires a
longer time, as specified in each state. The declaration is as follows:�

"That it is his bona fide intention to become a citizen of the United States, and to renounce forever all allegiance
and fidelity to any foreign power, potentate, state, or sovereignty whatever, and particularly to Victoria, the Queen
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, to whom he is now a subject." Having signed this document,
and it being publicly registered, he becomes a citizen, and may be sworn to as such by any captain of merchant
vessel or man−of−war, if it be required that he should do so.
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During the last war with America, the Americans hit upon a very good plan as regarded the English seamen
whom they had captured in our vessels. In the daytime the prison doors were shot and the prisoners were harshly
treated; but at night, the doors were left open: the consequence was, that the prisoners whom they had taken added
to their strength, for the men walked out, and entered on board their men−of−war and privateers.

This fact alone proves that I have not been too severe in my remarks upon the character of the English seamen;
and since our seamen prove to be such "Dugald Dalgettys," it is to be hoped that, should we be so unfortunate as
again to come in collision with America, the same plan may be adopted in this country.

Now, from the above remarks, three points are clearly deducible:�

1. That America always has obtained, and for a long period to come will obtain, her seamen altogether from Great
Britain.

2. That those seamen can be naturalised immediately, and become American seamen by law.

3. That, under present circumstances, England is under the necessity of raising seamen, not only for her own navy,
but also for the Americans; and that, in proportion as the commerce and shipping of America shall increase, so
will the demand upon us become more onerous; and that should we fail in producing the number of seamen
necessary for both services, the Americans will always be full manned, whilst any defalcation must fall upon
ourselves.

And it may be added that, in all cases, the Americans have the choice and refusal of our men; and, therefore, they
have invariably all the prime and best seamen which we have raised.

The cause of this is as simple as it is notorious; it is the difference between the wages paid in the navies and
merchant vessels of the two nations:

£ s £ s

American ships per month 3 10

British ships ditto 2 2 to 2 10

American men−of−war ditto 2 0

British men−of−war ditto 1 14

It will be observed, that in the American men−of−war the able−seaman's pay is only £2; the consequence is that
they remain for months in port without being able to obtain men.

But we must now pass by this cause, and look to the origin of it; or, in other words, how is it that the Americans
are able to give such high wages to our seamen as to secure the choice of any number of our best men for their
service; and how is it that they can compete with, and even under−bid, our merchant vessels in freight, at the same
time that they sail at a greater expense?
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This has arisen partly from circumstances, partly from a series of mismanagement on our part, and partly from the
fear of impressment. But it is principally to be ascribed to the former peculiarly unscientific mode of calculating
the tonnage of our vessels; the error of which system induced the merchants to build their ships so as to evade the
heavy channel and river duties; disregarding all the first principles of naval architecture, and considering the
sailing properties of vessels as of no consequence.

The fact is, that we over−taxed our shipping.

In order to carry as much freight as possible, and, at the same time, to pay as few of the onerous duties, our
mercantile shipping generally assumed more the form of floating bores of merchandise than sailing vessels; and
by the false method of measuring the tonnage, they were enabled to carry 600 tons, when, by measurement, they
were only taxed as being of the burden of 400 tons: but every increase of tonnage thus surreptitiously obtained,
was accompanied with a decrease in the sailing properties of the vessels. Circumstances, however, rendered this
of less importance during the war, as few vessels ran without the protection of a convoy; and it must be also
observed, that vessels being employed in one trade only, such as the West India, Canada, Mediterranean, &c.,
their voyages during the year were limited, and they were for a certain portion of the year unemployed.

During the war the fear of impressment was certainly a strong inducement to our seamen to enter into the
American vessels, and naturalise themselves as American subjects; but they were also stimulated even at that
period, by the higher wages, as they still are now that the dread of impressment no longer operates upon them.

It appears, then, that from various causes, our merchant vessels have lost their sailing properties, whilst the
Americans are the fastest sailers in the world; and it is for that reason, and no other, that, although sailing at a
much greater expense, the Americans can afford to outbid us, and take all our best seamen.

An American vessel is in no particular trade, but ready and willing to take freight anywhere when offered. She
sails so fast that she can make three voyages whilst one of our vessels can make but two: consequently she has the
preference, as being the better manned, and giving the quickest return to the merchant; and as she receives three
freights whilst the English vessel receives only two, it is clear that the extra freight wilt more than compensate for
the extra expense the vessel sails at in consequence of paying extra wages to the seamen. Add to this, that the
captains, generally speaking, being better paid, are better informed, and more active men; that, from having all the
picked seamen, they get through their work with fewer hands; that the activity on board is followed up and
supported by an equal activity on the part of the agents and factors on shore �and you have the true cause why
America can afford to pay and secure for herself all our best seamen.

One thing is evident, that it is a mere question of pounds, shillings, and pence, between us and America, and that
the same men who are now in the American service would, if our wages were higher than those offered by
America, immediately return to us and leave her destitute.

That it would be worth the while of this country, in case of a war with the United States, to offer £4 a−head to
able seamen, is most certain. It would swell the naval estimates, but it would shorten the duration of the war, and
in the end would probably be the saving of many millions. But the question is, cannot and ought not something to
be done, now in time of peace, to relieve our mercantile shipping interest, and hold out a bounty for a return to
those true principles of naval architecture, the deviation from which has proved to be attended with such serious
consequences.

Fast−sailing vessels will always be able to pay higher wages than others, as what they lose in increase of daily
expense, they will gain by the short time in which the voyage is accomplished; but it is by encouragement alone
that we can expect that the change will take place. Surely some of the onerous duties imposed by the Trinity
House might be removed, not from the present class of vessels, but from those built hereafter with first−rate
sailing properties. These, however, are points which call for a much fuller investigation than I can here afford
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them; but they are of vital importance to our maritime superiority, and as such should be immediately considered
by the government of Great Britain.

Chapter XLII.

Remarks �Slavery.

It had always appeared to me as singular that the Americans, at the time of their Declaration of Independence,
took no measures for the gradual, if not immediate, extinction of slavery; that at the very time they were offering
up thanks for having successfully struggled for their own emancipation from what they considered foreign
bondage, their gratitude for their liberation did not induce them to break the chains of those whom they
themselves held in captivity. It is useless for them to exclaim, as they now do, that it was England who left them
slavery as a curse and reproach us as having originally introduced the system among them. Admitting, as is the
fact, that slavery did commence when the colonies were subject to the mother country admitting that the petitions
for its discontinuance were disregarded, still there was nothing to prevent immediate manumission at the time of
the acknowledgement of their independence by Great Britain. They had then everything to recommence they had
to select a new form of government, and to decide upon new laws; they pronounced, in their declaration, that "all
men were equal;" and yet, in the face of this declaration, and their solemn invocation to the Deity, the negroes, in
their fetters, pleaded to them in vain.

I had always thought that this sad omission, which has left such an anomaly in the Declaration of Independence as
to have made it the taunt and reproach of the Americans by the whole civilised world, did really arise from
forgetfulness; that, as is but too often the case, when we are ourselves made happy, the Americans in their joy at
their own deliverance from the foreign yoke, and the repossessing themselves of their own rights, had been too
much engrossed to occupy themselves with the undeniable claims of others. But I was mistaken; such was not the
case, as I shall presently show.

In the course of one of my sojourns in Philadelphia, Mr. Vaughan, of the Athenium of that city, stated to me that
he had found the original draft of the Declaration of Independence, in the hand−writing of Mr. Jefferson, and that
it was curious to remark the alterations which had been made previous to the adoption of the manifesto which was
afterwards promulgated. It was to Jefferson, Adams, and Franklin, that was entrusted the primary drawing up of
this important document, which was then submitted to others, and ultimately to the Convention, for approval and
it appears that the question of slavery had not been overlooked when the document was first framed, as the
following clause, inserted in the original draft by Mr. Jefferson, (but expunged when it was laid before the
Convention,) will sufficiently prove. After enumerating the grounds upon which they threw off their allegiance to
the king of England, the Declaration continued in Jefferson's nervous style:

"He [the king] has waged cruel war against human nature itself, violating its most sacred rights of life and liberty,
in the person of a distant people who never offended him; captivating and carrying them into slavery, in another
hemisphere, or to incur miserable death in their transportation thither. This piratical warfare, the opprobrium of
infidel powers, is the warfare of the Christian king of Great Britain, determined to keep open a market where men
should be bought and sold; he has prostituted his negative for suppressing every legislative attempt to prohibit or
restrain this execrable commerce; and that this assemblage of horrors might want no fact of distinguished dye, he
is now exciting these very people to rise in arms among us, and to purchase that liberty of which he has deprived
them, by murdering the people upon whom he also obtruded them; thus paying off former crimes committed
against the liberties of one people, with crimes which he urges them to commit against the lives of another."

Such was the paragraph which had been inserted by Jefferson, in the virulence of his democracy, and his desire to
hold up to detestation the king of Great Britain. Such was at that time, unfortunately, the truth; and had the
paragraph remained, and at the same time emancipation been given to the slaves, it would have been a lasting
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stigma upon George the Third. But the paragraph was expunged; and why I because they could not hold up to
public indignation the sovereign whom they had abjured, without reminding the world that slavery still existed in
a community which had declared that "all men were equal;" and that if, in a monarch, they had stigmatised it as
"violating the most sacred rights of life and liberty," and "waging cruel war against human nature," they could not
have afterward been so barefaced and unblushing as to continue a system which was at variance with every
principle which they professed.

Note. Miss Martineau, in her admiration of democracy, says, that, in the formation of the government, "The rule
by which they worked was no less than the golden one, which seems to have been, by some unlucky chance,
omitted in the Bibles of other statesmen, 'Do unto others as ye would that they should do unto you'" I am afraid
the American Bible, by some unlucky chance, has also omitted that precept.

It does, however, satisfactorily prove, that the question of slavery was not overlooked; on the contrary, their
determination to take advantage of the system was deliberate, and, there can be no doubt, well considered �the
very omission of the paragraph proves it. I mention these facts to show that the Americans have no right to revile
us on being the cause of slavery in America. They had the means, and were bound, as honourable men, to act up
to their declaration but they entered into the question, they decided otherwise, and decided that they would retain
their ill−acquired property at the expense of their principles.

The degrees of slavery in America are as various in their intensity as are the communities composing the Union.
They may, however, be divided with great propriety under two general heads �eastern and western slavery. By
eastern slavery, I refer to that in the slave states bordering on the Atlantic, and those slave states on the other side
of the Alleghany mountains, which may be more directly considered as their colonies, viz., in the first instance,
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, North and South Carolina; and, secondly, Kentucky and Tennessee. We have been
accustomed lately to class the slaves as non−predial and predial, �that is, those who are domestic, and those who
work on the plantations. This classification is not correct, if it is intended to distinguish between those who are
well, and those who are badly treated. The true line to be drawn is between those who work separately, and those
who are worked in a gang and superintended by an overseer. This is fully exemplified in the United States, where
it will be found that in all states where they are worked in gangs the slaves are harshly treated, while in the others
their labour is light.

Now, with the exception of the rice grounds in South Carolina, the eastern states are growers of corn, hemp, and
tobacco; but their chief staple is the breeding of horses, mules, horned cattle, and other stock: the largest portion
of these states remain in wild luxuriant pasture, more especially in Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee, either of
which states is larger than the other four mentioned.

The proportion of slaves required for the cultivation of the purely agricultural and chiefly grazing farms or
plantations in these states is small, fifteen or twenty being sufficient for a farm of two hundred or three hundred
acres; and their labour, which is mostly confined to tending stock, is not only very light, but of the quality most
agreeable to the negro. Half the day you will see him on horseback with his legs idly swinging �as he goes along,
or seated on a shaft−horse driving his wagons. He is quite in his glory; nothing delights a negro so much as riding
or driving, particularly when he has a whole team under his control. He takes his wagon for a load of corn to feed
the hogs, sits on the edge of the shaft as he tosses the cobs to the grunting multitude, whom he addresses in the
most intimate terms; in short, everything is done leisurely, after his own fashion.

In these grazing states, as they may very properly be called, the negroes are well fed; they refuse beef and mutton,
and will have nothing but pork; and are, without exception, the fattest and most saucy fellows I ever met with in a
state of bondage; and such may be said generally to be the case with all the negroes in the eastern states which I
have mentioned. The rice grounds in South Carolina are unhealthy, but the slaves are very kindly treated. But the
facts speak for themselves. When the negro works in a gang with the whip over him, he may be overworked and
ill−treated; but when he is not regularly watched, he will take very good care that the work he performs shall not
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injure his constitution.

It has been asserted, and generally credited, that in the eastern states negroes are regularly bred up like the cattle
for the western market. That the Virginians, and the inhabitants of the other eastern slave states, do sell negroes
which are taken to the west, there is no doubt; but that the negroes are bred expressly for that purpose, is, as
regards the majority of the proprietors, far from the fact: it is the effect of circumstances, over which they have
had no control. Virginia, when first settled, was one of the richest states, but, by continually cropping the land
without manuring it, and that for nearly two hundred years, the major portion of many valuable estates has
become barren, and the land is no longer under cultivation; in consequence of this, the negroes, (increasing so
rapidly as they do in that country.) so far from being profitable, have become a serious task upon their masters,
who have to rear and maintain, without having any employment to give them. The small portion of the estates
under cultivation will subsist only a certain portion of the negroes; the remainder must, therefore, be disposed of,
or they would eat their master out of his home. That the slaves are not willingly disposed of by many of the
proprietors I am certain, particularly when it is known, that they are purchased for the west. I know of many
instances of this, and wins informed of others; and by wills, especially, slaves have been directed to be sold for
two−thirds of the price which they would fetch for the western market, on condition that they were not to leave
the state. These facts establish two points, viz, that the slaves in the eastern states is well treated, and that in the
western states slavery still exists with all its horrors. The common threat to, and ultimate punishment of, a
refractory and disobedient slave in the east, is to sell, him for the western market. Many slave proprietors, whose
estates have been worn out in the east, have preferred migrating to the west with their slaves rather than sell them,
and thus is the severity of the western treatment occasionally and partially mitigated.

But doing justice, as I always will, to those who have been unjustly calumniated, at the same time I must admit
that there is a point connected with slavery in America which renders it more odious than in other countries; I
refer to the system of amalgamation, which has, from promiscuous intercourse, been carried on to such an extent,
that you very often meet with slaves whose skins are whiter than their master's.

At Louisville, Kentucky, I saw a girl, about twelve years old, carrying a child; and, aware that in a slave state the
circumstance of white people hiring themselves out to service is almost unknown, I inquired of her if she were a
slave. To my astonishment, she replied in the affirmative. She was as fair as snow, and it was impossible to detect
any admixture of blood from her appearance, which was that of a pretty English cottager's child.

I afterward spoke to the master, who stated when he had purchased her, and the sum which he had paid.

I took down the following advertisement for a runaway slave, which was posted up in every tavern I stopped at in
Virginia on my way to the springs. The expression of, "in a manner white" would imply that there was some
shame felt it holding a white man in bondage:�

"Fifty Dollars Reward.

"Ran away from the subscriber, on Saturday, the 21st instant, a slave named:�

George,

between twenty and twenty−four years of age, five feet five or six inches high, slender made, stoops when
standing, a little bow legged; generally wears right and left boots and shoes; had on him when he left a fur cap, a
checked stock, and linen roundabout; had with him other clothing, a jean coat with black horn buttons, a pair of
jean pantaloons, both coat and pantaloons of handsome grey mixed; no doubt other clothing not recollected. He
had with him a common silver watch; he wears his pantaloons generally very tight in the legs. Said boy is in a
manner white, would be passed by and taken for a white man. His hair is long and straight, like that of a white
person; looks very steady when spoken to, speaks slowly, and would not be likely to look a person full in the face
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when speaking to him. It is believed he is making his way to Canada by way of Ohio. I will give twenty dollars
for the apprehension of said slave if taken in the county, or fifty dollars if taken out of the county, and secured so
that I recover him again.

Andrew Beirne, jun.,

Union Monroe City,

July 31st, 1838. Virginia."

The above is a curious document, independently of its proving the manner in which man preys upon his
fellow−man in this land of liberty and equality. It is a well−known fact, that a considerable portion of Mr.
Jefferson's slaves were his own children. If any of them absconded, he would smile, thereby implying that he
should not be very particular in looking after them; and yet this man, this great and good man, as Miss Martineau
calls him, this man who penned the paragraph I have quoted, as having been erased from the Declaration of
Independence, who asserted that the slavery of the negro was a violation of the most sacred rights of life and
liberty, permitted these his slaves and his children, the issue of his own loins, to be sold at auction after his
demise, not even emancipating them, as he might have done, before his death. And, but lately, a member of
congress for Georgia, whose name I shall not mention, brought up a fine family of children, his own issue by a
female slave; for many years acknowledged them us his own children; permitted them to call him by the
endearing title of papa, and eventually the whole of them were sold by public auction, and that, too, during his
own lifetime!

But there is, I am sorry to say, a more horrible instance on record and one well authenticated. A planter of good
family (I shall not mention his name or the state in which it occurred, as he was not so much to blame as were the
laws), connected himself with one of his own female slaves, who was nearly white; the fruits of this connexion
were two daughters, very beautiful girls, who were sent to England to be educated.

They were both grown up when their father died. At his death his affairs were found in a state of great disorder; in
fact, there was not sufficient left to pay his creditors. Having brought up and educated these two girls and
introduced them as his daughters, it quite slipped his memory that, having been born of a slave, and not
manumitted, they were in reality slaves themselves. This fact was established after his decease; they were torn
away from the affluence and refinement to which they had been accustomed, sold and purchased as slaves, and
with the avowed intention of the purchaser to reap his profits from their prostitution it must not, however, be
supposed that the planters of Virginia and the other Eastern states, encourage this intercourse; on the contrary, the
young men who visit at the plantations cannot affront them more than to take notice of their slaves, particularly
the lighter coloured, who are retained in the house and attend upon their wives and daughters. Independently of
the moral feeling which really guides them (as they naturally do not wish that the attendants of their daughters
should be degraded) it is against their interest in case they should wish to sell; as a mulatto or light male will not
fetch so high a price as a full−blooded negro; the cross between the European and negro; especially the first cross,
i.e. the mulatto, is of a sickly constitution, and quite unable to bear up against the fatigue of field labour in the
West. As the race becomes whiter, the stamina is said to improve.

Examining into the question of emancipation in America, the first inquiry will be, how far this consummation is
likely to be effected by means of the abolitionists. Miss Martineau, in her book, says, "The good work has begun,
and will proceed." She is so far right; it has begun, and has been progressing very fast, as may be proved by the
single fact of the abolitionists having decided the election in the state of Ohio in October last. But let not Miss
Martineau exult; for the stronger the abolition party may become, the more danger is there to be apprehended of a
disastrous conflict between the states.
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The fact is that, by the constitution of the United States, the federal government have not only no power to
interfere or to abolish slavery, but they are bound to maintain it; the abolition of slavery is expressly withheld.
The citizens of any state may abolish slavery in their own state but the federal government cannot do so without
an express violation of the federal compact. Should all the states in the Union abolish slavery, with the exception
of one, and that one be Maryland, (the smallest of the whole of the states,) neither the federal government, or the
other states could interfere with her. The federal compact binds the general government, "first, not to meddle with
the slavery of the states where it exists, and next, to protect it in the case of runaway slaves, and to defend it in
case of invasion or domestic violence on account of it."

It appears, therefore, that slavery can only be abolished by the slave state itself in which it exists; and it is not very
probable that any class of people will voluntarily make themselves beggars by surrendering up their whole
property to satisfy the clamour of a party. That this party is strong, and is daily becoming stronger, is very true:
the stronger it becomes the worse will be the prospects of the United States. In England the case was very
different; the government had a right to make the sacrifice to public opinion by indemnification to the
slave−holders; but in America the government have not that power; and the efforts of the abolitionists will only
have the effects of plunging the country into difficulties and disunion. As an American author truly observes,
"The American abolitionists must trample on the constitution, and wade through the carnage of a civil war, before
they can triumph�"

Already the abolition party have done much mischief. The same author observes, "The South has been compelled,
in self−defence, to rivet the chains of slavery afresh, and to hold on to their political rights with a stronger hand.
The conduct of the abolitionists has arrested the improvements which were in progress in the slave states for the
amelioration of the condition of the slave; it has broken up the system of intellectual and moral culture that was
extensively in operation for the slave's benefit, lest the increase of his knowledge should lend him a dangerous
power, in connection with these crusading efforts; it has rivetted the chains of slavery with a greatly increased
power, and enforced a more rigorous discipline; it has excluded for the time being the happy moral influence
which was previously operating on the South from the North, and from the rest of the world, by the lights of
comparison, by the interchange of a friendly intercourse, and by a friendly discussion of the great subject, all
tending to the bettering of the slave's condition, and, as was supposed, to his ultimate emancipation. Before this
agitation commenced, this subject, in all its aspects and bearings, might be discussed as freely at the South as
anywhere; but now, not a word can be said. It has kindled a sleepless jealousy in the South toward the North, and
made the slave−holders feel as if all the rest of the world were their enemies, and that they must depend upon
themselves for the maintenance of their political rights. We say rights, because they regard them as such; and so
long as they do so, it is all the same in their feelings, whether the rest of the world acknowledge them or not. And
they are, in fact, political rights, guaranteed to them by the constitution of the United States."

It is not, however, impossible that the abolition party in the Eastern and Northern states may be gradually checked
by the citizens of those very states. Their zeal may be as warm as ever; but public opinion will compel them, at
the risk of their lives, to hold their tongues. This possibility can, however, only arise from the Northern and
Eastern states becoming manufacturing states, as they are most anxious to be. Should this happen, the raw cotton
grown by slave labour will employ the looms of Massachusetts; and then, as the Quarterly Review very correctly
observes, "by a cycle of commercial benefits, the Northern and Eastern states will feel that there is some material
compensation for the moral turpitude of the system of slavery."

The slave proprietors in these states are as well aware as any political economist can be, that slavery is a loss
instead of a gain, and that no state can arrive at that degree of prosperity under a state of slavery which it would
under free labour. The case is simple. In free labour, where there is competition, you exact the greatest possible
returns for the least possible expenditure; a man is worked as a machine; he is paid for what he produces, and
nothing more. By slave labour, you receive the least possible return for the greatest possible expense, for the slave
is better fed and clothed than the freeman, and does as little work as he can. The slave−holders in the eastern
states are well aware of this, and are as anxious to be rid of slavery as are the abolitionists; but the time is not yet
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come, nor will it come until the country shall have so filled up as to render white labour attainable. Such, indeed,
are not the expectations expressed in the language of the representatives of their states when in congress; but, it
must be remembered, that this is a question which has convulsed the Union, and that, not only from a feeling of
pride, added to indignation at the interference, but from if feeling of the necessity of not yielding up one tittle
upon this question, the language of determined resistance is in congress invariably resorted to. But these
gentlemen have one opinion for congress, and another for their private table; in the first, they stand up
unflinchingly for their slave rights; in the other, they reason calmly, and admit what they could not admit in
public. There is no labour in the eastern states, excepting that of the rice plantations in South Carolina, which
cannot be performed by white men; indeed, a large proportion of the cotton in the Carolinas is now raised by a
free white population. In the grazing portion of these states, white labour would be substituted advantageously,
could white labour be procured at any reasonable price.

The time will come, and I do not think it very distant, say perhaps twenty or thirty years, when, provided America
receives no check, and these states are not injudiciously interfered with, that Virginia, Kentucky, Delaware,
Maryland, North Carolina, (and, eventually, but probably somewhat later, Tennessee and South Carolina) will, of
their own accord, enrol themselves among the free states. As a proof that in the eastern slave states the negro is
not held in such contempt, or justice toward him so much disregarded, I extract the following from an American
work:�

"An instance of the force of law in the southern states for the protection of the slave has just occurred, in the
failure of a petition to his excellency, P.M. Butler, governor of South Carolina, for the pardon of Nazareth Allen,
a white person, convicted of the murder of a slave, and sentenced to be hung. The following is part of the answer
of the governor to the petitioners:�

"'The laws of South Carolina make no distinction in cases of deliberate murder, whether committed on a black
man or a white man; neither can I. I am not a law−maker, but the executive officer of the laws already made; and I
must not act on a distinction which the legislature might have made, but has not thought fit to make.'

"That the crime of which the prisoner stands convicted was committed against one of an inferior grade in society,
is a reason for being especially cautious in intercepting the just severity of the law. This class of our population
are subjected to us as well for their protection as our advantage. Our rights, in regard to them, are not more
imperative than their duties; and the institutions, which for wise and necessary ends have rendered them
peculiarly dependent, at least pledge the law to be to them peculiarly a friend and a protector.

"The prayer of the petition is not granted.

"Pierce M. Butler."

In the western states, comprehending Missouri, Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama, the
negroes are, with the exception perhaps of the two latter States, in a worse condition than they ever were in the
West India islands. This may be easily imagined, when the character of the white people who inhabit the larger
portion of these states is considered a class of people, the majority of whom are without feelings of honour,
reckless in their habits, intemperate, unprincipled, and lawless, many of them having fled from the eastern states,
as fraudulent bankrupts, swindlers, or committers of other crimes, which have subjected them to the penitentiaries
�miscreants defying the climate, so that they can defy the laws. Still this representation of the character of the
people inhabiting these states must, from the chaotic state of society in America, be received with many
exceptions. In the city of New Orleans, for instance, and in Natchez and its vicinity, and also among the planters,
there are many most honourable exceptions. I have said the majority: for we must look to the mass �the
exceptions do but prove the rule. It is evident that slaves, under such masters, can have but little chance of good
treatment, and stories are told of them at which humanity shudders.
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It appears, then, that the slaves, with the rest of the population of America, are working their way west, and the
question may now be asked: �Allowing that slavery will be soon abolished in the eastern states, what prospect is
there of its ultimate abolition and total extinction in America?

I can see no prospect of exchanging slave labour for free in the western states, as, with the exception of Missouri,
I do not think it possible that white labour could be substituted, the extreme heat and unhealthiness of the climate
being a bar to any such attempt. The cultivation of the land must be carried on by a negro population, if it is to be
carried on at all. The question, therefore, to be considered is, whether these states are to be inhabited and
cultivated by a free or a slave negro population. It must be remembered, that not one−twentieth part of the land in
the southern states is under cultivation; every year, as the slates are brought in from the east, the number of acres
taken into cultivation increases. Not double or triple the number of the slaves at present in America would be
sufficient for the cultivation of the whole of these vast territories. Every year the cotton crops increase, and at the
same time the price of cotton has not materially lowered; as an everywhere increasing population takes off the
whole supply, this will probably continue to be the case for many years, since it must be remembered, that,
independently of the increasing population increasing the demand, cotton, from its comparative cheapness,
continually usurps the place of some other raw material; this, of course, adds to the consumption. In various
manufactures, cotton has already taken the place of linen and fur; but there must eventually be a limit to
consumption: and this is certain, that as soon as the supply is so great as to exceed the demand, the price will be
lowered by the competition; and, as soon as the price is by competition so lowered as to render the cost and
keeping of the slave greater than the income returned by his labour, then, and not till then, is there any chance of
slavery being abolished in the western states of America. See Note 4.

The probability of this consummation being brought about sooner is in the expectation that the Brazils, Mexico,
and particularly the independent State of Texas, will in a few years produce a crop of cotton which may
considerably lower its price. At present, the United States grow nearly, if not more, than half of the cotton
produced in the whole world, as the return down to 1831 will substantiate.

Cotton grown all over the world in the years 1821 and 1831; showing the increase in each country in ten years.

1821 lbs. 1831 lbs.

United States 180,000,000 385,000,000

Brazil 32,000,000 38,000,000

West Indies 10,000,000 9,000,000

Egypt 6,000,000 18,000,000

Rest of Africa 40,000,000 36,000,000

India 176,000.000 180,000,000
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Rest of Asia 185,000,000 115,000,000

Mexico and South America, 44,000,000 35,000,000

except Brazil

Elsewhere 8,000,000 4,000,000

In the World 630,000,000 820,000,000

The increase of cotton grown all over the world in ten years is therefore 190,000,000 lbs. Brazil has only
increased 6,000,000; Egypt has increased 12,000,000; India, 5,000,000. Africa, West indies, South America, Asia,
have all fallen off; but the defalcation has been made good by the United States, which have increased their
growth by 205,000,000 of lbs.

In the Southern portion of America there are millions of acres on which cotton can be successfully cultivated,
particularly Texas, the soil of which is so congenial that they can produce 1,000 lb. to the 400 lb. raised by the
Americans; and the quality of the Texian cotton is said to be equal to the finest sea island produce. It is to Texas
particularly that we must look for this produce, as it can there be raised by white labour;* and being so produced,
will, as soon as its population in creases to a certain extent, be able to under sell that which is grown in America
by the labour of the slave.

Increase of cotton grown in the United States, from the year 1802 to 1831.

Years lbs. Years. lbs.

1802 55,000,000 1817 130.000,000

1803 60,001,000 1818 125,000,000

1804 65,000,000 1819 167,000,000

1805 70,000,000 1820 160,000,000

1806 80,000,000 1821 180,000,000

1807 80,000,000 1822 210,000,000
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1808 75,000,003 1823 185,000,000

1809 82,000,000 1824 215,000,000

1810 86,000,000 1825 256,000,000

1811 80,000,000 1826 300,000,000

1812 75,000,006 1827 270,000,000

1813 75,000,000 1828 325,000,000

1814 70,000,000 1829 365,000,000

1815 100,000,000 1830 360,000,000

1816 124,000,000 1831 385,000,000

It may be asked: how is it, as Texas is so far south, that a white population can labour there? It is because Texas is
a prairie country, and situated at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. A sea−breeze always blows across the whole
of the country, rendering it cool, and refreshing it notwithstanding the power of the sun's rays. This breeze is
apparently a continuation of the trade−winds following the course of the sun.

From circumstances, therefore, Texas, which but a few years since was hardly known as a country, becomes a
state of the greatest importance to the civilised and moral world.

I am not in this chapter about to raise the question how Texas has been ravished from Mexico. Miss Martineau,
with all her admiration of democracy, admits it to have been "the most high−handed theft of modern times;" and
the letter of the celebrated Dr. Charming to Mr. Clay has laid bare to the world the whole nefarious transaction. In
this letter Dr. Charming points out the cause of the seizure of Texas, and the wish to enrol it among the federal
states.

"Mexico, at the moment of throwing off the Spanish yoke, gave a noble testimony of her loyalty to free principles,
by decreeing 'That no person thereafter should be born a slave, or introduced as such into the Mexican states; that
all slaves then held should receive stipulated wages, and be subject to no punishment but on trial and judgment by
the magistrate.' The subsequent acts of the government fully carried out these constitutional provisions. It is
matter of deep grief and humiliation, that the emigrants from this country, while boasting of superior civilisation,
refused to second this honourable policy, intended to set limits to one of the greatest of social evils. Slaves come
into Texas with their masters from the neighbouring states of this country. One mode of evading the laws was, to
introduce slaves under formal indentures for long periods, in some cases, it is said, for ninety−nine years; but by a
decree of the state legislature of Coahuila and Texas, all indentures for a longer period than ten years were
annulled, and provision was made for the freedom of children during this apprenticeship. This settled, invincible
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purpose of Mexico to exclude slavery from her limits, created as strong a purpose to annihilate her authority in
Texas. By this prohibition, Texas was virtually shut against emigration from the southern and western portions of
this country; and it is well known that the eyes of the south and west had for some time been turned to this
province as a new market for slaves, as a new field for slave labour, and as a vast accession of political power to
the slave−holding states. That such views were prevalent we know; for, nefarious as they are, they found their
way into the public prints. The project of dismembering a neighbouring republic, that slaveholders and slaves
might overspread a region which had been consecrated to a free population, was discussed in newspapers as
coolly as if it were a matter of obvious right and unquestionable humanity. A powerful interest was thus created
for severing from Mexico her distant province."

The fact is this:� America, (for the government looked on and offered no interruption,) has seized upon Texas,
with a view of extending the curse of slavery, and of finding a mart for the excess of her negro population: if
Texas is admitted into the Union, all chance of the abolition of slavery must be thrown forward to such an
indefinite period, as to be lost in the mist of futurity; if, on the contrary, Texas remains an independent province,
or is restored to its legitimate owners, and in either case slavery is abolished, she then becomes, from the very
circumstance of her fertility and aptitude for white labour, not only the great check to slavery, but eventually the
means of its abolition. Never, therefore, was there a portion of the globe upon which the moral world must look
with such interest.

England may, if she acts promptly and wisely, make such terms with this young state as to raise it up as a barrier
against the profligate ambition of America. Texas was a portion of Mexico, and Mexico abolished slavery; the
Texians are bound (if they are Texians and not Americans) to adhere to what might be considered a treaty with the
whole Christian world; if not, they can make no demand upon its sympathy or protection, and it should be a sine
qua non with England and all other European powers previous to acknowledging or entering into commercial
relations with Texas, that she should adhere to the law which was passed at the time that she was an integral
portion of Mexico, and declare herself to be a Free State �if she does not, unless the chains are broken by the
negro himself, the cause and hopes of emancipation are lost.

There certainly is one outlet for the slaves, which as they are removed thither and farther to the west will
eventually be offered:� that of escaping to the Indian tribes which are spread over the western frontier, and
amalgamating with them; such indeed, I think, will some future day be the result, whether they gain their liberty
by desertion, insurrection, or manumission.

Of insurrection there is at present but little fear. In the eastern slave states, the negroes do not think of it, and if
they did, the difficulty of combination and of procuring arms is so great, that it would be attended with very
partial success. The intervention of a foreign power might indeed bring it to pass, but it is to be hoped that
England, at all events, will never be the party to foment a servile war. Let us not forget that for more than two
centuries we have been particeps criminis, and should have been in as great a difficulty as the Americans now are,
had we had the negro population on our own soil, and not on distant islands which could be legislated for without
affecting the condition of the mother country. Nay, at this very moment, by taking nearly the whole of the
American cotton off their hands in exchange for our manufactures, we are ourselves virtually encouraging slavery
by affording the Americans such a profitable mart for their slave labour.

There is one point to which I have not yet adverted, which is, Whether the question of emancipation is likely to
produce a separation between the Northern and Southern states? The only reply that can be given is, that it
entirely depends upon whether the abolition party can be held in check by the federal government. That the
federal government will do its utmost there can be no doubt, but the federal government is not so powerful as
many of the societies formed in America, and especially the Abolition Society, which every day adds to its
members. The interests of the North are certainly at variance with the measures of the society, yet still it gains
strength. The last proceedings in congress show that the federal government is aware of its rapid extension, and
are determined to do all in its power to suppress it. The following are a portion of the resolutions which were
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passed last year by an overwhelming majority.

The first resolution was; "That the government is of limited powers, and that by the constitution of the United
States, congress has no jurisdiction whatever over the institution of slavery in the several states of the
confederacy;" the last was as follows: "Resolved, therefore, that all attempts on the part of congress to abolish
slavery in the district of Columbia, or the territories, or to prohibit the removal of the slaves from state to state; or
to discriminate between the constitution of one portions of the confederacy and another, with the views aforesaid,
are in violation of the constitutional principles on which the union of these States rests, and beyond the
jurisdiction of congress; and that every petition, memorial, resolution, proposition, or paper touching or relating in
any way or to any extent whatever to slavery as aforesaid, or the abolition thereof, shall without any farther action
thereon, be laid on the table, without printing, reading, debate, or reference ." Question put, "Shall the resolutions
pass?" Yeas, 198; Noes, 6 � Examiner.

These resolutions are very firm and decided, but in England people have no idea of the fanaticism displayed and
excitement created in these societies, which are a peculiar feature in the states, and arising from the nature of their
institutions. Their strength and perseverance are such that they bear down all before them, and, regardless of all
consequences, they may eventually control the government.

As to the question which portion of the States will be the losers by a separation, I myself think that it will be the
northern slates which will suffer. But as I always refer to American authority when I can, I had better give the
reader a portion of a letter written by one of the southern gentlemen on this subject. In a letter to the editor of the
National Gazette, Mr. Cooper, after referring to a point at issue with the abolitionists, not necessary to introduce
here, says� "I shall therefore briefly touch upon the subject once more; and if farther provocation is given, I may
possibly enter into more details hereafter; for the present I desire to hint at some items of calculation of the value
of the Union to the North.

"1. Mr. Rhett, in his bold and honest address, has stated that the expenditures of the government for twenty years,
ending 1836, have been four hundred and twenty millions of dollars; of which one hundred and thirty were
dedicated to the payment of the national debt. Of the remainder, two hundred and ten millions were expended in
the northern, and eighty millions in the southern states. Suppose this Union to be severed, I rather guess the
government expenditure of what is now about fifteen millions a−year to the North, would be an item reluctantly
spared. No people know better what to do with the 'cheese−parings and the candle−ends' than our good friends to
the North.

"2. I beg permission to address New York especially. In the year 1836 our exports were one hundred and sixteen
millions of dollars, and our imports one hundred and forty millions. It is not too much to assign seventy−five
millions of these imports to the state of New York. The South furnishes on an average two−thirds of the whole
value of the exports. It is fair, therefore, to say, that two−thirds of the imports are consumed in the South, that is,
fifty millions. The mercantile profit on fifty millions of merchandise, added to the agency and factorage of the
Southern products transmitted to pay for them, will be at least twenty per cent. That is, New York is gainer by the
South, of at least ten millions of dollars annually; for the traffic is not likely to decrease after the present year. No
wonder 'her merchants are like princes!' Sever the Union, and what becomes of them!

"3. The army, the navy, the departments of government, are supported by a revenue obtained from the indirect
taxation of custom−house entries, the most fraudulent and extravagant mode of taxation known. Of this the South
pays two−thirds. What will become of the system if the South be driven away!

"4. The banking system of the Northern states is founded mainly on the traffic and custom of the South. Withdraw
that for one twelve−month, and the whole banking system of the North
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� tumbles all precipitate
Down dash'd.

Suppose even one state withdrawn from the Union, would not the pecuniary intercourse with Europe be paralysed
at once?

"5. The South even now are the great consumers of New England manufactures. We take her cotton, her woollen
goods, her boots and shoes. These last form an item of upwards of fourteen millions annually, manufactured at the
North. Much also of her iron ware comes to the South; many other 'notions' are sent among us, greatly to the
advantage of that wise people, who know better the value of small gains and small savings than we do.

"6. What supports the shipping of the North but her commerce; and of her commerce two−thirds is Southern
commerce. Nor is her commerce in any manner or degree necessary to the South; Europe manufactures what the
South wants, and the South raises what Europe wants. Between Europe and the South there is not and cannot be
any competition, for there is no commercial or manufacturing, of territorial interference to excite jealousies
between them. We want not the North. We can do without the North, if we separate to−morrow. We can find
carriers and purchasers of all we have to sell , and of all we wish to buy, without casting one glance to the North.

"7. The North seems to have a strange inclination to quarrel with England. The late war of 1812 to 1814 was a
war for Northern claims and Northern interests, now we are in jeopardy from the unjust interference in favour of
the patriots of Canada; and a dispute is threatened on account of the north−eastern boundary. The manufacturing
and commercial interferences of the north with Europe will always remain a possible, if not a probable, source of
disputes. The North raises what Europe raises; commercially they need not each other �they are two of a trade,
they raise not what each other wants �they are rivals and competitors when they go to war. Does not the South,
who is not interested in it, pay most part of the expense, and is not the war expenditure applied to the benefit of
the North? Sever, if you please, the Union, and the North will have to pay the whole expense of her own quarrels.

"8. Our system of domestic servitude is a great eye−sore to the fanatics of the North. But there are very many
wise and honest men in the North; ay, even in Massachusetts. I ask of these gentlemen, does not at least one−third
of the labour produce of every Southern slave ultimately lodge in the purse of the North! If the South works for
itself it works also for the Northern merchant, and views his prosperity without grudging.

"9. Nor is it a trifling article of gain that arises from the expenditure of southern visitors and southern travellers,
who spend their summers and their money in the north. The quarrelsome rudeness of northern society is fast
diminishing this source of expenditure among us. Sever the Union, and we relinquish it altogether. We can go to
London, Paris, or Rome, as cheaply and as pleasantly as to Saratoga or Niagara.

"Such are some of the advantages which the north derives from a continuance of that union which her fanatic
population is so desirous to sever. A population with whom peace, humanity, mercy, oaths, contracts, and
compacts, pass for nothing �whose promises and engagements are as chaff before the wind �to whom bloodshed,
robbery, assassination, and murder, are objects of placid contemplation �whose narrow creed of bigotry
supersedes all the obligations, of morality, and all the commands of positive law. With such men what valid
compact can be made? The appeal must be to those who think that a deliberate compact is mutually binding on
parties of any and every religious creed. To such men I appeal, and ask, ought you not resolutely to restore peace,
and give the south confidence and repose?

"I have now lived twenty years in South Carolina, and have had much intercourse with her prominent and leading
men; not a man among them is ignorant how decidedly in most respects, the south would gain by a severance
from the north, and how much more advantageous is this union to the north than to the south. But I am deeply,
firmly persuaded that there is not one man in South Carolina that would move one step toward a separation, on
account of the superior advantages the north derives from the union. No southern is actuated by these pecuniary
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feelings; no southern begrudges the north her prosperity. Enjoy your advantages, gentlemen of the north, and
much good may they do ye, as they have hitherto. But if these unconstitutional abolition attacks upon us, in utter
defiance of the national compact, are to be continued, God forbid this union should last another year.

"I am, sir, your obedient servant

"Thomas Cooper."

"Many fine looking districts were pointed out to me in Virginia, formerly rich in tobacco and Indian corn, which
had been completely exhausted by the production of crops for the maintenance of the slaves. In thickly peopled
countries, where the great towns are at hand, the fertility of such soils may be recovered and even improved by
manuring, but over the tracts of country I now speak of, no such advantages are within the farmer's reach."
�Captain Hall

"Many, very many, with whom I met, would willingly have released their slaves, but the law requires that in such
cases they should leave the state; and this would mostly be not to improve their condition, but to banish them
from their home, and to make them miserable outcasts. What they cannot at present remove, they are anxious to
mitigate, and I have never seen kinder attention paid to any domestics than by such persons to their slaves. In
defiance of the infamous laws, making it criminal for the slave to be taught to read, and difficult to assemble for
an act of worship, they are instructed, and they are assisted to worship God." �Rev. Mr. Reid.

"The law declares the children of slaves are to follow the fortunes of the mother. Hence the practice of planters
selling and bequeathing their own children." �Miss Martineau.

The return at present is very great in these western states; the labour of a slave, after all his expenses are paid,
producing on an average 300 dollars (£65) per annum to his master.

Chapter XLIII.

Remarks �Religion in America.

In theory nothing appears more rational than that every one should worship the Deity according to his own ideas
�form his own opinion as to his attributes, and draw his own conclusions as to hereafter. An established Church
appears to be a species of coercion, not that you are obliged to believe in, or follow that form of worship, but that,
if you do not, you lose your portion of certain advantages attending that form of religion, which has been accepted
by the majority and adopted by the government. In religion, to think for yourself wears the semblance of a luxury,
and like other luxuries, it is proportionably taxed.

And yet it would appear as if it never were intended that the mass should think for themselves, as everything goes
on so quietly when other people think for them, and everything goes so wrong when they do think for themselves:
in the first instance where a portion of the people think for the mass, all are of one opinion; whereas in the second,
they divide and split into many molecules, that they resemble the globules of water when expanded by heat, and
like them are in a state of restlessness and excitement.

That the partiality shown to an established church creates some bitterness of feeling is most true, but being
established by law, is it not the partiality shown for the legitimate over the illegitimate? All who choose may enter
into its portals, and if the people will remain out of doors of their own accord, ought they to complain that they
have no house over their heads. They certainly have a right to remain out of doors if they please, but whether they
are justified in complaining afterward is another question. Perhaps the unreasonableness of the demands of the
dissenters in our own country will be better brought home to them by my pointing out the effects of the voluntary
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system in the United States.

In America every one worships the Deity after his own fashion; not only the mode of worship, but even the Deity
itself, varies. Some worship God, some Mammon; some admit, some deny, Christ; some deny both God and
Christ; some are saved by living prophets only; some go to heaven by water, while some dance their way
upwards. Numerous as are the sects, still are the sects much subdivided. Unitarians are not in unity as to the
portion of divinity they shall admit to our Saviour; flap−fists, as to the precise quantity of water necessary to
salvation; even the Quakers have split into controversy, and the men of peace are at open war in Philadelphia, the
city of brotherly love.

The following is the table of the religious denominations of the United States, from the American Almanac of
1838:

Table of the Religious Denominations of the United States

Congreg−  Ministers  Commun−  Popul−  

ations icants ation

Baptists 6,319 4,239 452,000}

Freewillers 753 612 38,876} 4,300,000

Seventh Day 42 46 4,503}

Six Principle 16 16 2,117}

Roman Catholics 433 389 800,000

Christians 1,000 800 150,000 300,000

Congregationalists 1,300 1,150 160,000 1,400,000

Dutch Reformed 197 192 22,215 450,000

Episcopalians 850 899 600,000

Friends 500 100,000
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German Reformed 600 180 30,000

Jews 15,000

Lutherans 750 257 62,226 540,000

Mennonites 200 30,000

Wesleyans 2,764 650,103}

Protestants 400 50,000} 2,000,000

Moravians 24 33 5,745 12,000

Mormonites 12,000 12,000

N.Jerusalem Church 27 33 5,000

Presbyterians 2,807 2,225 274,084}

Cumberland 500 450 50,000}

Associate 183 87 16,000} 2,175,000

Reformed 40 20 3,000}

Associate Reformed 214 116 12,000}

Shakers 15 45 6,000

Tunkers 40 40 3,000 30,000

Unitarians 200 174 180,000
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Universalists 653 317 600,000

In this list many varieties of sects are blended into one. For instance, the Baptists, who are divided; also the
Friends, who have been separated into Orthodox and Hicksite, the Camelites, &c., &c. But it is not worth while to
enter into a detail of the numerous minor sects, or we might add Deists, Atheists, &c. �for even no religion is a
species of creed. It must be observed, that, according to this table, out of the whole population of the United
States, there are only 1,983,905, (with the exception of the Catholics, who are Communicants,) that is, who have
openly professed any creed; the numbers put down as the population of the different creeds are wholly
suppositions. How can it be otherwise, when people have not professed? It is computed, that in the census of 1840
the population of the States will have increased to 18,000,000, so that it may be said that only one ninth portion
have professed and openly avowed themselves Christians.

Religion may, as to its consequences, be considered under two heads: as it affects the future welfare of the
individual when he is summoned to the presence of the Deity, and as it affects society in general, by acting upon
the moral character of the community. Now, admitting the right of every individual to decide whether he will
follow the usual beaten track, or select for himself a by−path for his journey upward, it must be acknowledged
that the results of this free−will are, in a moral point of view, as far as society is concerned, any thing but
satisfactory.

It would appear as if the majority were much too frail and weak to go alone upon their heavenly journey; as if
they required the support, the assistance, the encouragement, the leaning upon others who are journeying with
them, to enable them successfully to gain the goal. The effects of an established church are to cement the mass,
cement society and communities, and increase the force of those natural ties by which families and relations are
bound together. There is an attraction of cohesion in an uniform religious worship, acting favourably upon the
morals of the mass, and binding still more closely those already united. Now, the voluntary system in America has
produced the very opposite effects; it has broken one of the strongest links between man and man, for each goeth
his own way: as a nation, there is no national feeling to be acted upon; in society, there is something wanting, and
you ask yourself what is it? and in families it often creates disunion: I know one among many others, who, instead
of going together to the same house of prayer, disperse as soon as they are out of the door: one daughter to an
Unitarian chapel, another to a Baptist, the parents to the Episcopal, the sons, any where, or no where. But worse
effects are produced than even these: where any one is allowed to have his own peculiar way of thinking, his own
peculiar creed, there neither is a watch, nor a right to watch over each other; there is no mutual communication,
no encouragement, no parental control; and the consequence is, that by the majority, especially the young,
religion becomes wholly and utterly disregarded.

Another great evil, arising from the peculiarity of the voluntary system is, that in any of the principal sects the
power has been wrested from the clergy and assumed by the laity, who exercise an inquisition most injurious to
the cause of religion: and to such an excess of tyranny is this power exercised, that it depends upon the laity, and
not upon the clergy, whether any individual shall or shall not be admitted as a communicant at the table of our
Lord.

Miss Martineau may well inquire, "How does the existing state of religion accord with the promise of its birth? In
a country which professes to every man the pursuit of happiness in his own way, what is the state of his liberty in
the most private and individual of all concerns?"

Referring to religious instruction, Mr. Carey in his work attempts to prove the great superiority of religious
instruction and church accommodation in America, as compared with those matters in this country. He draws his
conclusions from the number of churches built and provided for the population in each. Like most others of his
conclusions, they are drawn from false premises: he might just as well argue upon the number of horses in each
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country, from the number of horse−ponds he might happen to count in each. In the first place, the size of the
churches must be considered, and their ability to accommodate the population; and on this point, the question is
greatly in favour of England; for, with the exception of the cities and large towns, the churches scattered about the
hamlets and large towns are small even to ridicule, built of clap−boards, and so light that, if on wheels, two pair of
English post−horses would trot them away, to meet the minister.

Mr. Carey also finds fault with the sites of our churches as being unfortunate in consequence of the change of
population. There is some truth in this remark: but our churches being built of brick and stone cannot be so easily
removed; and it happens that the sites of the majority of the American churches are equally unfortunate, not as in
our case, from the population having left them, but from the population not having come to them. You may pass in
one day a dozen towns having not above twenty or thirty private houses, although you will invariably find in each
an hotel, a bank, and churches of two or three denominations, built as a speculation, either by those who hold the
ground lots or by those who have settled there, and as an inducement to others to come and settle. The churches,
as Mr. Carey states, exist, but the congregations have not arrived; while you may, at other times, pass over many
miles without finding a place of worship for the spare population. I have no hesitation in asserting, not only that
our 12,000 churches and cathedrals will hold a larger number of people than the 20,000 stated by Mr. Carey to be
erected in America, but that as many people, (taking into consideration the difference of the population,) go to our
12,000, as to the 20,000 in the United States.

Neither is Mr. Carey correct when he would insinuate that the attention given by the people in America to
religious accommodation is greater than with us. It is true, that more churches, such as they are, are built in
America; but paying an average of £12,000 for a church built of brick or stone in England, is a very different
thing from paying 12,000 dollars for a clap−board and shingle affair in America, and which, compared with those
of brick and mortar, are there in the proportion of ten to one. And further, the comparative value of church
building in America is very much lowered by the circumstance that they are compelled to multiply them, to
provide for the immense variety of creeds which exist under the voluntary system. When people in a community
are all of one creed, one church is sufficient; but if they are of different persuasions, they must, as they do in
America, divide the one large church into four little ones. It is not fair, therefore, for Mr. Carey to count churches.

[Note. "We know also that large sums are expended annually for the building of churches or places of worship,
which in cities cost from 10,000 to 100,000 dollars each; and in the country from 500 to 5,000 dollars." �Voice
from America, by an American Gentleman. [What must be the size of a church which costs 500 dollars?]]

But, although I will not admit the conclusions drawn from Mr. Carey's premises, nor that, as he would attempt to
prove, the Americans are a more religious people than the English, I am not only ready, but anxious to do justice
to the really religious portion of its inhabitants. I believe that in no other country is there more zeal shown by its
various ministers, zeal even to the sacrifice of life; that no country sends out more zealous missionaries; that no
country has more societies for the diffusion of the gospel and that in no other country in the world are larger sums
subscribed for the furtherance of those praise−worthy objects as in the Eastern States of America. I admit all this,
and admit it with pleasure; for I know it to be a fact: I only regret to add that in no other country are such
strenuous exertions so incessantly required to stem the torrent of atheism and infidelity, which so universally
exists in this. Indeed this very zeal, so ardent on the part of the ministers, and so aided by the well−disposed of the
laity, proves that what I have just now asserted is, unfortunately, but too true.

It is not my intention to comment upon the numerous sects, and the varieties of worship practised in the United
States. The Episcopal church is small in proportion to the others, and as far as I can ascertain, although it may
increase its members with the increase of population, it is not likely to make any vigorous or successful stand
against the other sects. The two churches most congenial to the American feelings and institutions are the
Presbyterian and Congregationalist.
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"The Congregationalists answer to the Independents of England and are sympathetically, and to a great extent,
lineally descendants of the Puritans." �Voice from America, p. 62.

They may, indeed, in opposition to the hierarchy of the Episcopal, be considered as Republican churches; and
admitting that many errors have crept into the established church from its too intimate union with the State, I
think it will be proved that, in rejecting its errors and the domination of the mitre, the seceders have fallen into
still greater evils; and have, for the latter, substituted a despotism to which every thing, even religion itself, must
in America succumb.

In a republic, or democracy, the people will rule in every thing: in the Congregational church they rule as
deacons; in the Presbyterian as elders. Affairs are litigated and decided in committees and councils, and thus is the
pastoral office deprived of its primitive and legitimate influence, and the ministers are tyrannised over by the
laity, in the most absurd and most unjustifiable manner. If the minister does not submit to their decisions, if he
asserts his right as a minister to preach the word according to his reading of it, he is arraigned and dismissed. In
short, although sent for to instruct the people, he must consent to be instructed by them, or surrender up his trust.
Thus do the ministers lose all their dignity and become the slaves of the congregation, who give them their choice,
either to read the Scriptures according to their reading, or to go and starve. I was once canvassing this question
with an American, who pronounced that the laity were quite right, and that it was the duty of the minister to
preach as his congregation wished. His argument was this:� "If I send to Manchester for any article to be
manufactured, I expect it to be made exactly after the pattern given; if not, I will not take it: so it is with the
minister: he must find goods exactly suited to his customers, or expect them to be left on his hands!"

And it really would appear as if such were the general opinion in the United States. Mr. Colton, an American
minister, who turned from the Presbyterian to the Episcopal church, in his "Reasons for Episcopacy," makes the
following remarks:�

[I must request the reader's forbearance at the extreme length of the quotations, but I cannot well avoid making
them. Whatever weight my opinion, as the opinion of an observant traveller may have, it must naturally be much
increased if supported, as it always is when opportunity offers, by American authority.]

Speaking of the deacons and elders of their churches, he says� "They may be honest and good men, and very
pious: but in most churches they are men of little intellectual culture; and the less they have, the more confident
and unbending are they in their opinions. If a minister travels an inch beyond the circle of their vision in theology,
or startles them with a new idea in his interpretation of Scripture, it is not unlikely that their suspicions of his
orthodoxy will be awakened. If he does any thing out of the common course, he is an innovator. If, from the
multiplicity of his cares and engagements, he is now and then obliged to preach an old sermon, or does not visit so
much as might be expected, he is lazy. For these and for other delinquencies, as adjudged by these associates, it
becomes their conscientious duty to admonish him. He who is appointed to supervise the flock, is himself
supervised. 'I have a charge to give you,' said a deacon to me once, the first time and the moment I was introduced
to him, after I had preached one or two Sabbaths in the place, and, as it happened, it was the first word he said
after we shook hands, adding, 'I often give charges to ministers.' I knew him to be an important man, and the first
in the church; but as I had nothing at stake there that depended on his favour, I could not resist the temptation of
replying to him in view of his consequential airs, 'You may use your discretion, sir, in this particular instance; but
I can tell you that ministers are sometimes overcharged.' However, I did not escape.

"The American clergy are the most backward and timid class in the society in which they live; self−exiled from
the great moral question of the time; the least informed with true knowledge �the least efficient in virtuous action
�the least conscious of that Christian and republican freedom which, as the native atmosphere of piety and
holiness, it is their prime duty to cherish and diffuse," �Miss Martineau. I quote this paragraph to contradict it.
The American clergy are, in the mass, equal, if not superior, to any in the world: they have to struggle with
difficulties almost insurmountable, (as I shall substantiate) and worthily do they perform their tasks.
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"It seems to be a principle in Presbyterian and Congregational churches, that the minister must be overlooked by
the elders and deacons; and if he does not quietly submit to their rule, his condition will be uncomfortable. He
may also expect visitations from women to instruct him in his duty; at least, they will contrive to convey to him
their opinions. It is said of Dr. Bellamy, of Bethlehem, Connecticut, who was eminently a peace−maker, and was
always sent for by all the churches in the country around, or a great distance, to settle their difficulties, that having
just returned from one of these errands, and put up his horse, another message of the same kind came from
another quarter� 'And what is the matter?' said the Doctor to the messenger. 'Why,' said he, 'Deacon has�' 'Has
�that's enough �There never is a difficulty in a church, but some old deacon is at the bottom of it.'

"Unquestionably, it is proper, wise, and prudent, for every minister to watch and consult the popular opinion
around him, in relation to himself, his preaching, and his conduct. But, if a minister is worthy to be the pastor of a
people, he is also worthy of some confidence, and ought to receive deference. In his own proper work he may be
helped, he may be sustained, but he cannot be instructed by his people; he cannot in general be instructed by the
wisest of them. Respectful and kind hints from competent persons he may receive, and should court �he may
profit by them. But, if he is a man fit for his place, he should retain that honour that will leave him scope, and
inspire him with courage to act a manly part. A Christian pastor can never fulfil his office, and attain its highest
ends, without being free to act among his people according to the light of his conscience and his best discretion.
To have elders and deacons to rule over him, is to be a slave �is not to be a man. The responsibilities, cares,
burdens, and labours of the pastoral office are enough, without being impeded and oppressed by such anxieties as
these. In the early history of New England, a non−conformist minister, from the old country, is represented to
have said, after a little experience on this side of the water, 'I left England to get rid of my lords the bishops; but
here I find in their place my lords, the brethren and sisters; save me from the latter, and let me have the former.'

It has actually happened �within a few years �in New England, and I believe in other parts of the country, that
there has been a system of lay visitation of the clergy for the purpose of counselling, admonishing, and urging
them up to their duty; and that these self−commissioned apostles, two and two, have gone from town to town, and
from district to district of the country, making inquisition at the mouth of common rumour, and by such methods
as might be convenient, into the conduct and fidelity of clergymen whom they never saw; and, having exhausted
their means of information, have made their way into the closets of their adopted proteges; to advise, admonish,
pray with, and for them; according as they might need. Having fulfilled their office, they have renewed their
march, 'staff and script,' in a straightforward way, to the next parish, in the assigned round of their visitations, to
enact the same scene, and so on till their work was done.

"Of course, they were variously received; though, for the most part, I believe they have been treated civilly, and
their title to this enterprise not openly disputed. There has been an unaccountable submission to things of this
kind, proving indeed that the ministers thus visited were not quite manly enough; or that a public opinion,
authorising these transactions, had obtained too extensive a sway in their own connexion, and among their people,
to be resisted. By many, doubtless, it was regarded as one of the hopeful symptoms of this age of religious
experiment.

"I have heard of one reception of these lay apostles, which may not be unworthy of record. One pair of them �for
they went forth 'two and two,' and thus far were conformed to scripture �both of them mechanics, and one a
shoemaker, having abandoned their calling to engage in this enterprise, came upon a subject who was not well
disposed to recognise their commission. They began to talk with him: 'We have come to stir you up.' �'How is the
shoe business in your city?' said the clergyman to the shoemaker, who was the speaker: for it was a city from
which they came. The shoemaker looked vacant, and stared at the question, as if he thought it not very pertinent to
his errand; and, after a little pause, proceeded in the discharge of his office: 'We have come to give your church a
shaking.' �'Is the market for shoes good?' said the clergyman. Abashed at this apparent obliquity, the shoemaker
paused again; and again went on in like manner. To which the clergyman: 'Your business is at a stand, sir, I
presume; I suppose you have nothing to do.' And so the dialogue went on; the shoemaker confining himself to his
duty, and the clergyman talking only of shoes: in varied and constantly−shifting colloquy, till the perverse and
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wicked pertinacity of the latter discouraged the former; and the shoemaker and his brother took up their hats, 'to
shake off the dust of their feet,' and turn away to a more hopeful subject. The clergyman bowed them very civilly
out of doors, expressing his wish, as they departed, that the shoe business might soon revive. Of course, these lay
apostles, in this instance, were horror−struck; and it cannot be supposed they were much inclined to leave their
blessing behind them.

"I believe I do not mistake in expressing the conviction that there are hundreds, not to say thousands, of the
Presbyterian and Congregational clergy, who will sympathise with me thoroughly in these strictures on the
encroachments of the laity upon pastoral prerogative; who groan under it; who feel that it ought to be rebuked and
corrected, but despair of it; and who know that their usefulness is abridged by it to an account that cannot be
estimated.

[The Rev. Mr. Reid mentions a very whimsical instance of the interference of the laity in every possible way. He
says, that being at church one Sabbath, there was one reverend old man, certainly a leader among them, who
literally, as the preacher went on with his sermon, kept up a sort of recitation with him as, for instance, the
preacher continuing his sermon�

The duty here inferred is, to deny ourselves�

Elder. And enable us to do it.

Preacher. It supposes that the carnal mind is enmity against God�

Elder. Ah, indeed, Lord, it is.

Preacher. The very reverse of what God would have us to be�

Elder. God Almighty knows it's true.

Preacher. How necessary, then, that God should call upon us to renounce everything�

Elder. God help us!

Preacher. Is it necessary for me to say more?

Elder. No �oh �no!

Preacher. Have I not said enough?

Elder. Oh, yes, quite enough.

Preacher. I rejoice that God calls me to give up every thing�

Elder. Yes, Lord, I would let it all go.

Preacher. You must give up all�

Elder. Yes �all.

Preacher. Your pride�
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Elder. My pride.

Preacher. Your envy.

Elder. My envy.

Preacher. Your covetousness�

Elder. My covetousness.

Preacher. Your anger.

Elder. Yes �my anger.

Preacher. Sinner, then; how awful is your condition!

Elder. How awful!

Preacher. What reason for all to examine themselves.

Elder. Lord, help us to search our hearts!

Preacher. Could you have more motives? I have done.

Elder. Thank God. �Thank God for his holy word. Amen.]

"It can hardly be denied, I think, that the prevalence of this spirit has greatly increased within a few years, and
become a great and alarming evil. This increase is owing, no doubt, to the influence and new practices introduced
into the religious world by a certain class of ministers, who have lately risen and taken upon themselves to rebuke,
and set down as unfaithful, all other ministers who do not conform to their new ways, or sustain them in their
extravagant career."

The interference, I may say the tyranny, of the laity over the ministers of these democratic churches is, however,
of still more serious consequences to those who accept such arduous and repulsive duty. It is a well−known fact,
that there is a species of bronchitis , or affection of the lungs, peculiar to the ministers in the United States, arising
from their excessive labours in their vocation. I have already observed, that the zeal of the minister is even unto
death: the observations of Mr. Colton fully bear me out in my assertion:�

"There is another serious evil in the Presbyterian and Congregational denominations, which has attained to the
consequence of an active and highly influential element in these communities. I refer to the excessive amount of
labour that is demanded of the clergy, which is undermining their health, and sending scores to their graves every
year, long before they ought to go there. It is a new state of things, it must be acknowledged, and might seem
hopeful of good, that great labours and high devotion to the duties of the Christian ministry in our country will not
only be tolerated, but are actually demanded and imperatively exacted. At first glance, it is a most grateful feature.
But, when the particulars come to be inquired into, it will be found that the mind and health−destroying exactions
now so extensively made on the energies of the American clergy, particularly on these two classes I am now
considering, are attributable, almost entirely, to an appetite for certain novelties, which have been introduced
within a few years, adding greatly to the amount of ministerial labour, without augmenting its efficiency, but
rather detracting from it. Sermons and meetings without end, and in almost endless variety, are expected and
demanded; and a proportionate demand is made on the intellect, resources, and physical energies of the preacher.
He must be as much more interesting in his exercises, and exhibitions as the increased multiplicity of public
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religious occasions tend to pall on the appetite of hearers. Protracted meetings from day to day, and often from
week to week, are making demands upon ministers, which no human power can sustain and, where these are
dispensed with, it is often necessary to introduce something tantamount, in other forms, to satisfy the suggestions
and wishes of persons so influential as to render it imprudent not to attempt to gratify them. In the soberest
congregations, throughout nearly all parts of the land, these importunate, and, without unkindness, I am disposed
to add, morbid minds are to be found, often in considerable numbers. Almost everywhere, in order to maintain
their ground and satisfy the taste of the times, labours are demanded of ministers in these two denominations
enough to kill any man in a short period. It is as if Satan had come into the world in the form of an angel of light,
seeming to be urging on a good work, but pushing it so hard as to destroy the labourers by over exaction.

"The wasting energies �the enfeebled, ruined health �the frequent premature deaths �the failing of ministers in
the Presbyterian and Congregational connexions from these causes all over the country, almost as soon as they
have begun to work �all which is too manifest not to be seen, which everybody feels that takes any interest in this
subject, are principally, and with few exceptions, owing to the unnecessary exorbitant demands on their
intellectual powers, their moral and physical energies. And the worst of it is, we not only have no indemnification
for this amazing, immense sacrifice, by a real improvement of the state of religion, but the public mind is vitiated:
an unnatural appetite for spurious excitements, all tending to fanaticism, and not a little of it the essence of
fanaticism, is created and nourished. The interests of religion in the land are actually thrown backward. It is a
fever, a disease which nothing but time, pains, and a change of system can cure. A great body of the most
talented, best educated, most zealous, most pious, and purest Christian ministers in the country �not to disparage
any others �a body which in all respects will bear an advantageous comparison with any of their class in the
world, is threatened to be enervated, to become sickly, to have their minds wasted, and their lives sacrificed out of
season, and with real loss to the public, by the very means which prostrates them, even though we should leave
out of the reckoning the premature end to which they are brought. This spectacle, at this moment before the eyes
of the wide community, is enough to fill the mind of an enlightened Christian with dismay. I have myself been
thrown ten years out of the stated use of the ministry by this very course, and may, therefore, be entitled to feel
and to speak on the subject. And when I see my brethren fallen and falling around me, like the slain in battle, the
plains of our land literally covered with these unfortunate victims, I am constrained to express a most earnest
desire, that some adequate remedy may be applied."

It is no matter of surprise, then, that I heard the ministers at the camp meeting complain of the excess of their
labours, and the difficulty of obtaining young men to enter the church; [The Rev. Mr. Reid observes, speaking of
the Congregationalists, "When I rose to support his resolution, as requested, all were generously attentive. At the
close I alluded emphatically to one fact in the report, which was, That out of 4,500 churches there were 2,000 not
only void of educated pastors, but void of pastors, and I insisted that, literally, they ought not to sleep on such a
state of things." �Reid and Matheson's Tour] who, indeed, unless actuated by a holy zeal, would submit to such a
life of degradation? what man of intellect and education could submit to be schooled by shoemakers and
mechanics, to live poor, and at the mercy of tyrants, and drop down dead like the jaded and over laden beast from
excess of fatigue and exertion? Let me again quote the same author:

"It is these excessive, multitudinous, and often long protracted religious occasions, together with the spirit that is
in them, which have been for some years breaking up and breaking down the clergy of this land? It has been
breaking them up. It is commonly observed, that a new era has lately come over the Christian congregations of
our country in regard to the permanence of the pastoral relation. Times was, in the memory of those now living,
when the settlement of a minister was considered of course a settlement for life. But now, as every body knows,
this state of things is entirely broken up; and it is, perhaps, true that, on an average, the clergy of this country do
not remain more than five years in the same place." ["I was sorry to find that, in this part of the State, the
ministers are so frequently changing the scene of their pastoral labours. The fault may sometimes be in
themselves: but from conversations I have heard on the subject, I am inclined to believe that the people are fond
of a change." �Rev. Mr. Reid] And it is impossible they should, in the present state of things. They could not
stand it. So numerous are their engagements; so full of anxiety is their condition in a fevered state of the public
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mind acting upon them from all directions; so consuming are their labours in the study and in public, pressed and
urged upon them by the demands of the time; and, withal, so fickle has the popular mind become under a system
that is forever demanding some new and still more exciting measure �some new society �some new monthly or
weekly meeting, which perhaps soon grows into a religious holiday �some special effort running through many
days, sometimes lasting for weeks, calling for public labours of ministers, of the most exciting kind throughout
each day, from the earliest hour of the morning to a late hour of night; for reasons and facts of this kind, so
abundant, and now so obvious to the public, that they need only to be referred to, to be seen and appreciated, it is
impossible that ministers should remain long in the same place. Their mental and physical energies become
exhausted, and they are compelled to change; first, because it is not in the power of man to satisfy the appetite for
novelties which is continually and from all quarters making its insatiate demands upon them; and next; that, if
possible, they may purchase a breathing time and a transient relief from the overwhelming pressure of their cares
and labours.

"But, alas! there is no relief: they are not only broken up, but they find themselves fast breaking down. Wherever
they go, there is the same demand for the same scene to be acted over. There is �there can be �no stability in the
pastoral relation, in such a state of the public mind: and, what is still more melancholy and affecting, the pastors
themselves cannot endure it �they cannot live. They are not only constantly fluctuating �literally afloat on the
wide surface of the community �but their health is undermined �their spirits are sinking �and they are fast
treading upon each others' heels to the grave, their only land of rest.

"Never since the days of the apostles, was a country blessed with so enlightened, pious, orthodox, faithful, willing
clergy, as the United States of America at this moment; and never did a ministry, so worthy of trust, have so little
independence to act according to their conscience and best discretion. They are literally the victims of a spiritual
tyranny that has started up and burst upon the world in a new form �at least, with an extent of sway that has never
been known. It is an influence which comes up from the lowest conditions of life, which is vested in the most
ignorant minds, and, therefore, the more unbending and uncontrollable. It is an influence which has been fostered
and blown into a wide−spread flame by a class of itinerating ministers, who have suddenly started up and overrun
the land, decrying and denouncing all that have not yielded at once to their sway; by direct and open efforts
shaking and destroying public confidence in the settled and more permanent ministry, leaving old paths and
striking out new ones, demolishing old systems and substituting others, and disturbing and deranging the whole
order of society as it had existed before. And it is to this new state of things, so harassing, so destructive to health
and life, that the regular ministry of this country (the best qualified, most pious, most faithful, and in all respects
the most worthy Christian ministry that the church has ever enjoyed in any age) are made the victims. They
cannot resist it, they are overwhelmed by it."

The fact is, that there is little or no healthy religion in their most numerous and influential churches; it is all
excitement. Twenty or thirty years back, the Methodists were considered as extravagantly frantic, but the
Congregationalists and Presbyterians in the United States have gone far ahead of them; and the Methodist church
in America has become to a degree Episcopal, and softened down into, perhaps, the most pure, most mild, and
most simple of all the creeds professed.

I have said that in these two churches the religious feeling was that of excitement: I believe it to be more or less
the case in all religion in America; for the Americans are a people who are prone to excitement, not only from
their climate, but constitutionally, and it is the caviare of their existence. If it were not so, why is it necessary that
revivals should be so continually called forth �a species of stimulus, common, I believe, to almost every sect and
creed, promoted and practised in all their colleges, and considered as most important and salutary in their results.
Let it not be supposed that I am deprecating that which is to be understood by a revival, in the true sense of the
word; not those revivals which were formerly held the benefit of all, and for the salvation of many: I am raising
my voice against the modern system, which has been so universally substituted for the reality; such as has been so
fully exposed by Bishop Hopkins, of Vermont, and, by Mr. Colton, who says�
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"Religious excitements, called revivals of religion, have been a prominent feature in the history of this country
from its earliest periods, more particularly within a hundred years and the agency of man has always had more or
less to do in their management, or in their origination, or in both. Formerly, in theory, (for man is naturally a
philosopher, and will always have his theory for every event, and every fact,) they were regarded as Pentecostal
seasons �as showers from heaven; with which this world below had nothing to do but to receive, and be refreshed
by them as they came. A whole community, or the great majority of them, absorbed in serious thoughts about
eternal things, inquiring the way to heaven, and seeming intent on the attainment of that high and glorious
condition, presents a spectacle as solemn as it is interesting to contemplate. Such, doubtless, has been the
condition of many communities in the early and later history of American revivals; and it is no less true that the
fruits have been the turning of many to God and his ways.

"The revivals of the present day are of a very different nature." [The American clergymen are supported in their
opinion on the present revivals and their consequences by Doctors Reid and Matheson, who, otherwise favourable
to them, observe, "These revival preachers have denounced pastors with whom they could not compare, as dumb
dogs, hypocrites, and formalists, leading their people to hell. The consequences have been most disastrous.
Churches have become the sport of derision, distraction, and disorder. Pastors have been made unhappy in their
dearest connexions. So extensive has been this evil, that, in one presbytery of nineteen churches, there were only
three who had settled pastors; and in one synod, in 1832, of a hundred and three churches, only fifty−two had
pastors."] "There are but two ways by which the mind of man can be brought to a proper sense of religion �one is
by love, and the other by fear; and it is by the latter only that modern revivals become at all effective. Bishop
Hopkins says, very truly� 'Have we any example in the preaching of Christ and his apostles, of the use of strong
individual denunciation? Is there one sentence in the word of inspiration to justify the attempt to excite the
feelings of a public assembly, until every restraint of order is forgotten, and confusion becomes identified with the
word of God." ["The Primitive Church Compared," &c., by the Bishop of Vermont.] Yet such are the revivals of
the present day, as practised in America. Mr. Colton calls them� "Those startling and astounding shocks which
are constantly invented, artfully and habitually applied, under all the power of sympathy, and of a studied and
enthusiastic elocution, by a large class of preachers among us. To startle and to shock is their great secret �their
power."

The same author then proceeds:

"Religion is a dread and awful theme in itself. That is, as all must concede, there are revealed truths belonging to
the category. To invest these truths with terrors that do not belong to them, by bringing them out in distorted
shapes and unnatural forms; to surprise a tender and unfortified mind by one of awful import, without exhibiting
the corresponding relief which Christianity has provided; to frighten, shock, and paralyse the mind with
alternations and scenes of horror, carefully concealing the ground of encouragement and hope, till reason is
shaken and hurled from its throne, for the sake of gaining a convert, and in making a convert to make a maniac (as
doubtless sometimes occurs under this mode of preaching, for we have the proof of it,) involves a fearful
responsibility. I have just heard of an interesting girl thus driven to distraction, in the city of New York, at the
tender age of fourteen, by being approached by the preacher after a sermon of this kind, with a secretary by his
side with a book and pen in his hand, to take down the names and answers of those who, by invitation, remained
to be conversed with. Having taken her name, the preacher asked, 'Are you for God or the devil?' Being
overcome, her head depressed, and in tears, she made no reply. 'Put her down, then, in the devil's book,' said the
preacher to his secretary. From that time the poor girl became insane; and, in her simplicity and innocence, has
been accustomed to tell the story of her misfortunes."

And yet these revivals are looked up to and supported as the strong arm of religion. It is not only the ignorant or
the foolish, but the enlightened and the educated also, who support and encourage them, either from a
consideration of their utility, or from that fear, so universal in the United States, of expressing an opinion contrary
to the majority. How otherwise could they be introduced once or twice a year into all the colleges, the professors
of which are surely most of them men of education and strong mind? Yet such is the fact. It is announced that
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some minister, peculiarly gifted to work in revivals, is to come on a certain day. Books are thrown on one side,
study is abandoned, and ten days perhaps are spent in religious exercises of the most violent and exciting
character. It is a scene of strange confusion, some praying, some pretending to pray, some scoffing. Day after day
it is carried on, until the excitement is at its height, as the exhortations and the denunciations of the preacher are
poured into their ears. A young American who was at one of the colleges, and gave me a full detail of what had
occurred, told me that on one occasion a poor lad, frightened out of his senses, and anxious to pray, as the
vengeance and wrath of the Almighty was poured out by the minister, sunk down upon his knees and commenced
his prayer with "Almighty and diabolical God!" No misnomer, if what the preacher had thundered out was the
truth.

As an example of the interference of the laity, and of the description of people who may be so authorised, the
same gentleman told me that at one revival a deacon said to him previous to the meeting, "Now, Mr. �, if you
don't take advantage of this here revival and lay up a little salvation for your soul, all I can say is, that you ought
to have your (something) confoundedly well kicked."

What I have already said on this subject will, I think, establish two points, first, that the voluntary system does not
work well for society; and secondly, that the ministers of the churches are treated with such tyranny and
contumely, as to warrant the assertion, that in a country, like the United States, where a man may, in any other
profession, become independent in a few years, the number of those who enter into the ministry must decrease at
the very time that the population and demand for them will increase.

We have now another question to be examined, and a very important one, which is:� Are those who worship
under the voluntary system supplied at a cheaper rate than those of the established churches in this kingdom?

I say this is an important question, as there is no doubt that one of the principal causes of dissenting has been the
taxes upon religion in this country, and the wish, if it were attainable, of worshipping at free cost. In entering into
this question, there is no occasion to refer to any particular sect, as the system is much the same with them all, and
is nearly as follows:

Some pious and well disposed people of a certain persuasion, we will say, imagine that another church might, if it
were built, be well filled with those of their own sect: and that, if it is not built, the consequences will be that
many of their own persuasion will, from the habit of attending other churches, depart from those tenets which
they are anxious should not only be retained by those who have embraced them, but as much as possible
promulgated, so as to gather strength and make converts �for it should be borne in mind that the sectarian spirit is
one great cause of the rapid church−building in America. [Churches are also built upon speculation, as they
sometimes are in England.] One is of Paul, another of Apollos. They meet, and become the future deacons and
elders, in all probability, to whom the minister has to bow; they agree to build a church at their own risque: they
are not speculators, but religious people, who have not the least wish to make money, but who are prepared, if
necessary, to lose it.

Say then that a handsome church (I am referring to the cities) of brick or stone, is raised in a certain quarter of the
city, and that it costs 75,000 dollars. When the interior is complete, and the pews are all built, they divide the
whole cost of the church upon the pews, more or less value being put upon them according to their situations.
Allowing that there are two hundred pews, the one hundred most eligible being valued at five hundred dollars
each; and the other one hundred inferior at two hundred and fifty dollars; these prices would pay the 75,000
dollars, the whole expense of the church building.

The pews are then put up to auction; some of the most eligible will fetch higher prices than the valuation, while
some are sold below the valuation. If all are not sold, the residue remains upon the hands of the parties who built
the church, and who may for a time be out of pocket. They have, however, to aid them, the extra price paid for the
best pews, and the sale of the vaults for burial in the church−yard. Most of the pews being sold, the church is
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partly paid for. The next point is to select a minister, and, after due trial, one is chosen. If he be a man of
eloquence and talent, and his doctrines acceptable to the many, the church fills, the remainder of the pews are
sold, and so far the expenses of building the church are defrayed; but they have still to pay the salary of the
minister, the heating and lighting of the church, the organist, and the vocalists: this is done by an assessment upon
the pews, each pew being assessed according to the sum which it fetched when sold by auction.

I will now give the exact expenses of an American gentleman in Boston, who has his pew in one of the largest
churches.

He purchased his pew at auction for seven hundred and fifty dollars, it being one of the best in the church. The
salaries of the most popular ministers vary from fifteen hundred to three or four thousand dollars. The organist
receives about five hundred; the vocalists from two to three hundred dollars each. To meet his share of these and
the other expenses, the assessment of this gentleman is sixty−three dollars per annum. Now, the interest of seven
hundred and fifty dollars in America is forty−five dollars, and the assessment being sixty−three �one hundred and
eight dollars per annum, or twenty−two pounds ten shillings sterling for his yearly expenses under the voluntary
system. This, of course, does not include the offerings of the plate, charity sermons, &c., all of which are to be
added, and which will swell the sum, according to my friend's statement, to about thirty pounds per annum. ["A
great evil of our American churches is, their great respectability or exclusiveness. Here, being of a large size and
paid by Government, the church is open to all the citizens, with an equal right and equal chance of
accommodation. In ours, the dearness of pew−rent, especially in Episcopal and Presbyterian, turns poverty out of
doors. Poor people have a sense of shame, and I know many a one, who, because he cannot go to Heaven
decently, will not go at all." �Sketches of Paris by an American Gentleman.]

It does not appear by the above calculations that the voluntary system has cheapness to recommend it, when
people worship in a respectable manner, as you might hire a house and farm of fifty acres in that State for the
same rent which this gentleman pays for going to church; but it must also be recollected that it is quite optional
and that those who do not go to church need not pay at all.

It was not, however, until late years that such was the case. In Massachusetts, and in most of the Eastern States,
the system was not voluntary, and it is to this cause that may be ascribed the superior morality and reverence for
religion still existing, although decaying, in these States. By former enactments in Massachusetts, landowners in
the country were compelled to contribute to the support of the church.

Pews in cities or towns are mentioned in all deeds and wills as personal property; but in the country, before the
late Act, they were considered as real estate.

A pew was allotted each farm, and whether the proprietor occupied it or not, he was obliged to pay for it; but by
an Act of the Massachusetts State legislature, passed within these few years, it was decided that no man should be
compelled to pay for religion. The consequence has been, that the farmers now refuse to pay for their pews, the
churches are empty, and a portion of the clergy have been reduced to the greatest distress. An itinerant ranter, who
will preach in the open air, and send his hat round for cents, suits the farmers much better as it is much cheaper.
Certainly this does not argue much for the progressive advancement of religion, even in the moral State of
Massachusetts.

In other points the cause of morality has, till lately, been upheld in these Eastern States. It was but the other day
that a man was discharged from prison, who had been confined for disseminating atheistical doctrines. It was,
however, said at the time, that that was the last attempt that would ever be made by the authorities to imprison a
man for liberty of conscience; and I believe that such will be the case.

The Boston Advocate says� "Abner Kneeland came out of prison yesterday, where he has been for sixty days,
under the barbarous and bigoted law of Massachusetts, which imprisons men for freedom of opinions. As was to
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have been expected, Kneeland's liberation was made a sort of triumph. About three hundred persons assembled,
and were addressed by him at the jail, and he was conveyed home in a barouche. During his persecution in prison,
liberal sums of money have been sent to him. How much has Christianity gained by this foul blot on the
escutcheon of Massachusetts?"

It is however worthy of remark, that those States that have enforced religion and morality, and have punished
infidelity, [Miss Martineau complains of this as contrary to the unalienable rights of man:� "Instead of this we
find laws framed against speculative atheists; opprobrium directed against such as embrace natural religion
otherwise than through Christianity, and a yet more bitter oppression exercised by those who view Christianity in
one way over those who regard it in another."] are now the most virtuous, the most refined, and the most
intellectual, and are quoted as such by American authors, like Mr. Carey, who by the help of Massachusetts alone
can bring out his statistics to anything near the mark requisite to support his theories.

It is my opinion that the voluntary system will never work well under any form of government, and still less so
under a democracy.

Those who live under a democracy have but one pursuit, but one object to gain, which is wealth. No one can serve
God and Mammon. To suppose that a man who has been in such ardent pursuit of wealth, as is the American for
six days in the week, can recall his attention and thoughts to serious points on the seventh, is absurd; you might as
well expect him to forget his tobacco on Sunday.

Under a democracy, therefore, you must look for religion among the women, not among the men, and such is
found to be the case in the United States. As Sam Slick very truly says, "It's only women who attend meeting: the
men folks have their politics and trade to talk over and havn't time." Even an established church would not make
people as religious under a democratic form of government as it would under any other. [Mrs. Trollope observes,
"A stranger taking up his residence in any city in America, must think the natives the most religious people upon
earth." This is very true; the outward observances are very strict; why so will be better comprehended when the
reader has finished my remarks upon the country. The author of Mammon very truly observes, that the only vice
which we can practise without being arraigned for it in this world, and at the same time go through the forms of
religion, is covetousness.]

I have yet to point out how slander and defamation flourish under a democracy. Now, this voluntary system, from
the interference of the laity, who judge not only the minister, but the congregation, gives what appears to be a
legitimate sanction to this tyrannical surveillance over the conduct and behaviour of others. I really believe that
the majority of men who go to church in America do so, not from zeal towards God, but from fear of their
neighbours; and this very tyranny in the more established persuasions, is the cause of thousands turning away to
other sects which are not subjected to scrutiny. The Unitarian is in this point the most convenient, and is therefore
fast gaining ground. Mr. Colton observes, "Nothing can be more clear, than that scripture authority against
meddling, tattling, slander, scandal, or in any way interfering with the private concerns, conduct, and character of
our neighbours, except as civil or ecclesiastical authority has clothed us with legitimate powers, is specific,
abundant, decided, emphatic. It is founded in human nature; it is essential to the peace of society a departure from
it would be ruinous to social comfort. If therefore it is proper to introduce any rule on this point into a mutual
church covenant, it seems to me that the converse of that which is usually found in that place ought to be
substituted. Even the apostles, as we have seen, found it necessary to rebuke the disposition prevalent in their time
to meddle with the affairs, and to make inquisition into the conduct of others. But it should be recollected, that the
condition of Christians and the state of society then were widely different from the same things with us.
Christianity was a new religion, and its disciples were generally obnoxious. They were compelled by their
circumstances to associate most intimately; they were bound together by those sympathies and ties, which a
persecuted and suffering class always feel, independent of Christian affection. Hence in part we account for the
holy and exemplary candour [?an dour] of their attachments to their religion and to each other. But even in these
circumstances, and under these especial intimacies, or rather, perhaps, on account of them, the apostles found it
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necessary to admonish them against the abuse of that confidence so generally felt and reciprocated by those who
confessed Christ in those unhappy times; an abuse so naturally developed in the form of meddling and private
inquisition."

I quote the above passage, as, in the United States, the variety of sects, the continual splitting and breaking up of
those sects, and their occasional violent altercations, have all proved most injurious to society, and to the cause of
religion itself. Indeed religion in the States may be said to have been a source of continual discord and the
unhinging of society, instead of that peace and good−will inculcated by our divine Legislator. It is the division of
the Protestant church which has occasioned its weakness in this country, and will probably eventually occasion, if
not its total subversion, at all events its subversion in the western hemisphere of America.

The subjugation of the ministry to the tyranny of their congregations is another most serious evil; for either they
must surrender up their consciences or their bread. In too many instances it is the same here in religion as in
politics: before the people will permit any one to serve them in any office, he must first prove his unfitness, by
submitting to what no man of honesty or conscientious rectitude would subscribe to. This must of course, in both
cases, be taken with exceptions, but it is but too often the fact. And hence has arisen another evil, which is, that
there are hundreds of self−constituted ministers, who wander over the western country, using the word of God as
a cloak, working upon the feelings of the women to obtain money, and rendering religion a by−word among the
men, who will, in all probability, some day rise up and lynch some dozen of them, as a hint for the rest to clear
out.

It would appear as if Locofoco−ism and infidelity had formed an union, and were fighting under the same banner.
They have recently celebrated the birth−day of Tom Paine, in Cincinnati, New York, and Boston. In Cincinnati,
Frances Wright Darusmont, better known as Fanny Wright, was present, and made a violent politico−atheistical
speech on the occasion, in which she denounced banking, and almost every other established institution of the
country. The nature of the celebration in Boston will be understood from the following toast, given on the
occasion:

By George Chapman:� "Christianity and the banks, tottering on their last legs: May their downfall be speedy,"
&c. &c.

Miss Martineau informs us that "The churches of Boston, and even the other public buildings, being guarded by
the dragon of bigotry, so that even Faith, Hope, and Charity, are turned back from the doors, a large building is
about to be erected for the use of all, Deists not excepted, who may desire to meet for free discussion." She adds, "
This at least is in advance!" And in a few pages further:� "The eagerness in pursuit of speculative truth is shown
by the rapid sale of every heretical work. The clergy complain of the enormous spread of bold books, from the
infidel tract to the latest handling of the miracle question, as sorrowfully as the most liberal members of society
lament the unlimited circulation of the false morals issued by certain Religious Tract Societies. Both testify to the
interest taken by the public in religion. The love of truth is also shown by the outbreak of heresy in all directions!"

Having stated the most obvious objections to the voluntary system, I shall now proceed to show how far my
opinions are corroborated by American authorities. The author of "A Voice from America," observes very truly,
that the voluntary system of supporting religion in America is inadequate to the purpose, and he closes his
argument with the following observation:�

"How far that part of the system of supporting religion in America, which appeals to the pride and public spirit of
the citizens, in erecting and maintaining religious institutions on a respectable footing, in towns, cities, and
villages, and among rival sects �and in this manner operating as a species of constraint �is worthy to be called
voluntary, we pretend not to say. But this comprehends by far the greatest sum that is raised and appropriated to
these objects. All the rest is a mere fraction in comparison. And yet it is allowed, and made a topic of grievous
lamentation, that the religious wants of the country are most inadequately supplied; and such, indeed, we believe
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to be the fact."

The next point referred to by this author is, "that the American system of supporting religion has brought about
great instability in the religious world, and induced a ruinous habit of change."

This arises from the caprice of the congregation, for Americans are naturally capricious and fond of change:
whether it be concerning a singer, or an actor, or a clergyman, it is the same thing. This American author
observes, "There are few clergymen that can support their early popularity for a considerable time; and as soon as
it declines, they must begin to think of providing elsewhere for themselves. They go �migrate �and for the same
reason, in an equal term of time, they are liable to be forced to migrate again. And thus there is no stability, but
everlasting change, in the condition of the American clergy. They change, the people change �all is a round of
change �because all depends on the voluntary principle. The clerical profession in America is, indeed, like that of
a soldier; always under arms, frequently fighting, and always ready for a new campaign �a truly militant state. A
Clergyman's Guide would be of little use, so far as the object might be to direct where to find him: he is not this
year where he was last." And, as must be the consequence, he justly observes, "Such a system makes the clergy
servile, and the people tyrannical." "When the enmity of a single individual is sufficient to destroy a resident
pastor's peace, and to break him up, how can he be otherwise than servile, if he has a family about him, to whom
perpetual change is inconvenient and disastrous? There is not a man in his flock, however mean and unworthy of
influence, whom he does not fear; and if he happens to displease a man of importance, or a busy woman, there is
an end to his peace; and he may begin to pack up. This perpetual bondage breaks down his mind, subdues his
courage, and makes a timid nervous woman of one who is entitled, and who ought to be, a man. He drags out a
miserable existence, and dies a miserable slave. There are exceptions to this rule, it is true; because there are
clergymen with talent enough to rise above these disadvantages, enforce respect, and maintain their standing, in
spite of enemies."

But there is another very strong objection, and most important one, to the voluntary system, which I have delayed
to bring forward: which is, that there is no provision for the poor in the American voluntary church system. Thus
only those who are rich and able to afford religion can obtain it. At present, it is true that the majority of the
people in America have means sufficient to pay for seats in churches, if they choose to expend the money; but as
America increases her population, so will she increase the number of her poor; and what will be the consequence
hereafter, if this evil is to continue? The author I am now quoting from observes, "At best the poor are
unprovided for, and the talents of the clergy are always in the market to the highest bidder." [This is true. When I
was in the States one of the most popular preachers quitted his church at Boston to go to New York, where he was
offered an increase of salary; telling his parishioners "that he found he would be more useful elsewhere" �the very
language used by the Laity to the clergyman when they dismiss him.] There have been many attempts to remedy
this evil, in the dense population of cities, by setting up a still more voluntary system, called 'free churches,' in
which the pews are not rented, but free to all. But they are uniformly failures.

Two other remarks made by this author are equally correct; first, that the voluntary system tends to the
multiplication of sects without end; and next, that the voluntary system is a mendicant system, and involves one
of the worst features of the church of Rome, which is, that it tends to the production of pious frauds. But I have
already, in support of my arguments, quoted so much from this book that I must refer the reader to the work itself.

At present, Massachusetts, and the smaller Eastern States, are the strong−hold of religion and morality; as you
proceed from them farther south or west, so does the influence of the clergy decrease, until it is totally lost in the
wild States of Missouri and Arkansas. With the exception of certain cases to be found in Western Virginia,
Kentucky, and Ohio, the whole of the States to the westward of the Alleghany Mountains, comprising more than
two−thirds of America, may be said to be either in a state of neglect and darkness, or professing the Catholic
religion.
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Although Virginia is a slave state, I think there is more religion there than in some of the more northern free
states; but it must be recollected that Virginia has been long settled, and the non−predial state of the slaves is not
attended with demoralising effects; and I may here observe that the black population of American is decidedly the
most religious, and sets an example to the white, particularly in the free states.

[Mr. Reid, in his Tour, describes a visit which he paid to a black church in Kentucky:�

"By the laws of the state, no coloured persons are permitted to assemble for worship, unless a white person be
present and preside.

"One of the black preachers, addressing me as their 'strange master,' begged that I would take charge of the
service. I declined doing so. He gave out Dr. Watts' beautiful psalm, 'Shew pity, Lord, oh! Lord forgive.' They all
rose immediately. They had no books, for they could not read; but it was printed on their memory, and they sung
it off with freedom and feeling.

"The senior black, who was a preacher among them, then offered prayer and preached; his prayer was humble and
devotional. In one portion, he made an affecting allusion to their wrongs. 'Thou knowest,' said the good man, with
a broken voice, 'our state �that it is the meanest �that we are as mean and low as man can be. But we have sinned
�we have forfeited all our rights to Thee, and we would submit before Thee, to these marks of thy displeasure.'"

Mr. Reid subsequently asserts, that the sermon delivered by the black was an "earnest and efficient appeal;" and,
afterward, hearing a sermon on the same day from a white preacher, he observes that it was a "very sorry affair,"
in contrast with what he had before witnessed.]

It may be fairly inquired, can this be true? Not fifty years back, at the time of the Declaration of Independence,
was not the American community one of the most virtuous in existence? Such was indeed the case, as it is now
equally certain that they are one of the most demoralised. The question is, then, what can have created such a
change in the short period of fifty years?

The only reply that can be given, is, that as the Americans, in their eagerness to possess new lands, pushed away
into the West, so did they leave civilisation behind, and return to ignorance and barbarism; they scattered their
population, and the word of God was not to be heard in the wilderness.

That as she increased her slave states, so did she give employment, land, and power to those who were indifferent
to all law, human or divine. And as, since the formation of the Union, the people have yearly gained advantages
over the government until they now control it, so have they controlled and fettered religion until it produces no
good fruits.

Add to this the demoralising effects of a democracy which turns the thoughts of all to Mammon, and it will be
acknowledged that this rapid fall is not so very surprising.

But, if the Protestant cause is growing weaker every day from disunions and indifference, there is one creed
which is as rapidly gaining strength; I refer to the Catholic church, which is silently, but surely advancing.
[Although it is not forty years since the first Roman Catholic see was created, there is now in the United States a
Catholic population of 800,000 souls under the government of the Pope, or Archbishop, 12 Bishops, and 433
priests. The number of churches is 401; mass houses, about 300; colleges, 10; seminaries for young men, 9;
theological seminaries, 5; noviciates for Jesuits, monasteries, and converts, with academies attached, 31;
seminaries for young ladies, 30; schools of the Sisters of Charity, 29; an academy for coloured girls at Baltimore;
a female infant school, and 7 Catholic newspapers.] Its great field is in the West, where, in some states, almost all
are Catholics, or from neglect and ignorance altogether indifferent as to religion. The Catholic priests are diligent,
and make a large number of converts every year, and the Catholic population is added to by the number of Irish
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and German emigrants to the West, who are almost all of them of the Catholic persuasion.

Mr. Tocqueville says�

"I think that the Catholic religion has erroneously been looked upon as the natural enemy of democracy. Among
the various sects of Christians, Catholicism seems to me, on the contrary to be one of those which are most
favourable to equality of conditions. In the Catholic church, the religious community is composed of only two
elements �the priest and the people. The priest alone rises above the rank of his flock, and all below him are
equal. On doctrinal points, the Catholic faith places all human capacities upon the same level. It subjects the wise
and the ignorant, the man of genius and the vulgar crowd, to the details of the same creed: it imposes the same
observances upon the rich and the needy; it inflicts the same austerities upon the strong and the weak; it listens to
no compromise with mortal man; but, reducing all the human race to the same standard, it confounds all the
distinctions of society at the foot of the same altar, even as they are confounded in the sight of God. If
Catholicism predisposes the faithful to obedience, it certainly does not prepare them for inequality; but the
contrary may be said of Protestantism, which generally tends to make men independent, more than to render them
equal."

And the author of a Voice from America observes�

"The Roman Catholic church bids fair to rise to importance in America. Thoroughly democratic as her members
are, being composed for the most part, of the lowest orders of European population, transplanted to the United
States with a fixed and implacable aversion to everything bearing the name and in the shape of monarchy, the
priesthood are accustomed studiously to adapt themselves to this state of feeling, being content with that authority
that is awarded to their office by their own communicants and members."

[The Rev. Dr Reid observes:�

"I found the people at this time under some uneasiness in relation to the spread of Romanism. The partisans of
that system are greatly assisted from Europe by supplies of money and teachers. The teachers have usually more
acquired competency than the native instructors; and this is a temptation to parents who are seeking
accomplishments for their children, and who have a high idea of European refinements. It appeared, that out of
four schools, provided for the wants of the town (Lexington, Kentucky) three were in the hands of Catholics."

To which we may add Miss Martineau's observations:�

"The Catholics of the country, thinking themselves now sufficiently numerous to be an American Catholic
church, a great stimulus has been given to proselytism. This has awakened fear and persecution; which last has
again been favourable to the increase of the sect. While the Presbyterians preach a harsh, ascetic, persecuting
religion, the Catholics dispense a mild and indulgent one; and the prodigious increase of their numbers is a
necessary consequence. It has been so impossible to supply the demand for priests, that the term of education has
been shortened by two years."]

Now, I venture to disagree with both these gentlemen: It is true, as Mr. Tocqueville observes, that the Catholic
church reduces all the human race to the same standard, and confounds all distinctions �not, however, upon the
principle of equality or democracy, but because it will ever equally exert its power over the high and the low,
assuming its right to compel princes and kings to obedience, and their dominions to its subjection. The equality
professed by the Catholic church, is like the equality of death, all must fall before its power; whether it be to
excommunicate an individual or an empire is to it indifferent; it assumes the power of the Godhead, giving and
taking sway, and its members stand trembling before it, as they shall hereafter do in the presence of the Deity.
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The remark of the author of the Voice from America, "that aware of the implacable aversion of the people to
monarchy, the priesthood are accustomed studiously to adapt themselves to this state of feeling," proves rather to
me the universal subtlety shown by the Catholic clergy, which, added to their zeal and perseverance, so increases
the power of the church. At present Catholicism is, comparatively speaking, weak in America, and the objects of
that church is, to become strong; they do not, therefore, frighten or alarm their converts by any present show of
the invariable results; but are content to bide their time, until they shall find themselves strong enough to exert
their power with triumphant success. The Protestant cause in America is weak, from the evil effects of the
voluntary system, particularly from its division into so many sects. A house divided against itself cannot long
stand; and every year it will be found that the Catholic church will increase its power: and it is a question whether
a hierarchy may not eventually be raised, which, so far from advocating the principles of equality, may serve as a
check to the spirit of democracy becoming more powerful than the government, curbing public opinion, and
reducing to better order the present chaotic state of society.

Judge Haliburten asserts, that all America will be a Catholic country. That all America west of the Alleghanies
will eventually be a Catholic country, I have no doubt, as the Catholics are already in the majority, and there is
nothing, as Mr. Cooper observes, to prevent any state from establishing that, or any other religion, as the Religion
of the State; [There is nothing in the constitution of the United States to prevent all the states, or any particular
state, from possessing an established religion." �Cooper's Democrat] and this is one of the dark clouds which
hang over the destiny of the western hemisphere.

The reverend Mr. Reed says:� "It should really seem that the Pope, in the fear of expulsion from Europe, is
anxious to find a reversion in this new world. The crowned heads of the continent, having the same enmity to free
political institutions which his holiness has to free religious institutions, willingly unite in the attempt to enthral
this people. They have heard of the necessities of the West; they have the foresight to see that the West will
become the heart of the country, and ultimately determine the character of the whole; and they have resolved to
establish themselves there. Large, yea princely, grants have been made from the Leopold society, and other
sources, chiefly, though by no means exclusively, in favour of this portion of the empire that is to be. These sums
are expended in erecting showy churches and colleges, and in sustaining priests and emissaries. Everything is
done to captivate, and to liberalise in appearance, a system essentially despotic. The sagacity of the effort is
discovered, in avoiding to attack and shock the prejudices of the adult, that they may direct the education of the
young. They look to the future; and they really have great advantages in doing so. They send out teachers
excellently qualified; superior, certainly, to the run of native teachers. [The Catholic priests who instruct are, to
my knowledge, the best educated men in the states. It was a pleasure to be in their company.] Some value the
European modes of education as the more excellent, others value them as the mark of fashion; the demand for
instruction, too, is always beyond the supply, so that they find little difficulty in obtaining the charge of protestant
children. This, in my judgment, is the point of policy which should be especially regarded with jealousy; but the
actual alarm has arisen from the disclosure of a correspondence which avows designs on the West, beyond what I
have here set down. It is a curious affair, and is one other evidence, if evidence were needed, that popery and
jesuitism are one."

I think that the author of Sam Slick may not be wrong in his assertion, that all America will be a Catholic country.
I myself never prophesy; but, I cannot help remarking, that even in the most anti−Catholic persuasions in America
there is a strong Papistical feeling; that is, there is a vying with each other, not only to obtain the best preachers,
but to have the best organs and the best singers. It is the system of excitement which, without their being aware of
it, they carry into their devotion. It proves that, to them there is a weariness in the church service, a tedium in
prayer, which requires to be relieved by the stimulus of good music and sweet voices. Indeed, what with their
anxious seats, their revivals, their music and their singing, every class and sect in the states have even now so far
fallen into Catholicism, that religion has become more of an appeal to the senses than to the calm and sober
judgment.
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Chapter XLIV.

Remarks �Societies and Associations.

Although in a democracy the highest stations and preferments are open to all, more directly than they may be
under any other form of government, still these prizes are but few and insufficient, compared with the number of
total blanks which must be drawn by the ambitious multitude. It is, indeed, a stimulus to ambition (and a matter of
justice, when all men are pronounced equal), that they all should have an equal chance of raising themselves by
their talents and perseverance; but, when so many competitors are permitted to enter the field, few can arrive at
the goal, and the mass are doomed to disappointment. However fair, therefore, it may be to admit all to the
competition, certain it is that the competition cannot add to the happiness of a people, when we consider the
feelings of bitterness and ill−will naturally engendered among the disappointed multitude.

In monarchical and aristocratical institutions, the middling and lower classes, whose chances of advancement are
so small that they seldom lift their eyes or thoughts above their own sphere, are therefore much happier, and it
may be added, much more virtuous than those who struggle continually for preferment in the tumultuous sea of
democracy. Wealth can give some importance, but wealth in a democracy gives an importance which is so
common to many that it loses much of its value; and when it has been acquired, it is not sufficient for the restless
ambition of the American temperament, which will always spurn wealth for power. The effects, therefore, of a
democracy are, first to raise an inordinate ambition among the people, and then to cramp the very ambition which
it has raised; and, as I may comment upon hereafter, it appears as if this ambition of the people, individually
checked by the nature of their institutions, becomes, as it were, concentrated and collected into a focus in
upholding and contemplating the success and increase of power in the federal government. Thus has been
produced a species of demoralising reaction; the disappointed units to a certain degree satisfying themselves with
any advance in the power and importance of the whole Union, wholly regardless of the means by which such
increase may have been obtained.

But this unsatisfied ambition has found another vent in the formation of many powerful religious and other
associations. In a country where there will ever be an attempt of the people to tyrannise over everybody and
everything, power they will have; and if they cannot obtain it in the various departments of the States
Governments, they will have it in opposition to the Government; for all these societies and associations connect
themselves directly with politics. [See Note 1.] It is of little consequence by what description of tie "these sticks
in the fable" are bound up together; once bound together, they are, not to be broken. In America religion severs
the community, but these societies are the bonds which to a certain degree reunite it.

To enumerate the whole of these societies actually existing, or which have been in existence, would be difficult.
The following are the most prominent:�

List of Benevolent Societies, with their Receipts in the Year 1834.

Dolls Cts.

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 155,002 24

American Baptist Board of Foreign Missions 63,000 00
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Western Foreign Mission Society at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 16,296 46

Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society 35,700 15

Protestant Episcopal Foreign and Domestic Missionary Society 26,007 97

American Home Missionary Society 78,911 24

Baptist Home Missionary Society 11,448 28

Board of Missions of the Reformed Dutch Church (Domestic) 5,572 97

Board of Missions of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (Domestic)
estimated

40,000 00

American Education Society 57,122 20

Board of Education of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian churches 38,000 00

Northern Baptist Education Society 4,681 11

Board of Education of the Reformed Dutch Church 1,270 20

American Bible Society 88,600 82

American Sunday School Union 136,855 58

General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union 6,641 00

Baptist General Tract Society 6,126 97

American Tract Society 66,485 83

American Colonisation Society 48,939 17
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Prison Discipline Society 2,364 00

American Seamen's Friend Society 16,064 00

American Temperance Society 5,871 12

8,910,961 31

Many of these societies had not been established more than ten years at the date given; they must have increased
very much since that period. Of course many of them are very useful, and very well conducted. There are many
others: New England Non−resistance Society, Sabbath Observance Society, &c.; in fact, the Americans are
society mad. I do not intend to speak with the least disrespect of the societies, but the zeal or fanaticism, if I may
use the term, with which many, if not all, of them are carried on, is too remarkable a feature in the American
character to be passed over without comment. Many of these societies have done much good, particularly the
religious societies; but many others, from being pushed too far, have done great mischief, and have very much
assisted to demoralise the community. I remember once hearing a story of an ostler who confessed to a Catholic
priest; he enumerated a long catalogue of enormities peculiar to his profession, and when he had finished, the
priest inquired of him "whether he had ever greased horses' teeth to prevent their eating their corn?" this peculiar
offence not having been mentioned in his confession. The ostler declared that he never had, absolution was given,
and he departed. About six months afterwards, the ostler went again to unload his conscience; the former crimes
and peccadilloes were enumerated, but added to them were several acknowledgments of having at various times
"greased horses' teeth" to prevent their eating their corn. "Ho−ho!" cried the priest, "why, if I recollect aright,
according to your former confession you had never been guilty of this practice. How comes it that you have added
this crime to your many others?" "May it please you, Father," replied the ostler, "I had never heard of it, until you
told me."

Now this story is very apropos to the conduct pursued by many of these societies in America: they must display
to the public their statistics of immorality and vice; they must prove their usefulness by informing those who were
quite ignorant, and therefore innocent, that there are crimes of which they had no idea; and thus, in their fanatic
wish to improve, they demoralise. Such have been the consequences among this excitable yet well−meaning
people. The author of "A voice from. America" observes:�

It has been thought suitable to call the attention of mothers and daughters over the wide country to the condition
and evils of brothels and of common prostitution, in towns and cities; to send out agents �young men �to preach
on the subject; and to organise subsidiary societies after the fashion of all reforms. The annual report of "The New
York Female Moral Reform Society" for 1838, (a very decent name certainly for the object), announces 361
auxiliaries and 20,000 members, with 16,500 subscribers (all females!) to the "Advocate of Moral Reform," a
semi−monthly paper, published by the parent society, devoted to the text of the seventh commandment, and to the
facts and results growing out of its violation. "This same class of reformers have heretofore been accustomed to
strike off prints of the most unmentionable scenes of these houses of pollution in their naked forms, and in the
very acts of crime, for public display, that the public might know what they are: in other words, as may be
imagined, to make sport for the initiated, to tempt the appetites and passions of the young, who otherwise would
have known little or nothing about it, into the same vortex of ruin, and to cause the decent and virtuous to turn
away with emotions of ineffable regret."

I cannot help inquiring, how is it, if the Americans are, as they assert, both orally and in their printed public
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documents, a very moral nation, that they find it necessary to resort to all these societies for the improvement of
their brother citizens; and how is it that their reports are full of such unexampled atrocities, as are printed and
circulated in evidence of the necessity of their stemming the current of vice! The Americans were constantly
twitting me about the occasional cases of adultery and divorce which appear in our newspapers, assuring me at the
same time, that there was hardly ever such a thing heard of in their own moral community. Now, it appears that
this subject has not only been taken up by the clergy, (for Dr. Dwight, late president of Yale College, preached a
sermon on the seventh commandment, which an American author asserts "was heard with pain and confusion of
face, and which never can be read in a promiscuous circle without exciting the same feelings;") but by one of their
societies also; and, although they have not assumed the name of the Patent Anti−Adultery Society, they are
positively doing the work of such a one, and the details are entered into in promiscuous assemblies without the
least reservation.

The author before mentioned says:

"The common feeling on the subject has been declared false delicacy; and, in order to break ground against its
sway, females have been forced into the van of this enterprise; and persuaded to act as agents, not only among
their own sex, but in circumstances where they must necessarily agitate the subject with men, �not wives with
husbands, which would be bad enough, but young and single women with young and single men! And we have
been credibly informed, that attempts have been made to form associations among wives to regulate the
privileges, and so attain the end of temperance, in the conjugal relation. The next step, of course, will be
teetotalism in this particular; and, as a consequence, the extinction of the human race, unless peradventure the
failure of the main enterprise of the Moral Reform Society should keep it up by a progeny not to be honoured."
("A Voice from America.")

Let it be remembered that this is not a statement of my own, but it is an American who makes the assertion, which
I could prove to be true, might I publish what I must not.

From the infirmity of our natures, and our proneness to evil, there is nothing so corrupting as the statistics of vice.
Can young females remain pure in their ideas, who read with indifference details of the grossest nature? Can the
youth of a nation remain uncontaminated, who are continually poring over pages describing sensuality; and will
they not, in their desire of "something new," as the Prophet says, run into the very vices of the existence of which
they were before unconscious! It is this dangerous running into extremes which has occasioned so many of these
societies to have been productive of much evil. A Boston editor remarks: "The tendency of the leaders of the
moral and benevolent reforms of the day to run into fanaticism, threatens to destroy the really beneficial effects of
all associations for these objects. The spirit of propagandism, when it becomes over zealous, is next of kin to the
spirit of persecution. The benevolent associations of the day are on the brink of a danger that will be fatal to their
farther usefulness if not checked."

Of the Abolition Society and its tendency, I have already spoken in the chapter on slavery. I must not, however,
pass over another which at present is rapidly extending its sway over the whole Union, and it is difficult to say
whether it does most harm or most good �I refer to the Temperance Society.

The Rev. Mr. Reid says:

"In the short space of its existence, upwards of seven thousand Temperance Societies have been formed,
embracing more than one million two hundred and fifty thousand members. More than three thousand distilleries
have been stopped, and more than seven thousand persons who dealt in spirits have declined the trade. Upwards
of one thousand vessels have abandoned their use. And, most marvellous of all! it is said that above ten thousand
drunkards have been reclaimed from intoxication." And he adds� "I really know of no one circumstance in the
history of this people, or of any people, so exhilarating as this. It discovers that power of self−government, which
is the leading element of all national greatness, in an unexampled degree. Now here is a remarkable instance of a
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traveller taking for granted that what is reported to him is the truth." The worthy clergyman, himself, evidently
without guile, fully believed a statement which was absurd, from the simple fact, that only one side of the balance
sheet had been presented.

That 7,000 Temperance Societies have been formed is true. That 3,000 distilleries have stopped from principle
may also be true; but the Temperance Society reports take no notice of the many which have been set up in their
stead by those who felt no compunction at selling spirits. Equally true it may be that 7,030 dealers in spirits have
ceased to sell them; but if they have declined the trade, others have taken it up. That the crews of many vessels
have abandoned the use of spirituous liquors is also the fact, and that is the greatest benefit which has resulted
from the efforts of the Temperance Society; but I believe the number to be greatly magnified. That 10,000
drunkards have been reclaimed �that is, that they have signed papers and taken the oath �may be true; but how
many have fallen away from their good resolutions, and become more intemperate than before, is not recorded;
nor how many who, previously careless of liquor, have, out of pure opposition, and in defiance of the Society,
actually become drunkards, is also unknown. In this Society, as in the Abolition Society, they have canvassed for
legislative enactments, and have succeeded in obtaining them. The legislature of Massachusetts, which state is the
stronghold of the society, passed an act last year by which it prohibited the selling of spirits in a smaller quantity
than fifteen gallons, intending thereby to do away with the means of dram−drinking, at the groceries, as they are
termed; a clause, however, permitted apothecaries to retail smaller quantities, and the consequence was that all the
grog−shops commenced taking out apothecaries' licences. That being stopped, the striped pig was resorted to: that
is to say, a man charged people the value of a glass of liquor to see a striped pig, which peculiarity was exhibited
as a sight, and, when in the house, the visitors were offered a glass of spirits for nothing. But this act of the
legislature has given great offence, and the state of Massachusetts is now divided into two very strange political
parties, to wit, the topers and the teetotalers. It is asserted that, in the political contest which is to take place, the
topers will be victorious; and if so, it will be satisfactorily proved that, in the very enlightened and moral state of
Massachusetts the pattern of the Union, there are more intemperate than sober men.

In this dispute between sobriety and inebriety the clergy have not been idle: some denouncing alcohol from the
pulpit; some, on the other hand denouncing the Temperance Societies as not being Christians. Among the latter
the Bishop of Vermont has led the van. In one of his works, "The Primitive Church," he asserts that:�

"The Temperance Society is not based upon religious, but worldly principles.

"That it opposes vice and attempts to establish virtue in a manner which is not in accordance with the word of
God," &c. &c.

His argument is briefly this:� The Scriptures forbid drunkenness. If the people will not do right in obedience to
the word of God, but only from the fear of public opinion, they show more respect to man than God.

The counter argument is:� The Bible prohibits many other crimes, such as murder, theft, &c.; but if there were
not punishments for these offences agreed upon by society, the fear of God would not prevent these crimes from
being committed.

That in the United States public opinion has more influence than religion I believe to be the case; and that in all
countries present punishment is more to be considered than future is, I fear, equally true. But I do not pretend to
decide the question, which has occasioned great animosities, and on some occasions, I am informed, the dismissal
of clergymen from their churches.

The teetotalers have carried their tenets to a length which threatens to invade the rites of the church, for a portion
of them, calling themselves the Total Abstinence Society, will not use any wine which has alcohol in it, in taking
the sacrament, and as there is no wine without a portion of alcohol; they have invented a harmless mixture which
they call wine. Unfortunately, many of these Temperance Societies in their zeal, will admit of no medium party
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�you must either abstain altogether, or be put down as a toper.

It is astonishing how obstinate some people are, and how great is the diversity of opinion. I have heard many
anecdotes relative to this question. A man who indulged freely was recommended to join the society. "Now," said
the minister, "you must allow that there is nothing so good, so valuable to man as water. What is the first thing
you call for in sickness but water? What else can cool your parched tongue like water? What did the rich man ask
for when in fiery torments? What does the wretch ask for when on the rack? You cannot always drink spirits, but
water you can. Water costs nothing; and you save your money. Water never intoxicates, or prevents you from
going to your work. There is nothing like water. Come now, Peter, let me hear your opinion."

"Well, then, sir, I think water is very good, very excellent indeed �for navigation."

An old Dutchman, who kept an inn at Hoboken, had long resisted the attacks of the Temperance Societies, until
one night he happened to get so very drunk, that he actually signed the paper and took the oath. The next morning
he was made acquainted with what he had unconsciously done, and, much to the surprise of his friends, he
replied, "Well, if I have signed and have sworn, as you tell me I have, I must keep to my word;" and from that
hour the old fellow abstained altogether from his favourite schnapps. But the leaving off a habit which had
become necessary had the usual result. The old man took to his bed, and at last became seriously ill. A medical
man was called in, and when he was informed of what had occurred, perceived the necessity of some stimulus,
and ordered that his patient should take one ounce of French brandy every day.

"An ounce of French brandy," said the old Dutchman, looking at the prescription. "Well, dat is goot; but how
much is an ounce?" Nobody who was present could inform him. "I know what a quart, a pint, or a gill of brandy
is," said the Dutchman, "but I never yet have had a customer call for an ounce. Well, my son, go to the
schoolmaster; he is a learned man, and tell him I wish to know how much is one ounce."

The message was carried. The schoolmaster, occupied with his pupils, and not liking the interruption, hastily, and
without further inquiries of the messenger, turned over his Bonnycastle, and arriving at the table of avoirdupois
weight, replied, "Tell your father that sixteen drams make an ounce."

The boy took back the message correctly, and when the old Dutchman heard it, his countenance brightened up. "A
goot physician, a clever man �I only have drank twelve drams a−day, and he tells me to take sixteen. I have taken
one oath when I was drunk, and I keep it; now dat I am sober I take anoder, which is, I will be very sick for de
remainder of my days, and never throw my physic out of window."

There was a cold water celebration at Boston, on which occasion the hilarity of the evening was increased by the
singing of the following ode. Nobody will venture to assert that there is any spirit in the composition, and,
judging from what I have seen of American manners and customs, I am afraid that the sentiments of the last four
lines will not be responded to throughout the Union.

                        Ode.
In Eden's green retreats
        A water−brook that played
Between soft, and mossy seats
        Beneath a plane−tree's shade,
                Whose rustling leaves
        Danced o'er its brink,
        Was Adam's drink,
                And also Eve's.
Beside the parent spring
        Of that young brook, the pair
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Their morning chaunt would sing;
        And Eve, to dress her hair,
                Kneel on the grass
        That fringed its side,
        And made its tide
                Her looking−glass.
And when the man of God
From Egypt led his flock,
They thirsted, and his rod
        Smote the Arabian rock,
                And forth a rill
        Of water gushed,
        And on they rushed,
                And drank their fill.
Would Eden thus have smil'd
        Had wine to Eden come?
Would Horeb's parching wild
        Have been refreshed with rum
                And had Eve's hair
        Been dressed in gin
        Would she have been
                Reflected fair?
Had Moses built a still
        And dealt out to that host,
To every man his gill,
        And pledged him in a toast,
                How large a band
        Of Israel's sons
        Had laid their bones
                In Canaan's land?
Sweet fields, beyond Death's flood,
        Stand dressed in living green,
For, from the throne of God,
        To freshen all the scene,
                A river rolls,
        Where all who will
        May come and fill
                Their crystal bowls.
If Eden's strength and bloom

 Cold water thus hath given�
If e'en beyond the tomb,
        It is the drink of heaven�
                Are not good wells,
        And crystal springs,

 The very things
                For our hotels?

As I shall return to the subject of intemperance in my examination of society, I shall conclude this chapter with an
extract from Miss Martineau, whose work is a strange compound of the false and the true:� "My own convictions
are, that associations, excellent as they are for mechanical objects, are not fit instruments for the achievement of
moral aims; that there has been no proof that the principle of self−restraint has been exalted and strengthened in
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the United States by the Temperance movement while the already too great regard to opinion, and subservience to
spiritual encroachment, have been much increased; and, therefore, great as may be the visible benefits of the
institution, it may at length appear that they have been dearly purchased."

Note 1. Not long afterwards a prominent Presbyterian clergyman of Philadelphia thought fit to preach and publish
a sermon, wherein it was set forth and conclusively proved, that on such and such contingencies of united
religious effort of the religious public, the majority of the American people could be made religious; consequently
they might carry their religious influence to the polls; consequently the religious would be able to turn all the
profane out of office; and consequently, the American people would become a Christian nation! �Voice from
America by an American Gentleman.

Chapter XLV.

Remarks �Law.

The lawyers are the real aristocracy of America; they comprehend nearly the whole of the gentility, talent, and
liberal information of the Union. Any one who has had the pleasure of being at one of their meetings, such as the
Rent Club at New York, would be satisfied that there is no want of gentlemen with enlightened, liberal ideas in
the United States; but it is to the law, the navy, and the army, that you must chiefly look for this class of people.
Such must ever be the case in a democracy, where the mass are to be led; the knowledge of the laws of the
country, and the habit of public speaking being essential to those who would reside at the helm or assist in the
evolutions: the consequence has been, that in every era of the Union, the lawyers have always been the most
prominent actors; and it may be added that they ever will play the most distinguished parts. Clay and Webster of
the present day are, and all the leading men of the former generation were, lawyers. Their presidents have almost
all been lawyers, and any deviation from this custom has been attended with evil results; witness the elevation of
General Jackson to the presidency, and the heavy price which the Americans have paid for their phantom glory.
The names of Judge Marshall and of Chancellor Kent are well known in this country, and most deservedly so:
indeed, I am informed it has latterly been the custom in our own law courts, to cite as cases the decisions of many
of the superior American judges �a just tribute to their discrimination and their worth.

The general arrangement of that part of the American constitution relating to the judicature is extremely good,
perhaps the best of all their legislative arrangements, yet it contains some great errors; one of which is, that of
district and inferior judges being elected, as it leaves the judge at the mercy of an excitable and overbearing
people, who will attempt to dictate to him as they do to their spiritual teacher. Occasionally he must choose
whether he will decide as they wish, or lose his situation on the ensuing election. Justice as well as religion will be
interfered with by the despotism of the democracy.

The Americans are fond of law in one respect, that is, they are fond of going to law. It is excitement to them, and
not so expensive as in this country. It is a pleasure which they can afford, and for which they cheerfully pay.

But, on the other hand, the very first object of the Americans, after a law has been passed, is to find out how they
can evade it; this exercises their ingenuity, and it is very amusing to observe how cleverly they sometimes manage
it. Every state enactment to uphold the morals, or for the better regulation of society, is immediately opposed by
the sovereign people.

An act was passed to prohibit the playing of nine pins, (a very foolish act, as the Americans have so few
amusements): as soon as the law was put in force, it was notified every where, "Ten pins played here," and they
have been played every where, ever since.

Another act was passed to put down billiard tables, and in this instance every precaution was taken by an accurate
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description of the billiard table, that the law might be enforced. Whereupon an extra pocket was added to the
billiard table, and thus the law was evaded.

When I was at Louisville, a bill which had been brought in by congress, to prevent the numerous accidents which
occurred in steam navigation, came into force. Inspectors were appointed to see that the steam−boats complied
with the regulations; and those boats which were not provided according to law, did not receive the certificate
from the inspectors, and were liable to a fine of five hundred dollars if they navigated without it. A steam−boat
was ready to start; the passengers clubbed together and subscribed half the sum, (two hundred and fifty dollars),
and, as the informer was to have half the penalty, the captain of the boat went and informed against himself and
received the other half; and thus was the fine paid.

At Baltimore, in consequence of the prevalence of hydrophobia, the civic authorities passed a law, that all dogs
should be muzzled, or, rather, the terms were, "that all dogs should wear a muzzle," or the owner of a dog not
wearing a muzzle, should be brought up and fined; and the regulation farther stated that anybody convicted of
having, "removed the muzzle from off a dog should also be severely fined." A man, therefore, tied a muzzle to his
dog's tail (the act not stating where the muzzle was to be placed). One of the city officers, perceiving this dog with
his muzzle at the wrong end, took possession of the dog and brought it to the town−hall; its master being well
known, was summoned, and appeared. He proved that he had complied with the act, in having fixed a muzzle on
the dog; and, farther, the city officer having taken the muzzle off the dog's tail, he insisted that he should be fined
five dollars for so doing.

The striped pig, I have already mentioned; but were I to relate all I have been told upon this head, it would occupy
too much of the reader's time and patience.

The mass of the citizens of the United States have certainly a very great dislike to all law except their own, i.e.;
the decision of the majority; and it must be acknowledged that it is not only the principle of equality, but the
parties who are elected as district judges, that, by their own conduct, contribute much to that want of respect with
which they are treated in their courts. When a judge on his bench sits half−asleep, with his hat on, and his coat
and shoes off; his heels kicking upon the railing or table which is as high or higher than his head; his toes peeping
through a pair of old worsted stockings, and with a huge quid of tobacco in his cheek, you cannot expect that
much respect will be paid to him. Yet such is even now the practice in the interior of the western states. I was
much amused at reading an English critique upon a work by Judge Hall (a district judge), in which the writer says,
"We can imagine his honour in all the solemnity of his flowing wig," &c. &c. The last time I saw his honour he
was cashier to a bank at Cincinnati, thumbing American bank−notes �dirtier work than is ever practised in the
lowest grade of the law, as any one would say if he had ever had any American bank−notes in his possession.

As may be supposed, in a new country like America, many odd scenes take place. In the towns in the interior, a
lawyer's office is generally a small wooden house, of one room, twelve feet square, built of clapboards, and with
the door wide open; and the little domicile with its tenant used to remind me of a spider in its web waiting for
flies.

Not forty years back, on the other side of the Alleghany mountains, deer skins at forty cents per pound, and the
furs of other animals at a settled price, were legal tender, and received both by judges and lawyers as fees. The
lawyers in the towns on the banks of the Susquehannah, where it appears the people, (notwithstanding Campbell's
beautiful description,) were extremely litigious, used to receive all their fees in kind, such as skins, corn, whiskey,
&c. &c., and, as soon as they had sufficient to load a raft, were to be seen gliding down the river to dispose of
their cargo at the first favourable mart for produce. Had they worn the wigs and gown of our own legal
profession, the effect would have been more picturesque.

There is a record of a very curious trial which occurred in the state of New York. A man had lent a large iron,
kettle, or boiler, to another, and it being returned cracked, an action was brought against the borrower for the
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value of the kettle. After the plaintiff's case had been heard, the counsel for the defendant rose and said:� "Mister
Judge, we defend this action upon three counts, all of which we shall most satisfactorily prove to you.

"In the first place, we will prove, by undoubted evidence, that the kettle was cracked when we borrowed it.

"In the second, that the kettle, when we returned it was whole and sound.

"And in the third, we will prove that we never borrowed the kettle at all."

There is such a thing as proving too much, but one thing is pretty fairly proved in this case, which is, that the
defendant's counsel must have originally descended from the Milesian stock.

I have heard many amusing stories of the peculiar eloquence of the lawyers in the newly settled western states,
where metaphor is so abundant. One lawyer was so extremely metaphorical upon an occasion, when the stealing
of a pig was the case in point, that at last he got to "coruscating rays." The judge (who appeared equally
metaphorical �himself) thought proper to pull him up by saying:� "Mr. �, I wish you would take the feathers
from the wings of your imagination, and put them into the tail of your judgment."

Extract from an American paper:�

"Scene. �A Court−house not fifty miles from the city of Louisville. Judge presiding with great dignity. A noise is
heard before the door. He looks up, fired with indignation. �'Mr. Sheriff, sir, bring them men in here; this in the
temple of liberty �this in the sanctuary of justice, and it shall not be profaned by the cracking of nuts and the
eating of gingerbread.'" �Marblehead Register.

I have already observed that there is a great error in the office of the inferior and district judges being elective, but
there are others equally serious. In the first place the judges are not sufficiently paid. Captain Hamilton remarks:�

"The low salaries of the judges constitute matter of general complaint among the members of the bar, both at
Philadelphia and New York. These are so inadequate, when compared with the income of a well−employed
barrister, that the state is deprived of the advantage of having the highest legal talent on the bench. Men from the
lower walks of the profession, therefore, are generally promoted to the office; and for the sake of a wretched
saving of a few thousand dollars, the public are content to submit their lives and properties to the decision of men
of inferior intelligence and learning.

"In one respect, I am told, the very excess of democracy defeats itself. In some states the judges are so
inordinately underpaid, that no lawyer who does not possess a considerable private fortune can afford to accept
the office. From this circumstance, something of aristocratic distinction has become connected with it, and a seat
on the bench is now more greedily coveted than it would be were the salary more commensurate with the duties
of the situation."

The next error is, that political questions are permitted to interfere with the ends of justice. It is a well−known fact
that, not long ago, an Irishman, who had murdered his wife, was brought to trial upon the eve of an election; and,
although his guilt was undoubted, he was acquitted, because the Irish party, which were so influential as to be
able to turn the election, had declared that, if their countryman was convicted, they would vote on the other side.

But worst of all is the difficulty of finding an honest jury �a fact generally acknowledged. Politics, private
animosities, bribery, all have their influence to defeat the ends of justice, and it argues strongly against the moral
standard of a nation that such should be the case; but that it is so is undoubted. [See Note 1.] The truth is that the
juries, have no respect for the judges, however respectable they may be, and as many of them really are. The
feeling "I'm as good as he" operates everywhere. There is no shutting up a jury and starving them out as with us;
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no citizen, "free and enlightened, aged twenty−one, white," would submit to such an invasion of his rights.
Captain Hamilton observes:�

"It was not without astonishment, I confess, that I remarked that three−fourths of the jury−men were engaged in
eating bread and cheese, and that the foreman actually announced the verdict with his mouth full, ejecting the
disjointed syllables during the intervals of mastication! In truth, an American seems to look on a judge exactly as
he does on a carpenter or coppersmith; and it never occurs to him, that an administrator of justice is entitled to
greater respect than a constructor of brass knockers, or the sheather of a ship's bottom. The judge and the brazier
are paid equally for their work; and Jonathan firmly believes that, while he has money in his pocket, there is no
risk of suffering from the want either of law or warming pans."

One most notorious case of bribery, I can vouch for, as I am acquainted with the two parties, one of whom
purchased the snuff−box in which the other enclosed the notes and presented to the jurymen. A gentleman at New
York of the name of Stoughton, had a quarrel with another of the name of Goodwin: the latter followed the former
down the street, and murdered him in open day by passing a small sword through his body. The case was as clear
as a case could be, but there is a great dislike to capital punishment in America, and particularly was there in this
instance, as the criminal was of good family and extensive connections. It was ascertained that all the jury except
two intended to acquit the prisoner upon some pretended want of evidence, but that these two had determined that
the law should take its course, and were quite inexorable. Before the jury retired to consult upon the verdict, it
was determined by the friends of the prisoner that an attempt should be made by bribery to soften down the
resolution of these two men. As they were retiring, a snuff−box was put into the hands of one of them by a
gentleman, with the observation that he and his friend would probably find a pinch of snuff agreeable after so
long a trial. The snuff−box contained bank notes to the amount of 2,500 dollars (£500 sterling). The snuff−box
and its contents were not returned, and the prisoner was acquitted.

The unwillingness to take away life is a very remarkable feature in America, and were it not carried to such an
extreme length, would be a very commendable one. An instance of this occurred just before my arrival at New
York. A young man by the name of Robinson, who was a clerk in an importing house, had formed a connection
with a young woman on the town, of the name of Ellen Jewitt. Not having the means to meet her demands upon
his purse, he had for many months embezzled from the store goods to a very large amount, which she had sold to
supply her wants or wishes. At last, Robinson, probably no longer caring for the girl, and aware that he was in her
power, determined upon murdering her. Such accumulated crime can hardly be conceived! He went to sleep with
her, made her drunk with champagne before they retired to bed, and then as she lay in bed murdered her with an
axe, which he had brought with him from his master's store. The house of ill−fame in which he visited her was at
that time full of other people of both sexes, who had retired to rest �it is said nearly one hundred were there on
that night, thoughtless of the danger to which they were exposed, fearful that the murder of the young woman
would be discovered and brought home to him, the miscreant resolved to set fire to the house, and by thus sending
unprepared into the next world so many of his fellow creatures, escape the punishment which he deserved. He set
fire to the bed upon which his unfortunate victim laid, and having satisfied himself that his work was securely
done, locked the door of the room, and quitted the premises. A merciful Providence, however, directed otherwise;
the fire was discovered, and the flames extinguished, and his crime made manifest. The evidence in an English
court would have been more than sufficient to convict him; but in America, such is the feeling against taking life
that, strange to say, Robinson was acquitted, and permitted to leave for Texas, where it is said, he still lives under
a false name. I have heard this subject canvassed over and over again in New York; and, although some, with a
view of extenuating to a foreigner such a disgraceful disregard to security of life, have endeavoured to show that
the evidence was not quite satisfactory, there really was not a shadow of doubt in the whole case. See Note 2.

But leniency towards crime is the grand characteristic of American legislation. Whether it proceeds, (as I much
suspect it does,) from the national vanity being unwilling to admit that such things can take place among "a very
moral people," or from a more praiseworthy feeling, I am not justified in asserting: the reader must form his own
opinion, when he has read all I have to say upon other points connected with the subject.
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I have been very much amused with the reports of the sentences given by my excellent friend the recorder of New
York. He is said to be one of the soundest lawyers in the Union, and a very worthy man; but I trust say, that as
recorder, he does not add to the dignity of the bench by his facetious remarks, and the peculiar lenity he
occasionally shows to the culprits. See Note 3.

I will give an extract from the newspapers of some of the proceedings an his court, as they will, I am convinced,
be as amusing to the reader as they have been to me.

The Recorder then called out� "Mr. Crier, make the usual proclamation;" "Mr. Clerk, call out the prisoners, and
let us proceed to sentencing them!"

Clerk. Put Stephen Schofield to the bar.

It was done.

Clerk. Prisoner, you may remember you have heretofore been indicted for a certain crime by you committed;
upon your indictment you were arraigned; upon your arraignment you pleaded guilty, and threw yourself upon the
mercy of the court. What have you now to say, why judgment should not be passed upon you according to law.

The prisoner, who was a bad−looking mulatto, was silent.

Recorder. Schofield, you have been convicted of a very bad crime; you attempted to take liberties with a young
white girl �a most serious offence. This is getting to be a very bad crime, and practised, I am sorry to say, to a
great extent in this community: it must be put a stop to. Had you been convicted of the whole crime, we should
have sent you to the state−prison for life. As it is, we sentence you to hard labour in the state−prison at Sing Sing
for five years; and that's the judgment of the court; and when you come out, take no more liberties with white
girls.

Prisoner. Thank your honour it ain't no worse.

Clerk. Bring out Mary Burns.

It was done.

Clerk. Prisoner, you may remember, &c. &c., upon your arraignment you pleaded not guilty, and put yourself on
your country for trial; which country hath found you guilty. What have you now to say why judgment should not
be pronounced upon you according to law?

(Silent).

Recorder. Mary Burns, Mrs. Forgay gave you her chemise to wash.

Prisoner. No, she didn't give it to me.

Recorder. But you got it somehow, and you stole the money. Now, you see, our respectable fellow−citizens, the
ladies, must have their chemises washed, and, to do so, they must put confidence in their servants; and they have a
right to sew their money up in their chemise if they think proper, and servants must not steal it from them. As
you're a young woman, and not married, it would not be right to deprive you of the opportunity to get a husband
for five years; so we shall only send you to Sing Sing for two years and six months; the keeper will work you in
whatever way he may think proper. �Go to the next.
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Charles Liston was brought out and arraigned, pro formâ. He was a dark negro.

Clerk. Liston, what have you to say why judgment, &c.?

Prisoner. All I got to say to his honour de honourable court is, dat I see de error of my ways, and I hope dey may
soon see de error of deirs. I broke de law of my free country, and I must lose my liberty, and go to Sing Sing. But
I trow myself on de mercy of de Recorder; and all I got to say to his honour, de honourable Richard Riker, is, dat I
hope he'll live to be de next mayor of New York till I come out of Sing Sing.

Recorder (laughing). A very good speech! But, Liston, whether I'm mayor or not, you must suffer some. This
stealing from entries is a most pernicious crime, and one against which our respectable fellow−citizens can
scarcely guard. Two−thirds of our citizens hang their hats and coats in entries, and we must protect their hats and
coats. We, therefore, sentence you to Sing Sing for five years, �Go to the next.

John Mcdonald and Godfrey Crawluck were put to the bar.

Recorder. Mcdonald and Crawluck, you stole two beeves. Now, however much I like beef, I'd he very hungry
before I'd steal any beef. You are on the high road to ruin. You went up the road to Harlem, and down the road to
Yorkville, and you'll soon go to destruction. We shall send you to Sing Sing for two years each; and when you
come out, take your mother's maiden name, and lead a good life, and don't eat any more beef �I mean, don't steal
any more beeves �Go to the next.

Luke Staken was arraigned.

Recorder. �Staken, you slept in a room with Lahay, and stole all his gold (1000 dollars). This sleeping in rooms
with other people, and stealing their things, is a serious offence, and practised to a great extent in this city; and
what makes the matter worse, you stole one thousand dollars in specie, when specie is so scarce. We send you to
Sing Sing for five years.

Jacob Williams was arraigned. He looked as if he had not many days to live, though a young man.

Recorder. Williams, you stole a lot of kerseymere from a store, and ran off with it �a most pernicious crime! But,
as your health is not good, we shall only send you to Sing Sing for three years and six months.

John H. Murray was arraigned.

Recorder. Murray, you're a deep fellow. You got a Green Mountain boy into an alley, and played at "shuffle and
burn," and you burned him out of a hundred dollars. You must go to Sing Sing for five years; and we hope the
reputable reporters attending for the respectable public press will warn our respectable country friends, when they
come into New York, not to go into Orange street, and play at "shuffle and burn" among bad girls and bad men, or
they'll very likely get burnt, like this Green Mountain boy. �Go to the next.

William Shay, charged with shying glasses at the head of a tavern−keeper. Guilty.

Recorder. This rioting is a very bad crime, Shay, and deserves heavy punishment; but as we understand you have
a wife and sundry little Shays, we'll let you off, provided you give your solemn promise never to do so any more.

Shay. I gives it �wery solemnly.

Recorder. Then we discharge you.
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Shay. Thank your honour �your honour's a capital judge.

John Bowen, charged with stealing a basket. Guilty.

Recorder. Now, John, we've convicted you; and you'll have to get out stone for three months on Blackwell's
Island �that's the judgment of the court.

Buckley and Charles Rogers, charged with loafing, sleeping in the park, and leaving the gate open, were
discharged, with a caution to take care how they interfered with corporation rights in future, or they would get
their corporation into trouble.

Ann Boyle, charged with being too lively in the street. Let off on condition of being quiet for the time to come.

Thomas Dixon, charged with petty larceny. Guilty.

Dixon. I wish to have judgment suspended.

Recorder. It's a bad time to talk about suspension; why do you request this?

Dixon. I've an uncle I want to see, and other relations.

Recorder. In that case we'll send you to Black well's island for six months, you'll be sure to find them all there.
Sentence accordingly.

Charles Enroff, charged with petty larceny �coming Paddy over an Irish shoemaker, and thereby cheating him out
of a pair of shoes. �Guilty.

Sentenced to the penitentiary, Blackwell's island, for six months, to get out stone.

Charles Thorn, charged with assaulting Miss Rachael Prigmore.

Recorder. Miss Prigmore, how came this man to strike you?

Rachael. Because I wouldn't have him. (A laugh.) He was always a teasing me, and spouting poetry about roses
and thorns; so when I told him to be off he struck me.

Prisoner (theatrically). Me strike you! Oh, Rachael�

"Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love,
But why did you kick me down stairs?"

Prisoner's Counsel. That's it, your honour. Why did she kick him down stairs?

This the fair Rachael indignantly denied, and the prisoner was found guilty.

Recorder. This striking of women is a very bad crime, you must get out stone for two months.

Prisoner. She'll repent, your honour. She loves me �I know she does.

"On the cold flinty rock, when I'm busy at work,
Oh, Rachael, I'll think of thee."
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Thomas Ward, charged with petty larceny. Guilty. Ward had nothing to offer to ward off his sentence, therefore
he was sent to the island for six months.

Maria Brandon, charged with petty larceny. Guilty. Sentenced to pick oakum for six months.

Maria. Well, I've friends, that's comfort, they'll sing�

"Oh, come to this bower, my own stricken deer."

Recorder. You're right, Maria, it's an oakum bower you're going to.

The court then adjourned. See Note 4.

But all these are nothing compared with the following, which at first I did not credit. I made the strictest inquiry,
and was informed by a legal gentleman present that it was correct. I give the extract as it stood in the newspapers.

Influence of a Pretty Girl. �"Catherine Manly," said the Recorder yesterday, in the sessions, "you have been
convicted of a very bad crime. This stealing is a very serious offence; but, as you are a pretty girl! we'll suspend
judgment, in hopes you will do better for the future." We have often heard that justice was blind. What a fib to say
so!

Mr. Carey, in his publication on Wealth, asserts, that security of property and or person are greater in the United
States than in England. How far he is correct I shall now proceed to examine. Mr. Carey says, in his observations
on security of person:� "Comparing Massachusetts with England and Wales, we find in the former 1 in 86,871
sentenced to one year's imprisonment or more; whereas, in the latter 1 in 70,000 is sentenced to more than one
year. The number sentenced to one year or more in England is greater than in Pennsylvania. It is obvious,
therefore, that security is much greater in Massachusetts than in England, and consequently greater than in any
other part of the world."

Relative to crimes against security of property, he asserts:�

Of crimes against property, involving punishments of one year's imprisonment, or more, we find:�

In Pennsylvania
1 in
4,400

In New York
1 in
5,900

In Massachusetts
1 in
5,932

While in England, in the year 1834, their convictions for offences against property, involving punishments
exceeding one year's imprisonment, was 1 in 3,120.

Now, that these numbers are fairly given, as far as they go, I have no doubt; but the comparison is not just,
because, first, in America crime is not so easily detected; and, secondly, when detected, conviction does not
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always follow.

Mr. Carey must be well aware that, in the American newspapers, you continually meet with a paragraph like
this:� "A body of a white man, or of a negro, was found floating near such and such a wharf, on Saturday last,
with evident marks of violence upon it, &c. &c., and the coroner's inquest is returned either found drowned, or
violence by person or persons unknown." Now, let Mr. Carey take a list from the coroner's books of the number
of bodies found in this manner at New York, and the number of instances in which the perpetrators have been
discovered; let him compare this list with a similar one made for England and Wales, and he will then ascertain
the difference between the crimes committed in proportion to the convictions which take place through the activity
of the police in our country, and, it may be said, the total want of police in the United States.

As to the second point, namely, that when crimes are detected, conviction does not follow, [see Note 5] I have
only to refer back to the cases of Robinson and Goodwin, two instances out of the many in which criminals in the
United States are allowed to escape, who, if they had committed the same offence in England, would most
certainly have been hanged. But there is another point which renders Mr. Carey's statement unfair, which is, that
he has no right to select one, two, or even three states out of twenty−six, and compare them all with England and
Wales.

The question is, the comparative security of person and property in Great Britain and the United States. I
acknowledge that, if Ireland were taken into the account, it would very much reduce our proportional numbers;
but, then, there crime is fomented by traitors and demagogues �a circumstance which must not be overlooked.

Still, the whole of Ireland would offer nothing equal in atrocity to what I can prove relative to one small town in
America: that of Augusta, in Georgia, containing only a population of 3,000, in which, in one year, there were
fifty−nine assassinations committed in open day, without any notice being taken of them by the authorities.

This, alone, will exceed all Ireland, and I therefore do not hesitate to assert, that if every crime committed in the
United States were followed up by conviction, as it would be in Great Britain, the result would fully substantiate
the fact, that, in security of person and property, the advantage is considerably in favour of my own country.

Note 1. Miss Martineau, speaking of the jealousy between the Americans and the French creoles, says� "No
American expects to get a verdict, on any evidence, from a jury of French creoles."

Note 2. America though little more than sixty years old as a nation, has already published an United States
Criminal Calendar (Boston, 1835.) I have this book in my possession, and, although in number of criminals it is
not quite equal to our Newgate Calendar, it far exceeds it in atrocity of crime.

Note 3. Some allowance must be made for the license of the reporters, but in the main it is a very fair specimen of
the recorder's style and language.

Note 4. There is, as will appear by the quotations, as much fun in the police reports in New York as in the best of
ours: the style of the Recorder is admirably taken off.

Note 5. Miss Martineau, speaking of a trial for murder in the United States, says, "I observed that no one seemed
to have a doubt of his guilt." She replied, that there never was a clearer case: but that he would be acquitted; the
examination and trial were a mere form, of which everyone knew the conclusion beforehand. The people did not
choose to see any more hanging, and till the law was so altered as to allow an alternative of punishment, no
conviction for a capital offence would be obtainable. I asked on what pretence the young man would be got off, if
the evidence against him was as clear as it was represented. She said some one would be found to swear an alibi.

"A tradesman swore an alibi; the young man was acquitted, and the next morning he was on his way to the West."
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Chapter XLVI.

Remarks �Lynch Law.

Englishmen express their surprise that in a moral community such a monstrosity as Lynch law should exist; but
although the present system, which has been derived from the original Lynch law, cannot be too severely
condemned, it must, in justice to the Americans, be considered that the original custom of Lynch law was forced
upon them by circumstances. Why the term of Lynch law has been made use of, I do not know; but in its origin
the practice was no more blameable than were the laws established by the Pilgrim fathers on their first landing at
Plymouth, or any law enacted amongst a community left to themselves, their own resources, and their own
guidance and government. Lynch law, as at first constituted, was nothing more than punishment awarded to
offenders by a community who bed been injured, and who had no law to refer to, and could have no redress if
they did not take the law into their own hands; the present system of Lynch law is, on the contrary, an illegal
exercise of the power of the majority in opposition to and defiance of the laws of the country, and the measure of
justice administered and awarded by those laws.

It must be remembered that fifty years ago, there were but a few white men to the westward of the Alleghany
Mountains; that the states of Kentucky and Tennessee were at that time as scanty in population, as even now are
the districts of Ioway and Columbia; that by the institutions of the Union a district required a certain number of
inhabitants before it could be acknowledged as even a district; and that previous to such acknowledgment, the
people who had squatted on the land had no claim to protection or law. It must also be borne in mind, that these
distant territories offered an asylum to many who fled from the vengeance of the laws, men without principle,
thieves, rogues, and vagabonds, who escaping there, would often interfere with the happiness and peace of some
small yet well−conducted community, which had migrated and settled on these fertile regions. These communities
had no appeal against personal violence, no protection from rapacity and injustice. They were not yet within the
pale of the Union; indeed there are many even now in this precise situation (that of the Mississippi for instance,)
who have been necessitated to make laws of government for themselves, and who acting upon their own
responsibilities, do very often condemn to death, and execute. [Note 1.] It was, therefore, to remedy the defect of
their being no established law, that Lynch law, as it is termed, was applied to; without it, all security, all social
happiness would have been in a state of abeyance. By degrees, all disturbers of the public peace, all offenders
against justice met with their deserts; and as it is a query, whether on its first institution, any law from the bench
was more honestly and impartially administered than this very Lynch law, which has now had its name prostituted
by the most barbarous excesses and contemptuous violation of all law whatever. The examples I am able to bring
forward of Lynch law, in its primitive state, will be found to have been based upon necessity, and a due regard to
morals and to justice. For instance, the harmony of a well−conducted community would be interfered with by
some worthless scoundrel, who would entice the young men to gaming, or the young women to deviate from
virtue. He becomes a nuisance to the community, and in consequence the heads or elders would meet and vote his
expulsion. Their method was very simple and straight−forward; he was informed that his absence would be
agreeable, and that if he did not "clear out" before a certain day, he would receive forty lashes with a cow−hide. If
the party thought proper to defy this notice, as soon as the day arrived he received the punishment, with a due
notification that, if found there again after a certain time, the dose would be repeated. By these means they rid the
community of a bad subject, and the morals of the junior branches were not contaminated. Such was in its origin
the practice of Lynch law.

A circumstance occurred within these few years in which Lynch law was duly administered. At Dubuque, in the
Ioway district, a murder was committed. The people of Dubuque first applied to the authorities of the state of
Michigan, but they discovered that the district of Ioway was not within the jurisdiction of that State; and, in fact,
although on the opposite side of the river there was law and justice, they had neither to appeal to. They would not
allow the murderer to escape; they consequently met, selected among themselves a judge and a jury, tried the
man, and, upon their own responsibility, hanged him.
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There was another instance which occurred a short time since at Snakes' Hollow, on the western side of the
Mississippi, not far from the town of Dubuque. A band of miscreants, with a view of obtaining possession of
some valuable diggings (lead mines,) which were in the possession of a grocer who lived in that place, murdered
him in the open day. The parties were well known, but they held together and would none of them give evidence.
As there were no hopes of their conviction, the people of Snakes' Hollow armed themselves, seized the parties
engaged in the transaction, and ordered them to quit the territory on pain of having a rifle−bullet through their
heads immediately. The scoundrels crossed the river in a canoe, and were never after heard of.

I have collected these facts to show that Lynch law has been forced upon the American settlers in the western
states by circumstances ; that it has been acted upon in support of morality and virtue, and that its awards have
been regulated by strict justice. But I must now notice this practice with a view to show how dangerous it is that
any law should be meted out by the majority, and that what was commenced from a sense of justice and necessity,
has now changed into a defiance of law, where law and justice can be readily obtained. The Lynch law of the
present day, as practised in the states of the west and south, may be divided into two different heads: the first is,
the administration of it in cases in which the laws of the states are considered by the majority as not having
awarded a punishment adequate, in their opinion, to the offence committed; and the other, when from excitement
the majority will not wait for the law to act, but inflict the punishment with their own hands.

The following are instances under the first head.

Every crime increases in magnitude in proportion as it affects the welfare and interest of the community. Forgery
and bigamy are certainly crimes, but they are not such heavy crimes as many others to which the same penalty is
decreed in this country. But in a commercial nation forgery, from its effects, becomes most injurious, as it
destroys confidence and security of property, affecting the whole mass of society. A man may have his pocket
picked of £1000 or more, but this is not a capital offence, as it is only the individual who suffers; but if a man
forges a bill for £5 he is (or rather, was) sentenced by our laws to be hanged. Bigamy may be adduced as another
instance: the heinousness of the offence is not in having more than one wife, but in the prospect of the children of
the first marriage being left to be supported by the community. Formerly, that was also pronounced a capital
offence. Of punishments, it will be observed that society has awarded the most severe for crimes committed
against itself, rather than against those which most offend God. Upon this principle, in the southern and western
states, you may murder ten white men and no one will arraign you or trouble himself about the matter; but steal
one nigger, and the whole community are in arms, and express the most virtuous indignation against the sin of
theft, although that of murder will be disregarded.

One or two instances in which Lynch law was called in to assist justice on the bench, came to my knowledge. A
Yankee had stolen a slave, but as the indictment was not properly worded, he knew that he would be acquitted,
and he boasted so, previous to the trial coming on. He was correct in his supposition; the flaw in the indictment
was fatal, and he was acquitted. "I told you so," said he, triumphantly smiling as he left the court, to the people
who had been the issue of the trial.

"Yes," replied they, "it is true that you have been acquitted by Judge Smith, but you have not yet been tried by
Judge Lynch." The latter judge was very summary. The Yankee was tied up, and cow−hided till he was nearly
dead; they then put him into a dug−out and sent him floating down the river. Another instance occurred which is
rather amusing, and, at the same time, throws some light upon the peculiar state of society in the west.

There was a bar−keeper at some tavern in the state of Louisiana (if I recollect right) who was a great favourite;
whether from his judicious mixture of the proportions of mint juleps and gin cocktails, or from other causes, I do
not know; but what may appear strange to the English, he was elected to an office in the law courts of the state,
similar to our Attorney−General, and I believe was very successful, for an American can turn his hand or his head
to almost anything. It so happened that a young man who was in prison for stealing a negro, applied to this
attorney−general to defend him in the court. This he did so successfully that the man was acquitted; but Judge
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Lynch was as usual waiting outside, and when the attorney came out with his client, the latter was demanded to be
given up. This the attorney refused, saying that the man was under his protection. A tumult ensued, but the
attorney was firm; he drew his Bowie−knife, and addressing the crowd, said, "My men, you all know me: no one
takes this man, unless he passes over my body." The populace were still dissatisfied, and the attorney not wishing
to lose his popularity, and at the same time wanting to defend a man who had paid him well, requested the people
to be quiet a moment until he could arrange the affair. He took his client aside, and said to him, "These men will
have you, and will Lynch you, in spite of all my efforts, only one chance remains for you, and you must accept it:
you know that it is but a mile to the confines of the next state, which if you gain you will be secure. You have
been in prison for two months, you have lived on bread and water, and you must be in good wind, moreover, you
are young and active. These men who wish to get hold of you are half drunk, and they never can run as you can.
Now, I'll propose that you have one hundred and fifty yards law, and then if you exert yourself, you can easily
escape." The man consented, as he could not help himself: the populace also consented, as the attorney pointed
out to them that any other arrangement would be injurious to his honour. The man, however, did not succeed; he
was so frightened that he could not run, and in a short time he was taken, and had the usual allowance of
cow−hide awarded by Judge Lynch. Fortunately he regained his prison before he was quite exhausted, and was
sent away during the night in a steamer.

At Natchez, a young man married a young lady of fortune, and, in his passion, actually flogged her to death. He
was tried, but as there were no witnesses but negroes, and their evidence was not admissible against a white man,
he was acquitted: but he did not escape; he was seized, tarred and feathered, scalped, and turned adrift in a canoe
without paddles.

Such are the instances of Lynch law being superadded, when it has been considered by the majority that the law
has not been sufficiently severe. The other variety of Lynch law is, when they will not wait for law, but, in a state
of excitement, proceed to summary punishment.

The case more than once referred to by Miss Martineau, of the burning alive of a coloured man at St. Louis, is one
of the gravest under this head. I do not wish to defend it in any way, but I do, for the honour of humanity, wish to
offer all that can be said in extenuation of this atrocity: and I think Miss Martineau, when she held up to public
indignation the monstrous punishment, was bound to acquaint the public with the cause of an excitable people
being led into such an error. This unfortunate victim of popular fury was a free coloured man, of a very
quarrelsome and malignant disposition; he had already been engaged in a variety of disputes, and was a nuisance
in the city. For an attempt to murder another coloured man, he was seized, and was being conducted to prison in
the custody of Mr. Hammond, the Sheriff, and another white person who assisted him in the execution of his duty.
As he arrived at the door of the prison, he watched his opportunity, stabbed the person who was assisting the
Sheriff, and, then passing his knife across the throat of Mr. Hammond, the carotid artery was divided, and the
latter fell dead upon the spot. Now, here was a wretch who, in one day, had three times attempted murder, and had
been successful in the instance of Mr. Hammond, the sheriff, a person universally esteemed. Moreover, when it is
considered that the culprit was of a race who are looked upon as inferior; that this successful attempt on the part
of a black man was considered most dangerous as a precedent to the negro population; that, owing to the
unwillingness to take away life in America, he might probably have escaped justice; and that this occurred just at
the moment when the abolitionists were creating such mischief and irritation:� although it must be lamented that
they should have so disgraced themselves, the summary and cruel punishment which was awarded by an incensed
populace is not very surprising. Miss Martineau has, however, thought proper to pass over the peculiar atrocity of
the individual who was thus sacrificed: to read her account of the transaction, it would appear as if he were an
unoffending party, sacrificed on account of his colour alone.

Another remarkable instance was the execution of five gamblers at the town of Vicksburgh, on the Mississippi. It
may appear strange that people should be lynched for the mere vice of gambling: but this will be better
understood when, in my second portion of this work, I enter into a general view of society in the United States. At
present it will be sufficient to say, that as towns rise in the South and West, they gradually become peopled with a
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better class; and that, as soon as this better class is sufficiently strong to accomplish their ends, a purification takes
place much to the advantage of society. I hardly need observe; that these better classes come from the Eastward.
New Orleans, Natchez, and Vicksburgh are evidences of the truth of observations I have made. In the present
instance, it was resolved by the people of Vicksburgh that they would no longer permit their city to be the resort
of a set of unprincipled characters, and that all gamblers by profession should be compelled to quit it. But, as I
have the American account of what occurred, I think it will be better to give it in detail, the rather as I was
informed by a gentleman residing there that it is perfectly correct:�

Our city has for some days past been the theatre of the most novel and startling scenes that we have ever
witnessed. While we regret that the necessary for such scenes should have existed, we are proud of the public
spirit and indignation against offenders displayed by the citizens, and congratulate them on having at length
banished a class of individuals, whose shameless vices and daring outrages have long poisoned the springs of
morality, and interrupted the relations of society. For years past, professional gamblers, destitute of all sense of
moral obligation �unconnected with society by any of its ordinary ties, and intent only on the gratification of their
avarice �have made Vicksburgh their place of rendezvous �and, in the very bosom of our society, boldly plotted
their vile and lawless machinations. Here, as everywhere else, the laws of the country were found wholly
ineffectual for the punishment of these individuals; and, emboldened by impunity, their numbers and their crimes
have daily continued to multiply. Every species of transgression followed in their train. They supported a large
number of tippling−houses, to which they would decoy the youthful and unsuspecting, and, after stripping them of
their possessions, send them forth into the world the ready and desperate instrument of vice. Our streets were ever
resounding with the echoes of their drunken and obscene mirth, and no citizen was secure from their villainy.
Frequently, in armed bodies, they have disturbed the good order of public assemblages, insulted our citizens, and
defied our civil authorities. Thus had they continued to grow bolder in their wickedness, and more formidable in
their numbers, until Saturday, the 4th of July (inst.), when our citizens had assembled together, with the corps of
Vicksburg volunteers, at a barbecue, to celebrate the day by the usual festivities. After dinner, and during the
delivery of the toasts, one of the officers attempted to enforce order and silence at the table, when one of these
gamblers, whose name is Cabler, who had impudently thrust himself into the company, insulted the officer, and
struck one of the citizens. Indignation immediately rose high, and it was only by the interference of the
commandant that he was saved from instant punishment. He was, however, permitted to retire, and the company
dispersed. The military corps proceeded to the public square of the city, and were there engaged in their exercises,
when information was received that Cabler was coming up, armed, and resolved to kill one of the volunteers, who
had been most active in expelling him from the table. Knowing his desperate character, two of the corps instantly
stepped forward and arrested him. A loaded pistol and a large knife and dagger were found upon his person, all of
which he had procured since he separated from the company. To liberate him would have been to devote several
of the most respectable members of the company to his vengeance, and to proceed against him at law, would have
been mere mockery, inasmuch as, not having had the opportunity of consummating his design, no adequate
punishment could be inflicted on him. Consequently, it was determined to take him into the woods and Lynch
him, which is a mode of punishment provided for such as become obnoxious in a manner which the law cannot
reach. He was immediately carried out under a guard, attended by a crowd of respectable citizens, tied to a tree,
punished with stripes, tarred and feathered, and ordered to leave the city in forty−eight hours. In the meantime,
one of his comrades, the Lucifer of his gang, had been endeavouring to rally and arm his confederates for the
purpose of rescuing him �which, however, he failed to accomplish.

"Having thus aggravated the whole band of these desperadoes, and feeling no security against their vengeance, the
citizens met at night in the Court−house, in a large number, and there passed the following resolutions:�

"Resolved, That a notice be given to all professional gamblers, that the citizens of Vicksburg are resolved to
exclude them from this place and its vicinity; and that twenty−four hours' notice be given them to leave the place.

"Resolved, That all persons permitting faro−dealing in their houses, he also notified that they will be prosecuted
therefore.
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"Resolved, That one hundred copies of the foregoing resolutions be printed and stuck up at the corners of the
streets �and that this publication be deemed a notice.

"On Sunday morning, one of these notices was posted at the corners of each square of the city. During that day
(the 5th) a majority of the gang, terrified by the threats of the citizens, dispersed in different directions, without
making any opposition. It was sincerely hoped that the remainder would follow their example and thus prevent a
bloody termination of the strife which had commenced. On the morning of the 6th, the military corps, followed by
a file of several hundred citizens, marched to each suspected house, and sending in an examining committee,
dragged out every faro−table and other gambling apparatus that could be found. At length they approached a
house which occupied by one of the most profligate of the gang, whose name was North, and in which it was
understood that a garrison of armed men had been stationed. All hoped that these wretches would be intimidated
by the superior numbers of their assailants, and surrender themselves at discretion rather than attempt a desperate
defence. The house being surrounded, the back door was burst open, when four or five shots were fired from the
interior, one of which instantly killed Dr. Hugh S. Bodley, a citizen universally beloved and respected. The
interior was so dark that the villains could not be seen; but several of the citizens, guided by the flash of their
guns, returned their fire. A yell from one of the party announced that one of the shots had been effectual, and by
this time a crowd of citizens, their indignation overcoming all other feelings, burst open every door of the
building, and dragged into the light those who had not been wounded.

"North the ringleader, who had contrived this desperate plot, could not be found in the building, but was
apprehended by a citizen, while attempting, in company with another, to make his escape at a place not fir distant.
Himself, with the rest of the prisoners, was then conducted in silence to the scaffold. One of them, not having
been in the building before it was attacked, nor appearing to be concerned with the rest, except that he was the
brother of one of them, was liberated. The remaining number of five, among whom was the individual who had
been shut, but who still lived, were immediately executed in presence of the assembled multitude. All sympathy
for the wretches was completely merged in detestation and horror of their crime. The whole procession then
returned to the city, collected all the faro−tables into a pile, and burnt them. This being done, a troop of horsemen
set out for a neighbouring house; the residence of J. Hord the individual who had attempted to organise a force on
the first day of the disturbance for the rescue of Cabler, who had since been threatening to fire the city. He had,
however, made his escape on that day, and the next morning crossed the Big Black at Baldwin's Ferry, in a state
of indescribable consternation. We lament his escape, as his whole course of life for the last three years has
exhibited the most shameless profligacy, and been a series of continual transgressions against the laws of God and
man.

"The names of the individuals who perished were as follow:� North, Hullams, Dutch Bill, Smith, and Mccall.

"Their bodies were cut down on the morning after the execution, and buried in a ditch.

"It is not expected that this act will pass without censure from those who had not an opportunity of knowing and
feeling the dire necessity out of which it originated. The laws, however severe in their provision, have never been
sufficient to correct a vice which must be established by positive proof, and cannot, like others, be shown from
circumstantial testimony. It is practised, too, by individuals whose whole study is to violate the law in such a
manner as to evade its punishment, and who never are in want of secret confederates to swear them out of their
difficulties, whose oaths cannot be impeached for any specific cause. We had borne with their enormities until to
suffer them any longer would not only have proved us to be destitute of every manly sentiment, but would also
have implicated us in the guilt of necessaries to their crimes. Society may be compared to the elements, which,
although 'order is their first law,' can sometimes be purified only by a storm. Whatever, therefore, sickly
sensibility or mawkish philanthropy may say against the course pursued by us, we hope that our citizens will not
relax the code of punishment which they have enacted against this infamous and baleful class of society; and we
invite Natchez, Jackson, Columbus, Warrenton, and all our sister towns throughout the State, in the name of our
insulted laws, of offended virtue, and of slaughtered innocence, to aid us in exterminating this deep−rooted vice
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from our land. The revolution has been conducted here by the most respectable citizens, heads of families,
members of all classes, professions, and pursuits. None have been heard to utter a syllable of censure against
either the act or the manner in which it was performed.

"An Anti−Gambling Society has been formed, the members of which have pledged their lives, fortunes, and
sacred honours for the suppression of gambling, and the punishment and expulsion of gamblers.

"Startling as the above may seem to foreigners, it will ever reflect honour on the insulted citizens of Vicksburg,
among those who best know how to appreciate the motives by which they were actuated. Their city now stands
redeemed and ventilated from all the vices and influence of gambling and assignation houses; two of the greatest
curses that ever corrupted the morals of any community."

That the society in the towns on the banks of the Mississippi can only, like the atmosphere, "be purified by
storm," is, I am afraid, but too true.

I have now entered fully, and I trust impartially, into the rise and progress of Lynch Law, and I must leave my
readers to form their own conclusions. That it has occasionally been beneficial, in the peculiar state of the
communities in which it has been practised, must be admitted; but it is equally certain that it is in itself
indefensible, and that but too often, not only the punishment is much too severe for the offence, but what is still
more to be deprecated, the innocent do occasionally suffer with the guilty.

"A similar case is to be found at the present day, west of the Mississippi. Upon lands belonging to the United
States, not yet surveyed or offered for sale, are numerous bodies of people who have occupied them, with the
intention of purchasing them when they shall be brought into the market. These persons are mailed squatters, and
it is not to be supposed that they consist of the elite of the emigrants to the West; yet we are informed that they
have organised a government for themselves, and regularly elect magistrates to attend to the execution of the
laws. They appears in this respect, to be worthy descendants of the pilgrims." �Carey on Wealth.

Chapter XLVII.

Remarks �Climate.

I wish the remarks in this chapter to receive peculiar attention, as in commenting upon the character of the
Americans, it is but justice to them to point out that many of what may be considered their errors, arise from
circumstances over which they have no control; and one which has no small weight in this scale is the peculiar
climate of the country; for various as is the climate, in such an extensive region, certain it is, that in one point, that
of excitement, it has, in every portion of it, a very pernicious effect.

When I first arrived at New York, the effect of the climate upon me was immediate. On the 5th of May, the heat
and closeness were oppressive. There was a sultriness in the air, even at that early period of the year, which to me
seemed equal to that of Madras. Almost every day there were, instead of our mild refreshing showers, sharp
storms of thunder and lightning; but the air did not appear to me to be cooled by them. And yet, strange to say,
there were no incipient signs of vegetation: the trees waved their bare arms, and while I was throwing off every
garment which I well could, the females were walking up and down Broadway wrapped up in warm shawls. It
appeared as if it required twice the heat we have in our own country, either to create a free circulation in the blood
of the people, or to stimulate nature to rouse after the torpor of a protracted and severe winter. In a week from the
period I have mentioned, the trees were in full foliage, the belles of Broadway walking about in summer dresses
and thin satin shoes; the men calling for ice, and rejoicing in the beauty of the weather, the heat of which to me
was most oppressive. In one respect there appears to be very little difference throughout all the States of the
Union; which is, in the extreme heat of the summer months, and the rapid changes of temperature which take
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place in the twenty−four hours. When I was on Lake Superior the thermometer stood between 90º and 100º during
the day, and at night was nearly down to the freezing point. When at St. Peter's, which is nearly as far north, and
farther west, the thermometer stood generally at 100º to 106º during the day, and I found it to be the case in all the
northern States when the winter is most severe, as well as in the more southern. When on the Mississippi and
Ohio rivers, where the heat was most insufferable during the day, our navigation was almost every night
suspended by the thick dank fogs, which covered not only the waters but the inland country, and which must be
anything but healthy. In fact, in every portion of the States which I visited, and in those portions also which I did
not visit, the extreme heat and rapid changes in the weather were (according to the information received front
other persons) the same.

But I must proceed to particulars. I consider the climate on the sea coasts of the eastern States, from Maine to
Baltimore, as the most unhealthy of all parts of America; as, added to the sudden changes, they have cold and
damp easterly winds, which occasion a great deal of consumption. The inhabitants, more especially the women,
shew this in their appearance, and it is by the inhabitants that the climate must be tested. The women are very
delicate, and very pretty; but they remind you of roses which have budded fairly, but which a check in the season
has not permitted to blow. Up to sixteen or seventeen, they promise perfection; at that age their advance appears
to be checked. Mr. Sanderson, in a very clever and amusing work, which I recommend to every one, called
"Sketches of Paris," says: "Our climate is noted for three eminent qualities �extreme heat and cold, and extreme
suddenness of change. If a lady has bad teeth, or a bad complexion, she lays them conveniently to the climate; if
her beauty, like a tender flower, fades before noon, it is the climate; if she has a bad temper, or a snub nose; still it
is the climate. But our climate is active and intellectual, especially in winter, and in all seasons more pure and
transparent than the inking skies of Europe. It sustains the infancy of beauty �why not its maturity? It spares the
bud �why not the opened blossom, or the ripened fruit? Our negroes are perfect in their teeth �why not the
whites? The chief preservation of beauty in any country is health, and there is no place in which this great interest
is so little attended to as in America. To be sensible of this, you must visit Europe �you must see the deep
bosomed maids of England upon the Place Vendome and the Rue Castiglione."

I have quoted this passage, because I think Mr. Sanderson is not just in these slurs upon his fair countrywomen. I
acknowledge that a bad temper does not directly proceed from climate, although sickness and suffering,
occasioned by climate, may directly produce it. As for the snub nose, I agree with him, that climate has not so
much to do with that. Mr. Sanderson is right in saying, that the chief preservative of beauty is health; but may I
ask him, upon what does health depend but upon exercise? and if so, how many days are there in the American
summer in which the heat will admit of exercise, or in the American winter in which it is possible for women to
walk out? for carriage driving is not exercise, and if it were, from the changes in the weather in America, it will
always be dangerous. The fact is, that the climate will not admit of the exercise necessary for health, unless by
running great risks, and very often contracting cold and chills, which end in consumption and death. To accuse his
countrywomen of natural indolence, is unfair; it is an indolence forced upon them. As for the complexions of the
females, I consider they are much injured by the universal use of close stoves, so necessary in the extremity of the
winters. Mr. S's implication, that because negroes have perfect teeth, therefore so should the whites, is another
error. The negroes were born for, and in, a torrid clime, and there is some difference between their strong ivory
masticators and the transparent pearly teeth which so rapidly decay in the eastern states, from no other cause than
the variability of the climate. Besides, do the teeth of the women in the western states decay so fast? Take a
healthy situation, with an intermediate climate, such as Cincinnati, and you will there find not only good teeth, but
as deep−bosomed maids as you will in England; so you will in Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, and Wisconsin,
which, with a portion of Ohio, are the most healthy states in the Union. There is another proof, and a positive one,
that the women are affected by the climate and not through any fault of their own, which is, that if you transplant
a delicate American girl to England, she will in a year or two become so robust and healthy as not to be
recognised upon her return home; showing that the even temperature of our damp climate is from the capability of
constant exercise, more conducive to health, than the sunny, yet variable atmosphere of America.
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The Americans are fond of their climate, and consider it, as they do every thing in America, as the very best in the
world. They are, as I have said before, most happy in their delusions. But if the climate be not a healthy one, it is
certainly a beautiful climate to the eye; the sky is so clear, the air so dry, the tints of the foliage so inexpressibly
beautiful in the autumn and early winter months: and at night, the stars are so brilliant, hundreds being visible
with the naked eye which are not to be seen by us, that I am not surprised at the Americans praising the beauty of
their climate. The sun is terrific in his heat, it is true, but still one cannot help feeling the want of it, when in
England, he will disdain to shine for weeks. Since my return to this country, the English reader can hardly form an
idea of how much I have longed for the sun. After having sojourned for nearly two years in America, the sight of
it has to me almost amounted to a necessity, and I am not therefore at all astonished at an American finding fault
with the climate of England; nevertheless, our climate, although unprepossessing to the eye, and depressive to the
animal spirits, is much more healthy than the exciting and changeable atmosphere, although beautiful in
appearance, which they breathe in the United States.

One of the first points to which I directed my attention on my arrival in America, was to the diseases most
prevalent. In the eastern States, as may be supposed, they have a great deal of consumption; in the western, the
complaint is hardly known: but the general nature of the American diseases are neuralgic, or those which affect
the nerves, and which are common to almost all the Union. Ophthalmia, particularly the disease of the ophthalmic
nerve, is very common in the eastern States. The medical men told me that there were annually more diseases of
the eye in New York city alone, than perhaps all over Europe. How far this may be correct I cannot say; but this I
can assert, that I never had any complaint in my eyes until I arrived in America, and during a stay of eighteen
months, I was three times very severely afflicted. The oculist who attended me asserted that he had seven hundred
patients.

The tic doloureux is another common complaint throughout America, �indeed so common is it, that I should say
that one out of ten suffers from it, more or less; the majority, however, are women.

I saw more cases of delirium tremens in America, than I ever heard of before. In fact, the climate is one of
extreme excitement. I had not been a week in the country before I discovered how impossible it was for a
foreigner to drink as much wine or spirits as he could in England, and I believe that thousands of emigrants have
been carried off by making no alteration in their habits upon their arrival. See Note 1.

The winters in Wisconsin, Ioway, Missouri, and Upper Canada, are dry and healthy, enabling the inhabitants to
take any quantity of exercise, and I found that the people looked forward to their winters with pleasure, longing
for the heat of the summer to abate.

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and a portion of Ohio, are very unhealthy in the autumns from the want of drainage;
the bilious congestive fever, ague, and dysentery, carrying off large numbers, Virginia, Kentucky, North Carolina,
and the eastern portions of Tennessee, are comparatively healthy. South Carolina, and all the other southern
States, are, as it is well known, visited by the yellow fever, and the people migrate every fall to the northward, not
only to avoid the contagion, but to renovate their general health, which suffers from the continual demand upon
their energies, the western and southern country being even more exciting than the east. There is a fiery
disposition in the Southerners which is very remarkable; they are much more easily excited than even the
Spaniard or Italian, and their feelings are more violent and unrestrainable, as I shall hereafter show. That this is
the effect of climate I shall now attempt to prove by one or two circumstances, out of the many which fell under
my observation. It is impossible to imagine a greater difference in character than exists between the hot−blooded
Southerner, and the cold calculating Yankee of the eastern States. I have already said that there is a continual
stream of emigration from the eastern States to the southward and westward the farmers of the eastern States
leaving their comparatively barren lands to settle down upon the more grateful soils of the interior. Now, it is a
singular, yet a well known fact, that in a very few years the character of the Eastern farmer is completely changed.
He arrives there a hard−working, careful, and sober man; for the first two or three years his ground is well tilled,
and his crops are abundant; but by degrees he becomes a different character: he neglects his farm, so that from
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rich soil he obtains no better crops than he formerly did upon his poor land in Massachusetts; he becomes
indolent, reckless, and often intemperate. Before he has settled five years in the Western country, the climate has
changed him into a Western man, with all the peculiar virtues and vices of the country.

A Boston friend of mine told me that he was once on board of a steamboat on the Mississippi, and found that an
old schoolfellow was first mate of the vessel. They ran upon a snag, and were obliged to lay the vessel on shore
until they could put the cargo on board of another steamboat, and repair the damage. The passengers, as usual on
such occasions, instead of grumbling at what could not be helped, as people do in England, made themselves
merry; and because they could not proceed on their voyage they very wisely resolved to drink champagne. They
did so: a further supply being required, this first mate was sent down into the hold to procure it. My Boston friend
happened to be at the hatchway when he went down with a flaring candle in his hand, and he observed the mate
creep over several small barrels until he found the champagne cases, and ordered them up.

"What is in those barrels?" inquired he of the mate when he came up again.

"Oh, gunpowder!" replied the mate.

"Good Heavens!" exclaimed the Bostonian, "is it possible that you could be so careless? why I should have
thought better of you; you used to be a prudent man."

"Yes, and so I was, until I came into this part of the country," replied the mate, "but somehow or another, I don't
care for things now, which, when I was in my own State, would have frightened me out of my wits." Here was a
good proof of the Southern recklessness having been imbibed by a cautious Yankee.

I have adduced the above instances, because I consider that the excitement so general throughout the Union, and
forming so remarkable a feature in the American character, is occasioned much more by climate than by any other
cause: that the peculiarity of their institutions affords constant aliment for this excitement to feed upon is true, and
it is therefore seldom allowed to repose. I think, moreover, that their climate is the occasion of two bad habits to
which the Americans are prone, namely, the use of tobacco and of spirituous liquors. An Englishman could not
drink as the Americans do; it would destroy him here in a very short time, by the irritation it would produce upon
his nerves. But the effect of tobacco is narcotic and anti−nervous; it allays that irritation, and enables the
American to indulge in stimulating habits without their being attended with such immediate ill consequences.

To the rapid changes of the climate, and to the extreme heat, must be also to a great degree ascribed the excessive
use of spirituous liquors; the system being depressed by the sudden changes demanding stimulus to equalise the
pulse. The extraordinary heat during the summer is also another cause of it. The Rev. Mr. Reid says, in his Tour
through the States, "the disposition to drink now became intense; we had only to consider how we might safely
gratify it; the thermometer rose to low, and the heat and perspiration were intolerable." Now, if a Christian divine
acknowledged this feeling, it is not to be supposed but that others must be equally affected. To drink pure water
during this extreme heat is very dangerous: it must be qualified with some wine or spirit; and thus is an American
led into a habit of drinking, from which it is not very easy, indeed hardly possible, for him to abstain, except
during the winter, and the winters in America are too cold for a man to leave off any of his habits. Let it not be
supposed that I wish to excuse intemperance: far from it; but I wish to be just in my remarks upon the Americans,
and show, that if they are intemperate (which they certainly are), there is more excuse for them than there is for
other nations, from their temptation arising out of circumstances.

There is but one other point to be considered in examining into the climate of America. It will be admitted that the
American stock is the very best in the world, being originally English, with a favourable admixture of German,
Irish, French, and other northern countries. It moreover has the great advantage of a continual importation of the
same varieties of stock to cross and improve the breed. The question then is, have the American race improved or
degenerated since the first settlement? If they have degenerated, the climate cannot be healthy.
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I was very particular in examining into this point, and I have no hesitation in saying, that the American people are
not equal in strength or in form to the English. I may displease the Americans by this assertion, and they may
bring forward their backwoodsmen and their Kentuckians, who live at the spurs of the Alleghany Mountains, as
evidence to the contrary; but although they are powerful and tall men they are not well made, nor so well made as
the Virginians, who are the finest race in the Union. There is one peculiar defect in the American figure common
to both sexes, which is, narrowness of the shoulders , and it is a very great defect; there seems to be a check to the
expansion of the chest in their climate, the physiological causes of which I leave to others. On the whole, they
certainly are a taller race than the natives of Europe, but not with proportionate muscular strength. Their climate,
therefore, I unhesitatingly pronounce to be bad, being injurious to them in the two important points, of healthy
vigour in the body, and healthy action of the mind; enervating the one, and tending to demoralise the other.

Note 1. Vermont, New Hampshire, the interior portion of the State of New York, and all the portions of the other
States which abut on the great lakes, are healthy, owing to the dryness of the atmosphere being softened down by
the proximity of such large bodies of water.

Chapter XLVIII.

Remarks �Education.

Mr. Carey, in his statistical work, falls into the great error of most American writers �that of lauding his own
country and countrymen, and inducing them to believe that they are superior to all nations under heaven. This is
very injudicious, and highly injurious to the national character: it upholds that self−conceit to which the
Americans are already so prone, and checks that improvement so necessary to place them on a level with the
English nation. The Americans have gained more by their faults having been pointed out by travellers than they
will choose to allow; and, from his moral courage in fearlessly pointing out the truth, the best friend to America,
among their own countrymen, has been Dr. Charming. I certainly was under the impression, previous to my visit
to the United States, that education was much more universal there than in England; but every step I took, and
every mile I travelled, lowered my estimate on that point. To substantiate my opinion by statistical tables would
be difficult; as, after much diligent search, I find that I can only obtain a correct return of a portion of our own
establishments; but, even were I able to obtain a general return, it would not avail me much, as Mr. Carey has no
general return to oppose to it. He gives us, as useful, Massachusetts and one or two other States, but no more; and,
as I have before observed, Massachusetts is not America. His remarks and quotations from English authors are not
fair; they are loose and partial observations, made by those who have a case to substantiate. Not that I blame Mr.
Carey for making use of those authorities, such as they are; but I wish to show that they have misled him.

I must first observe that Mr. Carey's estimate of education in England is much lower than it ought to be; and I may
afterwards prove that his estimate of education in the United States is equally erroneous on the other side.

To estimate the amount of education in England by the number of national schools must ever be wrong. In
America, by so doing, a fair approximation may be arrived at, as the education of all classes is chiefly confined to
them; but in England the case is different; not only the rich and those in the middling classes of life, but a large
proportion of the poor, sending their children to private schools. Could I have obtained a return of the private
seminaries in the United Kingdom, it would have astonished Mr. Carey. The small parish of Kensington and its
vicinity has only two national schools, but it contains 292 (I believe this estimate is below the mark) private
establishments for education; and I might produce fifty others, in which the proportion would be almost as
remarkable. I have said that a large portion of the poorer classes in England send their children to private teachers.
This arises from a feeling of pride; they prefer paying for the tuition of their children rather than having their
children educated by the parish, as they term the national schools. The consequence is, that in every town, or
village, or hamlet, you will find that there are "dame schools," as they are termed, at which about one half of the
children are educated.
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The subject of national education has not been warmly taken up in England until within these last twenty−five
years, and has made great progress during that period. The Church of England Society for National Education was
established in 1813. Two years after its formation there were only 230 schools, containing 40,484 children. By the
Twenty−seventh Report of this Society, ending the year 1838, these schools had increased to 17,341, and the
number of scholars to 1,003,087. But this, it must be recollected, is but a small proportion of the public education
in England; the Dissenters having been equally diligent, and their schools being quite as numerous in proportion
to their numbers. We have, moreover, the workhouse schools, and the dame schools before mentioned, for the
poorer classes; and for the rich and middling classes, establishments for private tuition, which, could the returns
of them and of the scholars be made, would, I am convinced, amount to more than five times the number of the
national and public establishments. But as Mr. Carey does not bring forward his statistical proof; and I cannot
produce mine, all that I can do is to venture my opinion from what I learnt and saw during my sojourn in the
United States, or have obtained from American and other authorities.

The State of Massachusetts is a school; it may be said that all there are educated, Mr. Reid states in his work:�

"It was lately ascertained by returns from 131 towns in Massachusetts, that the number of
scholars was 12,393; that the number of persons in the towns between the ages of fourteen and
twenty−one who are unable to write was fifty−eight; and in one town there were only three
persons who could not read or write, and those three were dumb."

I readily assent to this, and I consider Connecticut equal to Massachusetts; but as you leave these two states, you
find that education gradually diminishes. [See Note 1.] New York is the next in rank, and thus the scale descends
until you arrive at absolute ignorance.

I will now give what I consider as a fair and impartial tabular analysis of the degrees of education in the different
states in the Union. It may be cavilled at, but it will nevertheless be a fair approximation. It must be remembered
that it is not intended to imply that there are not a certain portion of well−educated people in those states put down
in class 4, as ignorant states, but they are included in the Northern states, where they principally receive their
education.

Degrees of Education in the different States in the Union

1st Class. Population.

Massachusetts 700,000

Connecticut 298,000

998,000

2nd Class.

New York 2,400,000
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Maine 555,000

New Hampshire 300,000

Vermont 330,000

Rhode Island 110,000

New Jersey 360,000

Ohio 1,300,000

5,355,000

3rd Class

Virginia 1,360,000

North Carolina 800,000

South Carolina 650,000

Pennsylvania (note) 1,600,000

Maryland 500,000

Delaware 80,000

Columbia [district] 50,000

Kentucky 800,000

5,840,000
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4th Class

Tennessee 900,000

Georgia 620,000

Indians 650,000

Illinois 320,000

Alabama 600,000

Louisiana 350,000

Missouri 350,000

Mississippi 150,000

Michigan 120,000

Arkansas 70,000

Wisconsin 20,000

Florida [territory] 50,000

5,000,000

If I am correct, it appears then that we have:�

Highly educated 998,000

Equal with Scotland 5,355,000
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Not equal with England 5,840,000

Uneducated 6,000,000

This census is an estimate of 1836, sufficiently near for the purpose. It is supposed that the population of the
united States has since increased about two millions, and of that increase the great majority is in the Western
states, where the people are wholly uneducated. Taking, therefore, the first three classes, in which there is
education in various degrees, we find that they amount to 12,193,000; against which we may fairly put the
5,000,000 uneducated, adding to it, the 2,000,000 increased population, and 3,000,000 of slaves.

I believe the above to be a fair estimate, although nothing positive can be collected from it. In making a
comparison of the degree of education in the United States and in England, one point should not be overlooked. In
England, children may be sent to school, but they are taken away as soon as they are useful, and have little time to
follow up their education afterwards. Worked like machines, every hour is devoted to labour, and a large portion
forget, from disuse, what they have learnt when young. In America, they have the advantage not only of being
educated, but of having plenty of time, if they choose, to profit by their education in after life. The mass in
America ought, therefore, to be better educated than the mass in England, where circumstances are against it. I
must now examine the nature of education given in the United States.

It is admitted as an axiom in the United States, that the only chance they have of upholding their present
institutions is by the education of the mass; that is to say, a people who would govern themselves must be
enlightened. Convinced of this necessity, every pains has been taken by the Federal and State governments to
provide the necessary means of education [See Note 4.] This is granted; but we now have to inquire into the
nature of the education, and the advantages derived from such education as is received in the United States.

In the first place, what is education? Is teaching a boy to read and write education? If so, a large proportion of the
American community may be said to be educated; but, if you supply a man with a chest of tools, does he therefore
become a carpenter! You certainly give him the means of working at the trade, but instead of learning it, he may
only cut his fingers. Reading and writing without the farther assistance necessary to guide people aright, is
nothing more than a chest of tools.

Then, what is education? I consider that education commences before a child can walk: the first principle of
education, the most important, and without which all subsequent are but as leather and prunella, is the lesson of
obedience �of submitting to parental control �" Honour thy father and thy mother!"

Now, any one who has been in the United States must have perceived that there is little or no parental control.
This has been remarked by most of the writers who have visited the country; indeed to an Englishman it is a most
remarkable feature. How is it possible for a child to be brought up in the way that it should go, when he is not
obedient to the will of his parents? I have often fallen into a melancholy sort of musing after witnessing such
remarkable specimens of uncontrolled will in children; and as the father and mother both smiled at it, I have
thought that they little knew what sorrow and vexation were probably in store for them, in consequence of their
own injudicious treatment of their offspring. Imagine a child of three years old in England behaving thus:�

"Johnny, my dear, come here," says his mamma.

"I won't," cries Johnny.

"You must, my love, you are all wet, and you'll catch cold."
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"I won't," replies Johnny.

"Come, my sweet, and I've something for you."

"I won't."

"Oh! Mr. �, do, pray make Johnny come in."

"Come in, Johnny," says the father.

"I won't."

"I tell you, come in directly, sir �do you hear?"

"I won't," replies the urchin taking to his heels.

"A sturdy republican, sir," says his father to me, smiling at the boy's resolute disobedience.

Be it recollected that I give this as one instance of a thousand which I witnessed during my sojourn in the country.

It may be inquired, how is it that such is the case at present, when the obedience to parents was so rigorously
inculcated by the puritan fathers, that by the blue laws, the punishment of disobedience was death? Captain Hall
ascribes it to the democracy, and the rights of equality therein acknowledged; but I think, allowing the spirit of
their institutions to have some effect in producing this evil, that the principal cause of it is the total neglect of the
children by the father, and his absence in his professional pursuits, and the natural weakness of most mothers,
when their children are left altogether to their care and guidance.

Mr. Sanderson, in his Sketches of Paris, observes:� "The motherly virtues of our women, so eulogised by
foreigners, is not entitled to unqualified praise. There is no country in which maternal care is so assiduous; but
also there is none in which examples of injudicious tenderness are so frequent." This I believe to be true; not that
the American women are really more injudicious than those of England, but because they are not supported as
they should be by the authority of the father, of whom the child should always entertain a certain portion of fear
mixed with affection, to counterbalance the indulgence accorded by natural yearnings of a mother's heart.

The self−will arising from this fundamental error manifests itself throughout the whole career of the American's
existence, and, consequently, it is a self−willed nation par excellence.

At the age of six or seven you will hear both boys and girls contradicting their fathers and mothers, and advancing
their own opinions with a firmness which is very striking.

At fourteen or fifteen the boys will seldom remain longer at school. At college, it is the same thing; (note 6) and
they learn precisely what they please, and no more. Corporal punishment is not permitted; indeed, if we are to
judge from an extract I took from an American paper, the case is reversed.

The following "Rules" are posted up in New Jersey school−house:�

"No kissing girls in school−time; no licking the master during holy days."

At fifteen or sixteen, if not at college, the boy assumes the man; he enters into business, as a clerk to some
merchant, or in some store. His father's home is abandoned, except when it may suit his convenience, his salary
being sufficient for most of his wants. He frequents the bar, calls for gin cocktails, chews tobacco, and talks
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politics. His theoretical education, whether he has profited much by it or not, is now superseded by a more
practical one, in which he obtains a most rapid proficiency. I have no hesitation in asserting that there is more
practical knowledge among the Americans than among any other people under the sun. (note 7).

It is singular that in America, everything, whether it be of good of evil, appears to assist the country in going
a−head. This very want of parental control, however it may affect the morals of the community, is certainly
advantageous to America, as far as her rapid advancement is concerned. Boys are working like men for years
before they would be in England; time is money, and they assist to bring in the harvest.

But does this independence on the part of the youth of America end here? On the contrary, what at first was
independence, assumes next the form of opposition, and eventually that of control .

The young men before they are qualified by age to claim their rights as citizens, have their societies, their
book−clubs, their political meetings, their resolutions, all of which are promulgated in the newspapers; and very
often the young men's societies are called upon by the newspapers to come forward with their opinions. Here is
opposition. Mr. Cooper says, on page 152 of his "Democrat":�

"The defects in American deportment are, notwithstanding, numerous and palpable. Among the first may be
ranked, insubordination in children, and a great want of respect for age. The former vice may be ascribed to the
business habits of the country, which leave so little time for parental instruction, and, perhaps, in some degree to
the acts of political agents, who, with their own advantages in view, among the other expedients of their cunning,
have resorted to the artifice of separating children from their natural advisers by calling meetings of the young to
decide on the fortunes and policy of the country."

But what is more remarkable, is the fact that society has been usurped by the young people, and the married and
old people have been, to a certain degree, excluded from it. A young lady will give a ball, and ask none but young
men and young women of her acquaintance; not a chaperon is permitted to enter, and her father and mother are
requested to stay upstairs, that they may not interfere with the amusement. This is constantly the case in
Philadelphia and Baltimore, and I have heard bitter complaints made by the married people concerning it. Here is
control. Mr. Sanderson, in his "Sketches of Paris," observes:�

"They who give a tone to society should have maturity of mind; they should have refinement of
taste, which is a quality of age. As long as college beaux and boarding−school misses take the
lead, it must be an insipid society, in whatever community it may exist. Is it not villainous in your
Quakerships of Philadelphia, to lay us, before we have lived half our time out, upon the shelf!
Some of the native tribes, more merciful, eat the old folks out of the way."

However, retribution follows: in their turn they marry, and are ejected; they have children, and are disobeyed. The
pangs which they have occasioned to their own parents are now suffered by them in return, through the conduct of
their own children; and thus it goes on, and will go on, until the system is changed.

All this is undeniable; and thus it appears that the youth of America, being under no control, acquire just as much
as they please, and no more, of what may be termed theoretical knowledge. Thus is the first great error in
American education, for how many boys are there who will learn without coercion, in proportion to the number
who will not? Certainly not one in ten, and, therefore it may be assumed that not one in ten is properly instructed.
[See note 6.]

Now, that the education of the youth of America is much injured by the want of control on the part of the parents,
is easily established by the fact that in those states where the parental control is the greatest, as in Massachusetts,
the education is proportionably superior. But this great error is followed by consequences even more lamentable:
it is the first dissolving power of the kindred attraction, so manifest throughout all American society. Beyond the
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period of infancy there is no endearment between the parents and children; none of that sweet spirit of affection
between brother and sisters; none of those links which unite one family; of that mutual confidence; that rejoicing
in each other's success; that refuge, when they are depressed or afflicted, in the bosoms of those who love us �the
sweetest portion of human existence, which supports us wider, and encourages us firmly to brave, the ills of life
�nothing of this exists. In short, there is hardly such a thing in America as "Home, sweet home." That there are
exceptions to this, I grant but I speak of the great majority of cases, and the results upon the character of the
nation. Mr. Cooper, speaking of the weakness of the family tie in America, says�

"Let the reason be what it will, the effect is to cut us off from a large portion of the happiness that is dependent on
the affections."

The next error of American education is, that in their anxiety to instil into the minds of youth a proper and ardent
love of their own institutions, feelings and sentiments are fostered which ought to be most carefully checked. It
matters little whether these feelings (in themselves vices) are directed against the institutions of other countries;
the vice once engendered remains, and hatred once implanted in the breast of youth, will not be confined in its
action. Neither will national conceit remain only national conceit, or vanity be confined to admiration of a form of
government; in the present mode of educating the youth of America, all sight is lost of humility, good−will, and
the other Christian virtues, which are necessary to constitute a good man, whether he be an American, or of any
other country.

Let us examine the manner in which a child is taught. Democracy, equality, the vastness of his own country, the
glorious independence, the superiority, of the Americans in all conflicts by sea or land, are impressed upon his
mind before he can well read. All their elementary books contain garbled and false accounts of naval and land
engagements, in which every credit is given to the Americans, and equal vituperation and disgrace thrown upon
their opponents. Monarchy is derided, the equal rights of man declared �all is invective, uncharitableness, and
falsehood.

That I may not in this be supposed to have asserted too much, I will quote a reading−lesson from a child's book,
which I purchased in America as a curiosity, and is now in my possession. It is called the "Primary Reader for
Young Children," and contains many stories besides this, relative to the history of the country.

"Lesson" 62.

"Story about the 4th of July".

6. "I must tell you what the people of New York did. In a certain spot in that city there stood a large statue, or
representation of King George III. It was made of lead. In one hand he held a sceptre, or kind of sword, and on his
head he wore a crown.

7. "When the news of the Declaration of Independence reached the city, a great multitude were seen running to
the statue.

8. "The cry was heard, 'Down with it �down with it!' and soon a rope was placed about its neck, and the leaden
King George came tumbling down.

9. "This might fairly be interpreted as a striking prediction of the downfall of the monarchical form of government
in these United States.

10. "If we look into history, we shall frequently find great events proceeding from as trifling causes as the fall of
the leaden statue, which not unaptly represents the character of a despotic prince.
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11. "I shall only add, that when the statue was fairly down, it was cut to pieces, and converted into musket−balls
to kill the soldiers whom his majesty had sent over to fight the Americans."

This is quite sufficient for a specimen. I have no doubt that it will be argued by the Americans �"We are justified
in bringing up our youth to love our institutions." I admit it; but you bring them up to hate other people, before
they have sufficient intellect to understand the merits of the case.

The author of "A Voice from America," observes:�

"Such, to a great extent is the unavoidable effect of that political education which is indispensable
to all classes of a self−governed people. They must be trained to it from their cradle; it must go
into all schools; it must thoroughly leaven the national literature, it must be 'line upon line, and
precept upon precept,' here a little and there a little; it must be sung, discoursed, and thought upon
everywhere and by every body."

And so it is; and as if this scholastic drilling were not sufficient, every year brings round the 4th of July, on which
is read in every portion of the states the act of independence, in itself sufficiently vituperative, but invariably
followed−up by one speech (if not more) from some great personage of the village, hamlet, town, or city, as it
may be, in which the more violent he is against monarchy and the English, and the more he flatters his own
countrymen, the more is his speech applauded.

Every year is this drilled into the ears of the American boy, until he leaves school, when he takes a political part
himself, connecting himself with young men's society, where he spouts about tyrants, crowned heads, shades of
his forefathers, blood flowing like water, independence, and glory.

The Rev. Mr. Reid very truly observes, of the reading of the Declaration of Independence:� "There is one thing,
however, that may justly claim the calm consideration of a great and generous people. Now that half a century has
passed away, is it necessary to the pleasures of this day to revive feelings in the children which, if they were
found in the parent, were to be excused only by the extremities to which they were pressed? Is it generous, now
that they have achieved the victory, not to forgive the adversary? Is it manly, now that they have nothing to fear
from Britain, to indulge in expressions of hate amid vindictiveness, which are the proper language of fear? Would
there be less patriotism, because there was more charity? America should feel that her destinies are high and
peculiar. She should scorn the patriotism which cherishes the love of one's own country, by the hatred of all
others."

I think, after what I have brought forward, the reader will agree with me, that the education of the youth in the
United States is immoral, and the evidence that it is so, is in the demoralisation which has taken place in the
United States since the era of the Declaration of Independence, and which fact is freely admitted by so many
American writers:�

"Aetas parentum pejor avis tulit
Nos nequieres, mox daturos
        Progeniem vitiosiorem."

 Horace, lib. iii., ode 6.

I shall by and by shew some of the effects produced by this injudicious system of education; of which, if it is
necessary to uphold their democratical institutions, I can only say, with Dr. Franklin, that the Americans "pay
much too dear for their whistle."

It is, however, a fact, that education (such as I have shown it to be) is in the United States more equally diffused.
They have very few citizens of the States (except a portion of those in the West) who may be considered as
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"hewers of wood and drawers of water," those duties being performed by the emigrant Irish and German, and the
slave population. The education of the higher classes is not by any means equal to that of the old countries or
Europe. You meet very rarely with a good classical scholar, or a very highly educated man, although some there
certainly are, especially in the legal profession. The Americans have not the leisure for such attainments: hereafter
they may have; but at present they do right to look principally to Europe for literature, as they can obtain it thence
cheaper and better. In every liberal profession you will find that the ordeal necessary to be gone through is not
such as it is with us; if it were, the difficulty of retaining the young men at college would be much increased. To
show that such is the case, I will now just give the difference of the acquirements demanded in the new and old
country to qualify a young man as an M.D.

English Physician American Physician

1. A regular classical education at college 1. Not required

2. Apprenticeship of not less than five years 2. One year's apprenticeship

3. Preliminary examination in the classics, &c. 3. Not required

4. Sixteen months' attendance at lectures in 2½ years 4. Eight months in two years

5. Twelve months' hospital practice 5. Not required

6. Lectures on botany, natural philosophy, &c. 6. Not required

If the men in America enter so early into life that they have not time to obtain the acquirements supposed to be
requisite with us, it is much the same thing with the females of the upper classes, who, from the precocious
ripening by the climate and consequent early marriages, may be said to throw down their dolls that they may
nurse their children.

The Americans are very justly proud of their women, and appear tacitly to acknowledge the want of theoretical
education in their own sex, by the care and attention which they pay to the instruction of the other. Their exertions
are, however, to a certain degree, checked by the circumstance, that there is not sufficient time allowed previous
to the marriage of the females to give that solidity to their knowledge which would ensure its permanency. They
attempt too much for so short a space of time. Two or three years are usually the period during which the young
women remain at the establishments, or colleges I may call them (for in reality they are female colleges.) In the
prospectus of the Albany Female Academy, I find that the classes run through the following branches:� French,
book−keeping, ancient history, ecclesiastical history, history of literature, composition, political economy,
American constitution, law, natural theology, mental philosophy, geometry, trigonometry, algebra, natural
philosophy, astronomy, chemistry, botany, mineralogy, geology, natural history, and technology, besides drawing,
penmanship, &c. &c.

It is almost impossible for the mind to retain, for any length of time, such a variety of knowledge, forced into it
before a female has arrived to the age of sixteen or seventeen, at which age, the study of these sciences, as is the
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case in England, should commence not finish. I have already mentioned that the examinations which I attended
were highly creditable both to preceptors and pupils; but the duties of an American woman as I shall hereafter
explain, soon find her other occupation, and the ologies are lost in the realities of life. Diplomas are given at most
of these establishments, on the young ladies completing their course of studies. Indeed, it appears to be almost
necessary that a young lady should produce this diploma as a certificate of being qualified to bring up young
republicans. I observed to an American gentlemen how youthful his wife appeared to be �"Yes," replied he, "I
married her a month after she had graduated ." The following are the terms of a diploma, which was given to a
young lady at Cincinnati, and which she permitted me to copy:�

"In testimony of the zeal and industry with which Miss M� T� has prosecuted the prescribed course of studies in
the Cincinnati Female Institution, and the honourable proficiency which she has attained in penmanship,
arithmetic, English grammar, rhetoric, belles−lettres, composition, ancient and modern geography, ancient and
modern history, chemistry, natural philosophy, astronomy, &c. &c. &c., of which she has given proofs by
examination.

"And also as a mark of her amiable deportment, intellectual acquirements, and our affectionate regard, we have
granted her this letter �the highest honour bestowed in this institution.

[Seal.] "Given under our hands at Cincinnati, this 19th day of July, Anno Domini 1837."

The ambition of the Americans to be a−head of other nations in every thing, produces, however, injurious effects,
so far as the education of the women is concerned. The Americans will not "leave well alone," they must "gild
refined gold," rather than not consider themselves in advance of other countries, particularly of England. They
alter our language, and think that they have improved upon it; as in the same way they would raise the standard of
morals higher than with us, and consequently fall much below us, appearances supplying the place of the reality.
In these endeavours they sink into a sickly sentimentality, and, as I have observed before, attempts at refinement
in language, really excite improper ideas. As a proof of the ridiculous excess to which this is occasionally carried,
I shall insert an address which I observed in print; had such a document appeared in the English newspapers, it
would have been considered as a hoax.

"Mrs. Mandelle's Address:�

"To the young ladies of the Lancaster Female Academy, at an examination on the 3rd March, 1838.

"Affectionate Pupils:� With many of you this is our final meeting in the relative position of teacher and pupil, and
we must part perhaps to meet no more. That this reflection filtrates from my mind to my heart with saddening
influence, I need scarce assure you. But Hope, in a voice sweet as 'the wild strains of the Eolian harp,' whispers in
dulcet accents, 'we may again meet.' In youth the impressions of sorrow are fleeting and evanescent as 'the vapery
sail ,' that momentarily o'ershadows the luciferous orb of even, vanishes and leaves her disc untarnished in its
lustre: so may it be with you �may the gloom of this moment, like the elemental prototype, be but the precursor of
reappearing radiance undimmed by the transitory shadow.

"Happy and bright indeed has been this small portion of your time occupied, not only in the interesting pursuit of
science, but in a reciprocation of attentions and sympathies, endeared by that holiest ligament of earthly
sensibilities, religion, which so oft has united us in soul and sentiment, as the aspirations of our hearts
simultaneously ascended to the mercy−seat of the great Jehovah! The remembrance of emotions like these are
ineffaceable by care or sorrow, and only blotted out by the immutable hand of death. These halcyon hours of
budding existence are to memory as the oasis of the desert, where we may recline beneath the soothing influence
of their umbrage, and quaff in the goblet of retrospection the lucid draught that refreshes for the moment, and is
again forgotten. Permit me to solicit, that the immaculate principles of virtue, I have so often and so carefully
inculcated, may not be forgotten, but perseveringly cherished and practised. May the divine dictates of reason
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murmur in harmonious cadence, bewitching as the fabled melody of the musical bells on the trees of the
Mahomedan Paradise. She dwells not alone beneath the glittering star, nor is always encircled by the diamond
cestus and the jewel'd tiara! indeed not! and the brilliancy emulged from the spangling gems, but make more
hideous the dark, black spot enshrined in the effulgence. The traces of her peaceful footsteps are found alike in the
dilapidated hovel of the beggared peasant, and the velveted saloon of the coroneted noble; who may then
apportion her a home or assign her a clime? In making my acknowledgments for the attentive interest with which
you received my instructions; and the respectful regard you manifested in appreciating my advice, it is not as a
compliment to your vanity, but a debt due to your politeness and good sense. Long, my beloved pupils, may my
precepts and admonitions live in your hearts; and hasten you, in the language of Addison, to commit yourself to
the care of Omnipotence, and when the morning calls again to toil, cast all your cares upon him the author of your
being, who has conducted you through one stage of existence, and who will always be present to guide and attend
your progress through eternity."

An advertisement of Mr. Bonfil's Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, after enumerating the various branches of
literature to be taught, winds up with the following paragraph:�

"And finally, it will be constantly inculcated, that their education will be completed when they have the power to
extend unaided, a spirit of investigation, searching and appreciating truth, without passing the bounds assigned to
the human understanding."

I have now completed this volume, and although I omitted the major portion of my Diary, that I might not
trespass too long upon the reader my task is still far from its termination. The most important parts of it �an
examination into the American society and their government, and the conclusions to be drawn from the
observations already made upon several subjects; in short, the working out of the problem, as it were, is still to be
executed. I have not written one line of this work without deliberation and examination. What I have already done
has cost me much labour �what I have to do will cost me more. I must, therefore, claim for myself the indulgence
of the public, and request that, in justice to the Americans, they will not decide until they have perused the second
portion, with which I shall, as speedily as I can, wind up my observations upon the United States and their
Institutions.

Note 1. A church−yard with its mementos of mortality is sometimes a fair criterion by which to judge of the
degree of the education of those who live near it. In one of the church−yards in Vermont, there is a tomb stone
with an inscription which commences as follows: "Paws, reader, Paws."

Note 2. New York is superior to the other states in this list; but Ohio is not quite equal. I can draw the line no
closer.

Note 3. Notwithstanding that Philadelphia is the capital, the state of Pennsylvania is a great dunce.

Note 4. Miss Martineau says: "Though, as a whole, the nation is probably better informed than any other entire
nation, it cannot be denied, that their knowledge is far inferior to what their safety and their virtue require."

Note 5. The master of a school could not manage the gab, they being exceedingly contumacious. Beat them, he
dared not; so he hit upon an expedient. He made a very strong decoction of wormwood, and for a slight offence,
poured one spoonful down their throats: for a more serious one, he made them take two.

Note 6. Mrs. Trollope says: "At sixteen, often much earlier, education ends and money making begins; the idea
that more learning is necessary than can be acquired by that time, is generally ridiculed as absolute monkish
bigotry to which, if the seniors willed a more prolonged discipline, the juniors would refuse submission. When the
money getting begins, leisure ceases, and all the lore which can be acquired afterwards is picked up from novels,
magazines, and newspapers."
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Captain Hall also remarks upon this point:� "I speak now from the authority of the Americans themselves. There
is the greatest possible difficulty in fixing young men long enough at college. Innumerable devices have been
tried with considerable ingenuity to remedy this evil, and the best possible intentions by the professors and other
public−spirited persons who are sincerely grieved to see so many incompetent, half−qualified men in almost
every corner of the country."

Captain Hamilton very truly observes:� "Though I have unquestionably met in New York with many most
intelligent and accomplished gentlemen, still I think the fact cannot be denied, �that the average of acquirement
resulting from education is a good deal lower in this country than in the better circles in England. In all the
knowledge which must be taught, and which requires laborious study for its attainment, I should say the
Americans are considerably inferior to my countrymen. In that knowledge, on the other hand, which the
individual acquires for himself by actual observation, which bears an immediate marketable value and is directly
available in the ordinary avocations of life, I do not imagine that the Americans are excelled by any people in the
world."

The End.
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